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ABSTRACT

THE "CHU SHU" CHAPTER OP THE HUAI NAN TZU: THE SOURCES 
AND ORIENTATION OF ITS POLITICAL THOUGHT

ROGER THOMAS AMES

The "Chu Shu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu, because 
of its frequent use of Fa-chia terminology and allusions, 
has often been characterized as a Fa-chia document. While 
first impressions do suggest a Fa-chia oriented political 
philosophy, a more careful study of the sources and per
spective of its basic precepts demonstrates that this is 
not the case. By isolating the main concepts and themes 
dealt with in this chapter and comparing them with their 
pre-Ch'in antecedents, we are able to ascertain both the 
debt owed to the earlier traditions and the orientation 
of the "Chu Shu" political theory relative to these ear
lier schools of thought.

In the preparation of this thesis, the first step is 
to identify and isolate the most important concepts in the 
"Chu Shu" chapter. Secondly, we trace the origins and evo
lution of each of these concepts through pre-Han sources to 
determine their development- and significance. With a rea
sonably confident understanding of the histoarical signifi
cance of these concepts at hand, we then analyze the "Chu 
Shu" interpretation, and undertake a detailed comparison 
between the historical concept and its "Chu Shu" counter
part. In so doing, we have been able to locate the sources 
and to determine the orientation of the "Chu Shu" chapter's 
political thought.

Appendix I contains an annotated translation of the 
"Chu Shu" chapter. In Appendix II we examine the usage 
of fa in texts prior to the emergence of the Fa-chia. 
school, and conclude that only well into the Warring 
States period when the Fa-chia theorists had taken over 
this character and injected it with their own meaning did 
it come to connote "penal law". Finally, in Appendix III 
we attempt to demonstrate that the final pertion of this 
"Chu Shu" chapter is a later accretion.
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PREFACE

An important compendium of existing knowledge was 
presented to the court of Wu Ti during the first cen
tury of the Western Han. This text, the Huai Nan Tzu, 
takes its name from the Prince of Huai Nan, Liu An, 
who gathered scholars and adepts from all over the 
empire at his court. This assemblage of learned men 
conferred, researched and wrote as the house guests 
of the Prince, and contributed their efforts to his 
anthology. The eclectic and composite nature of this 
anthology, the difficult language characteristic of 
early Han literature and an abundance of textual prob
lems have traditionally dissuaded scholars from giving 
this text the attention which its contents deserve.

This anthology covers many of the basic ideas and 
beliefs which had evolved during the formative years 
of the Chinese religio-philosophical traditions. There 
is also much generally unrecognized originality in this 
work— an early Han integration and synthesis of concepts 
which had occasioned fierce intellectual exchange in 
late Chou China. The further refinement of these ideas 
was to occupy the finest Chinese minds for the first 
millenium of the Christian era, and their influence was 
to determine the configuration and course of China's 
religious and philosophical development. More specifical
ly, on the Taoist side this document represents one of 
our most valuable and revealing links between the philo
sophical Taoist tradition and the emergence of religious 
Taoism during the Eastern Han. On the Confucian side, 
it is a sourcebook for the ideas which came to dominate 
Confucianism just as Confucian theory was coming to dom
inate the intellectual and political life of Han China.
In spite of the importance of this text, to date there



has been no English translation.* However, several de
velopments during the past decade have brought such a 
project into the realm of possibility.

Firstly, although there is still no modern Chinese 
translation, Yi!i Ta-ch'eng, a contemporary Chinese scholar, 
has spent many years collating virtually all earlier 
textual work and has done much either to resolve exist
ing textual problems or provide us with the material 
from which to resolve them ourselves. Secondly, only 
as recently as 197 5 has a proper Japanese version of 
the text been produced. This work under the direction 
of Professor Togawa is generally well-researched and 
reasonably accurate, and has served as an invaluable 
aid. Thirdly, in recent years a contemporary Chinese 
scholar, Hsd Fu-kuan, has brought a lifetime of study 
to bear on the intellectual history of the Han dynasty 
and has contributed much to our understanding of the 
philosophical development during this period. Initially,
I was very much moved to write this thesis after reading 
his article "Liu An te shih-tai yd Huai Nan Tzu" which 
appeared in Ta-lu tsa-chih (1973) 4-7:6. Having written 
the thesis, I re-read his article published as a chapter 
in his Liang-Han ssu-hsiang shih II, and was both sur
prised and heartened to observe the degree to which my 
own conclusions are simply a logical extension and devel
opment of this scholar's insights into a very difficult 
text. Finally, the recent archeological excavations of 
Han tombs have uncovered a wealth of previously unknown

*During the thirties there was one pioneering assault on 
a portion of the text by Evan Morgan, but this attempt 
offers a rendering so far removed from the original that 
it scarcely merits the title, "translation". That it 
has been totally forgotten is a fair indication of its 
worth.

Apart from Evan Morgan's Tao, the Great Luminant, 
there is only B. Wallacker's translation of one chapter 
The Huai-Nan-Tzu, Book Eleven: Behavior, Culture and the
Cosmos.
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material which both facilitates textual reconstruction 
and sheds new light on some previously dark corners of 
the text. The Sun Pin pinq-fa, for example, is of con
siderable value in dealing with Militarist concepts gen
erally, and in understanding Chapter 15 in particular.

Given these recent advances in the study of the Huai 
Nan Tzu, the time seems right to undertake the long term 
research project of producing for publication an annotated 
translation of at least the most important doctrinal chap
ters. In the preparation of this thesis, I have taken 
the first step in this direction with a reasonably detail
ed study of one of the most important chapters. Hopefully 
this first pilot chapter.can form part of the larger enter
prise.

My own study of the Huai Nan Tzu has been much encour
aged by having had the opportunity to work under D.C. Lau, 
Professor of Chinese at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies. Professor Lau has been pursuing his own examin
ation of the text for many years, and in the process of 
directing my Ph.D. research on portions of the text, has 
been generous in sharing his knowledge with one just 
entering the stream. In return for the inspiration and 
encouragement I have received, I can only offer the poor 
payment of my gratitude and respect.

I would like to acknowledge my appreciation to the 
Education Ministry of the Japanese government who over 
a year and a half supported my efforts to become familiar 
with the Japanese contribution to the study of the Huai 
Nan Tzu. The Canada Council has also supported my re
search in London over the past three years.

For his expert help in writing the Chinese characters 
which in themselves lend an independent value to my the
sis, I would like to declare my debt to Peter Lam ( th't V& ).

Finally, I would like to express an ongoing debt to 
my wife, Bonnie, whose patience and quiet encouragement 
have sustained this work from its inception.
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INTRODUCTION

The Huai Nan Tzu is an anthology of early Han phil-
osophical literature compiled under the patronage of
Liu An and possibly submitted to the Han court of Wu
Ti as early as 140 While the Kao Yu (d. c. 220
A.D.) preface to the text does list a number of guests
who might well have participated in the authorship of

2the text, we know-very little about these persons. In 
the biographical material which still exists concerning 
Liu An, he is accredited with having been a man of im
mense literary talents. In both the Shih-chi 118 and 
Han-shu 44 biographies, this point is made emphatically 
and at some length. Again, the sheer volume of material 
listed in the "Yi-wen chih" of the Han-shu which claims 
his title is a fair indication of his literary involve
ment in the first century of the Western Han. That he 
himself had some hand in the writing and editing of the 
Huai Nan Tzu is well within the realm of possibility.

The theory that an early version of our modern Huai Nan 
Tzu was submitted to the Kan court in 140 B.C. is based 
on the Hu Shih equation of the nei shu ■% mentioned in 
the Han-shu biography of Liu An with the modern text.
He bases this equation on a second reference to the text 
in the "Yi~wen chih" of the Han-shu: -;1i =*4'-' %
Yen Shih-ku M- fry •£ , an early T'ang commentator on the 
Han-shu, further observes that the nei p 1ien discusses 
the tao. This would be consistent with the opening 
"Ydan Tao" chapter of the modern text.

0. Kanaya in his Ro-so teki sekai pp. 94 ff. and the 
corresponding "Enanj i no rekishi" chapter of his Shin-Kan 
shisO no kenkyu together with H. Kusuyama pp. 33 ff. (see 
also p. 24) reject this 140 B.C. date for the Huai Nan Tzu. 
They contend that the nature of the text is such that it 
was probably written one chapter at a time over many years 
up until Liu An's suicide in 122 B.C. At this time it was 
edited into 20 chapters and the "Yao Ldeh" chapter was 
appended as a summary of this editing. The text first 
came to be called "Huai Nan Tzu" in the "Ching-chi chih" 
of the Sui-shu.

There is another reason for questioning the 140 B.C.
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The contents of the Huai Nan Tzu1s 21 chapters are 

broad and varied, probably following the Lfl-shih ch'un- 
ch1iu in attempting to provide a compendium of existing 
knowledge. It is a syncretic text which borrows widely 
and heavily from pre-Ch'in sources and adapts earlier 
contributions to its own ends. This synthetic and com
posite nature of the Huai Nan Tzu has led some scholars

3to dismiss it as "unoriginal". In fact, as is borne 
out by our analysis of the one "Chu Shu" chapter, the 
originality and the depth of the Huai Nan Tzu lies in 
its capacity for reconciling and synthesizing selected 
elements of previously conflicting ideologies. While 
the orientation of individual chapters certainly varies 
a great deal, there is a general spirit of eclecticism 
which pervades the text and gives it its unmistakable 
Han signature. In this thesis, by tracing the sources 
and identifying the orientation of the "Chu Shu" chap
ter, we hope to demonstrate the degree to which this 
spirit of eclecticism must be reckoned with in gaining 
a full appreciation of the Huai Nan Tzu1s place in 
early Chinese literature.

The "Chu Shu" chapter has long been characterized as
4basically a Fa-chia document. This is m  large part

date. In the Kao Yu commentary to 6/9a: ^  nf- k. i 
he glosses this as iK it ̂f? . It would appear that Kao
Yu at least thought that this was written during the reign 
of Wu Ti. The year 140 B.C. was only his first year on 
the throne.
2For a discussion of authorship, see Togawa pp. 34-4— 5 notes 
4-7 and 48; 0. Kanaya, pp. 41 ff. and H. Kusuyama, pp. 2 6 ff.
3See W.T. Chan, Sourcebook p. 305. He suggests that "his 
originality is negligible". B. Watson, Early Chinese Lit
erature p. 190 states that "one of its few original contri
butions is a brief description of the creation of the uni
verse..." This would seem to be a widely held opinion.

^The "Yao Ldeh" description of the "Chu Shu" chapter in 
21/3a is perhaps the earliest source of this association.
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due to the frequent use of Fa-chia terminology and al
lusions. While first impressions do suggest a Fa-chia 
oriented political philosophy, a more careful examina
tion of the chapter takes us behind the faqade of iso
lated concepts and particular expressions into a highly 
original and profound system of government. The system 
of government propounded in this chapter selects and 
integrates important features from the whole spectrum 
of pre-Han political philosophy. This then becomes the 
first objective of our thesis: to demonstrate that the 
political theory contained in the "Chu Shu" chapter, 
while being constructed with an obvious Fa-chia facing, 
shares a basic sympathy with precepts of Taoist and 
Confucian origin. Further, while this "Chu Shu" chap
ter does make free and uninhibited use of ideas drawn 
from all three traditions, the ultimate disposition of 
its scheme of government is both unique and original.

The author of the "Chu Shu" chapter chooses to 
couch his political philosophy in a series of inte
grated discussions centered around what would seem 
to be predominantly Fa-chia precepts. However, there 
is a definite distance between Fa-chia doctrine in its 
traditional sense and the "Chu Shu" chapter's interpre
tation of these same concepts. The degree and the 
nature of this divergence can be demonstrated by a care
ful comparison between the traditional Fa-chia concepts 
and those outlined in the "Chu Shu" chapter.

At this state in structuring our thesis, we were

The editor of the Huai Nan Tzu text describes the "Chu 
Shu" chapter in purely Fa-chia terms. More recently,
H. Kusuyama pp. 43 and 134 and 0. Kanaya pp. 145-8 dis
cuss this chapter under a Fa-chia heading. While these 
two scholars do detect a Taoist influence in the chap
ter, they see this influence as being a more pronounced 
version of the Taoist element contained in Han Pei Tzu.
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still convinced that we could look to earlier scholarly 
efforts to provide us with a reliable analysis of Fa- 
chia political philosophy, and that we could focus our 
attention on precipitating and articulating our rather 
vague impression that the "Chu Shu" chapter is something 
much more complex than a simple reiteration of Fa-chia 
doctrine. This was not to be. While we were able to 
locate some discussion of Fa-chia doctrine in Chinese, 
Japanese and Western language sources, by and large we 
found these discussions to be superficial and inadequate. 
One source would seem to repeat another in projecting 
a limited and sometimes distorted interpretation of key 
concepts into the early Fa-chia texts. At this point it 
became clear that in order to accomplish our first ob
jective of comparing the "Chu Shu" philosophy with Fa- 
chia theory, we would first have to analyze key Fa-chia 
concepts in representative texts in order to construct 
a reliable basis of comparison on which to lay the "Chu 
Shu" interpretation. If we are going to explain how the 
"Chu Shu" interpretation of shih , for example, is 
something related to and yet distinct from the Fa-chia 
conception of this term, there can be no way around the 
fact that we must first have a firm grasp on the signi
ficance of this term in the Fa-chia tradition. The 
preparation of this thesis has thus fallen into the 
following stages:

1) identify and abstract .the central concepts in 
the "Chu Shu" chapter's political philosophy.

2) trace the origins and evolution of these con
cepts through pre-Han documents to determine their 
development and their significance for our early Han 
author.

3) analyze and outline the "Chu Shu" interpreta
tion of these concepts.
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4) undertake a detailed comparison between the tra

ditional significance of these concepts and their "Chu 
Shu" interpretation in order to locate the sources and 
determine the orientation of the "Chu Shu" chapter's 
political philosophy.

While we leave the detailed results of having pur
sued this methodology for the thesis itself, there are 
two general observations which can be made here.

Firstly, although the "Chu Shu" chapter draws and 
shapes its theory out of the entire corpus of pre-Han 
literature, there is a very real consistency in its 
proposed method of government. Where this consistency 
breaks down, as in the final portion of the chapter, 
the fault would appear to be textual corruption rather 
than structural weakness.

Secondly, there have been many attempts at political 
theory which, while being brilliantly devised and having 
a very real appeal to man's higher nature, are simply 
impracticable. The idyllic anarchy of the philosophical 
Taoists is perhaps one of these. Where "government by 
non-government" can readily elicit sympathy, especially 
from someone suffering under political constraint, the 
problem of where to begin in implementing this system 
of political organization has limited the Taoist philos
ophy's application to those higher facets of life in 
which total freedom can at least be aspired to. While 
on a theoretical basis philosophical Taoism has often 
been regarded as a reaction against the ruling Confu
cian orthodoxy, in the history of Imperial China there 
has never been a serious attempt at realizing the Tao
ist political ideal.

One very valid interpretation of this "Chu Shu" 
chapter is that it has been compiled with the inten
tion of providing a political structure conducive to 
the development and expansion of Taoist precepts at a
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practical political and social level. While painfully 
aware that pure Taoist political theory is beyond the 
scope of day-to-day government and imperfect man, the 
author of this chapter attempts to lay down the minimal 
amount of political constraint necessary to guarantee 
the maximum degree of individual freedom. WTe would 
characterize the political system outlined in the ,:Chu 
Shu" chapter as an attempt at a "practicable Taoism".
The spirit of the chapter is Taoistic— a tamed Taoism 
which trades a certain degree of its unconstrained 
freedom for a functional practicability.

In citing references in this thesis, we have attempted 
to assist the reader by considering both facility and re
liability. As a general principle, our first choice has 
been to cite the Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological 
Index Series in recognition of its important place in 
the Sinologist's reference library and its convenience 
for the reader. Where a text has not yet been included 
in this series, our second choice is the Ssu-pu ts'ung- 
k 1 an (2100 ts1e) compiled and reproduced in a photo
lithographic edition in 1920-22 by Commercial Press,
Shanghai. If the cited work is not included in the 
Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an, the Ssu-pu pei-yao (137 2 ts'e) com
piled and published by Chung-hua shu-chd, Shanghai, in 
1927-35 is consulted. Where the work is not included in 
any of these three, we refer the reader to what we con
sider to be a popularly accessible and at the same time 
reliable text. The bibliography indicates which text 
has been used. The following abbreviations have been 
used in this thesis:
TPYL: T'ai-p'ing yd-lan--see bibliography.
SPTK: Ssu-pu ts1ung-kan— see Introduction above.
SPPY: Ssu-pu pei-yao— see Introduction above.
LWT: Liu Wen-tien— see bibliography.
BMFEA: Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 
BSOAS: Bulletin of tĥ - School of Oriental and African Studies
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CHAPTER I: SHIH fy

A. INTRODUCTION

The first concept which we want to analyze in this 
study of the "Chu Shu" chapter is sliih . This concept 
has long been associated with the rise of the Fa-chia 
school as one of its three cardinal precepts: , and
4if . In spite of its central importance, the historical 
development of shih prior to its adoption by the early 
Fa-chia thinkers has not, to our knowledge, been examined 
in any depth. Further, the full meaning of this term is 
by no means simple and straightforward. Because it grad
ually accrued a wide yet not altogether unrelated range 
of meanings, it has often suffered the common fate of 
being interpreted in early texts with all of its later 
connotations. If we can unveil the earliest possible 
significance of shih and trace its development from this 
point, we can gain many insights into its later usage 
and perhaps identify the stages in its development at 
which it took on additional dimensions of meaning.

It would appear that at a relatively early period-- 
at least by the time of Sun Wu in the 6th C. B.C.— -thinker 
who were later to be classified as "Militarists11 had 
already appropriated the character shih to represent a 
very specific and important military situation. Having 
acquired military connotations, this same character at 
yet another stage in its development was taken over by 
Fa-chia theorists and its scope was extended to cover 
a political situation in many ways analogous to its 
earlier military application.

In this chapter, we want to begin by examining shih 
as a military concept. Having identified and outlined 
this early usage, we will then investigate the Fa-chia 
stratum in its development and attempt to grasp its 
extended political application. Once we have traced the
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historical development of this concept and arrived at a 
reasonably coherent assessment of its meaning in the Fa- 
chia tradition/ we can then turn to an analysis of the 
"Chu Shu" usage of this term, and from this comparison, 
take the first step in determining the orientation of 
the "Chu Shu" chapter's political philosophy.

B. DEVELOPMENT OF SHIH AS A SPECIAL MILITARY TERM 

1Hsd Fu-kuan suggests that the expression shih was 
originally a term employed by the Militarist school in 
discussing contention for advantageous terrain. This 
assertion is borne out first by references to the Mili
tarists in early texts and again by the contents of
extant works representative of the Militarist school,

2 3especially those attributed to Sun Wu and Sun Pin.

See his Liang-Han ssu-hsiang shih Vol. 2 p. 143.
2Kuo Hua-jo p. 2 concludes that the Sun Tzu by Sun Wu 
was a summary of the salient features of warfare current 
during the Ch'un-ch'iu period. It was a distillation of 
experience gained when Wu attacked Ch'u and a product of 
Sun W u 1s study of military affairs with King Ho-Id of Wu, 
Wu Tzu-hsd and others. Having undergone over a century 
of oral transmission, the Sun Tzu was edited and added 
to by Sun Pin, a descendant of Sun Wu, to form the present- 
13 p * ien. Although this was the modern consensus, with 
the recent unearthing of the Sun Tzu ping-fa fragments 
(just over 200 chien with about 2300 characters, approx
imately 1/3 of which are to be found in existing editions 
and the remainder attesting to a text longer than the 
present 13 p *ien) and the Sun Pin ping-fa (a text pre
viously unknown)r this opinion is being reassessed. On 
the basis of the Yin Ch'deh Shan find in 1972, the Sun 
Tzu ping-fa is being reattributed to Sun Wu alone, and 
is being restored to its Ch'un-ch'iu position. See Wen 
Wu 1974/12 pp. 20-4-. This relatively early dating of 
at least some portions of the Sun Tzu is attested by the 
similar summary passages found in the Shang-chtln shu 
military chapters (see Duyvendak notes, pp. 244-52).
3Ch 1ien Mu m  his Hsien-Ch'in chu-tzu hsi-nien dates Sun 
Pin as 380-320 B.C. The 197 2 discovery of portions of
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Firstly, there are references to the Militarist school

in early literature which draw a definite link between it
and this notion of shih. The MYi Ping" chapter of the
Hsfln Tzu (53/15/5) opens with a debate on military affairs

4between the lord of Lin-wu and Hsdn Tzu before King Hsiao- 
5ch'eng of Chao. In this debate, the term shih -is asso-

6ciated with the Militarists, Sun Wu and Wu C?n‘i:

ft fa &  &■ -f ft fM'I ^  n  ft if & 4  *8
& -ft &  & IS CA.ll & $ i. K- K 1. £
4  #  pff
The lord of Lin-wu said: "This is not so. That which 
is valued in military affairs is advantage; that which 
is put into action is expediency and deception. One 
adept at using the army is sudden and mysterious, and 
none know from whence he comes. Sun Wu and Wu C h 1i 
using this philosophy carried all before them. How 
could it be necessary to first win over the people?"

Again, in the Lti-shih ch’un-ch'iu 17/l8b it states:

...Sun Pin valued shih...
In the Shih-chi biography of Sun Pin (p. 2163 and 2164), 
it credits him with having said:

K  If  -ft il- n  ft *  if 4. &  f\ ft *  4  t  #  h m  #-
t'f.ji'i i &  if 4
Now, one who wants to unravel a jumbled tangle of silk 
threads does not tug at it and batter it; one who 
wants to resolve a conflict does not join in punching 
and jabbing. Avoiding heavily fortified positions and 
striking at weakpoints, if the enemy's deployment is 
extended and they are prevented from gaining any 
military advantage, the conflict will resolve itself.

a 4-
One adept at waging war taking this advantage into 
account can use it to his benefit.

15 chapters of the Sun Pin ping-fa in the Han tomb of Yin 
Ch'deh Shan has provided us with perhaps some of the 89 
p 'ien attributed to Sun Pin in the Han-shu "Yi-wen chih". 
The unearthing of this text along with fragments of the 
Sun Tzu ping-fa enables us to make a distinction between
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Given the general dearth of references to the militarists

7m  the early texts, we might speculate on the basis of 
these passages alone that this concept of shih was con
sidered to be of central importance to Militarist doc-8trine. Turning to the extant Militarist texts, we find 
that such speculation is in fact confirmed.

In the Sun Tzu, and particularly in the "Ping Shih" 
chapter, we can detect various different shades of 
meaning for this term shih. Firstly, as in 10/7a and 
10/8a below, there are several instances where, given 
the general nature of its application, it can perhaps 
be rendered quite simply as "conditions" or "circum
stances " :

In the case of "being at a distance", when condi
tions are equally matched, it is difficult to insti
gate the engagement. Were one to engage the enemy, 
it is not to his advantage (since after having travel
led a long distance, his troops are certain to be 
weary).

(listing six errors of the general) Conditions being 
equally matched, to attack an enemy with one tenth 
of his numbers is called "troops in route".

A second, more complex use of shih is that of "dispos
ition", configuration" or "shape". As D.C. Lau has

these two representatives of the Militarist school and 
their two treatises. The text of the Sun Pin ping-fa 
chapters has been transcribed in Wen Wu 1975/1.
4This lord of Lin-wu is identified by commentators as 
a Ch'u general.
5 .King Hsiao-ch'eng of Chao r. 265-245 B.C.

6Cf. Sun Tzu 7/14b-15a:
fZ &  A- • A i'\ fh. i'A ^  'h %  AL.

7The only other references to the Militarists of marginal 
interest are Han Fei Tzu 347:3 and Huai Nan Tzu 15/3a.
8Kuo Mo-jo, Mo-jo wen-chi Vol. 16 p. 205, on the basis 
of the contents of the Wu Tzu, asserts that it is the
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9indicated, in the following two Sun Tzu 4/16b and 5/23b 

passages, the characters hsing and shih are used as near
synonyms :

i - f h K  ^ f t  k  ̂  t  1
That the victorious general in engaging his troops in 
battle is like channeling pent-up waters down a tower
ing precipice is because of his army's advantageous 
disposition.
R  %  t-i f t  If. l l  ® *  I'M  ■(«. i  ^
Hence the fact that the purchase of one adept at 
waging war is like avalanching round boulders down 
a precipitous mountainside is because of his advan
tageous disposition.

The synonymous relationship between these two characters
is again apparent in the following 6/31b-33a passage:

^  k  r  i l & k  ̂ 7 i~*’} A f ;  *  f- fc.

&  i-tft f t . ft 0 f t  *  ft Sift ft ft, .|f ft tft
Now the disposition of troops resembles water: the 
flow of water avoids high ground and hastens to low 
areas; the disposition of troops avoids the solid 
and strikes at the weak points. Water follows the 
ground in determining its flow; troops follow the 
enemy in determining their victory. Thus, troops 
have no constant deployment and water has no constant 
dispos ition.

That hsing and shih can be used in this synonymous manner 
is due to the fact'that, to some extent at least, they 
overlap in meaning. The term shih would seem to cover 
a very strong connotation of physical position, not in 
the sense of a rigid and concrete form, but rather of a 
fluid and changing configuration ever responsive to its 
context. Just as the flow of water is determined by 
the contours of the terrain, so the actual physical dis
position of shih is determined by changing circumstances,
Hs ing in the sense of physical terrain is again one of

10the most significant elements in the acquisition of shih.

product of the late Warring States period or early Han. 
Chang Ping-lin in Wei-shu t'unq-k'ao p. 802 notes that 
the military weapons mentioned in the Wu Tzu are anachro
nistic, and dates it as late as the Six Dynasties. Since 
the Wu Tzu is a compilation of dubious authenticity, and
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This connotation of physical position is a strong factor 
in the most specifically military use of shih. Basically, 
it would seem to mean occupation of high ground and the 
purchase available to the occupant as an implicit con
dition of his position. In 5/'8a and 5/23a, the Sun Tzu 
employs the metaphors of water, trees and boulders hurt
ling down from high ground to express this aspect of shih: ^

■ A ' M  I :,f b  fi.ty ̂ .

That the swiftness of damned up waters can even send 
boulders bobbing about is because of its shih.

#■ ^  ^  14 ^  ̂ .... -|r ^  k ?  | |  /■§} f a
^  ^  ^ .

The deployment of troops of one who relies on shih is 
like the avalanching of trees and boulders... .Ilence 
the fact that the purchase of one adept at waging war 
is like avalanching round boulders down a precipitous 
mountainside is because of his advantageous disposition.

shih only occurs in it twice, we will pass over it in 
favour of the more reliable Sun Tzu and Sun Pin ping-fa.

9See BSOAS 1965 pp. 332-3.

^°E'or example, in Huai Nan Tzu 21/3b in a short descrip
tion of the "Ping Ldeh" chapter, it has the expression:

--the advantage of terrain and conditions. for
the use of the expression hs ing shih as a compound term,
see the titles of chapters 2 and 64 in the Kuan Tzu, as well 
as Kuan Tzu 1:58-4:

R  ¥  ¥- k  4  h  jH ik fj5 i. k  Ufa.
Here it would seem to mean "the shape of things" ” "prevail
ing conditions". It also occurs in Kuan Tzu 1:22-6:

■ffp ¥  &  4tX ^  Jr. fk i- -A if ty- %\ K  -ft. & %  4$ >6.
Here it would seem to refer to the physical arrangements for 
defense such as walls, moats, fortifications, etc. which 
must be constructed in advantageous locations. The expres
sion hsing shih also occurs in the Huai Nan Tzu 15/3a:

ft w  % flM. 4  £. ^  ^  -ft &  %  ¥  ¥  .
Things generally give omens. Only the Tao is without 
them. The reason that it is without omens is because 
it is without a constant shape or disposition.

11V7e use this word "purchase" in the sense of a hold or 
position used for advantageously applying influence or 
pressure in order to accomplish something. It can refer
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Sun Tzu 5/lOa likens the purchase implicit in advantageous
12position to a drawn crossbow:

His shih is like a drawn crossbow; his striking dis
tance is like the squeezing of the trigger.

When taken in a military context, this term shih refers 
to advantages gained by one side in relation to the other 
which will increase its chances of victory. These advan
tages fall into two categories: ch ‘ i shih ("unorthodox
advantages") and cheng shih ("orthodox advantages")

13described in Sun Tzu 5/7b as follows:
tyjfr -A 4  ■ -f i£ ^  . 3- ^ %  <2-.
Of advantages in battle, there are no more than the 
orthodox and unorthodox, and yet the changes from 
one to the other are inexhaustible.

Presumably, the essential difference between these two 
kinds of advantage is the enemy's anticipation or lack 
of it. If a manoeuver for advantage is expected by the 
enemy, it is cheng,- if it is unanticipated and catches 
the enemy unawares, it is ch 1i. The critical importance 
of wresting advantage from the enemy is stated very 
clearly in Sun Tzu 5/20b--it is of overwhelming signif
icance in determining the outcome of battle:

to (1) the actual device or contrivance used for increasing 
this influence, or (2) the advantage gained by applying 
this device. In this paper we have avoided using "power" 
or "force" as equivalents for shih because we believe that 
shih refers to something quite different from the actual 
strength required to accomplish something.
12See also Sun Pin ping-fa chien no. 111-122 and Huai Nan 
Tzu 15/lla and 15/14a.
13For a discussion of the meaning of this passage, see D.C. 
Lau BSOAS 1965 p. 331. Supporting our interpretation of 
shih as a special military term is a passage contained in 
Sun Tzu ping-fa fragments where ch1i shih is used as a 
compound expression (no. 145-6):

3' %  O ? p  £.
jt i f  1\\ 4  f t  i f  rt, $  t> $  < W )  ^ ■?-. %  if-

See Wen Wu 1974/12 p. 11 and for a discussion p. 18, This 
passage is too corrupt to venture a translation.
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$L*~ ^ 1  tfS A. .

Hence it is in shih rather than in man that one 
adept at waging war seeks his victory.

This military use of shih is perhaps best summarized in
the definition which the Sun Tzu l/17b gives for the term:

if 12) *'\ *']
Shih is making the most of advantageous circumstances 
and determining what is expedient.
To recapitulate, in the Sun Tzu this term shih has 

at least three logically connected yet identifiable shades 
of meaning:

(1) "circumstances" or "conditions"
(2) "physical disposition" in connection with the 

deployment of troops
(3) occupation of a superior position and access to 

the potential advantages inherent in the superior~
. ity of the position. In this respect, it can 

refer either collectively or individually to the 
superior position, the implied purchase and the 
manipulation of this purchase.

In a work as short as the Sun Tzu, the frequency of 
the occurrences of this term shih and the emphasis placed 
upon it make it without question one of the central con
cepts of the text. That this concept continued to be 
an important aspect of Militarist thought is evidenced 
by its role in the Sun Pin ping-fa and in the military 
chapters of the Shang-chdn shu and Kuan Tzu.

While there are instances in the Sun Pin ping-fa 
where shih is used with its more general meaning of "con
ditions" or "circumstances", there is a very definite 
tendency to employ it as a specific military term. This 
tendency is even more marked than in the Sun Tzu. Where
there are only two instances in which it may possibly be

14rendered "circumstances" or "conditions", and again one

Although the below no. 243 passage is too corrupt to 
offer any definite interpretation, shih here would seem 
to mean "conditions" or "circumstances":

  M  ̂  A  ^  t" • K  %  if . f ...
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more in which it would seem to mean "physical disposition", 
the remaining passages insist on the specifically military 
interpretation of the purchase implicit in an advantageous 
position. Firstly, in several passages it means simply 
"advantage" or "purchase" (nos. 83, 213-4 and 258):

g  ($L) M . J  *5 *  5' ..
The victory of the army lies in the selection of its 
men; its courageousness lies in its control; its 
astuteness lies in purchase...
>A K  fa.lt IL&. ijf-W  -2- &.
To throw the enemy into confusion with fire and to 
rain down on them with arrows, to drum, shout and 
spur the troops on, aiding them with this advantage—  
this is the method of fire warfare.
$■ tcL &  ►A 4 -.
The host army, determining the terrain and taking up 
the military advantage, lies in wait.

Again, as in the Sun Tzu 5/'7b, it occurs as a compound
expression chan shih to mean "advantages of battle"

16(no. 362-3):

Therefore, as for advantages of battle, those who
would win are re-enforced on account of them; those
who would lose change the tide of battle on account 
of them; those who are exhausted are rested on account 
of them; those who are hungry eat on account of them.

There is also no. 257-60:

K  %■ It &($) &  ffo *  $ . i i  !'] m «']} l| .  i i  3- it it m  $1 s
it it 3- f-j I'J ^  { e i )  ^  %\ |-

Now, the invading army having passed over treacherous 
stretches of territory to reach its destination...For 
what reason could it be that they will retreat and 
take the risk of having their throats cut before they 
will advance to engage the enemy? It is because battle 
conditions are against them and the terrain is not to 
their advantage. If conditions are in their favour and 
the terrain is to their advantage, the troops... (retreat 
of their own accord). What is called being adept in 
warfare is turning battle conditions to one's favour 
and choosing terrain to suit one's advantage.

ljSee no. 349: ^ (iff 7§ ^ J j  fff 3, .jfij (f*/) kjt $_ tO
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Most significant, however, are the two passages in which 
it is singled out as one of several special terms used to 
identify factors which have a direct hearing on the out
come of battle (nos. 38 and 111-22):

a? &  (If). «r. Jt
Y\ vk y 'f< <a-. 4f y g  ̂fi $i a. y ̂ y $,

#  ̂ r.■'A a  ®c 6 <'A &  ^  y  t. $
T 1ien Chi said: "Are authority, purchase, strategies
and deceit urgent factors in military affairs?" Sun 
Tzu replied: "No. Authority is the means to assemble
the people. Purchase is the means to guarantee that 
the soldiers will fight. Strategies are the means to 
assure that the enemy will be caught unprepared.
Deceit is the means to confound the enemy. Whereas 
these will improve chances of victory, they are not 
urgent factors."

t  k  f6 ('t'-) i%  9k §-i'\ (A) (.}£'>.$ kn fr-Ai &

p\ (f°k K  k - k  /b 6 ik i-
#  *l A  4  <'f i i  f t  (f|) % elf) g  h if. *  i ■

& 4  4  f.vA-f 4  -I y . y #
fl}  («JfA fc- 5 -i*. ( f) i- 4f 3" $ ^  (7f) £-

1 4 4 ^ 4  f  r  j 'l  ^ jKe?-. 5   JO
Jk'Z.it'®-- & f t  (ff). & %L. V 4£. # .  $■ ^  ‘A  ^

Sun Tzu said: "To have teeth and to have horns, to 
have talons at the front and spurs at the back, to 
come together when happy and to fight when angered-- 
this is the way of nature and it cannot be checked. 
Thus, for that which was without any natural weapons 
to provision itself was the task of the sages. Huang 
Ti in making the chao weapon is a symbol of the notion 
of 'formation'. Yi in making the bow and crossbow is 
a symbol of the notion of 'purchase'. Yd in making

There is that which has surpluses and that which has 
deficiencies. This is the disposition of things.

■^See also no. 359:
k  ft ( $ ) □  0f. -)• ft CP?) ditt-

In no. 32, a similar expression, ping shih A  is used:
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boats and chariots modeled them on the notion of 
’change1’. T'ang and Wu in making the long-handled 
weapons modeled them on the notion of 'authority'.
In general, these four represent the utility of 
weaponry....How do we know that bows and crossbows 
are 'purchase'? They are discharged from between 
the shoulder and the breast and can kill a man more 
than a hundred paces away without even revealing the 
trajectory of'their projectiles. Thus I say that 
the bow and crossbow are 1 purchase 1 .... In general 
there are four tao in military affairs: they are 
called 1 formation 1, 1 purchase', 'change', and
'authority'. Scrupulous attention to these four 
is the means to cji^sh a strong enemy and to defeat 
a fierce general.
From the above examples of usage in the Sun Pin ping-fa,

we can conclude with some confidence that this term shih
played a central role i n 'articulating pre-Ch'in Militarist
thought. This conclusion is re-enforced by our analysis
of the use of this term in the military chapters of the
Shang-chdn shu and Kuan Tzu.

While shih does occur once in the Shang-chilin shu to 
18mean "conditions", and it does occur in compound expres

sions like hsing shih ("physical disposition") in the Kuan 
19Tzu, the most frequent usage xs stxll xn reference to 

the acquisition of an advantageous position and its inher
ent purchase. For example, Shang-chdn shu 5/3b:

^  . 'f1'j $| . if C XS) S{'\ . %JX V-' jb .
If there is nothing which one's troops put beneath 
them, then one will have the advantage in the use 
of arms. If one can hold this advantage for a long 
time, his position must become supreme.

and again, Kuan Tzu 1:25-10:

Therefore, to be enlightened as to conditions and 
calculations is an advantageous position in the use 
of troops. A critical factor is timing; of less 
importance is the weighing up of chances of victory.

&.S-
King Wei (of Ch'i) said: "You are indeed adepts You
could speak on military advantage endlesslyi"

17The opening passage of the "Ping Ldeh" chapter of the 
Huai Nan Tzu would appear to be based on this passage.
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The final stage in our investigation of shih as a key 
Militarist concept is an examination of its usage in the 
"Ping Ldeh" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu. The importance 
of the Huai Nan Tzu in understanding the place of pre- 
Ch'in philosophical concepts is that, as a summary cata
logue of pre-Ch'in thought with considerable borrowings 
from earlier texts, it reflects an early Han interpreta
tion of the essential elements of many of the early schools. 
While containing a considerable quantity of material which 
can be identified in sources still extant today, it also 
contains a wealth of early Chinese thought which has been 
preserved within its pages alone. Consequently, its value 
in ascertaining the actual significance of early philosoph
ical concepts cannot be overlooked.

Firstly, many similar passages make it immediately 
apparent that the "Ping Ldeh" chapter has been consider
ably influenced by the texts of the pre-Ch'in Militarist 
school. The importance of the term shih in this chapter 
can be inferred from the fact that in the brief descrip
tion of this chapter in the "Yao Ldeh" summary of the 
Huai Nan Tzu1s contents, shih occurs twice (2l/3b):

4* f f r  t'K M %  #  *  K  i  h . t f /  4 ^  If O r * -  fi ...

The "Ping Lilieh" chapter is to clarify methods of 
winning in battle and laying siege, advantages of 
terrain and deployment, and changes effected through 
deceit and treachery... If one really understands its 
purport, in his various manoeuvers, he is free from 
any danger of assault, he takes purchase as his basis 
and clarity and limpidity as his constant, and while 
avoiding fortified points he attacks wea'kpoints, like 
driving a flock of sheep.

18See Shang-chfln shu 3/6a:
t u  f  ' O
In carrying out these three things there are two 
conditions:...

1°*See footnote 10 above.
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As in the Sun Tzu, while there are instances where shih
2 0might mean simply "circumstances" or "conditions", and

where it might also carry the connotation of "physical 
21disposition", significantly, it continues to favour the 

special military usage: advantageous position, the purchase 
available to the occupant by virtue of his superior posi
tion, and the manipulation of this purchase. In this 
chapter we find what is undoubtedly the most lucid explan
ation of shih as a military term to be found in any of 
the early texts ( Huai Nan Tz-u 15/8a~b) :

In military preparations there are three advantages 
and two influences. There is an advantage of morale, 
an advantage of terrain and an advantage of opportun
ity:

- (1) The general being full of courage and regarding 
the enemy with contempt, his troops being full of re
solve and talcing pleasure in battle, having a host of

20See Huai Nan Tzu 15/5a:

it k  ^  K  f  k.,4 'f > i- K

M if  ft ^ - %% A t ^  &  $  U Zr ^
Therefore, virtue and rightness are sufficient to win 
over the people of the world; human industry is suf
ficient to deal with the pressing needs of the world; 
selection and promotion are sufficient to secure the 
goodwill of superior men; planning and considering 
are sufficient to know conditions of strength and 
weakness. This is the root of certain victory.

21See Huai Nan Tzu 15/3a:
i\ ilk, I _C &  Ilk. 1&. }\'k . ‘VvS, A. $  -

Things generally give omens. Only the Tao is without 
them. The reason that it is without omens is because
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three armies with innumerable soldiers, with their 
determination outstripping the skies, their morale 
like a tempest, their battle cries like thunder, 
their loyalty spilling over, and with all of their 
might falling upon the enemy— this is called advan
tage of morale.

(2) Steep mountain passes, fording places, high 
mountains, well-known strategic points, spiraling 
approaches, basins, snaking roadways, bottleneck 
entrances where one man can hold a defile and a 
thousand men will not dare to cross it--this is 
called advantage of terrain.

(3) Responding to the enemy’s fatigue, negli
gence, disorder, hunger and thirst, cold and heat, 
following up their hesitancy and taking advantage 
of their obstacles— this is called advantage of 
opportunity.

This passage clarifies the important point made in Sun 
Tzu 10/8a cited above that shih is something distinct 
from the actual numerical strength of the contending 
armies. In fact, it is not strength of numbers, but 
rather factors such as "morale", "terrain" and "oppor
tunity" which are indicated by the military usage of 
shih.

By far the majority of instances of shih in this "Ping
Ldeh" chapter can best be rendered " (military) purchase"

22or "advantage". The crucial importance of shih in 
influencing the outcome of battle is clearly stated in 
15/11a:  ̂ Si- 7t 23

That which determines the victor is weighing up 
military advantages.

Of course, a truly superior general assesses all factors

it is without a constant shape or disposition.
7 7See for example Huai Nan Tzu 15/9b, 15/10a and 15,/10b:

&  I  ifc
None will dare to resist your military advantage.
#  4- ff- a .
...because their purchase does not function as one 
unit.

Military purchase has the edge over human strategies.



which might have a bearing on his success or failure: the 
auspiciousness of the day, the fall of the land, the var
ious human elements. Consequently, he is never routed 
and never suffers defeat. However, with the assistance 
of shih, even a mediocre general stands a very good 
chance of victory (Huai Nan Tzu 15/lla):

I# t
...even though there is no absolute certainty of 
remaining whole, his chances of victory are indeed 
good.

The preponderant importance of shih over all other factors 
in battle is stressed in the following 15/lla passage in 
which it is made analogous to human strength in chopping 
wood and the crossbow in dispatching the arrow:

^  ,A/\ & 8<j” ]L # fit ̂  =2-. #0 ^
jfc z. x-. 4a &  k. z  ̂  If »]$ -A. ̂  -b'J 'it- #  it «£ tI. i*/.

i .  5 I f  i .  ty-J 1] I f  Si f  <fp i f  ^  0 .
Now, in chopping paulownia firewood with a broadaxe, 
one need not wait for an opportune moment or auspi
cious day to split it. If in addressing the broadaxe 
to the firewood, he is not assisted by human strength,
the fact that regardless how much one is in accordance 24 2 5with chao yao or how auspicious the day, he will
be unable to split it is because he does not have
purchase. Therefore, if water is dammed up, it will
come cascading down; if an arrow is drawn to the hilt,
it will cover a long distance. Now, if one makes an
arrow from the finest bamboo and decorates it with
silver and tin, even with mail of the thinnest silk
or a shield of rotten lotus leaves, it will not be
able to penetrate these unassisted. If he adds to
this the strength of sinew and horn and the purchase

This character ch1ien occurs in chapters annotated by 
Hsii Shen as a substitute for the taboo c h 1 dan ffr. .
24chao yao ^  {$&) is the name of the seventh star of 
the Big Dipper which forms the last portion of the handle. 
Chapter 5 of the Huai Nan Tzu is a system of social-cere
monial directives based on the point indicated by the chao 
yao star. When chao yao points in one direction, it indi
cates that it is the first month of spring. When it points
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of a bow or crossbow, it will pierce rhinoceros hide
armor and pass right through a leather shield.
In summary, from the above examination of the Sun Tzu 

and Sun Pin ping-fa as our earliest texts representative 
of the Militarist school, we can conclude that this term 
shih was of key importance in the presentation.of China's 
early military thought. This conclusion is supported by 
references in other early texts which link this notion of 
shih with the Militarist writers. Again, although shih 
does occur in the military chapters of the Shang-chiln shu 
and Kuan Tzu, it is is the "Ping Ldeh" chapter of the 
Huai Nan Tzu that we find our fullest statement of this 
character as a special military term.

In the Sun Tzu, Sun Pin ping-fa and again in the Huai 
Han Tzu we can identify three related and often overlapping 
usages of shih:

(1) conditions or circumstances
(2) physical disposition
(3} an advantageous position, the purchase available 

to the occupant of this position, and the manipu
lation of this purchase to a desired end

The advantageous position indicated in (3) is something 
quite distinct from actual physical might, and is described 
in the Huai Nan Tzu as an advantage of "morale", "terrain" 
or "opportunity". It is the purchase implicit in these 
kind of advantages and the manipulation of this purchase 
which is of critical importance in determining the issue 
of battle. As such, in the use of shih as a special mili
tary term, it most frequently connotes "purchase".

in another direction, it indicates that it is the second 
month, and so on. See Huai Nan Tzu Chapter 5 passim and 
J. Needham III p. 250.
25The expression hsing te %>\ c* refers to the twelve ch 1 en 
or branches and the ten rih 8 or stems -f' . In ancient 
astronomy these corresponded to certain sectors of the 
heavens, and the changes of the year were determined on 
the basis of them.
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It is the use of shih to connote "purchase" which 

was taken up by the Fa-chia thinkers and fashioned into 
one of the mainstays of their philosophical system. Having 
analyzed the usage of shih in the extant military texts and 
arrived at this interpretation, we will now turn to the 
main works of the Fa-chia tradition and attempt to trace 
the development of shih from a principle of effective 
warfare to a principle of effective political control.

C. DEVELOPMENT OF SHIH AS A SPECIAL FA-CHIA TERM 

1. SHEN TAO

In modern researches into the origin and development 
of Fa-chia thought, general consensus has it that there 
were originally three divergent schools which were even
tually brought together in the Han Fei Tzu. The school 
of Shen Tao (born ca. 3 60 B.C.) is reputed to have stressed 
shih #- / the school of Shen Pu-hai (d. 337 B.C.?) stressed
shu Uf i and the school of Shang Yang (390-338 B.C.) stress-

26 . . .  ed fa . That Shen Tao is credited with having imbued
this term sh ih with special Fa-chia connotations rests
heavily upon the debate set out in the "Nan Shih" chapter
of the Han Fei Tzu, the assumption being that if this
term had not been popularized by Shen Tao, Han Fei would
not have centered his discussion around what Shen Tao had

27to say about it. Again, there are two occurrences of 

26See Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy I p.
318. That Shen Pu-hai and Shang Yang stressed shu and fa 
respectively is stated clearly in the "Ting Fa" chapter 
of the Han Fei Tzu, but no such early evidence exists for 
the association of Shen Tao with this concept of sh ih.
27Whereas the development of shih as a Fa-chia concept is 
generally attributed to Shen Tao, there are scholars such 
as Hsieh YVin-fei in Han Fei Tzu hsi-lun pp. 61-2 who assert 
that the popularizer of shih was in fact Kuan Chung on the
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shih in the presently extant writings attributed to Shen 
? 8Tao. " Before examining these two sources# there are

several pertinent references to Shen Tao in other texts
which might shed some light on his relationship to the
development of this concept# shih.

Although the Chuang Tzu "T'ien Hsia" account of Shen
Tao1s thought is predictably Taoist in emphasis# it is
significant that in this short description his rejection

29of "sagacity" is mentioned three times. This is at
least consistent with the notion of rule by shih rather
than sagacity# and rule by law rather than morality.
Again# in the "Chieh Pi" chapter of the Hsdn Tzu (7 9/21/21)

tl; / vii7 / k* ft.
and in the "Fei Shih Erh Tzu" chapter (15/6/6):

&  &  •;&. 1 i<\ fa i.. f jH if*, n  ̂
 1  'li H . I lf

rule by law rather than morality is selected as the dis
tinguishing feature of Shen Tao's thought. In the Ld-shih 
ch 1 un-ch ' in 17/17a-b (noteably# the >)■& chapter) # the fol
lowing passage is attributed to Shen Tao in the context
of emphasizing the importance of retaining a firm hold

3°on one s position:
t !  t  <0,^ '  & t . f  a. i  t-J\ - & £ & 1
1 . *  1  t . t  J- &  < I f f  t  #  4' M.tf
i' t  <1'1 6  1  fc.'v- t  1. K  M i f  f f . fir s.
1  t  t  &  L. k.

basis of the following passage from Han Fei Tzu 216:8:
■Hr #• afj  ̂ ‘i t  f i . « t  I f  t  ik f  i f .2 8See P. Thompson# fragments 13 and 71. Fragment 13 is 

similar to Han Fei Tzu 297:8 and Huai Nan Tzu 9/9a.
29See Chuang Tzu 92/33/46: ^  Ti. T ^ ^  #• 92/33/47:

Hfj 3 ) ^ l i  /I ; 92/33/50: >U %L. ̂  .
30Similar passages attributed to Shen Tao are contained in
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Shen Tzu said: "Now if a single rabbit hops by, a 
hundred people will pursue it. It is not that a 
single rabbit is enough for a hundred people, but 
that its ownership has not yet been determined.
While its ownership has not yet been determined, 
even a Yao would try his hardest in pursuit— how 
much more so the ordinary'people. If one heaps 
up a bunch of rabbits in the marketplace, passers- 
by will not even give them a glance. It is not 
that they do not want rabbits, but that the owner
ship of these rabbits has already been determined. 
Once the ownership has been determined, even base 
persons will not fight over them. Thus, the proper 
ordering of the empire and the state lies simply 
in the determination of rights and duties. "
On the basis of the above references to the thought 

of Shen Tao found in early literature, we can identify 
the following points in his philosophy as being sympath
etic to Fa-chia doctrine:

(1) he wholly rejects the idea of government by 
morality

(2) he advocates rule by law
(3) he propounds the principle that the establish

ment and maintenance of clearly defined polit
ical and social roles is a necessary condition 
for proper government

Although this third feature of Shen Tao's thought does 
cover the concept of shih in a very general sense, we 
do in fact have to turn to the argument as set out in 
the "Nan Shih" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu for a more 
precise exposition.

The quotation which is attributed to Shen Tao in 
this Han Fei Tzu debate is very close both in wording 
and in substance to a Shen Tzu 4a-b passage, and could 
conceivably be an expansion and elaboration on it. 
Assuming that Shen Tao was in fact responsible for intro
ducing or at least popularizing this notion of shih in 
its political sense, this Han Fei Tzu passage represents 
a starting point in our attempt to understand the full

Yi-lin 2/15a and TPYL 907 (p. 402 2) . Again, similar pas
sages not attributed to Shen Tao can be found in Shang-chdn 
shu 5/15a and in Yin Wen Tzu 5b.
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implications of this important Fa-chia term. As such, 
we will cite it here in full:

Shen Tzu said: "The flying dragon mounts the clouds 
and the t 1 eng snake rambles in the mists. But when 
the clouds dissipate and the mists clear, that the 
dragon and the snake become the same as the earth
worm and the large-winged black ant is because they 
have lost their vehicles. Where men of superior char
acter are subjugated by inferior men, it is because 
their power is weak and their position is low. Where 
the inferior are subjugated by the superior, it is 
because the power of the latter is strong and their 
postion is high. Yao while a peasant could not govern 
over three men whereas Chieh as emperor could bring 
chaos on the whole world. From this we know that 
political purchase and position are worth relying on, 
while superior character and intelligence are not worth 
coveting. Indeed, where the crossbow is weak and yet 
the arrow soars high, it is attributable to being lofted 
up by the wind? where a man is of inferior character and 
yet his orders are carried out, it is because he has 
support from the people. When Yao was teaching from 
an inferior position, the people did not listen to him. 
But when he assumed the throne and became emperor over 
the world, his orders were carried out and his prohibi
tions were observed. Viewing it from this perspective, 
we can see that superior character and intel3.igen.ee 
is not sufficient to subjugate the masses, and yet 
political purchase and position can even bring men 
of superior character to heel."

Shen Tao, presumably addressing himself to the ruler, makes
the following assertions:

(1) since men of superior quality can be subjugated
by inferior men and vice versa, it is not the degree of
"superiority", moral or intellectual, which affords the
individual the capacity to govern others.
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(2) just as clouds are a necessary condition for the 
flying dragon to realize itself as a flying dragon, so 
ch 1 dan , wei , and shih if are necessary conditions 
for a man to realize rulership. That is to say, even
if a flying dragon has all of the other attributes and 
qualifications of a flying dragon, it is only when he can 
mount the clouds that he actually has the opportunity to 
be a flying dragon. In the same way, even if a man has 
all of the ability and wisdom of a most capable ruler, 
it is only when he has access to the ch'dan, wei and shih 
of the ruler that he actually has the opportunity to be a 
ruler. On the other hand, it is possible for a far less 
gifted man given the ch * dan, wei and shih of the ruler 
to govern with some degree of success.

(3) in conclusion, whereas superior character may have
some qualitative bearing on the success of government, it
is the ch1 dan, wei and shih of the ruler which are essen-

31tial to effect political control.
From the extant material attributed to Shen Tao and 

from the various descriptions of his thought to be found 
in the early texts, all that we can safely conclude with 
respect to this concept of shih is that in his political 
philosophy, it is considered a necessary condition for 
effective political control. In order to determine how 
this concept of shih was absorbed into the Fa-chia tradi
tion and how it was developed and articulated by later 
Fa-chia thinkers, we must analyze its usage in the exist
ing texts associated with the rise of the Fa-chia school.

It is perhaps worth notinq that since Fa-chia thought 
is generally meant for the ears of the ruler himself 
(to the extent that many of the shu or "techniques" are 
to remain his exclusive property), the rather obvious 
question of how to acquire the ch1 dan, wei and shih of 
a ruler does not really arise.
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2. SHANG-CHUN SHU

Scholarly consensus has it that the Shang-chtln shu 
is a composite text compiled over a period of at least

32a hundred years, dating primarily from the 3rd C, B.C.
It is possible if not probable that the present text
does contain some fragments actually from the hand of

33the historical person, Shang Yang (390-338 B.C.).
Considering the theoretical sympathy which exists

between Fa-chia doctrine and the use of the military,
it is not really surprising that a term like sh ih,
having strong military associations, was picked up and
elaborated upon by the authors of the early Fa-chia
texts. This bond between the Fa-chia and the early
militarist thought is perhaps most apparent in the
three specifically military sections of the Shang-chtin
shu, in the existing proof of Shang Yang's military 

34writings, and in the military treatises contained in 
35the Kuan Tzu.

The character shih occurs with some frequency in the 
Shang-chfln shu, and we a.re able to note some characteris
tics of its usage by analyzing the relevant passages.

Firstly, shih occurs three times in which it is direct
ly associated with the military: 3/6a-b, 5/3b (twice in 
the first passage). See "Shih as a special military term" 
above.

32Lo Ken-tse p. 510 dates the Shang-chfin shu between 260 
and 233 B.C.; C h 'en Ch'i-t'ien p. 234 attributes 11 sec
tions to Shang Yang or "possibly Shang Yang" and 12 to 
a later period extending into the W. Han. Duyvendak 
dates it primarily as 3rd C, B.C. with some possibly 
original fragments. The introduction to Kao Heng takes 
a position similar to that of Duyvendak.
33See Duyvendak p. 131 and Shang-chdn shu chu-yi pp. 10-1.
34The Han Shu "Yi-wen chih" lists under he '54 and
Han Shu "Hsing-fa chih" states:
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Secondly, shih occurs most frequently in this text 
as "prevailing conditions" or "prevailing circumstances". 
This usage ranges in scope from simply "present circum
stances" in 5/lla:

a  f. # .  t C  t % i &  ffc.
Under these circumstances, corrupt officials are 
given just the means to accomplish their wicked and 
perilous deeds*

to "an unalterable natural tendency of things". This 
unalterable natural tendency can be either favourable 
or unfavourable, conducive to good government or other
wise. The sage, in seeking to gain a position of suprem
acy from which he can govern, must assess prevailing con
ditions and avail himself of a ti.de of favourable circum
stances to carry him to the throne (2/10a):

^  A h . f  4  4s. A £ I ’] A it A  -M '] a  ty-. $  6' 

A  $). I  i- -A 1. f. A  £  ty. & t  3 ^  #
i t .

The sage neither imitates antiquity nor follows the 
status quo. To imitate antiquity is to be behind the 
times, and to follow the status quo is to be obstruct 
ed by changing circumstances. The Chou did not imi
tate the Shang and the Hsia did not imitate Yfi ’ s ways 
The Three Ages all had different circumstances and 
yet they were all able to rule. Thus, while there 
is a set way of becoming king, to hold on to this 
position is a matter of different principles.

Holding the reins of government, the sage continues to 
give full consideration to prevailing conditions in 
exercising his rule (4/llb):

Ip ;K tc if. .yfc $} Q-J 
The sage knows the principles which must be so and 
the times and conditions which must prevail.

These prevailing circimstances are of such overwhelming 
influence that if they are inimical to proper government, 
even the sage is powerless to establish orderly rule.

35See for example chapters 17, 27 and 28.
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Rather than aggravating the existing conditions with his
formula for political order, he does well to remain pas-

36sive and uninvolved (5/15b-16a):

$C K  h  'n' SL $  ™  -3' i t . #  it t  ^
■^7 7 # U #  (1*) jc, f f f  A  If (t«.) 5L *  5® i. t  

i. I’J >8A ?  J ;■£ f  ih %\j.
Thus, having duties and responsibilities fixed is 
the road to order by force of circumstances, while 
not having them fixed is the road to disorder by 
force of circumstances. Where there is order by 
force of circumstances, there cannot be disorder, 
but where there is disorder by force of circum
stances, there can not be order, To try to impose 
order where circumstances are set on disorder will 
only result in increasing disorder, but to impose 
order where circumstances are set on order will 
result in proper order. For this reason, the sage- 
kings sought to order that set on order and did 
not attempt that set on disorder.

Of course, the influence of these prevailing conditions
is not limited to the ruler alone, but rather pervades
the entire society, transforming thieves into honest men

37and honest men into thieves (4/10a):
t  M  #  <1 $ 3 U  a  k  '*7

Where circumstances make it impossible to do evil, 
even a Robber Chih can be trusted, but where circum
stances are conducive to evil even a Po Yi will be 
suspect.
The third important meaning of shih in the Shang-chiin 

shu would appear to be a modification and extension of its 
usage as a special military term. As we have seen, in 
military parlance, shih refers to the purchase available 
to an army by virtue of its superior position ("position"

36Chu Shih-ch1e in his Shang-chtin shu chieh-ku ting-pen 
reads the two characters tr in this passage as on the 
basis of the Ch'dn-shu chih-yao 3 6/7b which quotes this 
passage as:

*  € ih 4£iu

#  ’‘‘h ih ■£- U  ^  ^  ih ih t  ih
See also Han Fei Tzu 299:11 which cites part of this passage.
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used figuratively to mean "morale" and "opportunity", as 
well as simply "terrain"), and the manipulation of that 
purchase to achieve its end— namely, military victory.
In the Shang-chdn shu, this term shih is used to connote 
the purchase available to something other than the mili
tary which is consequent to its specific attributes and 
character. In other words, the usage of this term shih 
in the Shang-chfln shu has been broadened beyond the nar
row military sense and its application has been extended 
to other areas of concern. Since this development was 
probably instigated by the purveyors of Fa-chia doctrine, 
that the main area of concern is of a political nature 
is not altogether unexpected.

We find that shih when used in a political context 
establishes the connection between political stature 
and political purchase. Just as the wind is available
to the seed-tuft, so political purchase is available

38to the ruler (5/9a):
JL &  3' #  i: i f . fa #  Jr i f  S: i%.
fa J?  ^  K  i- A  t&l )"C ̂  -t % . ft jfL 2L tb 
#C it. Ik i  .

Understanding the way is understanding political 
purchase and technique. For this reason the Former 
Kings relied on political purchase rather than force 
and on technique rather than good faith...Now, that 
a seed-tuft on being carried up in a whirlwind will 
travel a thousand Ijl is because it takes advantage 
of the purchase afforded by the wind.... Thus, where 
one relies on purchase he will reach his destination 
however far.

It is significant that just as in the military usage where 
a distinction is made between force or power due to numer
ical strength and this notion of shih, so in a political 
context a distinction is drawn between political force 
or power (ch1iang) and this notion of shih, here meaning 
political purchase.

37Cf- Shanq-chdn shu 5/9b.
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Although most of the discussion of shih in the Shang- 
chdn shu centers around the position of the ruler, this 
is suggestive of the orientation and perspective of the 
Fa-chia writers rather than an indication of any regal 
monopoly on shih. In fact, shih is a natural condition 
of any political or social status. Thus, the shih inher
ent in the political position of minister must be under 
constant surveillance and check by his ruler (5/Sb):

M  i  sL.
For one conversant with technique this is not the 
case. He divides up the purchase of the bureaucracy 
and places checks on its activities.

Although the ruler has no monopoly on shih, in the poli
tical sphere his purchase is without equal. Jealously 
prizing his exclusive access to the political advantage 
of the throne, he must constantly take steps to avert 
a build-up and consolidation of the subordinate's shih 
in order to arrest any potential challenge which may be 
directed against his position.

The relevant information concerning the concept shih 
which can be drawn from the Shang-chdn shu is limited by 
the brevity of the text. Nonetheless, we have been able 
to add a considerable amount of detail to the rather faint 
outline provided by Shen Tao. For further amplification, 
we must turn our attention to the next text in the Fa-chia 
tradition, the Kuan Tzu.

3. KUAN TZU

The Kuan Tzu, like the Shang-chfln shu, is generally 
considered to be a composite text dating primarily from 
the 3rd C. B.C. The fact that, even in its corrupt and 
incomplete condition, it still ranks as a lengthy text

3 8There is considerable textual variation on this passage. 
We follow the Yen Wan-li version in Shang-chdn shu chieh-ku 
ting-pen p. 86.
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when compared to the Shang-chdn shu (about 130,000 char
acters as opposed to only about 20,000) would promise a 
richer and more varied harvest in exploring the usage of 
shih. In our analysis of this term, we find that:

(1) it occurs only four times with a specific mili
tary association: 1:22-6 (twice), 1:25-10, 3:93-9.

(2) it occurs several times as "prevailing conditions"
39or "circumstances".

(3) yet another usage of shih in the Kuan Tzu is with
. . 40the meaning of "position".

(4) there is a usage of this term with specific refer-
41ence to physical terrain.

39In this text as in the Shang-chdn shu, the range of this 
usage is considerable, from simply "present circumstances" 
in 3:95-6:

H } !<- t kfyh.f 1 -P] AJi @1 4 }  i- $ XL-.j- M it r 1 w t  %.
Kuan Tzu replied: If we accord with what is appropri
ate and take advantage of prevailing circumstances, 
we will be able to get the most out of things; if we 
make plans and do what is expedient, our attainments 
will be considerable. A True King takes advantage of 
prevailing circumstances; a sage takes advantage of 
changing conditions. And both are always appropriate 
to the things around them. (Following Yd Sheng~wu in 
reading as ̂  ; following Kuo Mo-jo in reading m  as 
%n . See Kuan Tzu chi-chiao pp. 1200-1) .

to "unalterable prevailing circumstances". The following 
3:51-9 passage is similar to Shanq-chdn shu 5/15b-16a cited 
above in suggesting that prevailing circumstances can 
demand proper order:

H   ̂ Tjj &£ $'J |f % $7
When the perspicacious ruler is on the throne and 
enjoys circumstances which guarantee proper order, 
the various ministers will not dare to do wrong.

Again, the assertion that prevailing circumstances are of 
such overwhelming influence that they can make honest men 
of thieves found in Shang-chtin shu 4/10a (and 5/9b) also 
cited above can again be found in the Kuan Tzu 1:58-4:

if A if. H k if i.
Therefore, when circumstances do not allow wrongdoing, 
even dissolute persons will be on their best behaviour.



(5) the most significant use of shih in the Kuan Tzu 
is as the purchase available to a thing in consequence of 
its attributes and status. This applies to inanimate 
things (2:32-5):

^  i.fl ii7 t  $, Pa i t  1\ j; -If lM
Now, that water forming waves surges up and exhausting 
its momentum subsides is because its natural condition 
is such.

40Perhaps the clearest examples of this usage are 3:51-10 
and 3:52-2:

-$C h/| j, p  IfJh t- ?p p  /B k,, Mi . !aa ‘&a\ p

it i- B .
Thus, the perspicacious ruler manipulates methods 
which must surely succeed in order to govern people 
who must serve him, and occupies a position which 
must be revered in order to control ministers who 
must obey.

$ %. if £ 41. |a /$, %f. jfs ^  ^  jt at 4& P  Jr & -
The ruler, holding absolute power over life and death,
occupying a position of authority and manipulating the 
handles of commands and prohibitions, thereby controls 
his various ministers.

41In Chapter 7 6 of the Kuan Tzu it discusses five types of
kuo shih Hlfl "regional conditions" (3:82-8):

M fA $ ir ii A ® "4 % ® . A ->6f
^ i  ^ ^ ^  A  /f ^ ^

I

Duke Huan asked Kuan Tzu: "Could you please tell me 
about regional conditions." Kuan Tzu replied: "There 
are mountainous regions, regions of low-lying marsh
lands, regions of mixed moutainous and flat terrain, 
regions of floodlands and regions of swampland. These 
are the five types of regional conditions."

The expression t 1 ien shih "natural circumstances" also
occurs in 3:38-7:

jt  ̂ £. j.. 'k&tf r  «..$ 4 <f t  a ft A ih »’J r f .
During the reign of Kung Kung, seventy percent of the 
land was covered with water while only thirty percent 
was dry. Taking advantage of the natural circumstances 
he seized and ruled the empire. (For these two passage 
see Kuan Tzu chi-chiao p. 1139 and 1159).
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and social positions (1:75-1):
ity) ft j- M  b W  i-A. «L V Si HU ft.
If the purchase lies with the son for the duration
of a year, even though he proves to be unfilial, the 
father will be unable to make him obedient.

but more frequently and more Importantly, it applies to 
political status and the political advantage associated 
with it. Inseparable from this use of shih is the conno
tation of "majesty" or "authority" often expressed as 
wei shih . Since Fa-chia writings generally and the
Kuan Tzu essays in particular tend to address themselves 
to the throne, it is not surprising that the status of
ruler and the shih which is attendant on this position
is the main subject of discussion. This is not to say 
that other political stations are without their shih.
The office of minister, for example, has its shih (2:36-12)

ft. f t  z. >'A W  #  & M ^  f t  ^
$1 -/f' %  ML *■' ^  ft-

Thus in appointing ministers, examine their accomplish
ments and weigh them against virtue; investigate their
industry and scrutinise it on the basis of law. Where42they measure up to the ts 1 an wu promote them every
where, exalt their shih and clearly show trust in them. 
(See Kuan Tzu chi-chiao p. 501)

This shih of the minister is again referred to in 3:87-4:

K 4  ifc. 5 £  -f. £ ^ * ft t Jc k'K -

k  ■

A ruler who loses the "two (yin and yang)" and the 
"five (five standards: e.g. colours, sounds, flavours)" 
will lose his state; a minister who loses his "two" 
and "five" will lose his shih; a commoner who loses his 
"two" and "five" will lose his family.

There is a very clear definition of this term, t s 1 an wu, 
in Huai Nan Tzu 20/4b-5a (see Appendix I 9/9a: Section 8 
note 3). Imitating and according with the nature of heaven 
above and earth below, the Former Kings established the 
ts 1 an: the family, the nation and the officialdom. To give 
structure to these institutions, they laid down the proper 
relationships between ruler and minister, father and child, 
husband and wife, senior and junior, and between friends. 
These relationships are called the wu.
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The seeming preoccupation with the political purchase 
of the ruler simply indicates that political control is 
viewed from the perspective of the ruler and with his 
interests in mind. The shih afforded by the throne is 
the ruler's exclusive property (3:4-7):

*1 */#. ^  j - 1
Authority and shih are that which the ruler beeps 
as his exclusive privilege.

and essentially/ it is this shih which makes him ruler
(1:74-13):

rt K  %  it fi-f fa ■$ Jg JJh ■
Generally speaking, that which makes a ruler "ruler" 
is his shih.

Remaining aloof from his ministers and subordinates, the 
ruler must make every effort to preserve his shih intact 
(1:74-13):

K %  Si £ i- iM/ fe -f. I'J % M 6 fc .fy * .t •
Jl'j t w\ 8k JK$ H i  i  -f i  e K e if
-3' &.■£ 3' M
Thus, if the ruler loses his shih, his ministers will 
control him. If the shih lies with those below, the 
ruler will be controlled by his ministers. If the 
shih stays with him above, then the ministers will 
be controlled by the ruler. Thus, when ruler and 
minister have changed positions, it is because the 
shih lies with those below. If it lies with the 
minister for the duration of a year, even though he 
proves to be disloyal, the ruler will be unable to 
take it away.

This is again the thrust of 3:30-7;

ik '?-■ A  4 - k  i. 
jt. K f *- % #- ■* I'J A. t i: £43 * *  *  *

^  .I'J f| i. <Sp %  &  ^  * $■ ir ''I &  A  ^ .i'\ ^ &

i. .*  f t  £■ */.
The tiger and leopard are the fiercest of beasts, and 
while they roam the deep forests and broad marshes, 
people fearing their nobility, show them respect. The 
ruler has the most shih in the world, and while he
dwells in seclusion, people will fear his shih. How
ever, if the tiger and the leopard abandon their remote-
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ness and get close to man, he will trap them and make 
light of their nobility. If the ruler abandons his 
residence and forces himself on the people, they will 
think nothing of him and look with contempt on his shih.

If the ruler fails to retain his shih and allows it to be 
shared among his ministers, his fall from power is inevit
able. When his subordinates cease to obey his edicts, this 
is an indication that he has lost his grip on his shih as 
ruler (3:54-7):

ft J i- fff '•■■■ M  6 ft !i'\ ft f&. ft 6 f . I'J f sft & .
A  & >  I'J. e H  f t  f t  K i n  f t  , |J  %  i J  / f t  sf f t  f ii- 
*  ft 3- ft f  3' ft. ftf 3' \% ft A  &  A  f ! ( *■
f t  #• J 'l ftf £ - f  it $  ft &  |'j *. f  f t  i | . tsc A  *1 f t

f t  & J j  ft 3- f t  f t  ih f t  S . I'J & 3 'If., f t  ^ f  z_ ;9 ft. T'

ft. i f  & f t  ft ^  3' J? S' f t  ft ft 3fi »'\ f t  ft 3- &
ft.ft.ft* f 41 ft ^ ^ ?1

That with which the ruler controls his ministers is 
his authority and shih. Thus, if the authority and 
shih lies with those below, the ruler will be con
trolled by his ministers. If the authority and shih 
is retained by him above, the ministers will be con
trolled by their ruler. Now, obstructing the ruler 
is not a matter of shutting up his gate and guarding 
his door. When his commands are not carried out, 
his prohibitions are not observed and his desires are 
not repected, he has lost his authority and shih.
Thus, if authority and shih lie exclusively with the 
ruler, the various ministers will be fearful and re
spectful. If the laws and policies are dispensed ex
clusively by the ruler, the empire will submit to him. 
But if the authority and .shih is partitioned among 
his ministers, his commands will not be carried out; 
if the law and policies are dispensed by the ministers,, 
the people will cease to obey. Thus, in the proper 
governing of the world by a perspicacious ruler, with 
authority and shih resting exclusively with him, he 
does not share it with his ministers; with the laws 
and policies being regulated exclusively by him, they 
are not dispensed by his ministers. Thus, the Ming-fa 
states: "Authority does not have two homes; policies
do not have two sources,"
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And once the ruler's grip on his shih as ruler has slipped 
beyond a certain point, there is no possibility of retight
ening his hold. His country and his people are lost (3:52-9)

Generally, when a ruler does not have his edicts car
ried out, when his laws are not obeyed and his mini
sters do as they please, when his authority has declined 
and his shih has already been usurped, when his edicts 
are not promulgated, his ministers are not consulted 
and his people are not employed, and when the people 
within his borders are not under his control, then the 
country is not his country and the people are not his 
people.

If, on the other hand, the ruler is successful in retaining 
his shih, it is this shih rather than any personal affec
tion or devotion that will function as the most effective 
tool of government. It will guarantee his control over 
his ministers and the unveering loyalty of his subordinates

i f ft ;l|- i‘A f. # i i- u/j j |f

Hence, that 'the various ministers do not dare to 
deceive their ruler is not because of any love that 
they bear him, but because they fear his authority 
and shih- That the common people contend to serve 
is not because of any love they bear their ruler, 
but because they fear his laws and commands. Thus, 
the perspicacious ruler manipulates methods which 
are certain of success to govern people who have no 
choice but to serve him, and occupies a position of 
shih which must be revered to control ministers who 
have no choice but to obey. As a result, his commands 
are implemented and his prohibitions are observed, 
the ruler is revered and the ministers are humble. 
Thus, the Ming-fa sbates: "That the ruler is revered
and bhe ministers are humble is not a measurement of 
the affections they bear him, but rather because his 
shih is overwhelming."

^  M  ft. t n  %  %  { t . ± .  t  ft
4 1  d u * K  4 A ft.

(3:51-9):

k. <Vs ft L ft. ^  ft ■/' Ilk &. K  ft %
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Thus, the emotion which the ruler seeks to inspire in his
i . . A  43subjects is wer ̂  — "awe" or "fear"— rather than love.
The most impox'tant instrument available to the ruler

in maintaining his shih is his exclusive control over life
and death (3:52-5 and 3:60-1):

£  i_ f;'f >-A r  ^  If #  ?• n X  fiK.i £  it, /ft /,. f  

A  A  b &  A .  if! *5 !l «' A X  ? I* i  to |  * B .

J b t  f . f 1  1 a,.K X IL  X .'A *  ^  ^  f  g . £ ^
i_ ^  i$j iX £ A  &  f. j-k. -f 'i i~ I  A .  tt. K '!■ I  ‘A  7c

I f f  A  I'J X  1 «  4i i- i. I A  ?£, &'] 1  X. I'J A /jj -5L t-
•i. 4* ft f t  I  t i *  «; m3 A  0 |- i ' l  I'J X-

The reason that ministers are afraid of and will 
diligently serve their ruler is because they desire 
life and hate death. If people did not desire life 
and hate death, they could not be effectively con
trolled. Now, there has never been a case in which 
power over life and death has been exclusively in 
the hands of the great ministers where the ruler 
has not been in grave danger. Where good govern
ment or disorder is decided by important ministers 
rather than being determined by law, where the power 
over life and death lies with subordinates rather 
than being controlled by the ruler alone--this then 
is a "dependent" ruler. Hence, when the ruler turns 
his authority and sh ih over to others, the disaster 
of assassination is imminent; when he turns his 
legal controls over to others, the calamities of 
disorder and destruction are imminent. Policies 
such as these are the way of the doomed ruler. Hence, 
the Ming-fa states: "If the ruler gives away his 
exclusive powers, he will forfeit them."

f \  t .  * A .  i  i- x- a .  A  »[ &  &  a .  if. b\.
j- A  It. 6 i. 'i' </,
Controlling the various ministers and holding sole 
power over life and death is the lot of the ruler; 
publishing edicts and looking up to control from 
above is the lot of the minister. Authority, shih, 
respect and stateliness is the lot of the ruler;
humility, modesty, fear and deference is the lot
of the minister.

43 See, for e x ample, 3:51-9; 3:52-9; a n d  3:54— 7.
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An effective check on the usurpation of shih by persons 
close to the throne is the universal and unbiased appli
cation of constant and unchanging laws for any breach of 
proper conduct {2:28-5 and 2:33-14):

m &  i-k.ii k a f t <41
If a state is without constant laws, the great min
isters will dare to encroach upon his (the ruler's) 
shih.

t/j % i- i-. if if -5s fii 'P J: it. <'! fi t  iL ^  ft $ if£. i't 1  
Hr-'t f

When a perspicacious ruler is on the throne, it is 
clear that the reason favourites cannot erode his 
purposes is because punishments are applicable to 
even those closest to the throne, and the reason 
that high ministers are not able to encroach upon 
his shih is because cliques and factions are pun
ished. (See Kuan Tzu chi-chiao p. 491).

If the faults of those below go unattended to, the shih
of the ruler will be adversely affected and his authority
will wane (2:95-11):

•f. A  a- -f. a. 4 *  M & - f . I ’J t k 3' PP. I f  f jt-. $, k. f
W It- f  i t .  f'J t a. % ty ft B k.

Even so, when the people are dissipated, self-seeking 
and do not obey injunctions, when they adorn themselves 
with erudition, put their faith in deception and con
tend forcibly with one another, then the fault lies 
below. If the fault lies below but the ruler fails
to examine and rectify it, then men of violence will
not be overcome and depravity and disorder will not 
be checked. If men of violence are not overcome and 
depravity and disorder are not checked, the shih of 
the ruler will suffer and his authority will daily 
decline.
In the above passages, we have been able to identify 

a reasonably clear relationship between the position of 
ruler and the function of shih. It is in this clarifi
cation of the term shih with respect to the status of 
ruler that the Kuan Tzu (and especially chapter 67) is 
most revealing and informative.
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To summarize, in our analysis of the usage of this 
term shih in the Kuan Tzu, we have been able to identify 
five different shades of meaning:

(1) a specific military term
(2) prevailing conditions' or circumstances
(3) topographical conditions
(4) position
(5) the purchase available to a thing in consequence 

of its definition
It is usage (5) which is of particular importance in our
attempt to trace the development of shih as a special
Fa-chia concept. While shih tends to retain its basic
militarist connotations, the area of its application has
shifted from the military to the political battleground.
On the basis of the Kuan Tzu text, we have been able to
bring the association between the position of ruler and
the shih which exists as a condition of his political
status into a much sharper focus. In order to continue
our refinement of this picture, we must take a brief look
at the Lti-shih ch’un-ch'iu before undertaking a close
scrutiny of perhaps the central text of Fa-chia thought,
the Han Fei Tzu.

4. LH-SHIH C H 1UN-CH1IU

Although the term shih in the sense of "political 
purchase" occurs in various parts of the Lti-shih ch'un- 
ch'iu, it is the "Shen S h i h " chapter which really 
provides us with some additional insights into its 
usage.

To support our choice of the word "purchase" as a 
sometimes equivalent for shih, we can offer a rather 
simple mechanical analogy. Whereas the ruler as an 
individual person is as limited in his capacity to 
regulate the conduct of others as any other private
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person, as a ruler his political status properly employed 
is an effective device for amplifying his influence over 
others. It is this political status and its application 
as a fulcrum for increasing the capacity of the ruler to 
use others that constitutes his shih. The concept of shih 
thus expressed indicates a relationship existing between 
the position of ruler and other elements of the state 
which can be described in terms of political differen
tials— in terms of large, small, important, unimportant, 
many, few, etc.

This "Shen Shih" chapter opens with the assertion that
the ruler must retain his shih in order to retain his pos-

4-4ition as ruler:(17/l5a):

k i-  i  h. & z-1 ( i l l . u  -t ^  I I . £ > 4 -  i  $■
pf 4  t'i %
If the ruler loses ground in methods and yet seeks 
to make it up in the loyalty of others, there will 
be pretenders to his position; if he loses ground 
in his shih and yet seeks to make it up in sover
eignty, he will be in peril. Even a fish large 
enough to swallow a boat if thrown up on land will 
succumb to the mole-crickets and ants.

In this metaphor, the ruler is analogous to the large 
fish, his subordinates to the insects, and his shih to 
the water. If the ruler loses his shih, he will be at 
the mercy of his subordinates. Not only does this chap
ter stress the critical importance of shih to the reten
tion of sovereignty, but even goes so far as to define 
sovereignty in terms of shih (17/17a):

£ $  ^ %\K $'J P $ M;
"King" is 11 shih". To be king is to be without equal 
in shih. If there is an equal in shih, the notion 
of king ceases to apply.

44Cf. Han Fei Tzu 289:10 in which a similar passage is 
attributed to Shen Pu-hai:

^  % €7 ^  z. it If'] M  &  ,
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Failure of the ruler to retain his shih results in a 
leveling off in the distinction between ruler and those 
around him, and ultimately in a challenge to his author™ 
ity (17/l7a):^

4ft, i‘4 I'J k  k  46 K'J ^ St 46 ii, fl.J * n  46 jt. 
IM ' A  f f  1 f fa k  If 3- i f !
Where political power is equally balanced, neither 
can command the other? where shih is on a par, neither 
can swallow up the other? where order is of the same 
degree, neither can rectify the other. Thus, the rel
ative size, importance, quantity and order must all 
be examined. This is the gateway through which calam
ity and good fortune enter.

Thus, the first concern of the ruler in his ongoing strug
gle to retain his position is to maintain a shih differen
tial between himself and those over whom he exercises 
control (17/16b-17a):

M <%. f  a i a k  & a  C. i  i t  |'J l. "X fa e  -
The various nobles do not want to be the ministers 
of someone else but have no choice in the matter.
If the shih of the ruler cannot be exercised with 
facility, how could it be easy to make them his 
ministers I

45C£* Hsdn Tzu 26/9/15:

I'J 3- f IJ 3' f. If |J ̂ <L. A A A A t  f  
%. H  $ 4$ A  4v i l l  H . t  3- 3'

%  <t. 1  k . k
Where distinctions are of equal standing, there will 
be no subordination? where shih is the same, there 
will be no unity? where everyone is on a par, no 
one will command anyone else. As soon as you had 
the heavens and the earth, there was a distinction 
made between "above" and "below", and as soon as 
you had a, peji-spicacious king on the throne, his 
state included an order of status. That two nobles 
cannot serve each other and that two men of lowly 
station cannot command each other is a natural 
principle.

P. Thompson ms. 413 cites a fragment attributed to Shen 
Tao from the Yi-lin 2/15a:

&  i: 3' 4a 0i a  0  ft.
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Having emphasized the importance of shih to the ruler, 
this "Shen Shih" chapter then turns to a demonstration of 
how the empire has actually been structured on principles 
which facilitate the ruler's application of shih. The 
principle that "large commands the small" is repeatedly 
asserted (17/16a-b and 17/16b):

K  "k 1 b  K i  I  -A, •'k f  it &  it.i-k If if I A,
Therefore, for the large to keep the small is aus
picious, but for the small to keep the large brings 
destruction; for the important to be obeyed by the 
unimportant results in compliance, but it is ill- 
omened for the unimportant to command the important.

& -f 4 f- I'X A H  ̂# - & If. -A ' k  #
O t - . # .  t  % * il.

Thus, it is easy for a state of ten thousand chariots 
to command a state of one thousand chariots, it is 
easy for a state of one thousand chariots to command 
one family, it is easy for one family to command one 
person. If, however, one were to attempt to work in 
the opposite direction,^ even a Yao or Shun would be 
unsuccessfu1.

Whereas "large" is not the same as "shih", the vital impor
tance of "shih" to the position of ruler has certainly been 
made clear. The retention of shih is regarded as a neces
sary condition for being and remaining "large".

This principle of "large commands the small" was applied 
in constructing a system of government which would re-enforce 
the shih of the ruler. Firstly, the division of the empire 
into vassal states was carried out as a means of achieving

The Han Fei Tzu 81:8 has a related passage:
t  ^ U U  s-. $  f  Z- fa iS t  f- z. - P  i-  ^  fu  j-

Creel in Shen Pu-hai p. 360 attributes the following state
ment from TPYL 4-32 (p. 1991) to Shen Pu-hai (cf. Yi-lin 2/14b)

H  M iK  V bj £ ifl #4
46 ,u~, >Following Pi Ydan’s commentary m  reading gj as
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more effective control in the administration of govern
ment. Given this principle of "large commands the small", 
from the perspective of the ruler it is advantageous to 
preside over many small states (17/15b):

f t  -f £_ f-t i -f t U k iffl. f t  ^  f t  f t  #  4- .ft -^ - ir
^  ^ 7e ft. 1  3-1 ft #  £  f t  -A ?a £  >'A C  #  ^
ft. ft “‘A ft ft /a ft ( a J) I’J ft ift ft ft /A ft.
The territory of the empire being divided into thou
sand l_i square states was a way of making the admin
istration most effective. It is not that they could 
not be made larger, but that should not be made either
larger or smaller. That many vassals were enfeoffed
was not for the benefit of those enfeoffed, but was 
rather a means of facilitating the ruler's shih and 
preserving his authority, and a means of having his 
rightness cover a wide area. With his rightness 
covering a wide area, he was without equal, and one 
without equal is secure.

That this principle of political control is effective is
borne out by historical example (17/l5b):

R f tR  > $  H  i t  ^  -If-. %  h  t- %

t. f .j$r K f xt'-
Thus, looking back on previous generations, the pros
perity of those whose enfeoffments were many was long- 
enduring and their names are glorious. That Shen Nung 
ruled the world for seventeen generations was because 
he shared it with the people of the world.

Now, these many smaller states which exist under the large, 
controlling hand of the supreme ruler are not to be random
ly allocated. Rather, allocation must follow a very def
inite and pre-established pattern which will facilitate 
imperial control. Firstly, the ruler takes his place at 
the hub of the political and geographical world:

ft if it a  %  ̂  *_ tff a  * 03 o  f 1  u
$ ^  K  7 L* f &  & $]. "if Sj ^ % ift'fvV

Now, the civilized states in mutual communication by 
boat and carriage who are without translators make up 
an area of three thousand JLL square. The kings of
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antiquity choosing the center of the world estab
lished their states, choosing the center of their 
capital built their palaces and choosing the center 
of their palaces erected their ancestral halls.

Radiating out from the imperial center, the empire is 
structured so that the closer’ the fief is to the center, 
the larger and more important it is, culminating of 
course in the size and importance of the ruler's per
sonal domain (17/l5b-16a):

J- $ it A../$ A ̂  A. 4 i % + f it
i-A -K <£. O' ■ >'A t  {t  -% fA f<. f  I  A  iA l=- '-A t  •
As for the enfeoffments made by these kings, the 
closer they were, the larger, the more distant, the 
smaller. In the remote coastal regions, there were 
nobles with territories of only ten li square. These 
kings preserved their houses intact by having the 
large command the small, the important command the 
unimportant and the many command the few.
The text, having first emphasized the importance of 

shih to the ruler in his efforts to remain "large", and 
then having interpreted the structure of the state in 
terms of the principle that "large commands the small", 
next moves on to consider the relative importance of having 
shih as opposed to having superior qualities. The atti
tude toward shih here is consistent with what has gone 
before— the greater one's shih, the easier it is for him 
to achieve his ends. Whereas superior character is cer
tainly desirable, it is made perfectly clear that it is 
shih rather than this character which is the more essen
tial ingredient for success (-17/16a) :

Kf fl 0 j ^ . fff it if. A, Jc 4  I*!, f  $4 1 3'
rfi . 7% f\ ^  ii\ o )  ^  if. i  f *|f A  %  % %
The larger that which is used, the easier it will be 
to acquire that which is desired. If T'ang had been 
without his state of Y.i and Wu had been without his 
district of Ch'i, even with perfect qualities of 
character, they still would not have been able to 
succeed. With the superior qualities of T'ang and 
Wu, they still had to rely on their shih, how much 
more so those who are not a T'ang or Wu.
Returning to the theme of political differentials, it
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makes it clear that in order for the ruler to retain the 
shih necessary to continue as head of state, he must he 
fully aware of these differentials and must exert himself 
in maintaining them (17/17a):

7| £- K. I'J ft” -k, k.  I t  S ‘J
h  li 4  it i- iL JL &.
If the king is aware that the small is better than 
the large and the few are superior to the many, then 
his intelligence will be without equal. And if his 
intelligence is without equal, the path of presumers 
and usurpers will be far removed.

While the king retains the largest and most important
portion of the empire as his personal domain, this royal
domain is still small relative to a united whole. It
is by using his shih as a fulcrum to maintain division
in the empire that he is able to manipulate the large
by the small.

Just as the empire has been structured on a pattern 
which facilitates the shih of the ruler, the social and 
political status of those in the empire has been estab
lished with the same end in mind. The ruler must be 
vigilant in his attention to the maintanence of the grad
uated schemata of social and political positions and
their fixed rights and duties in order to preserve the

47existing structure (17/17a):

4K t  f iL M  ik It %. &  \% ik K  it
A  $  6- t  it ftj f . f l% ik t  & ■

!'| t  t  K  &  i f  I 1! JsL t  &  t  i t  I'J ^  { i j . i  %  
&  i'J J'l t  ik
Therefore, as for the laws of the former kings, in 
instituting an emperor they saw to it that the vari
ous nobles would not come near to his position; in

We follow T 1ao Hung-ch'ing p. 125 in interpreting the 
character as4fct : "to be similar to", "to approximate".
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instituting the various nobles they saw to it that 
the ministers would not come near to their positions; 
in instituting the legitimate sons they saw to it that 
the sons of concubines would not come near to their 
positions. Coming near to the position of another 
gives rise to contention, and contention gives rise 
to disorder. Hence, if the various nobles lose their 
positions, the world will be thrown into disorder; 
if the ministers are without rank, the court will be 
thrown into disorder; if the wives and concubines 
are not differentiated, the household will be thrown 
into disorder; if the legitimate sons and sons of 
concubines are without distinction, the clans will 
be thrown into disorder.
In this "Shen Shih" chapter of the Ld-shih ch1un-ch1iu, 

the concept of shih is expressed as being synonymous with 
the position of ruler. Shih is his means of maintaining 
the political and social differentials which characterize 
the structure of the empire.

Before turning to investigate the term shih in the 
confluence of Fa-chia. thought, the Han Fei Tzu, we will 
first examine the Confucian reaction to the growth and 
popularization of this rival doctrine by analyzing Hsdn 
Tzu's attitude toward this notion of shih.

5. HSUN TZU

In the Hsi'An Tzu1s attitude toward shih we enter a 
new phase in the development of this term. Above we 
have examined shih as a special military term. We have 
traced its development through the early Fa-chia sources 
in which its scope of application has been extended to 
the political structure and the operation of the state, 
and in which its importance as a central concept in 
the representation of Fa-chia doctrine is evident. Pre
dictably, in the fierce intellectual exchange of late 
pre-Ch'in thought, the central ideas of Fa-chia political 
theory did not go unchallenged. In the Hsdn Tzu, perhaps 
one of the most critical and cogently argued texts of
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the pre-Ch'in corpus, we have a Confucian rebuttal to the 
Fa-chia assertion that it is shih rather than moral and 
intellectual excellence which must be considered the first 
condition for effective political control.

The usage of the term shih in the Ksdn Tzu covers the 
full range of meanings found in the Militarist and Fa-chia 
texts. Again, shih is most frequently used as the special 
term developed by the Fa-chia thinkers to connote politi
cal status and its implicit advantage or purchase. While 
the Hsfln Tzu does' make use of shih with its special Mili
tarist and Fa-chia implications, this is not to say that 
it accepts this concept as propounded in these two tradi
tions. On the contrary, in both cases the Hsttn Tzu em
ploys the special terms of the Militarists and Fa-chia 
theorists to contest their assertions.

The "Yi Ping" chapter opens with a rejection of the
Militarist school's amoral attitude toward the use of
arms. Confucian moral precepts are as applicable to the
administration of military undertakings as they are to
the administration of the state. The terminology used
by the Lord of Lin Wu in advancing his arguments echoes
that of the Sun Tzu and Sun Pin ping-fa. Expressions
such as ch1 dan ill "authority", mou ~gjfs "strategy", pien ^
"manoeuver", cha "deception" and shih 'Ik "military
purchase" all occur frequently in the writings of the
Militarists, and undoubtedly were meant to have such an
association for the reader. Again, the principles of
war advanced by the Lord of Lin Wu and summarily rejected
by Sun Ch'ing Tzu (i.e. Hstln Tzu) are dressed to give the
impression that they are a statement of basic Militarist 

4-8theory. In this chapter, the Hsdn Tzu dismisses the 
Militarist emphasis on the importance of shih in mili
tary engagements, subordinating it to considerations

48See Chiang Shang-hsien p. 34-4. Again, Wei Cheng-t'ung 
pp. 118-9 gives examples of how Sun Tzu is in fact misre
presented in this debate.
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such as popular support and united strength, and suggest
ing that shih itself is the direct result of moral govern
ment. The ultimate outcome of war is not determined by 
temporary military advantages such as deployment of troops 
and favourable terrain. Rather, it is determined by the 
will of the people. Thus, from Hstin Tzu's perspective, 
popular support resulting from moral government is in 
fact the shih of the enlightened ruler.

In addition to setting aside the Militarist emphasis 
on the importance of shih in the use of arms, the Hstin Tzu 
also takes exception to the role given shih in the Fa-chia 
programme of government. In as much as Fa-chia political 
philosophy rejects the Confucian reliance on virtue and 
rule by loyalty in favour of reliance on shih and rule by 
intimidation, it can be seen as a repudiation of the basic 
Confucian precept, tsun hsien "exalting men of superior
qualities". Where the Confucians placed their faith in 
the internal intellectual and moral calibre of the ruler, 
the Fa-chia adherents stressed the external conditions 
of his position.

Given the general drift of the Ilstin Tzu toward a 
reworking and crystalization of Confucian doctrine, and 
given Hsdn Tzu's historical position as the standard- 
bearer of Confucian ideas at a time when Fa-chia thought 
was approaching its apogee, it is not entirely unexpected 
that he took it upon himself to defend the Confucian 
position against this Fa-chia conception of shih . To a 
certain extent, the Hstin Tzu does acquiesce in the Fa-chia 
insistence on the importance of shih in maintaining poli
tical control. In fact, it goes so far as to credit the 
innovation of political purchase to the enlightened sages 
of antiquity, admitting its contribution to the fabric of 
order in society (88/23/40):
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^  I f - ^  ^  '*/ $3 ^ i&-. iff -£l» vft? ^  .

fa it % %t ,t it (/ ffS i-. pJ i t  ̂  */ tt, i~. $t A it A v%
f  H fi A  %  £~.<i. ^ "f ^  ̂  ̂  -I

Thus, in antiquity the sages, considering the evil
nature of man, took it to be prejudiced and perverse. 
Hence, on this account in order to bring the entire 
world to proper order and obedience to goodness, 
they established the shih of the ruler to control it, 
illumined the notions of social norms and righteous 
principles to' transform it, propounded laws and 
standards to bring order to it, and stressed punish
ments and penalties to place curbs on it.

While maintaining certain reservations, Hstin Tzu does
acknowledge the effectiveness of Ch'in's programme for
political domination of the empire, a programme based on
Fa-chia principles which include the ruler's manipulation

49of his political purchase. At the same time, true to 
his Confucian commitment, Hsdn Tzu asserts that in the 
attainment and preservation of political control, moral 
and intellectual superiority in the administration of 
government must take precedence over the manipulation of 
political advantage.- (59/16/23) :

&  i f  / f  | |  1  i i . *. f. I ;  K  1
»A &  k. i-d_. % ik ft K  1 i- fy. |  k & K  1

$  it k  s i  (I ( 4  a. z l  % $ ■ ? f . -A 1 4 *  $  k  i L  &  $■ ■
If one were to occupy the position of an eminent man
and carry out his tap., no one would object. T'ang 
and Wu are examples of this. If one were to occupy 
the position of an eminent man and yet not employ his 
tap, even though he may have as much shih as an emper
or, jn the end he would not even get away with being 
a commoner. Chieh and Chou are examples of this.
Such being the case, the difference between one who 
acquires the position of an eminent man and one who 
acquires his tao is great indeed.

To illustrate this point, Hsdn Tzu suggests that a person
who has only limited political purchase can, by virtue of

49See 54/15/32.
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his exemplary character and its manifestation in the
50government of his territory, win over the entire empire.

By contrast, he cites the historical examples of the 
miscreant rulers, Chieh and Chou, who had the birthright 
of emperor with all of the concomitant political advan
tage, and yet who lost everything because of moral defi-

51ciency and the turning away of their people. Thus, 
although the ruler is the individual with access to the 
most political purchase in the empire, if he strays from 
the Confucian Way of the True King, he would have been 
better off without any position of authority at ail (37/11/1)

(HI K f ib fc'l fj $ K i* fi K  ̂ #'J \\
£-J'] K %: ^  K M A £ M ff dL ik *-J'i %L 

^ £- fa iv ’% %  & 9 \% 'iU-
The state is the most useful instrument in the world 
and the ruler is the man with the most shih in the 
world. If he manages this instrument with the tao, 
he will enjoy great security and honour, and will 
be an outlet for a growing number of good deeds.
But if he manages it without the right tap, he 
will suffer great peril and ill-repute, and would 
have been better off with no country at all. In 
extreme cases, he will not even get away with being 
a commoner.

The Hsdn Tzu condemns the Fa-chia injunction for the 
ruler to control his ministers by exercising the politi
cal advantage available to him as ruler as an inferior 
method of exacting obedience from subordinates (59/16/11):

m  ui y  #. #  fa i- ^  a  fajj &  .•/ ti &  -f. k  i  -»f

Not being able to hold subordinates except by intimi
dating them with political purchase and terrorizing 
them with punishments and executions is what is called 
"the authority of harsh scrutiny".

50See 40/11/65. 

51See 60/16/35.
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Hsdn Tzu's primary objection to the Fa-chia conception of 
shih is that where the Fa-chia regard the shih in itself 
to be a sufficient condition for political control, Hsdn 
Tzu is convinced that shih without popular support is a 
sinking ship, and is ultimately untenable. The acquisi
tion and retention of shih is the direct result of winning 
over the people (40/11/70):

\% 4 %  i %  ■ 4 a. a  *  #/• n  a. ^
S- &  ik  A. .

The discerning and perspicacious ruler is one adept 
at winning the admiration of the people. Where 
the people are won over, shlh follows upon it, but 
where the people are not won over, shih departs.
Thus, being a king rests in winning over the people.

And the people can only be won over by the actions of a 
morally superior ruler who is devoted to the public good-- 
in short, the archetypal Confucian sage-ruler. Thus, the 
enlightened ruler devotes himself to his people with the 
knowledge that popular support also guarantees his own 
security, while it is the unenlightened ruler who con
cerns himself with shih (44/12/5):

AC fiH  & \k &  f i  * I f  § Jr */. I  f% Sc K. I'J 4

i§3 :4 . 1$ K  <% p  £ $ V n  1- J  $ | .  7$ i  $  A  V  ®  L
\\ $  M  i ®  SU ̂  JL-
Therefore, the perspicacious ruler considers the 
acquisition of men the most urgent task while the 
unenlightened ruler busies himself with the acqui
sition of shih. Where the ruler exerts himself in 
the acquisition of men, the state is properly ordered 
while he personally leads a life of ease, his accom
plishments are great and his reputation is splendid.
If he is of high quality he can become a True King, 
but even if he is of lower quality he can still be
come a hegemon. But if the ruler does not exert 
himself in the acquisition of men but rather busies 
himself in the acquisition of shih, the state will 
be in disorder in spite of his having exhausted 
himself, his accomplishments will be negligible and 
his name will be sullied. His state will certainly 
be in grave peril.
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Significantly, Hsttn Tzu's "unenlightened ruler" bears a 
striking resemblance to the Fa-chia portrayal of an 
effective head of state.

From the Hstln Tzu we have been able to construct a 
Confucian reaction to the Fa-chia conception of shih 
which will be of use in analyzing the Huai Nan Tzu's 
interpretation of shih and ascertaining its sympathies. 
Next, we turn to an examination of shih in the Han Fei 
Tzu, regarding this text as the confluence of Fa-chia 
thought and perhaps its most complete representative.

6. HAN FBI TZU

We have described the Han Fei Tzu, compiled in the 
middle of the 3rd C. B.C., as a confluence of the var
ious streams of pre-Ch'in Fa-chia doctrine. In many 
respects it represents an aggregation, systematization 
and clarification of ideas current in the mid-3rd C.
B.C.--ideas which required an acutely critical if not 
almost cynical mind to bring them together and inte
grate them into an internally consistent system of 
political philosophy. One of the most important of 
these ideas is shih.

The Han Fei Tzu uses the term shih with all of the 
special Fa-chia connotations found in the above analyses 
of the earlier Fa-chia texts. In fact, shih as a special 
Fa-chia term finds its most lucid expression in the 
essays of this text. Since the Han Fei Tzu uses the 
concept shih more extensively than any ether early work, 
it stands to reason that a close scrutiny of its passages 
may lead us to a sharper understanding of this term and 
its importance to Fa-chia political theory. Indeed, by 
the time that Han Fei lent his logical and incisive 
argumentation to the expression of key Fa-chia concepts,
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shill had come to occupy such an important position in the 
Fa-chia programme of government that any discussion of 
political control was impossible without it. The fact 
that the Han Fei Tzu devotes an entire chapter to a 
debate on the significance of this term bears testimony 
to its importance. After surveying the usage of shih 
in the text as a whole, we will examine this "Nan Shih" 
chapter in some detail.

52(1) shih occurs in only four passages with any 
reference to military operations, but these are alto
gether too general to shed any light on shih and its 
usage as a special military term.

(2) shih occurs with"some frequency as "prevailing
• >. 53 conditions or circumstances".

52See 12:14, 50:8, 171:6, and 163:2.
53As in the earlier Fa-chia texts which have been exam
ined above, the meaning of this term can range from 
simply "present circumstances" (136:13):

£  1 &. %  ik M  H7 J ’J fr i?). h , ft *  (i.. #  ft vA si HI
"If", said Hui Tzu, "you put a monkey in a cage, it 
will be no different from a pig. Thus, where circum
stances are not conducive to a thing, it does not 
give it room to express its ability." (Cf. Huai Nan 
Tzu 2/13b).

to the shape of circumstances in which two things parti
cipate, i.e. the situation in which they are both involved 
While this may sound like a convoluted way of saying "rela 
tionship", it is important to remember that just as shih 
in its original military usage describes the situation of 
two armies— -i.e. the two armies and their relationship to 
one another, so the meaning of shih here indicates the 
two states and the relationship in which they stand (41:13 
and 308:7):

K l  ^ t I *  M . %  ft ft
& i,
Now, Yd's having Kuo is like a carriage having a 
running-board. The running-board depends on the 
carriage, but the carriage also depends on the 
running-board. The situation between Yd and Kuo 
is exactly this.
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(3) predictably, the most frequent occurrence of shih
in the Han Fei Tzu is as the special Fa-chia term referring
to the purchase available to a thing in consequence of its
status. There is a very definite relationship between
one's fen /y\ --his social and political status--and the
purchase which exists as a condition of this status. We
find the expression fen shih pu erh fa ^  5- ̂  "where pur-

54-chase matches position..." used on two occasions. To
exemplify this usage, the social status of commoner is

55 56without shih, whereas exalted persons, men of princi-
„ 57 . 5 8  59pie, the crown prince, court favourites, the consort

and concubines,^0 as well as ministers^ and anyone else
62in the service of the ruler all have shih as a condition

*% $5. $'i ^  Hl-
When their words were heeded and their advice carried 
out, it was like a teacher-student situation.

Again, in the "Nan Shih" chapter, Han Fei use shih to 
describe an "unalterable natural tendency" (299:11):

^  ^ I'J *  5 iL.io i f  ->£ J4, I K  i_

if K  i. fff f| ii
Therefore it is said: Where there is a tendency towards 
order, it cannot be thrown into disorder, but where 
there is a tendency towards disorder, it cannot be 
properly ordered. This is the natural tendency of 
things; it is not something that man has the power 
to establish. (Cf. Shang-chdn shu 5/16a)

54See 284:10 and 332:11.
55See 346:8.'

56See 156:4.

57See 235:15.
58See 80: 2.
59See 68:14.
60See 84:2.
61See 238:5 and 24-2:10.
62See 325:4.
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of their status. The degree of shih ox- "political pur
chase" is of course graduated, culminating in the posi
tion of the ruler himself.

Now, the Han Fei Tzu, a ruler’s manual for political 
control, quite naturally concerns itself with the rela
tionship between the position of ruler and the function 
of shih. This relationship is described in the Han Fei 
Tzu much along the lines found in the earlier Fa-chia 
texts, especially the Fa-chia portions of the Kuan Tzu.

In the Fa-chia tradition, a formal notion of fen
referring to the rights and duties of a given political
position was articulated early on as a theoretical means
of dividing up and containing the powers of individual 

63ministers. In the Han Fei Tzu, the central principle 
for bureaucratic control, hsing ming -Tfij .1/ , is based on 
first defining the rights and duties of an office and 
then insisting on absolute compliance with this defini
tion in actual, performance. Again, when a minister or 
an official comes forward with advice for the throne, he 
is called upon to give a full statement of how his parti
cular policy will benefit the state. If his policy is 
adopted and implemented, he is judged by the accuracy of 
his forecast where the results neither exceed nor fall 
short of his claims. Where there is correspondence 
between the duties and the actual performance of ministers, 
and where there is correspondence between the claims and 
the actual results of policies, generous rewards are 
appropriate, but where correspondence is lacking, punish
ments—  immediate, public and severe— are in order.

This principle of hsing ming seen from the perspec
tive of the ruler has the twofold purpose of placing

For example, the Shang-chdn shu has a chapter entitled 
"Ting Fen sf 'ph ". Fen is also an important expression in 
the "Ming Fa Chieh" chapter of the Kuan Tzu where it occurs 
both singly and in the compound fen chih //hiifAc .
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the responsibility for certain duties or the success of 
certain policies squarely on the shoulders of specific 
ministers and protecting the privileges and the political 
purchase of the throne. The position of the ruler is
defined by and dependent upon-the retention of the shih
available to his office (363:2):

% it t . -f fc L K  H  -K 1 & U \% i t  % • i'V' Jk A ^t
^  A  i ffj n .

The reason that a ruler of a ten thousand chariot 
state and the lord of a thousand chariot state are 
in control of the empire and can punish the various 
nobles is because of their authority and shih. Author 
ity and shih are the muscle and strength of the ruler.

In order to safeguard his own control, the capable ruler
permits no confusion or fluctuation in the privileges
and duties available to an official (180:16):

^  It ̂  H  ^  pl *
A situation in which there is confusion and approxi
mating in rights and duties is a source of disorder. 
Thus, the perspicacious ruler is cautious with respect 
to it.

If the ruler, abandoning his personal control over the 
shih and the political privileges attendant on his station 
instead seeks to meddle in the administrative affairs of 
his ministers, he will find himself ineffectual in both 
areas (212:13):

J? ft k  a m  3' &  <% •#.
If the ruler does not lend his personal attention to 
his shih and the handles of power, but rather insists 
on attending to affairs appropriate to his ministers, 
is it any surprise that he falls asleep over themi

The ruler, beyond his political status as ruler, also has
the attributes and qualities of an individual person. If,
however, he attempts to exercise control on the basis of
these personal attributes rather than with the political
purchase available to his position, he pits his own
strength of character against that of every other person
in the state (234:8):
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g\ f  |  1  ^  3  K  /r ^  ¥• ^  cli) ^
*L 6. <fo *vt *g 4  ̂ N Jl f . $ H 5  **A | ii t  f  ̂  H  $ -?’•
*  a A  £- -#j.|f I  ^  f i  I
The state is the chariot of the ruler and shih is his
steed. Not to use shih to restrain ministers who 
usurp the love of the people hut to insist on being 
magnanimous in order to compete on equal terms with 
your subordinates for the allegiance of the people 
is to choose to abandon the chariot altogether and 
run rather than taking advantage of it and the facil
ity of the horses.

To rely exclusively upon his own faculties for maintaining 
control is not nearly as effective as tapping the collec
tive powers of the empire which are made available to him 
as a function of his status as ruler (71:8):

A' 4% S: 1 ^  $  >7\ ; %  . f*f j L  %  £  . 4  t  iff i- # lJ  -
i 1 1  f  *  (i s  k  *  i t f ' f  t  %  %  k. #  %  i t  *-

a  r 1  ti b  k  6 C  *  f |  # 5  6 1 g . « :  4  *  ? £  I  f .
xfa «j .??. ;i z- ■<$.
When the ruler relies upon his eyes for perspicacity 
rather than trusting to numbers, what he sees will 
be little indeed. This is not the method to avoid 
being deceived. Mien he relies upon his ears for 
keenness of hearing rather than taking advantage 
of his shih, what he hears will be little indeed.
This is not the way to avoid being duped. The 
perspicacious ruler gives the world no alternative 
but to see and hear for him. Thus, although he 
dwells deep within his palace, his perspicacity 
lights up all within his realm.

Clearly, it is the shih or "political purchase" of the
ruler rather than his own excellent qualities which is
essential for proper government (155:5):

K \ H  . W f -3' II H PI.
If one has the talent but not the shih, even though 
he is a good man, he will not be able to keep those 
who are no good under control.

By exercising the political advantages of the ruler, even
a man of very average parts can rule effectively (266:2):
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K  ‘-A I  :k  4  ^  ^  ik ii JL'fy  a. JL $- ^  T'

T̂. y| * a _ ^  |f e> .

Moreover, to put oneself in difficult straits and 
transform the people by wearing oneself out is 
something even Yao and Shun found difficult, whereas 
to rectify one's subjects through the use of shih 
is a matter that even a mediocre ruler would find 
easy.

Conversely, without the political purchase of a ruler, 
even a Yao or Shun would be unable to bring the world 
to a state of order (74:13):

i  fj y%. 'fy b  tt tk A-
Without the shih afforded by the authority and 
dignity of their position and without the laws 
governing rewards and punishments, even a Yao 
or Shun would be unable to establish proper order.

The function of the ruler's shih is to maintain his
control over his subordinates (337:15 and 330:14):

k, ^  x - ®  s- kA i 4- . f  f .
The people because they are under their superior's 
control fear him while the superior with his shih 
dominates those beneath him.
if -f 1  iL f .

Shih is the means to overwhelm the many.
In his relationship with his bureaucracy, the ruler must
trust to political advantage rather than personal loyalty

64if he is to retain his position (216:8):
f yiy 3V ft A-
The ruler must rely on shih rather than his faith 
in his ministers.

This is because the people work for the sovereign not in
response to any love he may bear for them, but because
they find this course of action to their own advantage
(254:4):

I l k ,  L. n  “A Ik ft if] 4  . #  >'/n 4  %  i %  ii f6 ■% >*/ 4  &
i- &  3] •<£>.
That the people work for me does not mean they are 
working for me because of my love but are working 
for me because of my shih.

64"Cf. Shancr-chdn shu 5/9a.
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Where it is exercised adeptly, political purchase is not 
only effective in foiling dissolute ministers (74:2):

tit A- i f  % i l  A. J. .f >3 k  A, A  i- M-. t'A tti h  %- ■ Z - t  . if

f & k t ‘| i
In counselling the ruler/ the scholars of the present 
age all harp on benevolence/ rightness, magnanimity 
and love instead of saying take advantage of the shih 
afforded by your authority and awesomeness to keep 
down wicked ministers.

but further can be used to arrest this malignancy before
it can grow to challenge his position (235:2):

'K 4- : J$r %  ■ f" && A  .
Thus, Tzu Hsia said: "One adept at handling shih nips 
evil in the bud."

The shih of the ruler is maintained through his exclusive
power over life and death (330:14):

a  f  ‘t j .
The ruler abides in his shih by maintaining his 
grip on the handles. As a result, his commands 
are carried out and his prohibitions are observed.
The handles are the control over life and death; 
the shih is the means to overwhelm the many.

But this same shih, if not retained by the ruler as his
exclusive property, can be used by others to undermine
him (85:5):

flj f- T I  »■ k .
If he loans out his authority and shih, the superior 
and the subordinate will change places.

The ruler is warned repeatedly that he must not relegate
his shih to his ministers (251:13):

A. f A A- %  Jft Jr & A  *  A  fd f .
How then could the ruler possibly attain success 
by sharing his shih with his ministers!

If he allows a minister the smallest concession or special
privilege, this relaxation of principle on the part of the
ruler can be used to gain advantages a hundred times the
intended value (179:5):

4$ ^  j' ifi K . 1 K H .
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Authority and shih cannot be lent to others. If the 
ruler loses one unit the minister will turn it into 
a hundred.

Once the shih of the ruler has been wrested from him, there
is no turning back. In all likelihood, the ruler himself
will be expunged and his state will be consumed in turmoil 

65(116:15) :

f t  fA  i  K -f f  ̂£ *- itt.Kk I * ^
l{ (f ?$] '*■ K <- St- B? $  .4 « k k- f t  ^  -?f -t -I
Shih and weightiness are the pool of the ruler. If
the ruler loses his shih and weightiness to the min
isters, they cannot be retrieved. When Duke Chien 
lost them to T'ien C h 1 eng and the Duke of Chin lost 
them to the six ministers, their states perished and 
they lost their lives.
Even though the function of shih or "political purchase" 

described in the Han .Fei Tzu would seem to be substantially 
the same as that outlined in our analysis of the Kuan Tzu, 
in fact there are three areas in which the Han Fei Tzu 
does seem to depart from the representation of shih found 
in the earlier Fa-chia texts.

Firstly, in the Han Fei Tzu we find an emphasis on 
the surveillance and ruthless repression of ministers 
and individuals close to the throne which is simply not 
present to the same degree in the earlier Fa-chia texts.
From a historical point of view, this emphasis might be 
interpreted as a reaction to an era of intense political 
struggle in which intrigue, conspiracy and ministerial 
usurpation had become crowded concourses of political 
mobility. Plan Fei interprets political life as an on
going conflict of individual self-interests. Only the 
ruler with enough astuteness and resolve to employ every 
advantage at his disposal can continue in power. All of 
the nobler sentiments such as love, trust, honour and

This passage is obviously corrupt. We would emend this 
by reading the phrase ^  f ^ 2 t $  . b *J /$; If ̂
as $ f  K & 4’J 5' I&. mu .
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mercy are repudiated as footholds for conspiring ministers 
and would-be usurpers, and are replaced by cold reason and 
the dexterous manipulation of power. The complete distrust 
advocated by the Han Fei Tzu respects no social institu
tion or relationship. In fact, the closer the individual 
stands to the hub of power, the greater is his.potential 
danger to the ruler. Thus, the ruler must be ever-vigi- 
lant if he is to parry successfully the challanges to
his position which may be thrust at him from such close
quarters.

Secondly, with the Han Fei Tzu's place as the consoli
dation and systematization of Fa-chia doctrine, it is not 
surprising that in this text the concept of shih is found 
to be integrally woven into the fabric of a mature poli
tical philosophy. It is represented not as an independent 
principle, but in close relation to other central Fa-chia 
concepts such as political techniques (shu m  ), penal 
laws (fa vk ), the handles of reward and punishment (erh
ping ^ ) and hsing ming ( '̂J fa ) .

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the concept 
of shih in the Han Fei Tzu is not propounded as pure 
political theory. Rather it is put forward as a central 
principle in a practical and viable system of political 
control represented as a superior alternative to the 
doctrines of its two greatest rivals, the Confucian and 
Mohist schools. Whereas shih is discussed and recommended 
in the Shang-chdn shu and the Kuan Tzu on its own merits, 
in the Han Fei Tzu it is repeatedly compared with the 
notion of rule by virtue. For example (342:11):

jt i i i . g  t i i t f c k
Moreover, whereas the people will certainly submit
to shih, few can be won over by rightness.

This same passage continues by pointing out that Confucius 
with his benevolence (gen.) and rightness (yij was only 
able to win over seventy men to his service. Duke Ai of 
Lu— a man with little to recommend h.im---made subjects of
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everyone within his borders, including Confucius. When 
the influence of Confucius, the embodiment of moral ex
cellence, is weighed against the political purchase of 
even a very mediocre ruler, the scales tip decisively 
in the ruler's favour. While'the moral and intellectual 
qualities of Confucius failed to make any impression on 
his ruler at all, Confucius had no choice but to submit 
to the weight of Duke A i ’s poltical control. Having 
demonstrated the relative effectiveness of purchase as 
an instrument of government, Han Fei then proceeds to 
castigate the scholars of his day--the Confucians and 
Mohists— for advocating devotion to the principles of 
benevolence and rightness rather than counselling their 
rulers to take advantage of their infallible purchase.
Such a policy, admonishes Han Fei, is to expect the ruler 
to be a man of Confucius 1 stature and the common people 
to be on a par with his disciples, and is doomed to 
certain failure.

66 . . . .In yet another passage, Han Fei criticizes Con
fucius for advising the Governor of She that "proper 
government lies in making those close at hand content 
and attracting those from distant quarters." This is 
tantamount to "abandoning that which his shih is able 
to prohibit and making him compete with his subordi
nates in magnanimity to win over the people." Again, 
such a course being doomed to failure, the ruler will not
even be able to retain his political advantage.

While an element of the confrontation between Fa-chia 
and Confucian-Mohist doctrine is clear in these passages, 
in the "Nan Shih" debate it becomes the predom ant theme. 
The "Nan Shih" chapter is, for the most part, o Fa-chia 
refutation of the common arguments for government by 
virtue and an apology for its own concept of government 
by political purchase. A brief look at the structure

66See 284:15. Following Ku Kuang-ts’e in reading as -f
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and contents of this debate will demonstrate the degree 
of Han Pei's commitment to the concept of government by 
political purchase.

The debate consists of three sections:
(a) a statement on the efficacy of shih as an instru

ment of political control ostensibly cited from 
the writings of Shen Tao.

The present Shen (Tao) Tzu 4a-b contains a similarly word
ed by much abbreviated passage which may have been infla
ted tc serve Han Pei's purposes. The gist of this state
ment is that whereas moral and intellectual superiority 
may have some qualitative bearing on the success of govern
ment/ it is in fact the ch1 dan ill / wei and shih if which 
are essential to effect political control.

(b) a rebuttal to Shen Tao1s statement from a Confu- 
cian-Mohist perspective, advocating government 
by virtue over government by shih.

Whereas Shen Tao's statement attempts to illustrate by 
analogy, the trumped up rebuttal seizes upon the analogy 
and attempts to disprove the assertion by extending the 
analogy. This, of course, is putting the side at an 
obvious but perhaps not unintentional disadvantage.

{c) a clarification and defense of Shen Tao1s thesis 
through a refutation of the Confucian-Mohist 
arguments.

This section represents Han Pei's own position, and makes 
the following important assertions:

i) There is a definite ambiguity surrounding the usage 
of this character shih (299:5):

U '  -to
Purchase (shih) has only one name but has innumerable 
variations.
ii) Although shih does not occur elsewhere in the Han 

Fei Tzu with the meaning of "inevitable natural tendency", 
on the basis of a passage cited from the Shang-chilln shu 
Han Fei points out that it can in fact have this meaning.
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This he calls (] ;i< h. . This usage of shih refers to a 
situation not only beyond man's control but even beyond 
his range of influence. To exemplify this notion of 
"inevitable natural tendency", he cites the historical 
examples of Yao and Shun who encountered a situation con
ducive to good government and who were thus successful.
The opposite was true of Chieh and Chou, and hence chaos 
ensued. Thus, extremes of order and chaos are due more 
to an inevitable natural tendency of the times— factors 
beyond human control— than to the moral calibre of any 
individual ruler. Given the fact that these circumstances 
cannot be significantly influenced by man, it is really 
pointless to consider them in the construction of a system 
of political control.

iii) Cases as extreme as Yao and Shun on the one hand 
and Chieh and Chou on the other are too rare to have a 
bearing on the problems of government. Political purchase 
is an instrument of government which will enable the aver
age ruler to maintain control in all but very extreme 
situations. These extreme situations occur so infrequent
ly that they do not detract from the efficacy of shih.
This notion of a system of government devised for the 
average ruler (or worse) is perhaps unique to the Han Fei 
Tzu, and underscores the practical nature of his doctrine. 
Where Confucians and Moh.ists would press their rulers to 
staggering heights of moral excellence, and would encour
age them to reach for ideals far beyond their grasp, Han 
Fei was content to propose a programme more in keeping 
with the actual quality of these rulers.

iv) Government should be recognized as a craft, and 
"purchase" or shih should be accorded the status of an 
indispensable tool of the trade.

In the Han Fei Tzu, the usage of shih as a special 
Fa-chia term is brought into very sharp focus indeed. It 
is further represented as a very real alternative to the
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Confucian-Mohist principle of government by virtue. The 
Han Fei Tzu is the last in our analyses of early Militar
ist and Fa-chia texts. From these works, we have been 
able to construct a reasonably clear picture of the term 
shih with its special military and Fa-chia connotations. 
Further, from the Hsfln Tzu and Han Fei Tzu we have been 
able to register a reaction of rival schools to this 
central concept of Fa-chia doctrine. With this fairly 
well-defined understanding of the various connotations 
of the term shih as our basis for comparison, we can now 
turn to an analysis of the use of shih in the Huai Nan Tzu 
with particular attention to the "Chu Shu" political 
thought.

D. SHIH IN THE HUAI NAN TZU

In the preceding two sections, we have traced the 
development of shih as both a special Militarist term 
and a special Fa-chia term. Given the dearth of extant 
material which can be considered representative of the 
Militarist school, the "Ping Lilieh" chapter of the' Huai 
Nan Tzu has been of significant value in shedding light 
on the military connotations of this term. By carefully 
examining pertinent passages in the Sun Tzu, Sun Pin ping- 
fa and the "Ping Lilieh" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu, we 
have been able to develop a reasonably clear understand
ing of the various military implications of shih. Having 
examined the military usage in the first section, we then 
proceeded to trace its increasing importance in the devel
opment of Fa-chia doctrine in the second. This importance 
culminated in the Han Fei Tzu where shih occupies a posi
tion as one of the three central concepts of Han Fei Tzu1s 
political theory. In the process of tracing the develop
ment of shih as a special Fa-chia term, we were further
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able to detect a late Chou confrontation between the Fa- 
chia principle of government by shih or "political pur
chase” and the Confucian-Mohist principle of government 
by moral influence.

On the basis of this analysis of shih/ we propose in 
this section to examine the usage of this term in the 
Huai Nan Tzu with an eye to determining the political 
orientation of the "Chu Shu" chapter. As a method of 
providing some direction for our investigation, we prof
fer the following set of questions:

(1) In addition to the usage of shih as a special 
Militarist and Fa-chia term, to what extent does it 
retain the more general range of meaning found in 
the early texts?
(2) Is the special Fa-chia usage of shih "purely"
Fa-chia, or is there an attempt to reconcile this 
concept with rival philosophical ideas? In parti
cular, is there any attempt to resolve the differences 
between the Fa-chia notion of rule by political pur
chase and the Confucian-Mohist principle of govern
ment by moral suasion?
(3) To what extent does the Huai Nan Tzu include 
borrowings from the earlier Fa-chia texts, and have 
these borrowings been altered in any significant way?
(4) Do these passages relating to shih represent indivi
dual and independent statements on this Fa-chia principle, 
or does a consistent if not slightly modified concept 
emerge?
(5) If a consistent interpretation of shih does emerge, 
is this interpretation general throughout the Huai Nan 
Tzu as a whole, or is it limited to any particular sec
tion?
(6) Can the Huai Nan Tzu interpretation of shih be said 
to reflect its historical context? Does it indicate 
disenchantment with Fa-chia doctrine arising from the
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failure of the authoritarian Ch 'in regime and its 
theoretical basis? Does it presage the rise and 
acknowledgement of Confucianism as the official 
state doctrine? Does it offer any insights into the 
particular situation of Liu An under whose patronage 
this text was compiled?
From our analysis of the term shih in the Huai Nan Tzu

the first question posed above can be readily answered.
T^e Huai Nan Tzu uses shih with perhaps a wider range of
meaning than in any other text that we have examined.
This is possibly attributable to the length, diversified
contents, and composite nature of the Huai Nan Tzu, and
the relatively late date of its compilation. Generally
speaking, the use of shih as a special military term is
confined to the "Ping Ldeh" chapter while its use as a

67special Fa-chia term occurs only once outside of the 
"Chu Shu" chapter. Apart from these two special usages, 
however, shih occurs frequently and with a variety of 
meanings thoughout the text. Relegating our examination 
of these other usages to a footnote to complete our 
survey of the various meanings of this term up to the
early Han, we will press on to analyze the specifically„ 68 Fa-chia usage.

See 13/6b.
6 81) The importance of the Huai Nan Tzu in ascertaining 
the connotations of shih with respect to the deployment 
of the military has been discussed above in section B of 
this chapter. The usage of shih as a special military 
term is confined to the "Ping Ldeh" chapter and the short 
description of this chapter in the "Yao Ltleh" summary of 
the text. Given the scarcity of extant Militarist writ
ings, this chapter has proved extremely vital to an under
standing of the origins of this term as "military purchase

2) Shih occurs with the meaning of "prevailing conditions 
or circumstances" with some frequency. It can mean simply 
"conditions" (ll/4a):

L ?̂ u, ir ^  /j- 1 | (J . '̂ jL i\ fff K  i  ^  $
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As we have stated, the specifically Fa-chia usage of 
shih in articulating the function of purchase as an instru
ment of political control is almost wholly limited to the

i_ ^  >%■ |'| t . i i  t  ' i k  if i. ^  -fl- S'j
By nature metal sinks, but if it is placed inside a 
boat, it will float. This is because in the nature 
of the situation it is supported. Raw silk is origi
nally white, but if soaked in black dye, it will turn 
black. The original nature of raw gauze is yellow, 
but if dyed with cinnabar, it will turn red.

or “circumstances" (ll/l3a-b):

Of old Duke Huan of C h 1i in assembling the various 
nobles rode in a carriage, but afterwards governed 
his own state by punishments with battle-axes. Duke 
Wen of Chin in assembling the various nobles rode in 
a war chariot, but afterwards governed his state by 
implementing social norms and standards of rightness. 
Duke Huan took a soft line first and a hard line after
wards, whereas Duke Wen took a hard line first and a 
soft line afterwards, Even so, the fact that in their 
commands being implemented throughout the empire and 
in their authority holding sway over the various 
nobles, they were on an even footing was because 
they were aware of changing circumstances.

It is not unusual to find a close association between shih 
as “conducive circumstances" and “timeliness", as in the 
expressions (8/7b) and (15/6b) $ . The
importance of conducive circumstances in determining the 
success or failure of a given enterprise is a particularly 
strong theme in the text (2/13b and ll/13b):

i _ %  k . £  t* % jf 't'f $  & i\ il if "tf ,L
i f  *  H ft n. if il- #  t  ft 4  % H i- 5 J *  -3- i - i .  * U

•f &  £ f . 4  k  -ft ¥  % i l
Dow for the sages of antiquity, that they were con
tented and tranquil was due to their nature, but that 
their purposes were realized and their tao implemented
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"Chu Shu" chapter. Shih as used in this chapter would 
seem to have a strong link with the usage found in the 
historically earlier Fa-chia texts which have been anal
yzed above. This observation is borne out by a striking

was due to fate. Hence/ nature must be coincident 
with the proper fate before it can be realized and 
fate must be supported by the proper nature before 
it can prevail. Even the wu hao bow and the ch1i 
tzu crossbow cannot shoot without a bowstring/ and 
even the ling-' craft of Shu cannot float without 
water. Now, the bird-bows are drawn and ready and 
the bird-nets are set below, so even if a bird wanted 
to take to the air, under such circumstances, how 
can it fly at alii

# i- i  i .  K -k! Sj £  iT. i  £  $: /*) ft. & i  - t  <sL‘-
/f -f A. s| ^  i f  I® 11 vA $  & . b- •%> £k

The world is in the habit of praising those of anti
quity and exalting their conduct. The fact that the 
present age has their equals but that none recognize 
their value is not because their talents are inferior, 
but because the times are not conducive. The fact 
that hollow trees are of more facility in fording a
stream than teams of the finest horses is because
circumstances are so.

Hsd Fu-kuan (pp. 80-1) interprets this theme historically, 
suggesting that the authors of the Huai Nan Tzu were re
flecting inner distress at the untenable situation of their 
patron, Liu An, and were at the same time attempting to 
encourage him in his political ambitions. Whatever the 
case, the text as a whole does tend to reflect unmistake- 
ably a sense of helplessness in the face of prevailing 
circumstances.

In addition to an appreciation of the influence of pre
vailing circumstances, there is an acknowledgement of 
environmental circumstances which accompany things as a 
condition of their existence (9/7b-8a and 1/Sb):

& BL :A. iVn k  K f  M  *■(. a  h  f t  ^  $  A j t  $  & #  

%^)s 'k t  ki $ b i t  i t  k * .  i  & t
4^ ^ ^ fii 40 ^ h  4f̂  &  ^  i  ix. i

^  ^  f t  t i  .JP :' t  ;f  .
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similarity in wording and metaphor which is immediately 
apparent in a comparison of passages from the Huai Nan Tzu 
and those examined in earlier Fa-chia works— -especially 
the Han Fei Tzu. This similarity in content and wording

Yi!i diverted the course of the Yangtze and drained off 
the Yellow river in order to benefit the world, but it 
was not within his ability to make the waters flow 
westward- Chi cleared the land in order to encourage 
farming among the people, but it was not within his 
ability to make grain grow in winter. It was certainly 
not because of a lack of human effort, but because this 
was not possible in the nature of things. Now if one 
insists on moving upstream instead of following the 
inevitability of natural principles, even a saint or 
sage would be unable to achieve success, how much less 
the ruler of our present age I

$  i.  il /f *  K  4 - *. it %  *  A. |  % -ta H  %  j  4 . | &

Two pieces of wood when rubbed together ignite; metal 
becomes molten when placed in proximity to fire; round 
things as a rule roll while hollow things float. These 
are circumstances natural to them.

As is asserted in the above two passages, when two phenomena 
are brought together, there is a resultant set of "circum
stances"— -the circumstances brought about by the interaction 
of their respective natures (9/4b):

it 4' >t ^  sĵ If ^  P̂ . lb i- i
Now, a boat in floating on water and a vehicle in rolling
along the land are natural to their circumstances.

3) Related to this notion of circumstances which result 
from the position of a thing relative to other phenomena 
in the environment is "purchase"— -political or social —  
available to an individual by virtue of his position rela
tive to other individuals in the society, i.e. his status.
The individual can have "purchase" derived from and expres
sed in terms of military strength (l/13a-b and 13/9a):

f  il t &  H H|l rli
And in the last days of an era there have been those
with the purchase (shih) of 10,000 chariots and yet 
whose every day was anxiety and misery.
%  1  JL ■*? >-A I ̂ 4 5  jjij J?, &  £_ jl
■f i.% JL >*A & £



between the "Chu Shu" chapter and earlier Fa-chia texts 
also tends to accentuate their dissimilarities. While 
the "Chu Shu" chapter shares something of a common doc
trinal foundation with these texts, it also incorporates 
ideas which can only be described as radically divergent 
from traditional Fa-chia thought. These divergent ideas 
are both fundamental and consistent, and will warrant 
close scrutiny. At the same time, we will be able to 
identify and examine those elements taken over from its 
Fa-chia antecedents.

The passages which make reference to shih in the "Chu 
Shu" chapter are either simple expositions of Fa-chia pre
cepts or more complex fusions of Fa-chia doctrine and 
borrowings from rival traditions. In order to assay their 
contents and orientation, we will have to look at each 
one of these passages individually, abstract the Fa-chia 
elements and isolate, identify and discuss those princi
ples absorbed from other sources.

If one is without technique or standards but devotes 
himself to the pursuit of frugality and moderation, 
then even the purchase (shih) of 10,000 chariots will 
not make him feel exalted and even the wealth of 
ruling the whole world will not give him pleasure.

He can also acquire shih from rank or high position (15/5b)

% %  ¥  k  k . % A k  1 . k  A  W  f-.l M  tfv*. I *
$3 4f iff,
Erh Shih Huang Ti held the political purchase (shih) 
of the emperor and in wealth owned the world. There 
was nowhere that footprints reached or that oars plied 
that was not his chfln or hsien.

There are many expressions used in the text to express 
this association between "purchase" and status: shih wei

"purchase and position" (7/8a, 10/l3b, 13/lOa, 15/6a,
20/13a); shih ming "purchase and rank" (l/16b)? wei
shih "awesomeness and purchase" (13/4a) ; ch 1 dan shih
’fS- "authority and purchase" (15/8b) . In the Huai Nan 
Tzu as in the earlier texts purchase is frequently mention
ed together with personal advantage as shih li_ "pur
chase and personal advantage" (l/17b, 2/lla, 14/lb, 15/.15a,
19/4a, 2l/3b).
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PQl.it.ical purchase (shih) as an effective device for
political control

In the "Chu Shu" chapter, there are three passages 
which use the "chariot" metaphor as an analogy for the 
structure of the state: 9/7a, 9/9b and 9/13b-14a. The 
second of these passages would seem to be wholly Fa-chia 
in its orientation (9/9b):

rA 1" ^  il to K  & £ £- it \ ^ /f. 'f
L II to U /it ̂  If J- |G? $  ^  ^  h-

Political authority and purchase (shih) are the 
carriage of the ruler; rank and emoluments are the 
harness and bit of the ministers. Hence, because 
the ruler dwells at the focal point of political 
power and holds firmly to the control handles of 
rank and emoluments, judges nicely the degree of 
control and is appropriate in when and how much 
to give and take away, all of the people exhaust 
themselves in his service without feeling fatigued. 
Now the relationship between ruler and minister has 
neither the substance of the bond between father and 
son nor the depth of feeling between flesh and blood 
relatives, and yet the minister will work untiringly 
and risk his life for the sake of the ruler. Why 
is this? It is because political purchase (shih) 
makes him do so.

The Fa-chia elements which can be identified in this
passage are:

1) arguments are presented wholly from the ruler's 
perspective and with his interests in mind.

2) use of "chariot" metaphor (cf. Han Fei Tzu 234:9, 
259:5 and 299:1) and the interpretation of shih as a 
device which provides the ruler with a chariot-like 
advantage. The ruler does not compete with his sub
jects on their level, but rather rides aloft enjoying 
his exclusive access to the political advantage of ruler.
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3) use of appropriate rewards and punishments as a 
device for controlling and directing the ministers.

4) a practical assessment of the limitations of the 
bond of loyalty and affection which can exist between 
ruler and subject, and a rejection of this bond as an 
effective means of insuring diligent and faithful ser
vice from a subordinate (cf. Han Fei Tzu 70:13, 73:13 
and 267:5) .

5) reliance upon the manipulation of the ruler's 
singularly high position and its attendant purchase 
for exacting the utmost service from subordinates.

Reciprocal relationship between ruler and minister

The orientation of the 9/13b-14a passage in its use 
of the "chariot" metaphor is somewhat more complex:

$ $ z_ Jt i t dL 5C m it tp & •'UP

1 h A i * . z X fa m l i  £- +.<0 ff fa f ih i-
<1fa 'C- fa $<e- A !_4 *4. i l # f f t , K
it A h iJ 1 if 4* i i fa if

ift jd->. K fe ■MK I it $3 *b ft m 1P. t- fa. <0 # K$U7

L. & u * &fa. £fa I -1a M A fa . t t Ik

fa Jk J & * "f1̂.% i i l  a h 'W .% fa & rtf i-. I'JAt
fa

7 4 h
7;. fa it I'l A, jt K.

The government of a sagacious ruler is like the char
ioting of Tsao Fu. He controls the carriage from the 
point at which the reins join the bit and regulates 
the tightness of his grip on the reins from the agi
tation of the horses' lips. He decides appropriate 
measures in his own mind and retains a firm grip on 
the reins in his own hands. What he arrives at in 
his own mind within is externally in accord with the 
intentions of his horses. Thus, the reason that he 
is able to move forward and withdraw as straight as 
a plumb line, turn a corner as roundly as a compass, 
and even after covering a great distance still have 
energy to spare is because he truly understands the 
technique.



Thus, political authority and purchase is the carriage 
of the ruler and the great ministers are his team of 
horses. There has never been a case past or present 
of a driver escaping danger who leaves the safety of 
his carriage and loses the responsiveness of his horses 
to his hands. Therefore, if the carriage and the 
horses are not concordant; even a Wang Liang would be 
unable to take to the road. If the ruler and his mini
sters are not in harmony, even a Yao or Shun would be 
unable to govern properly. If with a firm grip on the 
methodology he drives it {i.e. the chariot of state), 
then a Kuan Chung or a Yen Tzu would serve him to the 
full extent of their intelligence; if he shows up 
clearly the distinction between different stations, 
then the wickedness of a Robber Chih or a Chuang Ch'iao 
can be prevented from arising.

In this passage, the obvious Fa-chia elements are:
1) use of "chariot" metaphor (cf. Han Fei Tzu 234:9, 

259:5, 299:1) and the legendary charioteers, Wang Liang 
and Tsao Fu.

2) emphasis on the importance of "techniques (shu #f )".
3) notion that if the ruler abandons his chariot and 

competes with his subordinates on their own level, he 
places himself in danger (Han Fei Tzu 234:8).

4) Fa-chia heros: Kuan Chung and Yen Tzu.
5) use of "status (fen ik ) 11 and the importance of 

retaining the sharp distinction between roles, rights 
and duties (cf. Han Fei Tzu 180:16).

While this second passage which uses the "chariot"
metaphor is unmistakably Fa-chia in its basic sympathy,
in the emphasis upon a concordant relationship between
ruler and minister— i.e. a mutually co-operative and
beneficial relationship as opposed to one dominated by
the ruler's absolute and despotic control--~there is a

69definite Confucian influence. This Confucian influ
ence stands in stark contrast to the Fa-chia attitude 
of perpetual confrontation (Han Fei Tzu 34:10): -t- f H £ s'Jt

69Hsili Fu-kuan pp. 143-4 also detects a Confucian influ
ence here.



The superior and subordinate fight a hundred battles 
in the course of a day.

This Confucian interpretation of the relationship between
ruler and minister functioning on a reciprocal basis is
developed as the central theme in the following passage 

70(9/lOa-b):

K  fk 1 A &  .1 I. a  $ z. -A ff $.
'tk. % 3- fit if il i't- &. $ # i- ■$".

ik z- %j/- &j, i. fK S ̂ n iff >'A 7k T> If, % # ̂ fA 8 ’fs.
R  E } ft f  I. i  6. 6 # i ift ft- L. % it 3- "f
flit &. |_3| 3m | *  ^  R  &*&.•>£
■3' !I z_

Where there are strong winds, the waves rise, and
where there is thick foliage, the birds gather. This
is because these things go together. Thus, when the 
minister does not get what he wants from the ruler, 
the ruler will also be unable to get what he seeks 
from the minister. The ruler and minister benefit 
each other only on a basis of reciprocity. Thus, 
the minister barters with his ruler by offering 
total commitment to the point of laying down his 
life while the ruler trades with his ministers by 
offering the dispensation of noble ranks. Just as 
the ruler cannot reward a minister who has rendered 
no service, a minister cannot die for a ruler to 
whom he owes no gratitude. When the favours of the 
ruler do not flow down to the people, for him to 
want to get service out of them is like whipping an 
unruly horse. It is like hoping for a ripe harvest 
without rain. It is simply impossible.

An interesting comparison can be made between this Huai

70 * .The term te is used m  this passage in a manner remin
iscent of the "Erh Ping" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu where 
it stands in contrast to "punishments" (26:15):

fa $  J'\ *L,. (51 I f  * ’J f't fl, R  fj; ^  I f  if'J I  i- I f  f t .
The two control handles are punishments and favours. 
What is meant by punishments and favours? Execution 
and disgrace are called punishments; honours and re
ward are called favours.
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Nan Tzu passage and a similar passage in Han Fei Tzu 
(267:4):

The Way of the perspicacious ruler is not like this. 
Establishing what the people want in order to seek 
their good service, he thus confers noble ranks and 
emoluments to encourage them. Establishing what the 
people dislike in order to prohibit their evil, he 
thus metes out punishments and penalties to strike 
fear into them. Since his rewards can be relied upon 
and his punishments are certain, the ruler promotes 
good service from his ministers and evil is not used 
against him. Even if there was a Shu Tiao, what 
could he do to the ruler I Furthermore, the minister 
bargins with his ruler by offering total commitment 
while the ruler trades with his ministers by offering 
the dispensation of noble ranks and emoluments.^
The intercourse between ruler and minister is not 
based on the natural love between father and son, 
but rather is the result of calculation. Where the 
ruler has the Way of government, a minister will 
give his best without being tempted by evil, but 
where the ruler is without it, a minister will ob
struct the ruler's vision above and be successful 
in his own interests below.

On the surface, these two passages would appear to be re
lated both in wording and content. A closer examination, 
however, reveals that while t-he Han Fei Tzu passage is a 
straightforward explanation of the theoretical basis for 
the policy of rewards and punishments, the Huai Nan Tzu 
takes as its main theme the reciprocal nature of the 
ruler-minister relationship.

Firstly, this Huai Nan Tzu passage follows upon two

Emending this passage on the basis of the Huai Nan Tzu 
9/10a-b to read:

^ £ a  it * K  tff at ►/. £  £  tf.K. ft il *a in it 
d fc. 4  t  Jt -h. m  %  fl'J fi 4  A  't ̂  m  fl

4  yq -?A g jn .fa eg j*. x. ■?){- I f- d. i  A  $ (ST. % & 4
1<l j  kI  -$ #  il <jf 'fi t-fc  vA A. ti ^ . 1- %

i i  A .  i-f i t  i  »K %  I  i f  i'J 0 * &  it 3- ■ &  it  I
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historical examples— yii Jang and King Wu— which both il
lustrate and lay emphasis upon the vital role played by 
the ruler's magnanimity. A di.rect connection is estab
lished between the generosity of the ruler and his abil
ity to implement his commands. While in the Han Fei Tzu, 
rewards and honours are conferred upon subordinates as a 
mercenary techique for exacting service, in the Huai Nan 
Tzu rewards, honours and favours generally are construed 
as a moral obligation of the ruler to his subordinates. 
Where the ruler exerts himself in the fulfilment of this 
obligation to his people, his concern is requited with 
loyalty, devotion and good service. Conversely, where 
the ruler demonstrates a blatant disregard for the com
fort and well-being of his people, he is in fact under
mining the security of his own position. This notion 
of moral obligation which has been injected into the 
Huai Nan Tzu's interpretation of the ruler-minister and 
ruler-subject relationships clearly distinguishes it from 
the Fa-chia counterpart.

Secondly, one of the most pronounced features of 
Fa-chia literature is that political theory is construct
ed wholly from the point of view of the ruler's interest. 
In this Huai Nan Tzu passage, however, the relationship 
between ruler and subordinate is described in terms of 
mutual obligations and responsibilities, and if anything, 
the perspective which is assumed would tend to favour the 
minister and the people. Not only does it enjoin the 
ruler to refrain from rewarding unaccomplished ministers, 
but further it makes it amply clear that the people will 
not work for a ruler who fails to fulfill his obligations 
to them. The tempering of this concept of shih with a 
marked emphasis on ruler-subject reciprocity represents 
a very definite concession to Confucian influence.
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Usurpation of the ruler's purchase being symptomatic 
of decline

While there are many passages in the "Chu Shu" chap
ter in which Fa-chia political theory has been signifi
cantly altered by ideas borrowed from rival traditions, 
it should not be forgotten that there is still much in 
this chapter which is predominantly Fa-chia in outlook.
The following 9/9b passage, for example, is wholly Fa-

. " . 7 2chra m  its orientation:

U. i ^  0'] £- ̂  f/i K’j 4L z- $f. fa H  % #
^  f \ . h  |  f i #  ^  I l  f . U  |  i %/T ^  #  $ \ ]}( 'f. $ ^

t/\ -f J: > • ®  'k $r. f ^

In a disorderly state this is not the case. Those 
praised by the multitude are rewarded even though 
they have no accomplishments, whereas those who are 
faithful in their duties are punished even though 
they are innocent. The ruler is foolish and short
sighted, and the various ministers form factions and 
are disloyal. The sophists travel about debating 
and the well-bred vie with each other in pushing 
themselves forward. With their cliques they criti
cize the edicts promulgated by the ruler, and with 
their deviousness they contravene the prohibitions 
of law. Those who cultivate wisdom devote themselves 
to cunning and deceit, and those who cultivate cour
age devote themselves to contention and strife. The 
high ministers usurp authority; the low officials 
seize political purchase. And forming cliques and 
factions, they manipulate the ruler. Even though 
this state appears to be functioning, the ancients 
would have written it off.

Having previously described an orderly state as one which
embodies Fa-chia principles of political control, this
passage then describes the state which, having abandoned
these same principles, has gone to ruin. One sure .indi

72Cf. Kuan Tzu 3:56-2.



cation that ruin is imminent is ministerial usurpation of
73the ruler's purchase.

Ruler's purchase rather than individual Qualities

Another familiar principle of Fa-chia doctrine dealt 
with in the "Chu Shu" chapter is the notion that in the 
exercise of political control, the ruler should depend 
upon his purchase as a ruler rather than upon his attri
butes and qualities as an individual person (9/l4b-15a):

&- 4 .t & f 
. ^ K A. I1] .# k k Ik. 1 1.
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A similar wholly Fa-chia warning against allowing min
isters to encroach upon the political purchase of the 
ruler appears in the “Fan Lun" chapter (13/6b):

-f ft f  Afj «  If i  £) «  ft 1  k  t. ft *i ik k  #
#•. ¥  f] f. *t '£ A  3- 1?. fi it t  ® f K  %  i  4
Jr $$.it & ^  'it i t  ft /$. K  1\ \§\ $ >$, i
Of old Duke Chien of C h 'i abandoned the control han
dles of the stats and gave exclusive authority to 
his great ministers. The high ministers arrogated 
his authority and usurped his purchase, private 
families formed factions and impartiality no longer 
prevailed. As a result, he made it possible for C h 'en 
Ch'eng and Ch 'ih Yi Tzu P'i to succeed in their con
spiracy. That the posterity of the Ld clan was cut 
off and the C h 1en clan succeeded to the state was 
the result of weakness and timidity.

Here the author castigates Duke Chien of C h 1i for allowing



If a fish large enough to swallow a ship inadvertently 
swims aground, it will be at the mercy of the insects. 
This is because it has left its habitat. If a monkey 
leaves the trees, he will be seized upon by foxes and 
badgers. This is because it is in an environment not 
its own.

If the ruler abandons his proper concerns and attempts 
to vie with his ministers, the officials will seek by 
inactivity to hold on to their positions and those 
in office will seek by toadying to the ruler to avoid 
being discharged. As a result, the ministers hide 
their intelligence and do not use it, passing the 
burden on to their ruler instead.

Now the fact that the noble and wealthy are willing to 
go to work, that the astute are willing to look into 
affairs, and that the proud and arrogant are willing 
to show respect is because their political purchase 
is not equal to that of the ruler.

If a ruler does not entrust the able but is instead 
fond of doing things personally, his intelligence 
will become increasingly taxed and he will take 
upon himself the burden of responsibility. If his 
methods of statecraft are not able to cope with his 
subordinates, he will not be able to prevail. If he 
is not able to insist on his line of conduct in his 
state, he will be unable to claim exclusive control. 
Since his intelligence is not sufficient to effect 
proper government and his prestige is not sufficient 
to enforce punishments, the ruler will not have the 
means to deal with the empire.

In this passage, the following Fa-chia elements can be
readily identified:

1) the ruler must not abandon conduct appropriate 
to his position and contend on a level with his minis
ters {cf. Han Fei Tzu 85:5).

2) the ruler maintains sway over his subordinates 
by means of his political purchase (shih) (cf. Han Fei 
Tzu 330:14, 337:15).

3) the differentiation of roles is stressed (cf. Han

his ministers to gain control of the government. Consis
tent with Fa-chia predictions for such a course of action, 
the purchase of the ruler is gradually eroded and he is 
ultimately expunged.
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Fei Tzu 212:13)*
4) the ruler's personal attributes are not a sufficient 

condition for maintaining political control (cf. Han Fei 
Tzu 234:8).

This same point that the iruler should depend upon his 
purchase as ruler rather than his personal attributes is 
reiterated in the following 9/16a passage in which it 
asserts that even persons of inferior quality can rule 
by virtue of their access to shih:

If one holds firmly to the handles of authority and 
purchase, it will be easy for him to transform the 
people. That Tzu Lu served the ruler of Wei was 
because the ruler's authority was considerable; that 
Kuan Chung and Yen Tzu served the Dukes Huan and 
Ching of Ch'i as ministers was because the ruler's 
position was exalted. That the timid can subjugate 
the brave and the ignorant can control the intelli
gent is because the purchase in which they lodge 
themselves is superior. Therefore, it is said: "The 
branch must not be bigger than the trunk and the tip 
must not be stronger than the root. This is because 
there is the means whereby one controls the other, 
just as with the five fingers as adjuncts to the arm 
one can strike, pull, clutch and pinch as he so desires. 
In other words, the small is adjunct to the large.

He who has the advantage of having purchase by hold
ing on to the extremely small is able to make use of 
the very big, and by holding on to the essential is 
able to have extensive control.

Thus, that a thin beam can support a heavy roof or 
that a small bolt can control the opening and closing 
of a gate— how could it be due to their sizei It is 
because their position is pivotal.

i fl ̂  fa if. t 4  a  fa fa. i'j l -j-. 7f i-/ a  h  $
£ t Jfj fa xi >--j. -f-l A  4  k  I 4- *c fa.% a  'J • /I fa ^ <&-•.

fj A A  4 ii- i  K.fafa i A), fa -4
fa. ItU :f:t 45 ,4 > :i :> « frj bUtft. f  fa fa
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The assertion that the purchase of a thing is due to its 
strategic location in the overall structure---" it is be
cause their position is pivotal"— is a notion which al-

74though made explicit only here in the Huai Nan Tzu is 
not inconsistent with the general Fa-chia conception of 
political purchase. What is unusual in this passage is 
the appearance of the basically Confucian principle of 
hua min 'fit ft "transforming the people".

Transforming the people

This notion of "transformation" is an ingredient associ
ated with both the Taoist and Confucian traditions. Conven
tional Fa-chia doctrine, however, asserts that the ruler
is obeyed because of his political purchase— not because

75of his moral influence (Kuan Tzu 1:76-2):

ft A. 4  it it if A  Hi 4  f  fa K & K  %  ftL

& f. L. f Ik J: if i- $] f.
In his moral actions and awesomeness, the ruler is
not unique in being superior to others, but because 
he is called "ruler" people go on to honour him, 
and do not dare to discuss the quality of his moral 
actions.

74See also Huai Nan Tzu 9/9b~10a:
A, i %-■
Hence, because the ruler dwells at the focal point 
of political power...

75The notion of "transformation" does occur in the Kuan 
Tzu: 2:35-5, 2:27-10. However, that these passages are 
included in the Kuan Tzu does not automatically mean that 
they represent orthodox Fa-chia theory. If we take for 
example 2:27-10:

|  j. <v K . t  ‘■■o %. %■ * >•
Where the ruler consitutes a moral example, the 
people are transformed; where his moral qualities 
are what they should be, the bureaucracy is pro
perly ordered. The essential task of ordering the 
bureaucracy properly and transforming the people 
lies with the ruler.

this notion of transforming the people was not only 
repudiated by later Fa-chia thinkers, but was even
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To insure proper order in the state, the Fa-chia ruler 
manipulates his subordinates with rewards and punishments 
and opts for rule by law as the superior alternative to 
moral edification (Han Fei Tzu 321:4):

R  :A  t. fa dL/f\ fa up fa P\. P it fa fa: 4V jfa Pj.ty K ft 
fa fak fa . ‘A fa f'J.
Hence, to take law as one's method is to suffer at 
first but benefit in the long run,- to take benevo
lence as one1s method is to snatch momentary pleasure 
but be ultimately frustrated. The sages weighed the 
merits of these two and opted for the greater bene
fit.

Confucian thought, by contrast, takes the moral eleva
tion of the people through example as the primary task 
of those in power. For example, the "Greater Preface" 
to the Shih-ching states:

t, $ ^ 1 ^  rh ^.4- ^ lie
With poetry the Former Kings regulated the relation
ship between husband and wife, developed filial piety 
and respect, improved upon human relations, enriched 
edifying instruction and advanced conventions and 
customs.

Again, there is the famous Lun-yd 24/12/19 passage:

If M R R  3L ^   fa M  4  &  k  4  $ fa ^
. %  %  * )$L yt 4%.

Chi K'ang Tzu asked Confucius about government.... If 
you want to be good, the people will be good. The 
character of the superior is like the wind while the 
character of the subordinate is like grass. Let the 
wind blow over the grass and the grass will necessar
ily bend.

In this Lun-yti passage, government is interpreted as the 
ability to influence, educate and improve. In a text 
such as the Ilsdn Tzu, the commitment to improve and 
enrich the lives of the people through education has

challenged within the pages of the Kuan Tzu itself by 
the more radical principle that the moral attributes 
of the ruler are of no concern to his subordinates.
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an obvious link with this concept of bua min. This task 
of moral edification is given a high priority in the 
allocation of responsibilities (30/9/94):

i k  i t  ‘1 1  f  J  lit 1  A, i  n  *  ^  «  •i- #
j & . / M  ft.#* r l  4 4  <  »£. - k  f  . 1 - 1 1  *  *  "il.

ft i'4. HR. k * i- £
To discuss social norms and music, to make conduct 
proper, to spread instruction and transformation, to 
enrich conventions and customs, and nurturing things 
universally, to bring them to a concordant whole—  
these are the tasks of the senior ministers. To 
preserve morality intact, to promote loftiness and 
nobility, to extend refinement to its utmost, to 
unify the world, to scrutinize the smallest details 
and to make all of the people in the world submissive 
and obedient--these are the tasks of the ruler.

Perhaps one of the most extensive discussions of this no
tion of hua min in early Chinese literature is to be found 
in the "T'ai Tsu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu. In this 
chapter, hua min is presented from a decidedly Confucian 
perspective. It is held up as the desired result of 
government by morality, and throughout the chapter is 
contrasted with the much inferior policy of government 
by law. The following passage provides a glimpse of 
this recurring contrast between morality and law (20/8b):

| 4  J; ^  /f. jt ^  %*/. -A (8 K. * %: «... jk ̂  ....
% K f  H  f S. ̂  I I fc %. a ^

f a  Jr f f f  l/x '% faj i .
rk 4 /  &  f a  *  . <5* t  it A t  i M .  i>b t
In the proper government of the individual, the first 
priority goes to the cultivation of the spirit, and 
only next to the cultivation of the physical form.
In the proper government of the nation, the first 
priority goes to the cultivation of the people's 
transformation, and only next to the rectification 
of the laws....To have the people yielding to each 
other and contending to occupy as low a position as 
they can, to have them repudiating personal advantage 
and contending to receive as little as they can, to 
have them working hard and contending to exhaust them--



selves as much as they can, to have them day by day
being transformed and reformed by the ruler without
knowing how this comes about~~this then is the basis 
of proper government. To have the people striving to 
do worthy deeds for the sake of rewards, to have them 
refrain from doing wrong for fear of punishments, to 
have the common people obeying the laws below because 
the laws have been rectified above— these are the 
inconsequential aspects of proper government.

This notion of hua min occupies an important place in
orthodox Confucian doctrine and in principle is inimical
to mature Fa-chia thought. At the same time, we find that
this concept of hua min recurs in the "Chu Shu" chapter
neatly knit into a basically Fa-chia fabric (9/8b-9a):

|| ^  i. i .  fit %  b. a- ib t. i  %  4S T . # A #
ftf >'A % *<• >o. * I'J i & I * ik
& . K  b k- it. ft k . %  &  fat. k  K  *- fk ^
£ %t . is> i£\ Ik %  <•} >iL. i  ($- ZK fi K itj MLi (k /C. b fit t
ik t .  b f t  M  if 1  f J'J h  a If  14. ■&. ►>(
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The key to success or failure in government lies in 
the ruler. If the inking line is properly set above, 
the wood will be straightened beneath it. It is not 
that the inking line does anything in particular, 
but because it is the nature of that which the wood
follows. Thus, if the ruler is truly upright, honest
officials will be commissioned and villainous persons 
will hide themselves, but if the ruler is not upright, 
wicked persons will achieve their ends and loyal sub
jects will withdraw into retirement.

Now, why is it that no one tries to split jade while 
they will try to split melons and gourds? They do 
not tackle the jade because there is nothing to be 
gained thereby. If the ruler holds firmly to integ-

Following Wang Nien-sun in reading h  as /k .
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rity and justice as if adhering to a plumb line in 
measuring the vertical, then those ministers who 
approach with evil in their hearts will be just like 
eggs thrown against rocks or fire plunged into water.

Thus, because King Ling (of Ch'u) was partial to 
slim waists, there were those who starved themselves 
by cutting back on their food. Because King Kou Chien 
of Ytteh was fond of courage, his people would all defy 
danger and vie with one another to sacrifice their
lives. If we view it from this perspective, for the
person with the control handles of authority and pur
chase, changing customs is an easy matter.

When Yao was a man of humble position, he could not 
even transform the people of one village through his 
example of benevolence, and yet when Chieh was on the 
throne, his commands were implemented and his prohibi
tions were observed. Viewing it from this perspec
tive, it is clear that while moral excellence is not 
enough to govern the world, political purchase can 
alter custom.

In this passage, the Huai Han Tzu takes King Ling of Ch'u 
and King Kou Chien of Ydeh as historical examples of the 
overwhelming influence of the ruler. Here, the predomi
nant theme is that an upright ruler can act as an edify
ing and uplifting force on those under his control. King 
Ling and King Kou Chien as historical examples are not 
original to the Huai Man Tzu, but rather occur in both
the Kuan Tzu and Han Fei Tzu as well as in several other 

77early texts. In all of these works, these two kings 
are representative of the far-reaching influence of the 
•throne. On this much the various texts are in agreement. 
Their difference, however, lies in the proposed objectives 
of this influence. A comparison of how these same his
torical figures are used to illustrate widely divergent 
ideas will be of some value in demonstrating the extent 
to which the "Chu Shu" chapter can be regarded as a syn
thesis between Fa-chia and Confucian thought.

See the appended translation Section 7 notes 6 and 7 
for a list of these references.



In the Kuan Tzu, King Ling and King Kou Chien appear 
in a passage which stresses the vital importance of agri
culture as the fundamental occupation of the state (3:2-10)
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Now, the stability or inner turmoil of an individual 
depends on the heart; the continuity or destruction 
of a state depends on the ruler. What is good or 
bad for the empire may be the consequence of one 
man's actions. Where the ruler favours the basic 
industry, the people will be fond of clearing un
cultivated areas. Where the ruler is fond of money, 
the people will go in for trading. Where the ruler 
is fond of buildings and halls, craftsmen and arti
sans will be skillful. Where the ruler is fond of 
design and colour, the women's work will be elabor
ate. The King of Ch'u being fond of slender waists, 
beautiful women cut down on their food; the King of 
Wu being fond of the sword, the military men of the 
country embraced death lightly. Since death and 
starvation are two things universally disliked, why 
did these people face them of their own volition? 
Because they were pursuing what the ruler desired.

The ruler's position and influence is such that his desires 
are the directing force of his subordinates. This passage 
from the Kuan Tzu suggests that there is a connection be- 
.tween the ruler's influence and the activities of his 
people— here, the agricultural production of the state. 
Increased agricultural production will mean a strong 
and stable state. If, however, the ruler distracts the 
people from the cultivation of the fields, food will be 
insufficient for the needs of the country and political 
instability will ensue. This passage like all of the 
passages which cite the examples of King Ling and King 
Kou Chien (or some substitute) emphasizes the over
whelming influence which the ruler can exert in deter
mining the direction in which his people channel their
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energies. Consistent with Fa-chia doctrine,, agriculture 
is singled out as the most important occupation of the 
people, and consequently, agriculture is chosen as the 
objective towards which the ruler must exercise his 
influence.

The Han Fei Tzu 28:15 passage provides us with even 
a more vivid contrast between the Fa-chia oriented objec 
tive of the ruler's purchase described in this Fa~chia 
text and the Huai Nan Tzu1s objective of educating and 
transforming the people:
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The ruler has two pitfalls: if he employs those of 
superior character, his ministers will take advan
tage of this to maintain a hold over him. If he 
promotes people indiscriminantly, state undertakings 
will end in failure. Hence, if the ruler is fond of 
superior character, the various ministers will dress 
dp their conduct in order to meet his approval, and 
will not offer their true abilities in the service 
of the ruler. The ministers not offering their 
true abilities in the service of the ruler, the 
ruler then has no way of assessing his ministers. 
Thus, the King of Yilieh being fond of courage, many 
of his people embraced death lightly; King Ling of 
Ch'u being fond of slender waists, many people in 
his state starved themselves; because Duke Huan of 
C h ’i was a jealous man and was fond of his harem, 
Shu-tiao had himself castrated in order to super
vise the harem; Duke Huan being fond of exotic 
tastes, Yi Ya boiled his first born and served it 
to him; because Tzu K'uai of Yen was fond of men 
of superior character, Tzu Chih made it clear that 
he was not interested in taking over the state.

The gist of this passage is bhat the ruler must not
reveal his likes or dislikes to his subordinates. If
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he does, they wi.13. be able to use this knowledge to their 
own advantage. This problem becomes particularly apparent 
in the process of official promotions. If the ruler allows 
it to be made known that he promotes those of superior 
moral and intellectual character, his ministers will vie 
with one another to give him the impression that they 
are men of just such superior character. From the Han 
Fei Tzu 1s point of view, this does not mean that these 
ministers will be encouraged to emulate the ruler's ideal, 
but rather that they will put a facade on their conduct 
which will deceive the ruler in his assessment of their 
true worth. The policy to be adopted by the Han Fei Tzu 
ruler stands diametrically opposed to that advocated in 
the above Huai Nan Tzu 9/8b--9a quotation. In the Han Fei 
Tzu, the ruler is counselled to conceal the objectives of 
his influence and to refrain from providing his ministers 
with a model which can be simulated and thus used to 
delude him. In the Huai Nan Tzu, on the other hand, the 
ruler uses his political purchase to provide his subor
dinates with a model of proper conduct and to propel them 
towards his ideal of moral excellence. In the Han Fei 
Tzu, the knowledge and imitation of the model is a means 
of deception, whereas in the Huai Nan Tzu this same 
knowledge and imitation is the basis of education and 
transformation.

The King Ling and King Kou Chien examples in the "Chu 
Shu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu are not only inconsistent 
with their Fa-chia counterparts, but further even contra
dict the underlying principle of the Han Fei Tzu passage.
By contrast, the following excerpt taken from the Hstin 
Tzu 45/12/30 has basically the same thrust as the "Chu 
Shu" version:

k  ̂  ^ ^  kj '?$ ̂
(13 M  4'J g ifi.lt u  p  kl m  A M
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The ruler is the gnomon and the people are the shadow 
Where the gnomon is upright, the shadow will he up
right. The ruler is a basin and the people are water 
Where the basin is round, the water will be round.
If the ruler is an archer, his ministers are his 
archer's glove. Because King Chuang of Ch'u was 
fond of slender waists, there were haIf-starved 
people in his court.
From this comparison of passages from the Kuan Tzu, 

Han Fei Tzu, Hsdn Tzu and our "Chu Shu" chapter of the 
Huai Nan Tzu which all use the King Ling and King Kou 
Chien examples (or equivalents), we can see that they 
all acknowledge the efficacy of political purchase as 
a force which can be exerted to influence the activities 
of the people. Of the two Fa-chia texts, it is suggested 
in the one that this influence be used to encourage agri
culture and in the other that the ruler conceal his 
likes and dislikes in order to avoid deception by his 
ministers. These are clearly two important principles 

Fa-chia doctrine. In the I-Ishn Tzu and the "Chu Shu" 
chapter, however, the point is made that political pur
chase can be used to educate and elevate the people.
Given a model of moral excellence, the people will 
strive to emulate this model. The ruler, by availing 
himself of his political purchase as ruler, can go a 
long way to determining the character and the quality 
of his subjects. This is a definite commingling of 
Fa-chia and Confucian doctrine.

To recapitulate, while the principle of hua min is 
fundamentally contrary to the spirit of Fa-chia thought, 
it is an important component of both Taoist and Confu
cian doctrine. The "Chu Shu" chapter's interpretation 
of hua min seems to be more positive and active than 
the Taoist notion of (Lao Tzu 57):

^  JP A, $ ^  •
I do nothing and yet the people are transformed 
of their own accord.

7 8Following Liang Ch'i-hsiung p. 165 in his reading of 
this passage and in his omission of the following phrase 
as redundant: 71 /n ittt. h :fii k-ih
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or even the Confucian idea of presenting the people with 
a moral example. In the Taoist and Confucian traditions, 
although their working definitions of the ruler's "trans
forming" virtue are very different, they share common 
ground in that the ruler does not actively transform 
the people, but rather acts as a passive and non-inter
vening example of suitable conduct. The "Chu Shu" chap
ter, on the other hand, having accepted the efficacy of 
shih as a means of implementing political theory, advo
cates an active and positive approach to the problem of 
educating and improving the people. Rather than sug
gesting that the ruler sit above the people and passively 
brown them with his radiated moral excellence, it insists 
that he use the purchase attendant upon his position to 
channel the energies of the people in a direction bene
ficial to the development of their moral qualities.

Government by purchase verses government by virtue

Above we have discussed the development of this 
concept shih in the Hsdn Tzu and the Han Fei Tzu, and 
were able to identify a confrontation between the Con- 
fucian-Mohist notion of government through moral exam
ple and the Fa-chia principle of government by politi
cal purchase. In our analysis of the Hshn Tzu interpre
tation of shih, it was noted that Hsdn Tzu did succumb 
i20 Fa-chia influence to the extent of acknowledging the 
effectiveness of political purchase for implementing a 
programme of government, but at the same time, it was 
further noted that he objected to the Fa-chia insistence 
that this political purchase in itself was a sufficient 
condition for political control. In Hsdn Tzu's system 
of political theory, purchase is ultimately dependent 
upon popular support, and popular support is the direct 
result of rule on the basis of Confucian ethical princi
ples. In making this assertion, Hsdn Tzu attempts to
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defend Confucian political philosophy from the Fa-chia 
assault.

In our examination of the Han Fei Tzu, we saw that 
one of the main features which distinguishes the Han Fei 
Tzu from its precursors in the Fa-chia tradition is its 
treatment of government by shih not as an isolated theory, 
but as a superior alternative to the rival Confucian- 
Mohist principle of rule by moral influence. The element 
of confrontation is pronounced. On analyzing the "Chu 
Shu" chapters interpretation of shih, we find a Confucian 
and Fa-chia synthesis which can only be viewed as an 
attempt to finally resolve this conflict between the Fa- 
chia. principle of government by shih and the Confucian- 
Mohist principle of government by morality. On the one 
hand, the importance and the effectiveness of shih is 
readily acknowledged. On the other, it is suggested that 
this basically Fa-chia tool of government be employed 
to carry out the Confucian task of educating the people 
and refining their ethical awareness. In other words, 
the effectiveness of shih is regarded as being condition
al on the ruler following a Confucian code of moral 
conduct.

The people as the basis of political purchase

Above we have looked at two of the "Chu Shu" passages 
which employ the "chariot" metaphor. Comparing these 
with the three passages in the Han Fei Tzu in which this 
same metaphor is used, we find that whereas the Han Fei 
Tzu is three times consistent in making the state analo
gous to the chariot and the political purchase analogous 
to the horses, in all of the "Chu Shu" passages this 
"chariot" metaphor is rearranged to suit each individual 
purpose. Of the three "Chu Shu" instances of this meta
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phor, the one perhaps most in keeping with traditional 
Fa-chia precepts is the following which relates the 
proposition of "utilizing the people (yung chung)" to 
the notion of political purchase (9/7a):

$ &  k.
Mounting a chariot which consists of the overwhelming 
support of the people and taking the intelligence 
of the people as his (the ruler's) horses, even on a 
moorland or treacherous stretch of road there is no 
fear of his not knowing which way to go.

A second passage in the "Chu Shu" chapter which reiterates
this notion of taking the people as one's basis of support-
as one's purchase--is 9/16b-17a:

Now, even if Wu Huo or Chieh Fan were to attempt to 
lead an ox by the tail from behind, the fact that they 
would pull the tail off without budging the ox is 
because they are acting contrary to the way of things. 
But if one were to pierce the ox's nose with a sprig 
of mulberry, the fact that even a haIf-grown boy could 
lead it around the country is because he is following 
the way of things.

That with a seven ch 1ih oar we can raanoeuver a boat 
is because we make use of the water. That the emper
or has only to issue commands to have them implemented 
and observed is because he takes the people as his 
purchase.

In these two passages, the ruler is encouraged to take 
full advantage of the political purchase available to 
him as ruler not only because it is the most efficacious 
means of political control, but also because it is "fol
lowing the way of things". He should not rely on his 
abilities as an individual to influence others, but should 
rather manipulate his subjects from the vantage point of 
his throne. By relying on political purchase rather than
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personal abilities to enlist the popular support of the
people, he is able to tap the concerted strength of all
of those below him. This gives him power and vision far
exceeding that of any individual or group of individuals
who may set themselves in opposition to him and attempt
to challenge his right to rule. While this principle
of “utilizing the people (yung chung)" can certainly be
traced back to the occasional reference in the Kuan Tzu

79and Han Fei Tzu, in this chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu
it is developed as one of the main political themes. As
such, we shall have cause to examine it in more detail 

80below. At this juncture, however, we simply wish to 
draw the obvious connection between our concept of pol
itical purchase and the popular strength which becomes 
available to one who can stand above the people and 
orchestrate their energies.

In our analysis of shih in the Huai Nan Tzu, we have 
seen that it is used throughout the text with even wider 
connotations and implications than found in the earlier 
pre-Ch'in literature. While shih does have this broad 
range of meaning in the text as a whole, in the “Chu Shu" 
chapter it is used consistently as a specifically Fa- 
chia concept. In this chapter, shih is used mainly to 
restate basic Fa-chia doctrine. For example, the “char
iot" metaphor probably taken over from the Han Fei Tzu 
is used twice to describe the position of the ruler in 
terms of his political purchase, and once to develop the 
Fa-chia notion of yung chung--the ruler's access to the 
collective strength of his people through the proper 
exercise of his purchase. The Huai Nan Tzu1s reitera
tion and clarification of basic Fa-chia precepts is in 
itself a valuable contribution to our understanding of

79See Kuan Tzu 1:73-8; 3:36-6; 3:42-1; Han Fei Tzu 305:16 
331:9; 288:4.
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the political thought developed, in pre-Ch'in China. Its 
contribution, however, does not end here. True to the 
spirit of eclecticism prevailing in the early Han, there 
is an obvious and consistent effort to synthesize Fa-chia 
ideas with basically Confucian principles of government. 
With respect to this concept of shih, the two most appar
ent attempts to blunt radical Fa-chia theory with Confu
cian humanism are first the reinterpretation of the ideal 
ruler-minister relationship as a reciprocating harmony 
with each position responsive to and dependent upon the 
other. This is a significant turning away from the 
absolute ruler-dominated despostism advocated in the Han 
Fei Tzu. The second important move toward a Fa-chia-Con- 
fucian synthesis lies in the acknowledgement of the effec
tiveness of the Fa-chia concept of shih as an instrument 
of political control and the use of this concept to effect 
the Confucian objective of transforming and elevating the 
people rather than to enforce a Fa-chia programme of 
political repression.

In isolating and examining those passages of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter which discuss this concept of shih as a spe
cial Fa-chia term, we have been able to detect important 
differences between the traditional Fa-chia interpreta
tion of this concept and that found in our Huai Nan Tzu 
text. There is a consistency in the "Chu Shu" chapter 
which is perhaps indicative of an internally complete 
and integrated system of political theory. While par
ticular elements in this political theory are signifi
cant, it is the relative emphasis placed on the various 
elements which determines the ultimate disposition of 
the system. In other words, it is not only what the 
"Chu Shu" chapter has taken from the Fa-chia tradition 
which is important in our assessment of this chapter's 
sympathies and orientation, but further how this chapter

80See below Chapter III.
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chooses to deal with what it takes, and gain what it 
chooses to reject. In the Han Fei Tzu, for example, the 
concept of shih is frequently discussed in conjunction 
with the ruthless repression of conniving ministers. 
There is an almost paranoiac preoccupation with the pro
tection of the ruler's political prerogatives. The tone 
of the "Chu Shu" chapter on the other hand is more of 
harmony than control, and more of co-operation than con
tention. Having acknowledged the soundness of this con
cept of political purchase, it then fits it into an 
eclectic political philosophy which attempts to combine 
the effectiveness and practicability of the Fa-chia 
doctrine with the more human considerations of its rival 
traditions.
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CHAPTER II: WU-WEI $

A. INTRODUCTION

Our object in this chapter is to analyze the concept 
wu-wei jfc'; M  as ^  i~s represented in the Confucian, 

Taoist and Fa-chia schools of pre-Ch'in thought, and 
once having reached a doctrinal understanding of its 
several interpretations, to apply this understanding to 
an evaluation of wu-wei in the political theory of the 
Huai Nan Tzu's "Chu Shu" chapter. While we are convinced 
that our analysis can produce a reasonably clear and co
herent statement on these disparate interpretations of 
wu-wei, we are equally convinced that at present we 
lack the textual resources to propound any worthwhile
hypothesis as to its actual origins and early historical 
development. Hence, we will concentrate our efforts on 
an attempt to determine what this term meant to each of

H.G. Creel, in his research on Shen Pu-hai, has gone to 
great lengths to prove that wu-wei was a concept first 
developed in the Shen Pu-hai branch of Fa-chia thought.
See What is Taoism?, "On the Origin of Wu -we i ^  'Mi ", pp. 
48-78 and Shen Pu-hai pp. 17 6-17 9, Creel concludes that 
subsequent to its development as a technical Fa-chia 
term, wu-wei was absorbed by the Taoists and reinterpre
ted in a way consistent with the basic tenets of Taoist 
thought. Creel's arguments are based on:

1) an assumption that the Shen Pu-hai fragments are 
genuine
2) a tentative and highly subjective attempt to 
arrange pre-Ch'in texts in a chronological order

These presuppositions lead to a situation in which a 
point is made of the fact that wu-wei does not occur 
in the Shang-chdn shu and yet the Kuan Tzu in which 
wu-wei does occur as a special term is not even men
tioned. Again, the expression wu-wei occurs in what 
is being called the Huang-ti ssu-ching recently unearthed 
from tomb no. 3 at Mawangtui, and which has been tenta
tively dated at about 400 B.C. The examples of wu-wei 
in the "Shih '.pa ching" no. 14-0 and the "Y(lan Tao" no. 168 
sections of this text are decidedly Taoist, the latter 
passage even having an echo in the Huai Nan Tzu "Ydan Tao"
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these traditions rather than adding to current speculation 
regarding its early history.

B. WIT-WEI IN PRE-CH'IN CONFUCIAN TEXTS

Although wu-wei is generally thought of as a decidedly 
Taoist concept, it does play a role in Confucian political 
theory. In our discussion of a Confucian interpretation 
of wu-wei, we should perhaps begin with what is certainly 
one of the earliest examples of this expression in our 
extant Chinese sources (Lun-yd 31/15/5);

i &  : b  % &  y* C  &  %  ̂  K  $3 $K. ̂  ^  ^ ^  $

&  k.
The Master said: "If anyone could be said to have
effected proper order while remaining inactive, it 
was Shun. What was there for him to do? He simply 
made himself respectful and took up his position 
facing south due south."

This passage is not an odd, urepresentative excerpt from 
the Lun-'Vd. On the contrary, if properly understood, it 
can be regarded as a succinct characterization of the 
Confucian attitude towards government. In the ideal Con
fucian administration, the ruler does not personally 
attend to matters of government, but by setting a posi
tive example and through the charismatic influence of 
his te_ the people are led into a conformity with the 
all-pervading moral standards which structure the cosmos 
(Lun-yd 2/2/1):^

chapter and the Wen Tzu "Tao Ydan" chapter. See K 1ao-ku 
hsdeh-pao 197 5:1, pp. 28ff. In early Chinese thought, 
for each tradition or "school" we have a very few repre
sentative texts, and these are often composite in nature. 
The early hi.story of their transmission is often shrouded 
in an almost impenetrable shadow of textual problems.
Given the combination of scant data and absolutely tenuous 
chronology, any attempt to determine the historical origin 
of wu-wei can amount to little more than strained specula
tion. There is a traditional and seemingly logical opinion 
that the development of the Taoist doctrine was anterior
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h '#» h  K  ‘A  A  ^  |L f A £_.
The Master said: "A ruler who governs by virtue can 
be compared to the pole star which merely lodges in 
its place and the other stars pay it homage."

The ruler, cultivating and giving expression to his funda
mental moral endowment, serves as an example for others
to emulate in the development and perfection of their

3own natures (Lun-yd 24/12/17):

t  % .  %  f'S i  JL l - 4 if ^  h  (f r  f i fe.
I  if-.
Chi K'ang Tzu asked Confucius about government, and 
Confucius replied: "Government (cheng) is rectifica
tion (cheng) . If you lead with rectitude, who would- 
dare be otherwise?"

That the perfection of all natures results in a harmonious 
social order is guaranteed by the objective and all-per
vading presence of the yi Jx principles or standards which 
serve as the moral fibre of all existence.

The Confucian ruler, regulating his conduct so that 
his activities reflect a cognizance of and a dedication 
to the natural moral order, is able to influence his 
subordinates and transform his people. This is education 
through moral example. The ruler "does nothing" in as 
much as he concerns himself with the fulfilment of his 
own nature without projecting any artificial and arbi
trary demands on his subordinates. That the realization 
of the ruler is congruent with that of his subordinates 
is due to a common participation in absolute moral prin
ciples. It should be noted that a fundamental differ
ence between the Taoist notion of wu-we1 and its Confu
cian counterpart would seem to lie in the former's

to and somehow a contributor to the emergence of Fa-chia 
political theory. While this opinion is certainly not 
unassailable, it is still more comfortable than Creel's 
unsupported conclusions. Michael Loewe (BSOAS 39:1 (197G) 
p. 199) makes the general comment that Creel's Shen Pu-hai 
"may be criticized on the grounds that its method of argu-
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amoral interpretation of cosmic activity as opposed to
the latter1s deep and abiding belief in the universality
of their moral ideology. For the early Confucians, yi is
an immutable and all-pervading thread of moral truth which
ties the natural endowment of'the individual to his natural

4and social environments. As Duyvendak observes: "Moral
endeavour is...the principle concern of Confucianists.
They take pains, however, to demonstrate that the moral 
is equivalent to the natural." Just as the basic Confu
cian goal of moral cultivation is the realization of one's 
natural endowment, the object and function of political 
administration is the collective realization of individual 
natures. This is basically an internal process in as 
much as it does not require the addition of any extran
eous element. It is rather the result of the individual's 
growth in accordance with his own innate blueprint. At 
most, he looks to the ruler as an actualized model of hu
man potential— a model of what he himself can achieve.
While this external model evokes emulation and lends a 
certain desirability to the ideal, it must be stressed 
that the potential for cultivation lies within and the 
effort of cultivation comes from within.

Although there is only one explicit example of the 
term wu-wei in the Lun-yd, from an analysis of the poll-

ment is questionable and its sense of history unsatis
factory." D.C. Lau (Asia Major n.s. 18:197 3, pp. 121-3) 
more specifically points out the inadequacy of Creel's 
evidence for ascribing the earliest usage of wu-wei to 
Shen Pu-hai rather than the Taoists.

2Cf. bun-yd 2/2/3 and 24/12/19.

3cf' l»un-yd 25/13/6 and 30/14/42.
4See Asiatische Studien 3:4- (194-7), p. 34. This asser
tion is of course true of Confucius and Mencius, but not 
of Ilsdn Tzu. The word "Confucianists" is perhaps a bit 
too general.
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tical theory propounded in this text, it can be demonstra
ted that wu-wei is an appropriate description of the ideal
Confucian ruler which would convey the notion that he is

5one who "reigns but does not rule".
A second instance of wu-wei in the Confucian tradition 

is in the "Chung Yung" chapter of the Li-chi. This pas
sage characterizes chih ch1 eng in the following
terms (Li-chi 31/23):

4? ft JL Iff / 'i &  fih A- '&) &  'X -
A thing of this description is brilliant without
making a display, changes without moving and com
pletes without acting.

This is an extension of a preceding "Chung Yung" passage
which states (Li-chi 31/20):

4  <  r- £ ink h  i  ri.tt i $  M i  r  ̂  n. It i
a. i- I1] Hi %  £- t'i.
Only the most sincere in the world is able to fully 
realize his nature. To be able to fully realize his 
own nature is to be able to fully realize the natures
of men, and this in turn is to be able to fully real
ize the natures of other things.

5Although both the Fa-chia and the Confucians insist that 
the day-to-day administration of the government be left 
to the ministers, there would seem to be a difference worth 
noting. For the Fa-chia, always primarily concerned with 
the ruler's interests, administration by ministers is re
garded as the most efficient means of government allowing 
the highest degree of security for the ruler. It is, in 
fact, a means of re-enforcing the ruler's control. For 
the Confucians, however, who are convinced that only gov
ernment by virtuous and superior men can foster a stable 
society, administration by ministers is better seen as 
a device employed to deprive the ruler of power rather 
than as a means of enhancing it. It can perhaps be con
strued as an attempt to establish a titular head of state 
supported by a battery of morally superior and competent 
officials. Whereas the Confucian conception of state can 
not guarantee the character of a hereditary ruler, .it can 
advocate measures to curb his personal influence on gov- 
exuiment while channeling actual administrative control 
into the hands of indoctrinated officials. Again, much 
of the actual administration of these officials takes the 
form of exemplary conduct rather than the enforcement of 
objective laws and regulations.
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Cheng Iisdan^ suggests that "the most sincere in the world
(t1 ien hsia chih ch1 eng A. )" in this passage refers

7 .to the ruler, whrle Chu Hsi interprets it as a reference
to the "sage". In either case, we once again encounter
the Confucian ideal of the ruler pursuing a policy of 
wu-wei and concentrating his energies solely on the real
ization of his own nature. In doing so, he is able to
effect both a social and a natural harmony— he is able to
wu -we i e r'h ch1 eng j/ 1% ■Srj »}< .

In the Li-chi there is yet another passage which uses
this expression, wu-wei (27/6):

/ z  0 .  fe. U*\ (f} \  | . } L  i  * t  €?. K  f ,  n  a  f  W . H  iL

'f 'A «. ft 1*\ % t i -f K 4
3L t ft & .M-.'k if! US >K. f  K  £L XL,.
The Duke said: "May I ask what is meant by 'comple
ting one's character1?" Confucius replied:® "In 
conducting oneself not interfering with things-™ 
this is the meaning of 'completing one's charac
ter'. Not interfering with things is the Way of 
Heaven." The Duke said: "May I ask what the
superior man values in the Way of Heaven?" Con
fucius replied: "...Things are completed while it 
remains inactive--this is the Way of Heaven."

In this passage, we are first told that the "completion
of one's character (ch1 eng shen ffLfy ) " is the Way of
Heaven. Next, the Way of Heaven is explained as things
achieving realization without active interference from
an external source. Here again, when extended to the
political sphere, is the proposition that the ruler
strives to achieve his own realization, and in so doing,
contributes to the realization of his subjects.

Before examining the two examples of wu-wei to be
found in the Hsdn Tzu, we must first briefly note the

6See Li-chi SPTK 16/9a.
7See Ssu-shu chang-chili chi-chu commentary
gExpanded on the basis of K'ung Tzu chia-yil l/I4a-b.
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Hsdn Tzu divergence from the Confucian orthodoxy of the 
day. While Hsdn Tzu is generally categorized as a Con- 
fucian, he revises the Confucian concept of man and his 
place in the cosmos. He begins with an amoral Heaven.
Out of this amoral Heaven™-perhaps "nature" is more appro 
priate--is spawned a basically amoral man who becomes 
immoral only after he himself develops and cultivates a 
system of morality. This system of morality is the pro
duct of the "mind"— a wholly human innovation developed 
and transmitted by the early sages to resolve the horror 
of the natural human condition. The moral mind is man's 
promise and his salvation. Through education and cultiva 
tion, all men have the capacity to achieve sagehood— -the 
highest level of human existence.

Given Hsdn Tzu' s restructuring of the Confucian ideal 
it follows that his conception of wu~we.i is also somewhat 
different from that expressed in the Lun-yd and Li-chi. 
While early Confucianism regarded the realization of the 
morally endowed nature as an aspect of wu-wei, for Hsdn 
Tzu wu-wei indicates the realization of the moral mind 
and the cultivation of its ethical principles. That is, 
it indicates the cultivation of an artificially devised 
ethical system which has the potential to lift man out 
of a natural morass of interminable strife.

While we can sketch this kind of a gap between the
Lun-yd conception of man and its Hsdn Tzu counterpart,
ultimately, as D.C, Lau points out, "an obvious question
arises: why does Hsdn Tzu exclude the heart (or mind)
from human nature and so look upon morality as contrary 

9to nature?" As Lau goes on to suggest, the difference 
lies primarily in the disparate definitions of human 
nature.

In the Hsdn Tzu, there are two instances of this term

9See D.C. Lau, Mencius pp. 20-1.
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wu-wei. The first is a passage which in purport is rem
iniscent of the Lun-yd 2/2/4:

 ^  H  '4KA rtr f&.
...at seventy I could follow my heart's desire with
out going too far.

The Hsdn Tzu 81/21/66 states:

A ^  H  K 2 -  W 'Z ' &  If. <* & a*-'
f  £_ fe _ tfy. ,vii- A

Thus, the man of benevolence in carrying the Way into
practice is without activity; the sage in carrying the 
Way into practice is without constraint. The thoughts 
of the man of benevolence are respectful; the thoughts 
of the sage are happy. This is the Way of the proper
ly ordered mind.

Although this passage is not specifically political in
content, it is clear that the fulfilment of the morally
superior man lies in nurturing the dictates of ethical
values inculcated in him through the development of his
moral mind. Given Hsdn Tzu1s interpretation of human

10 „ .nature, we cannot say that wu-wel is following the
course of one's original nature. Rather, we might say 
that it is man expressing his innate potential and natur
al capacity for goodness. Under the discipline of his 
moral mind, it is man realizing what it is possible for 
him to become. As a political principle, wu-wei would 
be the morally superior man encouraging his subordinates 
through his own example to express their potential for 
morally superior conduct. It must be remembered that 
while Hsdn Tzu lacks faith in the basic human instincts 
and impulses, he is totally persuaded as to man's poten
tial (89/23/72):

i f  V tf $]. K j X. :4  £ - Av i t  fej &}. t
The man on the street can become a Yd (i.e. has the 
capacity and potential to become a sage)— this is 
certainly true. But that the man on the street is 
really able to become a Yd (i.e. is really able to

^°See D.C. Lau, Mencius pp. 19-22 for a discussion of 
Hsdn Tzu1s interpretation of nature (hsinq).
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realize his potential)— -this is not necessarily so.
The second Hsdn Tzu instance of wu-wei is a passage 

relating an anecdote about Confucius. In this passage, 
as in the political theory of the Analects, we have the 
association of wu-wei, te and' yi (103/28/27):

|Lj / *JL -fZ" A  -  / 1  f'A 1L H  rA I j i/
*h I  /g  I :  lb ?r & . K K  ^

jk ->*t 1 ik 4  J; ^  ^  ̂  ^  If i .
When Confucius was gazing on the eastward flow of 
water, Tzu Kung asked him: "Why is it that the super
ior man, on seeing a large body of water, would neces
sarily stand gazing on it?" Confucius replied: "In 
as much as it spreads everywhere to nurture the myriad 
things yet does nothing, it resembles te. In as much 
as its flow in twisting its way downhill must always 
follow the contours of the terrain, it resembles 
rightness (yd) . In as much as, glittering and spark
ling, it is inexhaustible, it resembles the tao ,"

At first glance, this passage seems rather Taoistic in 
11tenor, but on closer examination it will be seen that 

this kind of Confucian statement can in fact help to illus
trate a fundamental difference between the Confucian and 
Taoist interpretations of the cosmos. In both the Confu
cian and Taoist traditions there is a strong association 
between the emanation of te and the concept of wu. - -we i.
In other words^, in order to be successful in ^_~wed, there 
must be te. The significant difference lies in the basic 
Confucian conviction that the potency actualized with te 
must be expressed in a manner consistent with morality 
(albeit for the early Confucians it is the moral character 
of the cosmos while for Hsdn Tzu it is the morality of 
the mind). That is to say, the Confucians believe that 
te must flow along the course prescribed by the princi
ples of rightness (yd). The Taoists, on the other hand,

11Creel in What is Taoism? p. 61 suggests that Hsdn Tzu 
in its usage of wu -we i is Taoist rather than Confucian.
He states: "And this Taoist wu-wei became so influential 
that we find it, and not the wu-wei of Confucius, in the 
Confucian book Hsdn Tzu."
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reject such moral principles as both artificial and arbi
trary.

With respect to this Confucian belief in cosmic moral
ity, Duyvendak12 observes that even in the seemingly unna
tural and highly stylized ritual of Confucian government, 
the ruler models his ritual expression on the operations 
of the cosmos. The principles behind the early Confucian 
interpretation of cosmic activity have correlative princi
ples in their programme for the proper administration of 
the state. The ruler, adhering to the principle of wu-wei, 
emanates morally potent te which influences his people and 
encourages them in the cultivation of their own moral 
natures. Thus, while seemingly doing nothing, he is able 
to bring about social harmony.

Returning to Hsdn Tzu's concept of wu-wei, it is best 
understood as a variation on a Confucian theme in which 
the natural cosmic morality is replaced by a system of 
moral principles contrived by the early sages and handed 
down. For Iisdn Tzu, then, wu-wei as a political princi
ple would be the ruler's expression of his te which in 
turn originates in the cultivation and realization of his 
moral mind.

C. WU-WEI IN PRE-CH'IN TAOIST TEXTS

We will base our exploration of the Taoist conception
of wu-wei on the two most representative Taoist texts,

13the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu.
The expression wu-wei occurs twelve times in the

14Lao Tzu, and is one of the central concepts of the work.

12 ’See As.iatische Studien 3:4 (194-7), pp. 99-100.
13The thought contained in the "Ydan Tao" and "Ch'u Chen" 
chapters of the Huai Nan Tzu can be regarded as an ampli
fication of the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu respectively. As 
such, the interpretation of wu-wei in these two chapters 
reflect these sources. See l/3a, 7b, 8a, 9a, and 14b, and 
2/4b-5a, 5a, and 11a.
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In addition to wu-wei/ related terms such as wu-shih
15and wu-hsing & -r-y occur with some frequency.

tao Tzu interprets the cosmos as a multiplicity 
of particulars each charged with an internal impetus 
capable of powering it to maturation. While there is 
no external causation— no control imposed from without— ■ 
the tao functions as the initial creative source and 
provides a balanced environment conducive to the devel
opment of each particular. When this metaphysical design 
is applied to the political sphere, the position of the 
ruler in the Taoist government is analogous to that of 
the tao in the operation of the cosmos. Each individual 
in society is motored by his own particular nature, and 
must be allowed the space and the freedom to express 
this nature. The function of the ruler is to maintain 
an environment in which the people are able to develop 
in their full particularity and diversity. The ruler, 
preserving a balance and harmony among the collective 
natures which strive independently to find their ful
filment, follows the tao in arresting any external in
terference which might deflect his subjects from their 
natural course.

As is suggested above, the term wu-wei in the Lao 
Tzu is first used on a metaphysical level to character
ize the tao (37):

\L ^  $'• h.
The tao is eternally "non-active"
And yet there is nothing ‘which it does not do.

14Creel in his "Wu-wei" chapter of What is Taoism? sug
gests that "wu-wei is treated as a technique of government 
in fifty percent of its occurrences in the Lao-tzu. 11 C h 1 en 
Ku-ying on the other hand states: "Apart from the use of 
the term wu-wei to describe the tao in Chapter 37..,every 
other instance of this term in the text is concerned with 
political affairs in the sphere of man." (Lao Tzu chin-chu 
chin-yi p. 28) The passages in the Lao Tzu which contain 
the expression wu-wei, exclusive of Chap. 37, are either 
specifically political or general statements which can 
have a political application.



The Taoist sage is one who emulates this metaphysical 
tao in his relationship with his natural and social 
environments. He refrains from imposing any external 
determinants on other phenomena which might inhibit 
their natural development. By simply giving them their 
head, he offers them very positive assistance. In a 
general description of the Taoist sage, the Lao Tzu 64 
states:

!_ <-/n %  k . &  &  «<.& i M i  &  .. i* f® %  m  *- 8 &
*  ¥ 'K
Therefore, the sage is non-active and consequently 
does not fail;
He is non-grasping and consequently does not lose it 
In order to assist the natural course of the myraid 
things,
He does not dare to act.

While the Taoist sage is not necessarily ruler, the 
ideal Taoist ruler is necessarily sage. And the ruler, 
like his cosmic counterpart, must entertain a policy 
°f wu-wei in presiding over his polity. Wu-wei is the 
main tenet behind Lao Tzu's conception of government as 
an almost Utopian anarchy— the minimum amount of exter
nal interference projected onto the individual from thos 
in power combined with the most conducive environment 
possible in which the individual can strive towards his 
own fulfilment. To illustrate the circumstances and 
shape of this Taoist ideal, we might look at Lao Tzu 3, 
undoubtedly the most sorely misunderstood chapter in the 
text:

#  f. <t K  'T \# *  f . C  K  3' 'k k  3' I  5 S K
<1 k  ^  Ik 1  *-A n k  ii>. I  f. Jk £  $>.& -A 
4 . 1  it K  ** k  K  %  S- 1k  k  h  6 .  <•]#. r-

15Wu-shih occurs four times: chapters 48, 57 (twice) and 
Wu-hsing occurs once: chapter 69.
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By not exalting the superior man
One can prevent the people from contending one with 
another;
By not considering precious those things difficult 
to come by
One can prevent the people from becoming thieves?
By not displaying that which can be coveted
One can prevent the peoples' hearts from becoming
agitated.
Therefore/ under the proper administration of the 
sage:
He empties their hearts and fills their bellies,
He weakens their sense of purpose and strengthens 
their bones;
He constantly insures that the people are without 
knowledge and without desires,
And prevents the clever from daring to initiate 
activity.
In acting according to "non-action".
There is nothing which is not properly administered. 

Some scholars have used this chapter to project an almost 
Fa-chia mentality onto the Taoist ruler and to read a

16strong sense of purpose into Taoist political theory.
This chapter can perhaps be better understood as a parody

16Creel (What is Taoism? pp. 37-47) suggests that the poli
tical application of Taoist principles is "purposive" the 
attempt to utilize an essentially mystical doctrine for the 
furtherment of personal ambitions and political purpose."
(p. 4-5) In interpreting this particular chapter of the 
Lao Tzu, Creel concludes that Lao Tzu was "no longer a 
protest against the regimentation of the Fa-chia, but the 
most powerful instrument for such regimentation." (Shen Pu- 
hai p. 193).

Since Taoist political theory is propounded as a micro
cosm of their metaphysics in which the operation of the 
political state is seen as correlative to the functioning 
of the cosmos, it follows that the ideal ruler can only be 
"purposive" if in fact there is some "purpose" in his 
cosmic counterpart, the tap. Now the Taoism of the Lao 
Tzu does acknowledge a certain "natural" purpose which 
exists in all things and which propels them toward their 
own realization. But the political theory of the Lao Tzu 
is certainly not "purposive" in the sense of advocating a 
specific and artificially contrived political programme 
which enables one to seize and exercise political control. 
The Taoist sage-ruler does not pursue a policy of wu-wei. 
because wu-wei is the most effective way of guaranteeing 
political success. Rather, his "purpose"— i.e. the actual
ization of his own potential— can only be achieved through



on autocratic rule- Under the administration of the Taoist 
sage, by following a policy of wu-~wei-~i.e - by not sub
scribing to artificially and arbitrarily determined values, 
not exalting one human quality over another, not attaching 
importance to material acquisitions— the sage-ruler insures 
the physical well-being of his subjects— i.e. strong bones 
and full stomachs— and the opportunity for them to develop 
naturally without any externally imposed constraints or 
distractions— i.e. he maintains an environment in which 
the people are kept free from intellectual and emotional 
prejudices- In the context of Taoist philosophy, "emptying 
the peoples' hearts", "weakening their sense of purpose" 
and "insuring that the people are without knowledge" 
cannot be interpreted as a stunting and stupefying policy 
of political oppression- This is to ignore the whole 
thrust of Taoist thought. It must be remembered that the 
Taoist ideal is the state of the uncontaminated infant 
(chapter 55) and the unhewn block of wood (chapters 15,
19, 28, 32, 37 and 57). The state of pristine natural
ness is regarded as the highest level of potency and 
the exemplar* of te. The principle idea presented in this 
chapter 3 is that the sage-ruler, by adhering to a policy 
°f wu-wei, creates a situation in which the people are 
free to express their own untrammeled potentiality and 
to develop naturally and fully without suffering the 
contaminations of externally imposed "purposes". Perhaps 
the clearest statement of the sage-ruler's attitude is 
in chapter 57:^

emulation of the tao, and emulation of the tao means intern
ally following the course of tzu-jan ^ (compliance with 
one's own nature) while externally maintaining an attitude 

wu-wei with respect to other phenomena. The political 
theory or the Lao Tzu is basically an impracticable idealism, 
and to project selfish desires and pedestrian ambitions onto 
this idealism is a gross distortion of what is actually being 
proposed.



Therefore, the sage stares:
I remain non-active
And the people are transformed of their own accord?
I cherish tranquillity
And the people are rectified of their own accord;
I have no involvement
And the people are prosperous of their own accord?
I am without desires
And the people return to their natural genuineness 
of their own accord.
With the above analysis of the Lao Tzu's concept of 

wu-wei rn hand, we can now turn our attention to the Chuang 
Tzu. The fundamental difference between the interpretation 
of wu-wei in these two texts would seem to be emphasis 
rather than substance. That is to say, wu-wei as repre
sented in the Lao Tzu and the Chuang Tzu texts is fundamen™

18tally contiguous. The Lao Tzu, as we have seen, first

17Cf. Kuan Tzu 3:31-8:
HJj 7 £_ >£ K  "f &  K  &  &  k, &  i" f H
k ® C* f I'l k  t ft A*. * $ +  ̂k  % Ik.

3 8As is frequently noted, the Chuang Tzu is a composite 
text, and as such, contains passages which offer differ
ent and at times even contradictory interpretations of 
basic Taoist tenets. Having said this, the Chuang Tzu 
text is still very important in representing wu-wei as 
an aspect of the sublimated state of mind.

A.C. Graham makes a tentative division of the Chuang 
Tzu into:

1) Chuang Tzu1s own writings Chap. 1-7
2) Primitivist documents Chap. 8, 9, 10, 1 l/l--28
3) Individualist documents Chap. 28, 29, 31
4) Syncretist documents * Chap. 12/1-6, 7-12,

12-18? 13/1-45, 60-64?
14/1-5? 15/all? 33/all.

In the writings of Chuang Tzu himself, wu-wei occurs only
three times to characterize the tao (16/6/29) and to describe
the sublimated state of mind (3/1/47 and 18/6/70).

In the Primitivist documents, wu-wei is a political 
policy applied to the government of the world. This is in 
keeping with the characteristic Primitivist sympathy with 
the Lao Tzu. As Graham (ms. p. 32) observes; "Probably 
we should think of the Primitivist as an exponent of Lao- 
tzu's ideal of government, only incidently interested in 
the Chuang-tzu."
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identifies wu -we i as a characteristic of the tao and as 
a basic principle in the operation of the cosmos. It 
then proceeds to extend this principle to the individual 
and his social environment, laying emphasis on the socio
political ramifications of applied wu-wei rather than on
the individual's state of mind. The Chuang Tzu also

19uses wu-wei to charactertize the tao, and further
20regards it as an apt description of cosmic change.

When this concept of wu-wei is extended to the human 
condition, however, the Chuang Tzu chooses to stress 
the state of the individual mind rather than the social 
and political consequences of adopting a wu-wei. attitude. 
The Chuang Tzu uses wu-wei to characterize an ideal level 
of mind left when unnatural obsessions and commitments 
have been cleared away through a process variously refer
red to with expressions such as wu sang wo -fl $<L (3/2/3)
and tsq wang dt (19/6/92) . With the repudiation of 
one's self and the abandonment of a particular perspec
tive, the individual is free to participate in the

Graham describes the Individualists as being "as 
unmystical as a Mohist". It is not surprising that wu- 
wei does not occur in these three chapters.

In the Syncretist passages of the text, the notion 
of wu-wei is generally put forward as an aspect of the 
ideal ruler, an ideal ruler in whom Taoist, Fa-chia and 
Confucian virtues are commingled. The beginning of chapter 
12 and particularly the beginning of chapter 13 are good 
examples of the Syncretist* s eclecticism. In the ojoening 
passage of chapter 13, for example, the Fa-chia notion 

hsing-ming, the Confucian objectives of fame and 
accomplishment, passages from the original Chuang Tzu 
chapters ("Ta. Tsung Shih") and allusions to the Lao Tzu 
are all knit together. With respect to the notion of 
wu-wei, it is represented as a very "purposive (in Creel's 
sense)" technique of government. It is not only a policy 
guaranteed of success in the world of politics, but further 
will thrust one to the forefront even among recluses! A 
particularly Fa-chia element in this passage is the idea 
that only the ruler may pursue a policy of wu-wei; his 
subordinates must be very yu-wei indeed.

References to wu-wei in the remaining portions of the 
text are predominately in description of the sublimated 
level of mind.
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totality of things (64/23/70):^

ft *  n  f  I  t  4 ' J  A  i t  I ' J  f l j f  I ' l  " 1  tv] 4 - J  / £ .  A  fi-J A .
3n &. f ki.
When these four sets of six distractions are not 
tossed about in the breast, you will be orderly.
To be orderly is to be still; to be still is to be 
perspicacious; to be perspicacious is to be vacuous.
And when one is vacuous, you do nothing and yet all 
is done.

Wu-wei is frequently associated with the hsiao-yao tl/b
(spiritual rambling) quality of the enlightened man who
has successfully extricated himself from the self-imposed
bondage of self and is able to experience the cosmic

22whole (18/6/70):

% & ii m A O  <* si % K ' H  K *  &  Ik
K % >  it, f- t  A f’ff A  $■. it%. |t, &  $  'If. it $ K  Hi.
■i i  I  0. K  %  M.  ̂ ** a  f t . i  & <? i t  f  f t  i% Z- Jl-.iL
A  f  & h  i~ f . .
They are going to be friends with the Creator and 
ramble in the organic totality of the cosmos.... Again, 
how can such as these pay any mind as to which comes 
first in the succession of life and death? They lodge 
in different things yet dwell, in the same entity. 
Forgetting their liver and gall and dismissing their 
ears and eyes, they continually repeat the cycle of 
beginning and end so that they do not. know where the 
starting point is. They soar, unconstrained, beyond 
the mundane world and wander freely in the activity 
of non-action.

The Chuang Tzu as a text is for the most part addressed 
to the individual reader rather than to the ruler. It 
contains an underlying assumption that social and politi-

19See 16/6/29 and 40/15/8.
20See 40/15/8 and 46/18/11.

21See also 64/23/78 and 28/11/54.
2 2See also 3/1/47, 26/11/13, 31/12/68, 38/14/52 and 59/22/48.
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cal concerns are ills left behind when the individual
achieves the enlightened state of mind. Since it does
not really anticipate universal human fulfilment# the
realized man is portrayed as an invulnerable traveler

23in the mundane world (31/12/68):

SL i v  ■ fi Hi a  #f 4- i: * . i'i i.
w  &  4- %  k  A  ^ i  &  %  11. H M  W  fa -rf. A  «
fa i. rA ® §  #. 4 ->h K  i. m, 4 £  yk <1 t  *A $
i-fl.
Confucius said: "'He is one of those who relies on
cultivating the technique of Mr. Ilun-tun. He only 
knows the one without knowing plurality. He concen
trates on the proper ordering of his mind without 
ordering his environment. How startled are you going 
to be when you encounter someone who is perspicacious 
and pure to the point of simplicity# who is inactive 
and returns to pristine naturalness# who realises 
his original nature and embraces his spirit, and in 
attaining this level, rambles about in the mundane 
world. Furthermore, as for the techniques of Mr. 
Hun-tun, how are the likes of you and me supposed 
to understand them!"

While the emphasis of the Chuang Tzu in discussing wu-wei
is on the individual mental and spiritual experience, this
is not to say that it does not use this concept in a
political context. The contiguous relationship between
the political application of wu-wei which we found
typical of Lao Tzu and the enlightened psychological
condition found in what A.C. Graham isolates as the Prim-
. . . .  2 4itivist portions of the Chuang Tzu can be clearly
demonstrated in the following 25/11/1 passage:

^ S e e  also 16/6/17.
24Graham isolates Chuang Tzu 8, 9, 10 and 11/1-28 as 
belonging to the Primitivist school, and characterizes 
this tradition as "one of the earliest datable witnesses 
(with Han Fei tzu) to the sudden and extraordinary impact 

Lao-tzu when it began to circulate in the late 3rd 
century B.C....Probably we should think of the Primitivist 
as an exponent of Lao-tzu's ideal of government only inci
dentally interested in Chuang-tzu." (Ms. p. 32)
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I have heard of leaving the world free and open, but 
I have not heard of ordering it properly. He concen
trates the attention of the empire because he is 
afraid of polluting its original nature; he restricts 
the attention because he is afraid of it losing its 
virtue. If the world does not pollute its original 
nature or lose its virtue, where is there any need 
for governing it....Thus, if the superior man has 
no choice but to manage the world, it is best for 
him to follow a policy of non-action. Once there 
is non-action, nature and destiny will find stabil
ity. Therefore, where a man values his own person 
more than governing the world, he can be entrusted 
with the world. Where a man loves his own person 
more than governing the world, he can be given the 
world. Thus, if the superior man is able to avoid 
injuring his vital organs and does not agitate the 
sharpness of his senses, he can be as still as a 
corpse while having the presence of a dragon, he 
can be deep and silent while having the impact of 
thunder. His spirit moving, it follows the lead 
of Heaven. Unhurried and composed in non-action, 
the myriad things are motes of dust in the sunlight.
His reaction will be: "Why do I have to govern the 
world I"

While absolute anarchy is the ideal form of government, 
if the enlightened mind of the superior man has the weight 
and responsibility of political administration thrust upon 
it, wu-wei is the only policy which will prevent personal 
distortion while protecting the natural and social environ
ments. Again, as in the Lao Tzu, frequent reference is 
made to wu-wei as a correlative principle between the 
operations of the cosmos and the proper attitude of man,
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25both as an individual (46/18/11):

I regard non-action as real happiness, but ordinary 
people consider it very unpleasant indeed- Thus, it 
is said: The ultimate in happiness is to be without 
happiness' the ultimate in reputation is to be with
out reputation. In the final analysis, what is 
right and wrong in the world cannot be ascertained.
Even though this is so, a policy of non-action can 
settle the problem of what is right and wrong. The 
ultimate in happiness can sustain one's person, and 
only in non-action does it exist. Let's try and 
discuss this. The heavens must be non-active in 
order to be clear; the earth must be non-active in 
order to be stable. When these two states of non
action are complementary, the myriad things are 
all nurtured. Nebulous and hazy, we don't know 
from whence they come. Hazy and nebulous, their 
source has no form. The myriad things in their 
abundance are all produced from non-action. Thus 
it is said: The heavens and earth are non-active 
and yet all is accomplished. What man can under
stand the mystery of non-action I

and in a socio-political context;

'233 tl IL  K  fa iK 'k, % f  ■>/%. S i  % *  p' H  ®  <  K

K. 'V "I i  fa fa. ^  fa faK &  %
■h. ik I)'

The four seasons have different weather, but because
Heaven shows no preference, the yearly cycle reaches
its conclusion. The five offices of state have differ
ent duties, but because the ruler shows no partiality, 
the country is properly ordered. With respect to civil 
and military matters, because the man of consequence 
shows no preference, his virtue is whole. The myriad 
things have different principles, but because the tao 
shows no partiality, it is without name. Because it 
is without name, it is non-active. It is non-active 
and yet all is done.

25See also 40/15/4-17 and 58/22/18.



Perhaps the most striking indication o t the ground shared 
between the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu in the basic interpre
tation of wu-wei is the fact that three of the passages 
in the Chuang Tzu which discuss wu-wei. are attributed to 
Lao Tan (including the "T'ien-Hsia" description of Lao

v 26Tzu 1 s ideas) while no less than five others contain
27either direct parallels with or allusions to the Lao Tzu.

In summarizing the concept of wu-wei propounded in 
the Lao Tsu and Chuang Tzu, there are several points 
which should be noted. Wu-wei is the application of 
wu-we.i erh wu-pu-wei --the basic function
of the metaphysical tao— to the individual and his society. 
That is to say, in a political context wu-wei does not go 
beyond total compliance with and devotion to the natural 
condition. What must be stressed is that as a clear re
jection of political interference and an outright denial 
of the techniques of political administration, the policy 
of wu-wei from a political theorist's point of view is 
fundamentally negative. Secondly, in the philosophical 
system devised by or at least described in these two 
texts, the accent is very heavily upon individual growth 
and natural development. It is a radical individualism 
which, when taken to its logical political conclusions, 
proposes a utopian anarchy under the administration of a 
"non-administration". Because the ultimate consequence 
of individual and particular realization of the tao is
an empire well-ordered of its own accord, political admin-

28istration is very much a secondary consideration. Fin
ally, as political theory, the Taoist concept of wu-wei 
is idealistic to such an extreme that it can only be 
regarded as an unrealistic and impracticable notion of

26See 38/14/52, 56/21/36 and 93/33/60.

27See 26/11/13 (Lao Tzu 13), 4-6/18/11 (Lao Tzu 21, 37, 39 
and 48), 57/22/9 (Lao Tzu 48), 64/23/70 (Lao Tzu 37 and 48), 
72/25/64 (Lao Tzu 37 and 48).
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"government by the rejection of government," attractive 
perhaps in theory but infeasible in application. " Not 
altogether surprising, it must look to a dark and shadowed 
antiquity as the exemplar of its ideal primitivism.

D - WU-WEI IN PRE--CH1 IN FA-CHIA TEXTS

In our above analysis of wu-wei in the Taoist tradi
tion, we have seen that the primary concern is individual 
liberation and enlightenment, and that the political appli
cation of this concept is a secondary extension of and 
elaboration on a radical individualism. Further, even 
when propounded as a political principle, the Taoist 
interpretation of wu-wei does not represent a realistic 
and practicable method of governing the country.

As B. Watson observes in his Introduction to the Mo Tzu: 
Basic Writings p. 7; "The Taoists, it is true, talk much 
of freedom of thought and action, but it is a freedom 
which ignores or transcends the social order, not one 
that functions effectively within it."
29The impracticability of the Taoist position is fiercely 
attacked in the "Hsiu Wu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu„ It 
interprets this Taoist notion of wu-wei, not unreasonably, 
as a total repudiation of human culture and as a naive 
idealization of primitivism. In doing so, it affirms 
human wisdom and describes the very "active" contribu
tions of the legendary sage-emperors who taught the people 
what to eat, where to live, how to provide for themselves, 
how to minimize illness and how to respond to each other 
in a civilized manner. Rejecting the basic Taoist inter
pretation of history as gradual decline in favour of 
their concept of historical and cultural evolution, it 
dismisses the notion of primitive utopia as a romantic 
interpretation of animal squalor. The author of the 
"I-Isiu Wu" chapter, having pointed out the flaws in the 
Taoist conception of wu-wei, then proceeds to offer his 
own self-styled alternative interpretation (19/3a);

t  £ 4# I  &  a

For this author, wu-wei is complying with the natural 
tendency of things and exploiting them to human advantage,
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As we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter
on wu-wei, the chronological and doctrinal relationship
between Taoist and Fa-chia traditions is a digression
which does go beyond the bounds of this present paper.
Even so, an analysis of wu-wei in the Fa-chia texts
stimulates a line of reasoning which, when followed to
its logical conclusions, permits a certain amount of
speculation as to the evolution of this concept within
the borders of the Fa-chia tradition itself.

First, wu-wei does not occur in the Shang-chdn shu 
30at all. It does occur as a special term some nine 

31times in the Kuan Tzu, but of these nine occurrences, 
only the six in the “Hsin Shu Shang" chapter have any 
relevance to the Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei. In 
this chapter of the Kuan Tsu, we have a brief statement 
of some of the basic principles around which Fa-chia 
political doctrine is woven. But because the political 
implications of this theory are not elaborated upon, its 
relationship to Fa-chia political philosophy is not immed
iately apparent. For example, there is a mixed M ing-chia

while yu-wei is any departure from this principle (19/3b);

•I K  * 'Kik •'A $  )% %  £<? f S 1 %.

%  k  i  A . >5 ® ®  II * % ■ %. A  ^
ffl h  fa 1- <§ 'f fa S'c. 4" f p f  fai-.

In fact, what is labelled wu-wei in this "Hsiu Wu" chapter 
is exactly what the Taoists have rejected as yu-wei— the 
active exploitation of the natural condition. As Miyamoto 
Masaru observes, the concept of wu-wei in the "Hsiu Wu" 
chapter is simply following a scientific methodology in 
order to achieve the most effective exploitation. (See 
Miyamoto, pp. 28-35)
30Although the development of Fa-chia doctrine (which 
found its culmination in the Han Fei Tzu) owes a debt to 
the Shang-chdn shu as one of its primary sources, it is 
on the basis of this lack of "political technique (shu tij' )" 
(wu-wei being one of the most important shu) that the Han
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32and Fa-chia discussion of hsing-ming (2:65-8) :

%  (fi f  y  4  © i L  tt i 1 if .- f  '5' (I st fca* *"/ v-

<f| A-. a  I  *5 fl /fe ^ U_ fi. 0  A  W? ,iv
"A thing has a certain form and a form has a certain 
name." This means that the name cannot go beyond the 
reality and v ice versa. Let's treat form as form, 
find a name based on this form, inspect language and 
regulate names....The way of non-action is taking 
advantage of things. Taking advantage of things 
makes known what has been added and taken away, and 
assigns name according to the form. This is the 
technique of taking advantage of things.

When we compare this to a Han Fei Tzu elaboration on the
same theme, however, the political application of this
basic theory becomes very explicit (30:13):

A -  a  d L  ,-a % 1  i #  tt. %, 4  m  a  |/l -  a

#.<t k i t  f  ii 1 1  h
i  # a  ® ^  f*j$ i j f  i .  it M  I t  i-. C tf i b J
V-A &  J f  £. . f  J  ^  ^  If). ̂  ^  ^ff # . 5 j f  ^

ft. f  jr f l
In the Way of using One, the most important thing is 
name. Where names are correct, things can be pinned 
down, but where they are out of kilter, things are 
unstable. Therefore, the sage finds tranquillity by 
grasping One. He makes the ministers set their own 
definitions in their claims and fix their own limits 
in affairs. Because he does not show his colours, 
his subordinates are simple and forthright. Respond
ing to what they do, he appoints them, and causes 
them to serve him of their own accord. Responding

Fei Tzu criticises the political theory of I<ung~sun Yang. 
See the "Ting Fa" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu.
3 1The passage 1:17-2 is very similar to Lao Tzu 33 in 
wording, while 2:85-11 would seem to be an explanation 
of 1:17-2. Again, 1:82-3 can be compared to Lao Tzu 7, 
25, 37 and 41. The remaining six occurrences are all 
contained in "Ilsin Shu Shang" (chapter 3 6) .
32This passage serves as commentary to the initial state
ment in 2:63-4.



to what they do, he makes dispensations to them and 
makes them promote themselves. He rectifies laws to 
deal with them and makes them all define themselves. 
Those in high offices are promoted on the basis of 
name, and where he is unsure about the name, he re
turns to check, the actual performance. He matches 
performance against name ‘and uses the results. When 
name and performance can really be trusted, subordi
nates then show their real selves.

Perhaps the closest that this chapter of the Kuan Tzu
comes to drawing the political implications of its
theory is the analogy between the human body and the

33political state (2:63-13):

The ears and eyes are the organs of sight and hear
ing. Where the heart has no part in the processes 
of seeing and hearing, these organs will be able to 
carry out their rightful duties. When the heart has 
desires, things pass in front of it but are not seen 
and sounds come but are not heard. Thus it is said: 
"Where superiors depart from the Way, subordinates 
will not fulfil their affairs." Therefore, the 
working of the heart lies in controlling the sense 
orifices while remaining non-active.

In this passage, where hsin (translated "heart" but embr 
cing the notion of "mind" as well) is analogous to the 
ruler and the sense organs correspond to ministers with 
specific functions, we have the notion that only the 
hsin is wu-wei while the sense organs go about their 
individual tasks. The idea that wu-wei is the appropri
ate posture for the ruler while activity is appropriate 
to his subordinates— i.e. a clear distinction between 
the chu tao Jl ii_ (Way of the ruler) and the ch1 en tao
(Way of the minister)--is very much a characteristic of

34the Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei.

' This passage serves as commentary to the initial state 
ment in the opening lines of this chapter.
34Although this might also be said of the Confucian
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While in the Kuan Tzu we have only a theoretical
suggestion of the Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei, the
Han Fei Tzu inflates this theory into a very practical
and presumably workable principle of political control.
This is not to say that the Han Fei Tzu1s elaboration
on wu-wei can be traced to the Kuan Tzu. There are
several reasons which suggest that in fact the Han Fei
Tzu owes the initial Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei
to an anterior branch of Fa-chia theory which developed
in the Cheng area and can probably be associated with
Shen Pu-hai. In addition to the evidence for such a

35conclusion put forward by Creel, we would add some 
observations based on our examination of the Han Fei Tzu. 
Firstly, as Creel notes, there is a passage in the Han Fei 
Tzu 238:10 which attributes a Fa-chia interpretation of 
wu-wei directly to Shen Pu-hai:

$  Jr # A  EfJ 4,A  l u A l  ^  • ft ̂  ^  A  &  A.
^  ̂  A  %  k  A  L  A  $  A  b  A  A  K  #•
A  k  A  A  A.fll &  9 A  A  ' ifJL ^  % A A
J- k* A. llr ft fi A. % A  JL S  A  A
^  4L ^  ̂ A i i  A  A  k  V  A  A  A
A  A  #. m  ^  A  a.

interpretation of wu-wei, the ideal Confucian ruler is 
still responsible for selecting and promoting virtuous 
ministers, and as such, is st.ill part of the administra
tive system. In Fa-chia doctrine, however, the fact 
that the minister's role is one component in the opera
tion of the government apparatus while the ruler exists 
outside the administration indicates the sharpness of 
the distinction between these two roles.
35Creel, having collected fragments attributed to Shen 
Pu-hai from various sources, has found that the term 
wu-wei with strong Fa-chia connotations occurs six 
times within this very limited material. By comparison, 
wu-wei occurs only seventeen times in the entire Han Fei 
Tzu, eight of which are in the "Chieh Lao" chapter and
have nothing to do with Fa-chia thought. Again, Creel
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Shen Tzu said: "Where the perspicacity of the ruler 
is apparent, people will take precautions against it. 
Where his lack of it is apparent, people will mislead 
him. Where his intelligence is apparent, people will 
mislead him. Where his lack of it is apparent, people 
will hide things from him. Where his lack of desires 
is apparent, people will manage him. Where his desires 
are apparent, people will dangle bait in front of him. 
Therefore it is said: ‘I have no basis on which to
know them. Only in doing nothing can I keep an eye 
on them. ' 11

Another version has it that Shen Tzu said: "Be pru
dent in what you say because others will know you.
Be prudent in what you do because others will follow 
you. If it is apparent that you are informed, others 
will hide things from you. If your ignorance is appar
ent, others will size you up. If you are informed,
others will keep things from you,. where a, s. if- you are
ignorant they will put things over on you. Therefore 
it is said: 'Only in doing nothing can I keep an eye
on them.'"

It is of some importance to note the association between 
the concepts of wu-wei and what we might call wu-hsien 
("to show nothing"). Two of the other seven Han Fei Tzu 
passages which contain wu-wei occur in quotations attri
buted to a man known obliquely as Cheng Chang Che 
(239:6 and 275: 6) :

HP % f # ■ K $ i f  -X
An elder of Cheng has a saying which states: "Vacuous,
still and non-active, he shows nothing."
if i % M  4 &  %  k  t.
An elder of Cheng has a saying: "Embody the tao, be 
non-active, and show nothing."

There is also one more related passage which is attributed
to this "elder of Cheng" (239:1):

i f ■§- # &  $k. faM-.tok' if H  ̂  h  A-.K&-
i ,  I  i . A

An elder of Cheng on hearing this, said: "T'ien Tzu- 
fang was aware that the ruler should make himself a

points out that the Han Fei Tzu 238:10 passage attributes 
the Fa-chia interpretation of this wu-wei concept to Shen 
Pu-hai directly. See Creel, What is Taoism? p. 63.
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hiding place, but did not grasp how he should go 
about making it. Vacuity and not showing anything 
are his hiding place."

In terms of abstracting an interpretation of wu-wei from
the Han Fei Tzu, the two most important chapters are
without question "Chu Tao" and "Yang Ch'tian". In these
two chapters, the wording of the passages which contain
the expression wu-wei is so similar to the above "elder

36of Cheng" quotations that Liang Ch'i-hsiung considers 
these portions of. the "Chu Tao" and "Yang Ch'dan" chapters 
to be an explanation of and elaboration on the "elder of 
Cheng's" notion of hsd-wu wu~hsien „ Compare the
following excerpts from these two chapters with the "elder 
of Cheng" passages cited above (18:12 from "Chu Tao"):

k  i t  #. $1 b  fa.
30:3 from "Yang C h’dan":

4  T b  4 b  ;k tlr-
32:10 from "Yang Ch'dan":

4-J % dL ^  ■
To recapitulate, of the nine Han Fei Tzu passages 

which include a Fa-chia interpretation of wii-wei, two 
are attributed directly to Shen Pu-hai, two are contained 
in passages attributed directly to "the elder of Cheng", 
and the five remaining occurrences appear in what might 
be elaborations on "the elder of Cheng's" initial hypo
thesis. The question arises— what is the real identity 
of this man called "the elder of Cheng"? Like Shen Pu-hai, 
he associates the notions of wu-wei and wu-hsien. Accord
ing to Ch 1ien Mu's analysis of the existing references to 
"the elder of Cheng", he was not earlier than T 1ien Tzu- 
fang ^ 1 7; who was counsellor to Lord Wen of Wei 
(r. 424-387) and was not later than King Hsdan of C h 1i 

'X 31 (r. 319-301 B.C.).^ The only reference to "the 
elder of Cheng's" writings is in the "Yi-wen chih" of

36 !Han Tzu chien-chreh II p. 319.
37Hsien-Ch'rn chu-tzu hsi-nien pp. 501-2.
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the Han-shu under the Taoist section:

if b - %  ' %  h-.f% h
The three characters are perhaps better understood
as "the elder of Cheng" rather than as an actual name,
being every bit as suggestive as or . If the
character does in fact refer to the state of Cheng
which was annexed by Ilf in 375 B.C., we have a man who:

381) was a native of the same state as Shen Pu-hai
2) lived at approximately the same time as Shen 
Pu-hai (d. 337 B.C.)
3) propounded a doctrine of wu-wei which appears to
be very similar to if not identical with that of 

.39Shen Pu-hai
This does not mean that "the elder of Cheng" is an alter-

40native designation for Shen Pu-hai, although it is 
poss ible.

Even if "the elder of Cheng" and Shen Pu-hai are not 
one and the same person, we have enough information to 
tentatively trace the Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei 
to the C h e n g / H a n l ^ .  region during the first half of 
the 4th C . B.C.

Having identified the probable source of the Fa-chia 
interpretation of wu-wei, we can now turn our attention 
to the actual meaning of this term. As is frequently 
the case with rival traditions of thought, concepts which

38Even after Cheng was extinguished by Han in 375 B.C., 
it retained the name of Cheng, being called to the
present day.
39The concept of wu-wei is probably the most important 
"technique of government" (shu) in Fa-chia theory, and 
the shu branch of political thought is traditionally 
traced to Shen Pu-hai.
40The fact that Shen Pu-hai (as # f  ) and "the elder of 
Cheng If " occur side by side in the same
chapter of the Han Fei Tzu would seem to indicate that 
in the mind of the author of this chapter, these were 
two different people. On the other hand, this chapter 
of the Han Fei Tzu was not written until at least a 
century after the death of Shen Pu-hai.
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appear to be held in common are very strongly coloured 
by the most fundamental tenets of their disparate doc
trines. As we have observed above, for example, the 
ultimate difference between the Confucian and Taoist 
interpretation of wu-wei lies‘in the former's convic
tion that potency actualized in te must be expressed 
in a manner consistent with cosmic morality, while 
the Taoists reject morality out.of hand as artificial 
and unnatural. That is to say, the Confucian belief 
in the moral nature of the cosmos (or at least with 
Hsdn Tzu, the potential of human morality) and the 
Taoist assertion that the cosmos is in fact amoral 
are opposing principles which are reflected in almost 
every aspect of their respective philosophies. Simi
larly, this concept of wu-wei in Fa-chia political 
theory must be seen as one thread in the general fabric 
of this school of thought. Hence, we must begin with a 
brief outline of the Fa-chia vision of ideal government. 
Since the Han Fei Tzu would appear to be the only pre- 
Ch'in text which provides us with a consistent and 
relatively comprehensive exposition of the Fa-chia 
political administration, we rely upon it as our pri
mary source.

Fa—chia political philosophy might be characterized 
as "government of the ruler, by the ruler and for the 
ruler." In other words, the end served by this kind of 
government is first and foremost the interests of the 
ruler. These interests include political authority and 
absolute power, stability, personal safety, military 
strength, wealth and luxury, and freedom to enjoy the 
privileges due his position. While such interests may 
seem rather uninspired, one must bear in mind the his
torical context and the domestic and international 
strife which gave rise to this form of totalitarianism.
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The Fa-chia theorists conceived of an administration 

structured on self-regulating "systems" as the most effec 
tive means of achieving the above purposes of the ruler. 
The first of these systems is the codification and estab
lishment of an objective and universally applicable 
body of laws. From the ruler's perspective, the elim
ination of the human element and the reduction of liti
gation to a machine-like process guarantees order and 
stability within his borders. Once established and set 
in motion, the laws serve to police and to arrest any 
social irregularity and function automatically to insure 
swift and severe punishment for anyone bold enough to 
challenge the system.

A second important system is the establishment of a 
bureaucratic organization kept in check by a political 
application of the hsing-ming theory. The bureaucracy, 
like the society at large, is regulated by constantly 
and automatically being held responsible for its conduct. 
The theory behind hsing-ming is straightforward. The 
duties and the obligations of each office are clearly 
defined (i.e. ming). At given intervals, the perfor
mance (i.e. hsing) of office-holders is compared with 
their prescribed duties. Where performance is congru
ent with the objective definition of the office, rewards 
and promotions are both generous and constant; where 
discrepancies occur, however, the axe falls both swiftly 
and decisively. The important point is that the office
holder, before embarking on any course of action, is 
wholly aware of the consequence of that action.

The same notion of hsing-ming also applies on a less 
formal basis to those persons who approach the throne 
with various and sundry propositions. Where such men 
are engaged, a careful record is made of their claims, 
and if a gap is found between claim and services rendered 
again, the axe falls with speed and decision.
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The ruler, having structured the empire's administra- 
tion on the basis of these "systems", controls the state 
rather than administers it. That is, the ruler whose 
stability and absolute authority are guaranteed by the 
very existence and operation of these systems simply 
reclines comfortably and confidently, overseeing the 
routine and efficient operation of his government machin
ery. His shih— the political purchase due him by virtue 
of his position as the embodiment of the authority of 
the system— coupled with strict adherence to the shu—  
the prescribed techniques of rulership— are sufficient 
to guarantee his continuing control.

Of the shu (techniques of rulership), perhaps the 
foremost is wu-wei and its corollary implications. In 
the conception of state outlined above, the positions 
and occupations of ruler and minister are very clearly 
defined and differentiated. Where the ministers are 
integral, functioning and active components in the bur
eaucratic system, the ruler is not. Rather, he is the 
human embodiment of the authority of the system. As 
such, any activity on his part violently disrupts the 
actual structure of the systems. For example, any 
intervention on his part with respect to law intro
duces an arbitrary element into an otherwise objectively 
functioning system, seriously undermining public convic
tion in the absoluteness of law. Any personal interven
tion on his part with respect to the bureaucracy dis
turbs the faith of the officialdom in the certainty of 
wealth and promotion through fulfilment of responsi
bility and devotion to duty.

Just as in the Taoist and Confucian interpretations 
of wu-wei. in the Han Fei Tzu we find an attempt to 
correlate the operations of the cosmos and the proper 
functioning of the political state. Characteristics



attributed to the metaphysical tao are projected on to 
the ideal ruler (31:13):

^  1 ^ it % if\ it ft fi/.fij t if! f. m f
Is] it iix <S' is] jA. if; 5§ -f0 -5' f*] -5']' ft sb iSL ^ f  i-
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Therefore it is said: The tao is not the same as 
the myriad things, te is not the same as the yin 
and yang, a pair of scales is not the same as 
heaviness and lightness, the marking line is not the 
same as the variations it measures, the ho flute 
(a reed instrument unaffected by humidity) is 
not the same as wetness and dryness, and a ruler 
is not the same as his various ministers. All 
six of these come out of the tao, but because the 
tao is not a plurality, it is called the One. 
Therefore-, the perspicacious ruler values the 
disposition of the solitary tao. The ruler and 
his ministers do not have the same tao. The 
subordinates define their proposals and the ruler 
takes a firm grasp on these definitions. The 
ministers then deliver their performance, and 
where definition and performance are congruent 
there is harmony between ruler and subordinate.

By maintaining an attitude of wu-wei, the ruler cannot 
be deceived by clever people who, given a certain degree 
of insight into his royal character, are able to antici
pate his reactions. Rather, these people look to the 
laws and to their responsibilities of office as their 
standards of conduct. He can effectively avoid all blame 
and censure for any failure while basking in the praise 
of his subordinates for any successes. He can avoid 
competing on a personal level with his subjects who, 
collectively, surpass him in virtually every respect.
This means that even a ruler of very common parts—  
probably not an altogether uncommon phenomenon— can be 
successful in maintaining political control. In the Han 
Fei Tzu passages which discuss this political technique 
wu-wei, there are a variety of corollary shu which are 
really aspects of the wu-wei attitude. There is wu-hsien



jfL, "to show nothing". This means not demonstrating 
one's likes and dislikes, not proffering an opinion 
on any given subject, and not revealing ambitions or 
personal desires. In maintaining this posture, the 
ruler shields the contours of-his character and intell
ect from public sight. There is also personal solitude 
and secrecy, keeping one's own counsel and the encourage
ment of a personal mystique by a lack of direct contact.
By remaining beyond the range of public scrutiny, the ruler 
becomes an ideal invested with the superlative degree of 
all things worthwhile. Because his subordinates have no 
knowledge of his actual limitations, they attribute powers 
to him far beyond his real capacities. The Han Fei Tzu 
describes this ruler in the following terms (32:10):

JLM  A  .t-x ft W A t  -A % £  t*  1  iA
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Now, the way of listening is to match the performance 
against the proposal. Therefore, examine proposals 
carefully in fixing offices and clarify duties in 
making distinctions. The way of listening is to 
say to yourself: Assume the characteristics of drunk
enness. Lips! Teeth! I am not the first to move! 
Teeth! Lips! Be ever more inscrutible! I will take 
advantage of other people exposing themselves to 
understand them. Different opinions converge on the 
ruler at the hub, but do not play any part. Vacuity, 
stillness and non-action— this is the disposition of 
the tao. Examination, scrutiny and comparison— this 
is the shape of affairs. Examine subordinates by 
comparing what has come to light and scrutinize them 
by bringing these into the hub. Where the trunk and 
roots do not change, activities will not go astray.



In motion, in stillness, make all changes through 
non-action. When you like subordinates, affairs 
will proliferate; when you dislike them, you will 
give rise to resentment. Therefore, abandon likes 
and dislikes, and make your heart vacuous in order 
to become the lodging-place of the tao. The ruler 
does not join together with his subjects in admin
istering affairs, and the people respect him. He 
does not discuss things with them, and makes them 
carry them out by themselves. He bolts his chamber 
door firmly and from his room watches the courtyard. 
The standards already being set in place, everyone 
takes his proper place.

As the above passage makes clear, in Fa-chia political 
theory, wu-wei and the related shu (techniques of ruler
ship) are intended to prevent any knowledge of or insight 
into the personal attributes and limitations of the 
ruler which may encourage irregularities in the opera
tions of the•government machinery.

E * WU-WEI IN THE "CHU SHU" CHAPTER OF THE HUAI NAN TZU

Above we have analyzed the interpretation of wu-wei 
in each of the three leading traditions of early Chinese 
thought. While the same term is used in each of these 
traditions to represent an ideal posture for the ruler, 
the interpretations seen in the context of their respec
tive systems are fundamentally at variance. In the 
Taoist political theory, wu-wei is the leading princi
ple in a philosophy of idealized anarchy, whereas in 
the Fa-chia theory it is taken to the opposite extreme 
as a technique used to buttress a highly structured and 
regimented totalitarianism. This is indeed contrast!
With the role of wu-wei in each of these three doctrines 
clearly delineated, we can now bring this understanding 
to bear on an analysis of wu-wei in the political pro
gramme propounded in the "Chu Shu" chapter of the Huai 
Nan Tzu.

The concept of wu-wei put forward in the "Chu Shu"
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chapter is basically a synthesis of the three traditions
outlined above. Given the obvious disparity which exists 

«

in their interpretations of wu-wei, an internally consis
tent and practicable compromise is really quite difficult 
to envisage. And yet, in the "Chu Shu" understanding of 
wu-wei we can see the true shape of Han eclecticism.

Wu-wei is one of the main themes in this chapter—  
no less than half of the text is devoted to it and its 
ancillary concepts. Because the interpretation of wu- 
wei is constructed on a Fa-chia framework, perhaps the 
clearest method of analyzing the synthesis is to outline 
the Fa-chia concepts and then move on to a discussion of 
how these ideas have been modified or influenced by the 
other two contributing traditions. In dealing with this 
•.kind of a synthesis, emphasis and relative significance 
are very important factors. What has been altered or 
omitted is often more revealing than what has actually 
been absorbed into the system.

Rejection of the ruler's interests in favour of the 
general welfare of the people

In our outline of Fa-chia doctrine above, we observed 
that the first characteristic of Fa-chia thought is that 
the entire government apparatus is constructed to serve 
the interests of the ruler, and these interests are con
ceived as being fundamentally at odds with those of his 
ministers (Han Fei Tzu 179:12):

%  a t- #'J &  .it A  %  %  &  B $'] <6? i *'] ;JC
Because the interests of the ruler and those of the 
minister are different, no minister is loyal, and 
where the minister's interests are served, the ruler's 
are subverted.

Thus the ruler uses rewards and punishments to encourage 
and coerce his subordinates away from private interests 
and toward a contribution to the state. In this chapter
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of the Huai Nan Tzu, however, this preoccupation with
the interests of the sovereign is superseded by a concern
for the general welfare of the people— a theme which

41pervades the entire chapter (9/7a):
#< a. ? it. -i- h ft *s a % a. i. tn *4.

For this reason, putting the whole world under his 
bounty instead of bringing his own intelligence into 
play, the ruler follows what the people find bene
ficial.

The "Chu Shu" chapter does not accept the basic antag
onism between the benefit of the people and the inter
ests of the ruler. Rather, it holds that while the people 
are seeking their own benefit and the ruler is seeking 
political stability, the means of achieving these ends 
are one and the same. The "Chu Shu" chapter not only 
rejects the notion that conflict exists between private 
and public interests, but insists that in benefiting 
the people the ruler benefits himself (9/17a):

4  K  z- k  *- ^  f t l .  $  n  A  &  *M. k  A

&  1 vk ? . f
If the ruler prevents that which injures the people 
while encouraging that w’hich brings them benefit, 
his authority will prevail like the opening of a 
dike or the breaking of a dam. Hence, if one goes 
downstream with the current, he will easily get to 
his destination; if one gallops along with the wind 
at his back, he will easily travel far.

41See the below chapter, Li Min #■(■&, . The notion of 
li min is combined with a typically Fa-chia agrarian 
emphasis, and the economic theory necessary for equi
table government is discussed. The point is made that 
the taxation of the ruler must be made relative to the 
conditions of the harvest. Again, this concept of li 
min is not confined to this one chapter of the Huai Nan 
Tzu, but rather is a recurrent theme throughout the text 
(10/9b, 13/3a, 19/2a):

l i t  K - t  *M - 4* ft *4 ft.
7V I® 1 'f * *'| A, %
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This assertion that the interests of the people and the
ruler in fact coincide is based upon a decidedly Confu- 

42c.ian conviction that ultimately the political control 
of the ruler is dependent upon the continuing goodwill 
of the people. If, on the other hand, the ruler chooses 
to alienate his people, he is in fact effectively under
mining his own political stability.

In the "Chu Shu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu, the 
characteristically Fa-chia tension between ruler and 
minister is supplanted by an attitude of co-operation, 
and the Fa-chia interest in exploiting the people is 
superseded by the principle of "benefiting the people 
(li min)".

.Rejection of the will of the ruler as the basis of law 
in favour of the will of the people

It was noted above that according to Fa-chia poli
tical theory, the most efficient means of serving the 
interests of the ruler is to construct a government 
apparatus operating on the basis of self-regulating 
"systems". The two most important systems are a code 
of objective and universally applicable laws, and a 
bureaucratic organization governed by objective stan
dards embodied in the political application of hsinq- 
ming. The political theory advanced in the "Chu Shu" 
chapter takes this notion of "systems" over from the 
Fa-chia, and advocates both a code of universal laws 
and a bureaucratic administration controlled by hsing- 
ming. Given the smooth and regular functioning of the

Although this theme has its roots in the early Confucian 
texts (e.g. Shang-shu "Wu Tzu Chih Ko": ^ ^ ), by
early Han times it had become one of the leading tenets 
of the new Confucianism (e.g. see the "Ta Cheng Shang" 
chapter of Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu).
A?See Mencius 7/1B/7, 8; 3 6/5a/5; 56/7B/14 and Hsttn Tzu 
53/15/1 and 25/9/19.



law and the bureaucracy, the ruler simply reclines in a 
state of wu-wei as the human embodiment of the authority 
in which these systems are grounded. In terms of wording 
and presentation, the concept of laws would appear to 
have been inherited wholesale- from the Fa-chia tradition, 
but in fact, there are several notable characteristics 
which clearly distinguish it from its Fa-chia counter
part :

1) the laws originate in what is appropriate and 
equitable to the people (chung shih ft ill ) rather than 
in the arbitrary whims of the ruler, and as such, are 
in general sympathy with the human condition.

2) the will of the ruler is superseded by and 
suject to the universally applicable laws and social 
norms.

3) the laws are seen as having their basis in 
universal moral principles.

4) the guarantee of absolute equality before the 
law for all people regardless of status is present in 
the Fa-chia doctrine, but only as an unintentional by
product of absolute control. In the "Chu Shu" inter
pretation of law, the concept of equality attracts con
siderably more emphasis.

We will discuss the disparity between the "Chu Shu" 
and Fa-chia interpretations of law more thoroughly in 
the below chapter devoted entirely to that subject.

Replacement of the Fa-chia dependence upon external 
coercion and constraint with a theory of internal 
development and collective contribution

With respect to the "Chu Shu" chapter's treatment
of the bureaucratic organization, the system of hsing-
ming is repeatedly put forward in a manner very remin- 

.. . —  . , m ~ M * 43
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Thus, the ruler in possession of the Way extinguishes
thought and dispenses with guessing, and waiting in 
limpidity and vacuity, he uses words that do not 
boast and takes action that does not rob subordinates 
of responsibility.. He makes demands of fulfilment 
according to claims made. He lets them get on with 
their duties without instructing them. He takes not 
knowing as his Way and not knowing what to do as his 
treasure. Acting in this way, each of the various 
officials has his appointed tasks.

In the Han Fei Tzu, there is a very real preoccupation
with ministerial containment and control, whereas in the
“Chu Shu" chapter the bureaucracy is seen as only one
corner of a much larger concept. In Fa-chia political
theory, the raison d 1etre for a bureaucratic system is
efficiency in ruling the state. The ruler, regardless
of his personal attributes and quality, is only one man,
and labours under the obvious restrictions implied by
this fact. Aware of the ruler's personal limitations,
the Fa-chia theorists divide administrative duties into
practical units and establish a system of control which
guarantees the regular and efficient operation of the
government apparatus. Fa-chia doctrine stresses this
aspect of the political organization.

In the "Chu Shu" chapter, we find the same awareness
of the obvious personal limitations of the ruler (9/4b-5a)
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See also 9/la and 9/9a.
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For this reason, when one embodies the origin of
the Way, he is never at his wits end in responding 
to things, but when he relies upon the talented, 
it is difficult to effect the highest orderliness.
Even sage-rulers such as T'ang and Wu would be 
unable to match the Ytieh people in maneuvering a 
small craft on the rivers and lakes. Even an 
outstanding minister like Yi Yin would be unable 
to match the Hu people in breaking to harness the 
fine horses of the north. Even people as wide in 
understanding as Confucius and Mo Tzu would be 
unable to match the mountain people in foraging 
about the thicket and scaling perilous slopes.

Viewing it from this perspective, with respect to 
things, human intelligence is very limited in scope.
If a man, in hoping to be able to light up the whole 
world and scrutinize all directions, relies exclu
sively on his own ability rather than on the inevi
table outcome of practicing the Way, he is pursuing 
a dead-end path. That is to say, individual human 
intelligence is not adequate to the task of bring
ing proper order to the world.

Chieh's strength was such that he could split a horn, 
unbend a hook, plait iron, fuse metal and maneuver a 
great ox about, in the water he could kill a giant 
turtle and on land he could capture a bear. Never
theless, T'ang leading only three hundred war chariots 
surrounded him at Ming T'iao and then captured him 
at Chiao Men. Viewing it from this perspective, out
standing strength and boldness is not adequate to the 
task of retaining control of the world.

Since human intelligence is not in itself sufficient 
to effect proper government and boldness is not in 
itself sufficient to prevail, it is clear that indi
vidual human talents cannot be relied upon. This 
being so, where a ruler comprehends circumstances 
even beyond the four seas without ever leaving his 
ancestral hall, it is because he takes advantage 
of things to understand things and takes advantage 
of man to understand man.
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The. "Chu Shu" chapter accepts the Fa-chia rejection of
reliance on individual human abilities, but amplifies
this principle with its complementary notions of yung
chung ^  ("using the people") and ke te chi yi
("each thing achieving what is appropriate to it").
In the "Chu Shu" chapter, reliance upon the bureaucracy
to order the state properly is extended to reliance upon
the collective contribution of the society as a whole.
As we will see in.the chapter which deals exclusively
with yung chung, in the "Chu Shu" chapter this concept
is closely associated with the very Taoist conviction

44in the differxng and yet equal value of all things.
Although yung chung is in essence the gathering and 
exploitation of broad human talents, this promotion 
.of human talents is not an active policy of promoting 
superior men identified by some arbitrary standard of 
moral value. Rather, it works on the basis of each 
particular being given the freedom to grow and express 
its individual nature and make its individual contri
bution— very reminiscent of our Taoist interpretation 

wu-wex. In the Lao Tzu, the principle that each 
particular has its unique value has its political 
application in a passage like Chapter 27:

&  H- ^  %  41 K  k  'ft .
Therefore, because the sage is always adept at 
rescuing people, he is without rejected people? 
because he is always adept at rescuing things, 
he is without rejected things.

Similarly, this same principle couched in "Chu Shu"
statements such as (9/5a-b):

and (9/8a):
#  K  -4. %.

finds political application in the assertion that (9/7b):
t «*- fa s & A  *’l <3 <L I'] i  4  k  % I'j >

. i  * a <t ^  t  f t  0  t  $  A  .4 A .U. $ *1 f  * i . t  1"

For example, see the "Ch'i Wu Lun" chapter of Chuanq Tzu.
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For this reason, where the ruler and minister have 
different Ways, there is proper order, but where they 
are the same, there is disorder. If each gets what 
is appropriate to him and'dwells in what is right for 
him, superior and subordinate will deal with each 
other in the right way....For this reason, when the 
various ministers are like spokes converging side 
by side at the hub, and irrespective of intelligence 
or moral character, all do their best, then the ruler 
has the means to hold control over his ministers, the 
ministers have the means to serve their ruler, and 
the Way of ordering the state properly is clear.
The concept of yung chung recognizes the vital impor

tance of allowing each particular to develop in accordance 
with its natural design. In as much as it advocates full 
utilization of the spontaneous contribution of each con- 

. stituent thing, there is much here which points to the 
Taoist ideal of anarchy and administration by non-inter
vention. This Taoist element in the political system 
influences the relative emphasis placed on various other 
components in the overall theory. Firstly, while a 
system of fixed and universally applicable laws is 
certainly advocated, the ideal society is one in which 
such laws are on the statute books but are unnecessary, 
where punishments are listed but are not applied, where 
jails exist but stand empty (9/2a):

Mi & 3' ft * * M to 3' #1** $ *f-
& & & ! %  &. A  I i 4  -f #  ?  ̂ k.,% £ H  1'l ■ 
' f  j L a !l -ftl. ®  ®  " f  '  t ■

Thus, his (Shen Nung's) bearing was severe yet he 
did not have to resort to executions, his punish
ments were put aside and he did not have to invoke 
them, and his laws were simple and uncomplicated. 
Hence, his transformation of the people was god
like. In his territory stretching from Chiao Chih 
in the south to Yu Tu in the north, T 1 ang Ku in the 
east and San Wei in the west, there was no one who 
would not submit to his rule. At this time, the 
laws and punishments were not stringently applied 
and the prisons were empty. The world was one in 
custom and none were of a wicked mind.



Secondly, rather than simply relying upon regular and 
universal enforcement of law to maintain order in the 
society, the ruler influences and transforms the people 
by a te -like potency which he has managed to accumu
late and retain in his own person through non-activity 
(9/2b) :

■*'\ fl 4" /I *v(. if jSL.fi fX -f 1 •*/. $  4 4  iCl H

% if-
Punishments and penalties are incapable of changing 
■ customs and executions are incapable of putting a 
stop to wickedness. Only god-like transformation 
is precious and only the most essential vapours 
can do it in that way.

This notion of shen hua ^"god-like transformation"
is very close to the traditional conception of te— -a
potency which encourages the natural development and
the proper operation of the empire. Again, there is
a definite Han Confucian influence with the underlying
principle of t 1 ien jen hsiang ying by virtue
of which the potency of the ruler pentrates and favourably
influences the cosmic order (9/lb):

4  f  i f  C ^  f  f- H h- & ^  & ffc.'rfk
J: {> A  P̂ . £ &  | il | ^  4'K 4  Hi. %

% Bf f ^  % fa t *Jj %.
In ancient times when Shen Nung governed the world, 
his spirit did not desert his breast, his wisdom 
did not go beyond the four directions, and he 
cherished his magnanimous mind. The sweet rains 
fell at the proper time and the five grains flour
ished. In spring they sprouted forth, in summer 
they grew, in the autumn they were harvested and 
in winter they were stored. With monthly examin
ations and seasonal scrutiny, at the year-end the 
record of their accomplishments would be offered 
up, and tasting the grain at the proper season, he 
would make sacrifices in the Ming T'ang.

Thirdly, the Fa-chia framework of this "Chu Shu" chapter
implies a certain regimentation imposed on the society
from above. In fact, in the "Chu Shu" chapter this
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regimentation is internalized with the natural and comple
mentary development of particulars being guaranteed by 
an external and yet ideally inactive political order.
The political order only exists to arrest unnatural 
activity in the society.

These three examples demonstrate the fact that while 
the "Chu Shu" chapter retains and espouses a Fa-chia 
framework for its political theory, the introduction 
of Taoist and Confucian elements into this theory 
significantly alters the relative value invested in 
the various concepts.

Redefinition of the roles of ruler and minister as 
integral and complementary parts in the administrative 
system

In the political doctrine of the "Chu Shu" chapter
as in Fa-chia theory, the roles of ruler and minister
are clearly differentiated. The position of ruler is
likened to the scales and carpenter's marking line--fixed
and immutable, wholly impartial, universally recognized 

45and respected. It is compared to the unmoving upright
on a shadoof— unmoving itself but absolutely essential

46to the operation of the government. Perhaps this 
analogy can be used to demonstrate the divergence between 
the original Fa-chia conception of ruler and the revised 
"Chu Shu" version.

In our analysis of the Fa-chia concept of wu-wei, we 
found that whereas the ministers are integral, function
ing and active components in the administrative system, 
the ruler as the human embodiment of the authority of 
the system is himself separate and distinct from it. It 
is on this basis that the Way of the ruler is wu-wei while

45See 9/4a-b. 

46See 9/6b.
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that of his ministers is active.
In the "Chu Shu" chapter we find that this ruler-

minister distinction reflects the main themes of its
political philosophy. The Way of the ruler is "round"

47while that of his minister is‘ "square". The ruler 
and the minister each have a function appropriate to 
their position (9/7a-b):

Ifk -% £ £ & J'i 1 A i.AA  I'l * f
% *̂  -a -

For this reason, where the ruler and minister have 
different Ways, there is proper order, but where 
they are the same, there is disorder. If each gets 
what is appropriate to him and dwells in what is 
right for him, superior and subordinate will deal 
with each other in the right way.

We find that the injection of the essentially Taoist 
combination of yung chung and ke te ch * i yi alters the 
original Fa-chia thrust in this ruler-minister distinc
tion. The Fa-chia theorists observe that there is an
antagonism between ruler and minister and a constant

48struggle for power. On this basis they insist upon 
a clear delineation of roles and a system to prevent 
usurpation of power and privilege beyond the prescribed 
offices. In the "Chu Shu" theory, the distinction 
between ruler and minister is much more of the order 
that different things have differing and yet equal 
value. The ruler and minister are both wu-wei in the 
sense that they do not do anything beyond their defined 
roles, and yet both have an active function in the sense 
that they contribute to the operation of the state.
Where the Fa-chia ruler is distinct from the government 
apparatus, the "Chu Shu" ruler as the unmoving upright 
on the shadoof is a functioning albeit stationary part 
in the machinery. The ruler-dominated relationship is

47 ,See 9/7a .
48V.A. Rubin observes (p. 62): "The idea that the rela
tions between the state and the people are antagonistic
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replaced by a theory of reciprocal and mutually dependent 
function (9/lOa-b):

^ ilL <fp ^ fi # .I; |; -IS $ £. Be f
^kiH-% ft.% 4 f 81 <1 &  ^  ̂  &  ft ^  fc-ft. H

l i  i. ̂  a,. I tK 8 i  tf fc $ "X $k$.%\4 % % X £ g f .
•$* £ f  te 1  .& ^  i- s. e f. ^  ft fc &- tt- i-  $>. % f£ f  -f

.̂4? £< i.. i" M. I. Ij$  f  If t® <V #1 jfe lie -yt
-J' ej ^  l£j.
When there are strong winds, the waves rise, and 
where there is thick foliage, the birds gather. This 
is because these things go together. Thus, when the 
minister does not get what he wants from the ruler, 
the ruler will also be unable to get what he seeks 
from the minister. The ruler and minister benefit 
each other only on a basis of reciprocity. Thus, 
the minister barters with his ruler by offering 
total commitment to the point of laying down his 
life while the ruler trades with his ministers by 
offering the dispensation of noble ranks. Just as 
the ruler cannot reward a minister who has rendered 
no service, a minister cannot die for a ruler to 
whom he owes no gratitude. When the favours of the 
ruler do not flow down to the people, for him to 
want to get service out of them is like whipping an 
unruly horse. It is like hoping for a ripe harvest 
without rain. It is simply impossible.

Emphasis on the ruler's capacity for eliciting informa
tion from the broad base of his subordinates

In Fa-chia political theory we identified several 
principles corollary to wu-wei: there is what we have 
termed wu-hsien IL “to show nothing" which means re
fraining from demonstrating one's likes and dislikes, 
not proffering an opinion on any given subject, and not 
revealing ambitions or personal wishes. There is also

is a feature that distinguishes Legalist theory from 
other trends of political thought in both the East and 
the West."
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personal secrecy and solitude, keeping one's own counsel 
and the encouragement of a personal mystique by a lack 
of direct contact. The purpose of wu-hsien is to prevent 
knowledge into the personal attributes and limitations 
of the ruler which may encourage irregularities in the 
operations of the government.

These corollary principles are also a prominent 
feature of the “Chu Shu" chapter. On the surface, they 
are very reminiscent of their Fa-chia antecedents. Per
sonal demonstrations of partiality on the part of the 
ruler are discouraged because they give rise to disorder 
and a breakdown of the established systems (9/15a):

4 &  ft. L  I1] %  ft. $$ # Ai P5 £ . $ % it-
A  4? i'l )SL. f * i  h i. f #  •'a <fr $ & it H  *'■

i- te I A  I'J ̂  i. % i\ ®  iiJ i i %
*t iu *f 4 ll (Tj t. * ih b  It Ai 4 -.

Where pleasure and anger form in the ruler's heart 
and desires are manifest in his countenance, then 
officials will abandon what is proper and pander 
to the desires of the ruler, and will bend the laws 
and follow his inclinations. Rewards will not tally 
with accomplishments and punishments will not cor
respond to the crime. Superior and subordinate 
will become estranged and ill-will will grow between 
ruler and minister. Therefore, when officials obse
quious to the ruler commit errors, there is no way 
of taking them to task. If the guilty are not pun
ished, the bureacracy will seeth in turmoil that 
even intelligence cannot settle and praise and 
blame will sprout forth that even perspicacity can
not illumine.

On the other hand, in refraining from interfering in 
the smooth and efficient functioning of the law and 
the bureaucratic organization, the ruler makes it pos
sible for these systems to operate with a constancy and 
certainty which will inspire keen observance among his 
subordinates (9/6a):

S . i U |  j t. S  $ 4? i U. if, .i.ff $ f  ft ft $ &

% ■ % i -  ^  4>, j [  §  5- j: f5j ££ ^
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^  |  i  fc- ‘a' ff Jl >&. (K ( j  ’f. ^  ^  f f -  ify- <_

fK M  *1 $■ ^  v¥i-&- & & f. fK *s -t f i» i *-.
Thus it is that under the administration of a per
spicacious ruler, in cases where the state carries 
out punishments the ruler feels no anger toward 
the punished. Where the court bestows rewards, 
the ruler plays no part in them. Those who are 
punished bear no grudge against the ruler. This 
is because it is what their crimes deserve. Those 
who are rewarded do not feel grateful to the ruler. 
This is because it is what their good service merits. 
Because the people know that the source of punish
ment and reward lies in themselves, they try their 
best to discharge their duties and do not feel in 
debt towards the ruler.

For this reason, the court being overgrown with wild 
grass, there are no footprints, and yet with every 
corner of the land being cleared for cultivation, 
there are no weeds in the fields. Thus, as for the 
most excellent ruler, his subjects only know that 
he exists.

Because the ruler keeps himself beyond the critical and 
probing gaze of his subordinates, he is able to retain 
an aura of loftiness and omnipotence (9/lla-b):

A. f i. %  A, 4* a U £_ BJ! &  K 1 tfj <>j.] 8 Jp | is
M-it ft iH-
The position of the ruler is like the brilliance of 
the sun and moon. He is that which all of the people 
in the world alike strain their eyes to see, prick 
up their ears to hear, and crane their necks and 
stand on tiptoe to gaze upon.

It is at this juncture that the "Chu Shu" chapter lays
strong emphasis upon the very positive concept of the
ruler constantly eliciting information from his subor- 

49dmates. While personally remaining secluded and

The Han Fei Tzu 239:5 insists that the ruler must 
remain secluded and shrouded in secrecy. In 305:16 
there is the notion of taking advantage of the combined 
faculties of the people to see and hear. While bhese 
two elements are certainly present: in the Han Fei Tzu, here 
it is the complementary nature of these two ideas which 
receives emphasis. See the following chapter on yung chung.
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distant, his supporting bureaucracy has been structured 
in such a manner as to give him constant access to a 
steady flow of information to beep him abreast of 
events (9/7a):

i *- ft 4 f ̂  a yf t 4. # Jh i- >j'. 5 H  L  j i *- ti

ll * il H] f f  i. 4. *. f t w  k 3- A %. Jr -;t $  t. % k .

iv if s i a  t  ■&. 1  * f &  k  -f. ̂  &  ** k

Since the ruler dwells deep in seclusion and secrecy 
to avoid dryness and the damp, and remains behind 
layer upon layer of doors in order to protect him- 
self against villainy and insurgency, he is neither 
aware of the situation in the population centers 
nor is he aware of the lay of the land. Beyond the 
curtains and hangings, his eye cannot penetrate 
further than a few miles and his ear cannot hear 
beyond a hundred paces. Even so, that he is wholly 
cognizant of all that goes on within the empire is 
because his communicants and purveyors are numer
ous. Hence, without going beyond his doors, he 
knows about the world; without peeping out through 
his windows, he comprehends the Heavenly Way.

Here we have the seam between the basically negative
concept of wu-wei and the very positive notion of yung
chung. By tapping the concerted faculties of the pop-
lace at large to scan the operations of the state and
register any irregularities, the ruler is able to remain
secretive and aloof while at the same time being wholly
informed on current developments (9/12a-b):A. I I 1 L 8 Vs K ^  ̂K -f' L- H A, ̂

^  11 f it ^  jjfc 'f > Iflj % f y A

I. fl *  * i k M  t f ijt % ir-Jk ti $ it.
fH bC $  $ ff fl ^  i d  & Jits.

K i  ft -4L 4  f l i t  * *  i t m  '5s &  $



The ruler sees with the eyes of the empire, hears 
with the ears of the empire, thinks ahead with the 
intelligence of the empire and contends with the 
strength of the empire behind him. For this reason, 
his edicts and commands are able to penetrate to 
the lowest layer and the plight of his subjects is 
heard by him above. His bureaucracy functions 
smoothly, and his various ministers are like spokes 
converging at the hub. He does not reward on account 
of pleasure or punish on account of anger. For this 
reason, his authority being established will not 
waver, his intelligence shining forth will not be 
obscured, his laws and edicts being explicit will not 
be unduly harsh, his sight and hearing being penetra
ting will not be beclouded, and what is really good 
and bad daily being set out before him, he still 
anticipates nothing.

Thus, those of superior qualities contribute their 
full intelligence and those of inferior character 
contribute their full strength. The ruler's favour 
and bounty covering the length and breadth of the 
land is impartial, and the various ministers labour
ing assiduously are not remiss. Those near are 
contented with their way of life and those far away 
are won over by his magnanimity. The reason for this 
is because understanding the Way of using people he 
does not rely on his own abilities.

As is clearly expressed in this passage, the ruler rejects
any reliance upon his own personal abilities in favour of
the collective wisdom and strength of his people. In
doing so, on the one hand he is personally wu -we i while
on the other he has an awareness of and access to the
multifarious contributions of his people.

Reliance upon universal laws and the ruler's god-like 
power of transformation

Above we observed that the "Chu Shu" chapter, in order 
to guarantee social and political order, advocates a syn
thesis between a reliance upon universal laws and the 
ruler's god-like power of transformation. We noted that 
this notion of shen hua jf<$ -fo is decidedly Taoist in tone.
In the Taoist tradition, there is frequent reference to 
the containment and storing up of one's vital life forces
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50as a means of attaining a realization of the tao. This 
concept is present in the "Chu Shu" chapter (9/lb):

z&.f&SL 'h f t A  & Ik. fa 1k Ik i . f  ^  'M 
K  '. . A  fa K  4 .
A person's spiritual souls come from the vapours of 
heaven while his sentient souls come from the vapours 
of earth. Returning these to their mysterious apart
ments and causing each to dwell in its proper resi
dence, if one can watch over these and not lose them,
he achieves communion above with the Great One. And 
the essence of the Great One has communion with Heaven.

The formal Fa-chia system of laws and bureaucratic organ
ization in itself is not enough to guarantee social order 
(9/2b) :

r l  p\ z- 1  -a  i f  j j M l f t  i ' f  ^  f '  h
*fj iff <0 $3 -f. J -iff % tf.
Punishments and penalties are incapable of changing 
customs and executions are incapable of putting a 
stop to wickedness. Only god-like transformation 
is precious and only the most essential vapours can 
do it in that way.

In fact, severity and constraint in government are inim
ical to the proper functioning of the state (9/2a):

K  A  *§ #'] A  ^
Now where water is muddy the fishes gasp, where gov
ernment is severe the people are disorderly.

In this "Chu Shu" chapter and particularly in 9/lb-2a 
and 9/2b-4a, there is a belief expressed in a potency 
which can influence the social and cosmic orders. It 
is the transformation of the people through this po
tency which is considered the highest and ideal form 
of government (9/4a and 9/7a):

iK *■ iff C  if &  #. Jc ^  P\
Therefore, the highest ruler is god-like in his 
transformations. The next makes it impossible 
for people to do wrong. And the next rewards 
those of superior qualities and punishes the 
troublemakers.

50For example, see Chuang Tzu 42/17/20 and 58/22/18.
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£ xL 1 ^  I -kP if. A  ̂  (j§ ̂  . 'f (1^7 ̂  ^4^/.
The reason for saying that the Way of the ruler is 
round is, revolving and turning, it is without a 
starting point. He transforms and nurtures like 
a god, is vacuous and vacant and follows the natur
al course of things.

Summary

To summarize, the concept of wu-wei in the "Chu Shu" 
chapter is constructed on a Fa-chia framework. From the 
Fa-chia tradition it borrows the following supporting 
features:

1) an objective and universally applicable system of 
laws
2) a bureaucratic organization governed by an objec
tive standard of hsing ming
3) a wu-wei posture for the ruler, concomitant to 
which he:

a) remains in solitude and seclusion 
. b) keeps his own counsel
c) encourages a personal mystique
d) refrains from overriding objective standards 
with subjective preferences
e) refrains from making a display of personal 
attributes, opinions and ambitions

At the same time, the "Chu Shu" chapter modifies the 
Fa-chia interpretation of wu-wei by:

1) rejecting the ruler's interests in favour of the 
general welfare of the people
2) rejecting the will of the ruler as the basis of 
law in favour of the will of the people
3) introducing and emphasizing the complementary no
tions of yung chung and ke te ch1i yi to replace



external constraint and coersion with a theory of 
internal development and collective contribution
4) redefining the roles of ruler and minister as 
integral and complementary parts of the adminis
trative system
5) emphasizing the ruler's capacity for eliciting 
information from the broad base of his subordinates
6) advocating a reliance upon universal laws and 
the ruler's god-like power of transformation

The concept of wu-wei found in the "Chu Shu" chapter is, 
for the most part, a Fa-chia-Taoist synthesis. It is 
Taoist in as much as the ruler while himself remaining 
wu-wei orchestrates the natural development of particu
lars and utilizes their contributions. He follows nature 
in accepting from subordinates those things which are in 
keeping with their individual aptitudes and are easy for 
them to achieve. It is again Taoist in that it roots out 
all of the elements of unnatural constraint and external 
compulsion from the traditional Fa-chia programme of 
government. While retaining the Fa-chia conception of 
laws, it removes the element of constraint by grounding 
them in chung shih "what is congenial to the people".
While retaining the Fa-chia bureaucracy, it removes the 
element of constraint by encouraging the utilization of 
broad human talents (yung chung) in accordance with their 
particular aptitudes (ke te c h 'i yd). While retaining 
a seemingly Fa-chia conception of ruler, it removes the 
element of constraint by insisting that his interests 
coincide with those of his subjects and are best served 
by devotion to the well-being of his people. While re
taining a Fa-chia conviction in the efficacy of a con
crete political structure, it removes the element of 
constraint by insisting that external controls are only 
necessary where natural development breaks down.



In this chapter we have outlined the manner in which 
elements of the Taoist notion of wu-wei have been absorbed 
and turned to positive consequence in the "Chu Shu" inter
pretation of this concept. In our discussion of wu-wei 
as found in the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu, we concluded 
that while a utopian anarchy is a worthy aspiration, the 
greatest single flaw in the Taoist political application 

wu-wei is that it is impracticable. How does one 
structure and implement a "non-government"? This, then, 
is the positive contribution of the Fa-chia tradition.
It provides the "Chu Shu" political theory with a real
istic framework in which the Taoist principles can be 
applied. The formal administrative structure has been 
modified from its Fa-chia model to provide the room for 
natural development with an absolute minimum of exter
nal interference. At the same time, this administrative 
structure stands as a guarantee against unnatural and 
anti-social conduct.
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CHAPTER III: YUNG CHUNG #1

A. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter,'we examined the concept of 
wu-wei as it is represented in the pre-Ch'in Confucian, 
Taoist and Fa-chia texts, and by comparing the disparate 
interpretations, arrived at the conclusion that wu-wei 
in the "Chu Shu" political philosophy is basically a 
Taoist-Fa-chia synthesis. We further discovered that 
a ruler's ability to assume a wu-wei attitude is cor
relative to his ability to orchestrate the collective 
efforts of his people. In this section we want to analyze 
this concept of using the collective and concerted strength
of the people— a concept frequently referred to as yung 

1chung ^  — and outline its role in and its relative
value to the political theory of the "Chu Shu" chapter 
as a whole. While yung chung can be traced directly 
to a Fa-chia antecedent, its close association with non- 
Fa-chia elements, especially the notion of ke te ch1i yi 

#  Ik %  , makes a preliminary examination of the his
torical background to yung chung imperative. By first 
discovering what yung chung means in the earlier pre- 
Ch’ in texts, we can then proceed to analyze the "Chu 
Shu" interpretation of this concept and determine how 
it reflects and how it diverges from its earlier impli
cations. Since the "Chu Shu" chapter develops its 
political theory on an immediately identifiable Fa- 
chia framework, a comparison of the Han Fei Tzu1s 
notion of yung chung with relevant portions of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter will be of particular interest.

^M. Miyamoto (p. 9) refers to this concept as 4$, ft 
Hu Shih (p. 71) calls it $1 ̂  /; . Hsd Fu~kuan (p. 142),
following the Ld-shih ch 'un-ch1 iu, calls it tf\ .
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2B. YUNG CHUNG IN THE LU-SHIH CH'UN-CH'IU AND HAN FEI TZU

The expression yung chung refers to the specific 
policy of the ruler utilizing the collective physical 
and mental resources of the people as an alternative to 
relying upon his own personal energies or exploiting the 
extensive abilities of a few very capable men.^ In 
other words, the starting point of this concept of yung 
chung is the not unreasonable conviction that the talents 
of the individual--of any individual— have their limita
tions .

The Lfl-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/9b asserts that the con
certed strength of the people far exceeds that of even 
the most talented individuals:

^  i  %■ x  i . * %-1 1 1 .1 t .  *  % c
& 1 1  #  i  k. Ik to &  $. f t  % k . K ^  te $ ^
•4L y XU.

2This notion of yung chung also occurs in the Kuan Tzu, 
but its occurrences are restricted to the "Hsing Shih 
Chieh" chapter which the Wei-shu t'ung k'ao p. 7 63 sug
gests is relatively late, and which Rickett p. 121 con
cludes was written subsequent to the Huai Nan Tzu— prob
ably 1st C. B.C. Again, the two main passages in this 
chapter which discuss this concept of yung chung (3:36-6 
and 3:42-3) have k . for A, in most texts, although most 
commentators insist that |  is a misreading of . See 
Rickett p. 148 nl20 for a discussion of this chapter.
3Apart from the occurrences of yung chung found m  the 
Han Fei Tzu and Kuan Tzu, this expression is also used 
as a section heading in the Lill-shih ch 'un-ch'iu. This 
concept of yung chung must be distinguished from the 
yung ien ft K  theme- - (yung shih $ ik, in Lti-shih ch'un-ch'iu) 
— which also has some prominence in these early texts.
This notion of yung jen refers to the effective employ
ment of individual ministers, and in the Fa-chia tradition, 
involves principles such as:

a) accommodating a man's abilities in assigning 
him office
b) appointing an individual to a specifically 
defined office and making him responsible for the 
performance of carefully detailed duties
c) promoting and demoting officials on the basis of
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Therefore, using the concerted courage of the many, 
one does not stand in awe of even Meng Pen; using 
the concerted strength of the many, one does not 
stand in awe of even Wu Huo; using the combined 
vision of the many, one does not stand in awe of 
even Li Lou; using the combined wisdom of the 
many, one does not stand in awe of even Yao and 
Shun. Using the many— this is the great treasure 
of the ruler.

In the Han Fei Tzu exposition of yung chung, this prin
ciple of using the people follows from the Fa-chia re
jection of reliance upon individuals of superior qual
ities. It denies the dependability of individual talents
and, on the basis of impractibility, looks askance at

4the Confucian ideal of government by the sage-king. The 
weaknesses inherent in exercising one's own abilities 
are clearly described (331:9):

t •3- ft 5  4 &  ft ' ^ f  i* ffl " $).«. H  A ik
*  if  rn Sih fir f I' J  t* f. f  f  !'J & &  f  % $  t, *- Jt. vf fo
^  n . i *!.
The strength of the individual is not equal to
that of the many; the intelligence of the indi
vidual cannot understand all things. It is bet
ter to employ an entire state than rely on one 
man. Therefore, where intelligence and strength 
are equal, the larger number will prevail. Where 
one succeeds, he will be personally exhausted; 
where he fails, he will be guilty of error. The 
inferior ruler makes full use of his own talents; 
the average ruler makes full use of the strength 
of others; the superior ruler makes full use of 
the intelligence of others.

success or failure in carrying out prescribed 
duties
d) taking into account practical experience in 
the appointment of officials 

See the "Yung Jen" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu and the 
"Yung Min" chapter of the Lfl-shih ch'un-ch'iu.
4For example, in the "Nan Shih" chapter of Han Fei Tzu,
a very practical observation is made (300:5):

$ a  l  %  % t  1  ft ,fj fi ti *  % £>. #
■% f  it jN f . -f ?(f I'A ik i % f  t 4- k  -C &
f -i- 3- A  $  H
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Using historical examples of persons renowned for their 
exceptional wisdom or strength, the Han Fei Tzu 146:6 
makes the point that even such famous exemplars of 
individual human talents are very much restricted by 
the fact that ultimately they are still only individuals:

1K. #  t *1 < i- to. K  n  S- i h  it *- to. *
■f- k . to. 5' f t  6 $■. |  % \  L. }& ■&; k  :A  iff. ?' i t  $ ■
Therefore, even with the intelligence of Yao, if 
one is without the assistance of the people, he 
will not accomplish great things; even with the
strength of Wu Huo, if one does not get the assis
tance of others, he cannot lift himself up; even
with the might of Meng Pen and Hsia Yd, if one is
without laws or political techniques, he will not 
prevail for long.^

The Han Fei Tzu even goes so far as to criticize roundly 
the precursors of its own political thought for relying 
on individual ability rather than establishing a system 
whereby the strength of the people can be turned around 
and used to control them. Having censured Tsu-ch'an 
for exercising his own sagacity in discovering wrong
doers, the Han Fei Tzu 287:14 concludes:

&  t  tq  f<  *  H  f  *  I  <  tk to M  H  IS -W **/.

yp Sf -f f. <*p -t %  %  f M . | #  3. &  Vs tfa ^
$  K  *  to to. 1  a) $  4  #  # f  £  t- h  4 ,

Moreover, while things are many, an intelligent man 
is limited. Since the limited cannot prevail over 
the many, intelligent men cannot keep abreast of 
all things. Therefore, they must make use of things 
to govern things themselves. While subordinates are 
many, superiors are few. That the few do not prevail 
over the many means that the ruler himself cannot 
keep abreast of all his ministers. Therefore, he 
must make use of the people in order to keep informed 
on people. This being the case, without tiring his 
own person, affairs will be properly ordered, and

This passage makes the point that sages are few and far 
between, and that political expedience would demand a 
theory of government operational under at least the 
average ruler.
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without using his own intelligence, villains will 
be apprehended.

Again, Shen Pu-hai's insistence that an official should
not offer information on matters beyond his office is
overruled by the necessity of.the ruler's having access
to all information (Han Fei Tzu 305:15):

K *  "  S  0 iL. flC iL %. ..I. (K it %  .4 .

i a ] k  i &} %- <tkii % .

Because the ruler sees with the eyes of the entire 
state, there is none who can see more clearly; be
cause he hears with the ears of the entire state, 
there is none who can hear more keenly. Now, if 
those who know do not speak up, whose ears and 
eyes can he use?

The emphasis in this passage is again the necessity of 
keeping wholly informed in order to control and direct 
subordinates. Undoubtedly the passage which best illus
trates this preoccupation with the ruler's control over 
the people is the following (Han Fei Tzu 258:13):

ft K n. /M f I t  * t 'K J'J - ̂ i .  (fl ̂
*  m  <t k  j'j ^  a y  t. 4  * •?' I? o> k-
In putting out a fire, were the fire chief to grab 
pots and jugs and run to the fire, he would have 
the use of only one man. If, on the other hand, 
picking up a whip and taking command he superintends 
the men, he will have legions under his control. 
Therefore, the sage does not join the rabble or  ̂
personally undertake matters of little consequence.

While the Han Fei Tzu does contain several passages
which offer a seminal discussion of yung chung, it is
the "Chu Shu" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu which draws
the various implications of this principle and integrates
it into its political philosophy as one of its major

Following Liang Ch'i-hsiung I p. 209 in reading# as .
6This passage also occurs in Han Fei Tzu 2 50:8, but most 
of the major commentaries are agreed that this is an erron
eous interpolation. See Liang Ch'i-hsiung II p. 332.
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concepts. The degree to which the author of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter is successful in expanding this principle 
and knitting it into his syncretic doctrine will become 
apparent in the course of our discussion.

C. YUNG CHUNG IN THE "CHU SHU" CHAPTER OF THE HUAIJ^AN_I^U

Much of the "Chu Shu" chapter— especially 9/5a-12.b—  
is devoted to a discussion of yung chung/ treating it as 
one of the central concepts in its political thought.
This portion of the text begins with the assertion (9/5a):

a  &. ii *3 pj.M- ^  i. Ii <■'/' 2
For this reason, when one embodies the origin of the 
Way, he is never at his wits end in responding to 
things, but when he relies upon the talented, it 
is difficult to effect the highest orderliness.

As in the Han Fei Tzu, the "Chu Shu" representation of 
yung chung is grounded in a rejection of the efficacy of 
individual talents and ability. We have touched on this 
principle briefly in our discussion of wu-wei, citing a 
rather lengthy passage from 9/5a which insists that no 
one individual— not even a sage-ruler--can possibly be 
best in all things. And even when the ruler is unsur
passed in any one area, he still cannot match the com
bined strength of the multitude. This "Chu Shu" 9/5a 
passage concludes with the assertion:

H  * k. ‘A %  I 3' K  -A 'k 1%. I’J U U  t  ( M J
Since human intelligence is not in itself suffi
cient to effect proper government and boldness is 
not in itself sufficient to prevail, it is clear 
that individual human talents cannot be relied 
upon.

Given this conviction in the inadequacy of individual 
human talents, the ruler's alternative and at the same 
time, his guarantee of certain success lies in orches
trating the collective energies of the people (9/5b):

f |  i! i t  ^  4j & ^  ^  $3 J'j ^  j<L>.
That is to say, where concerted strength is applied 
it is equal to any task; where the intelligence of 
the many is employed, it will succeed in all things.



Now, this rejection of individual ability and insistence 
upon the exploitation of the collective strength of the 
people has its basis in the principle that in nature each 
particular has its own unique aptitude, function and 
value (9/5b) P

k  #  M. t " a -v % f f . &  £  ft i. 4  t  iub. c

Now, the two famous horses, Hua Liu and Ld Erh, would 
cover a thousand JLL in one day. But if one set them 
to catching rabbits, they would be outdone by a wild 
dog or wolf. This is because their skills and abil
ities are different.

Again, since each particular makes its own unique con
tribution, no one thing has any more value than any 
other (9/llb):

f  i SL. 6\ A. J, i_ js'j ^  ^  i>a h  4 ft

.j. ^  w. ik 4  €  4  ^  ^  ^  t  4 . &■
^  J=| f  j| ̂  fff £  J l  M  |  £  7| pij *,L ̂  T s!_ *S3 #

A  I f  #>■ *  fL If" %  t  ^  ^  ’H ’
&  tf I: 4.<fp -x

For a similar principle, see for example Chuang Tzu 
2/1/34 and 6/2/67.

In the "Yung Chung" chapter of the Ld-shih ch^n-ch'iu, 
we find an association between the concept of using the 
collective strength of the people and the fact that all 
individuals have their particular strengths and weak
nesses. For example:

tfk ®  ^ i|. a. &  if $  ^  it \ *1 $ . 4  fa

ft f.
All things certainly have their strong points and 
their shortcomings. Man is the same....Even Chieh 
and Chou still had characteristics worth revering 
and adopting, how much more so the man of superior 
character.

The notion of having strengths and weaknesses is Con- 
fucian in as much as there is an assumed standard of 
excellence. Strengths and weaknesses exist only rela
tive to a presupposed concept of what something should
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Therefore, the superior ruler in his use of men 
is like the shilled workman in the handling of his 
wood. Large pieces are used for boats and beams; 
small pieces are used for oars and joists; long 
pieces are used for eves and rafters; short pieces 
are used for gargoyles and decorative designs. All 
of these irrespective of their size find their niche, 
and all shapes of material have their application.

Of all things in the world, nothing is as deadly as 
the herb, aconitum. And yet that a good doctor will 
put it in a pouch and keep it on hand is because it 
has its use. ..Even among the resources of nature's 
thriving forests there is nothing which can be dis
carded, how much less so in the sphere of man'

The effective ruler is able to recognize the potential 
of each individual and to co-ordinate his own expecta
tions with the natural capacity and expression of the

. . 8 individual (9/8a):

be. When we turn to the "Chu Shu" chapter, this notion 
of strong points and shortcomings is replaced by an 
assertion that since the concepts of quality and value 
are relative to a given purpose, there really is no 
way of comparing things qualitatively. Thus, rather 
than suggesting that things have strong points and 
shortcomings, it simply contends that all things are 
different.
Q
The notion of ruling the people by accommodating the 

development and realization of their natures is not an 
attitude new to the Huai Nan Tzu. Rather, it is a suc
cinct characterization of Taoist political philosophy.
In effecting proper order in the human world, this atti
tude demands acknowledgement of and acquiescence to the 
natural condition (Chuang Tzu 32/12/72):

Sagely government? This is for the ruler in making 
his appointments to make no mistakes about suitabil
ity and in making promotions to make no mistakes 
about talent. It is being fully abreast of affairs 
and accommodating the activities of the people. His 
words and actions are for his own sake, and the world 
is transformed. With the wave of his hand or the nod 
of his head, the people from every direction will all 
come rushing to him. This is what is called "sagely 
government".
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^  %  if ^  b ft ^ fifl A  /| 5 <t 'f' ®. &  $ 3
{£. I Atj.-Z'? ^ ^  ^  ^  ^ ^  3" %- >&•
A deaf person can foe made to pound the animal 
sinew used in covering bows, but he cannot foe made 
to hear. A mute person can foe made to work in the 
horse stables, but he cannot be made to speak.
This is because their physical persons are not whole 
and their abilities have their limitations.

See also Lao Tzu 27 in which the ruler can find some
thing of value in all men.

Characterized as yin g| , this same attitude of accom
modating the disparate natures and talents of indivi
duals is one of the main tenets of Shen Tao1s thought 
(see Thompson, fragments 32 and 33-35), and is probably 
in part responsible for the association of Shen Tao with 
the Huang-Lao tradition (see his Shih-chi biography). 
Although the term yin is not used in the Lao Tzu or Chuang 
Tzu to express the idea of complying with the natural 
aptitudes and direction of the people, in the Huai Nan 
Tzu it occurs frequently, both in basically Taoist 
chapters•(1/5a and l/9a):

i.fULK'f i- # ^  5J 'k 0 Jc !.??><& B
For this reason, the affairs of the world cannot 
be actively undertaken. Only in according with 
what is natural to them can we advance them.

h  H  &  &  m . f t  'k k % . ®  ^  h  *->■
I t  & MS # . f  |r I  K  &  f(j i i  i  ft. (§ m L  n  pi «U,

"Without activity" means not to be the first to
act; "everything is accomplished" means accommo
dating what other things do; "without governing" 
means not altering what is natural; "everything 
is properly ordered" means accommodating the 
natural integration of things.

and in those parts of the text which have a much more
Confucian sympathy (20/3b-4a):

$  a, A -4 K -f. 4 ts k t *  i0 fk i-. SK 0
M KJO |'J W  k  *K t z i- H  ik A .  0  ft, t 4  tfi7 % i.

<  -h y  i  $0 *'J i f j ,  a i - i f .  $1 % - t  n v\ . s  #  4-
-I to $. '4 z_ if_ ijl ̂  f a. & A  f  fc. i %  i ft
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In terms of production, this means that the ruler is 
able to respond to individual talents in employing 
his people (9/5b-6a):

<  i <l . 'h I > & ' . f  3 - f %% * & * « . . *  3-
f  f. $ i. f  ti it. K ff f- f . \ \  k  &  1  ^  $  4$, ■i 4 .

*1 J ft I  ̂  i t . .  *  I  ^  - f  I? < t # i  $ ■ *  *  t .  #  f *  *  *  t f .  . t

4  w  I  £. h  k. &

t*/ "1$. #< X. f $  £  -I IS S..*1 &. £- ^  tl 8C £  >| ^ ..

■fK L  * k  Ik t:. A  -1 <  h  4.!?.] 1  ^  ^  -*f «c
ia ■£ *£ I'J < -f 41 fif..# 1 ft J'J i& ill  ̂ f§.
The sage's governing the world is not altering the 
people's nature, but rather, this kind of govern
ment cleanses and restores it by encouraging and 
complying with it. Thus, if one accommodates there 
are sweeping accomplishments, whereas if one trans
forms these accomplishments are incidental.... There
fore, the former kings in prescribing laws accommo
dated the likes of the people and regulated the laws 
to this end. Accommodating man's fondness for sex 
they established the ceremony of marriage. Hence 
there is the separation of the sexes. Accommodating 
his pleasure in music they arranged the sound of songs 
and eulogies. Hence customs and conventions are not 
arbitrary. Accommodating his security in the home 
and his pleasure in his wife and children they in
structed him in getting along harmoniously. Hence 
there is the intimacy between father and child. 
Accommodating his happiness in friends they in
structed him in fraternity. Hence there is the 
precedence of old over young.... Thus, the teachings 
of the former kings accommodating that in which man 
found happiness encouraged goodness, and accommodating 
that which he disliked prohibited depravity....Hence, 
where the ruler accommodates man's nature, the empire 
will follow and obey; where he goes against man's 
nature, even if the laws are posted they will not be 
observed.

For a discussion of the concept of yin in the "T'ai Tsu" 
chapter, see Hsd Fu-kuan pp. 155-8. The principle of 
recognizing the diverse natures of the myriad things 
and their appropriateness to their respective environ
ments is a recurring theme in the Huai Nan Tzu. In
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Thus it was that in ancient times in the construc
tion of a carriage, the varnisher did not do the 
ornamental drawing and the engraver did not wield 
the cleaver. Artisans did not have divergent skills, 
scholars did not combine two offices. Each carried 
out his duties and was not allowed to interfere with 
others; each man achieved what was suitable to him 
and each thing found its place. As a result, their 
products were not of inferior quality and their 
duties were not neglected.

Where duties are few they are easy to discharge; 
where responsibilities are limited they are easy 
to fulfil; where the burden is light it is easy to 
do one's part. With the ruler making only very 
limited demands and his subordinates presenting 
things easy to accomplish, sovereign and ministers 
will never become tired of each other.

When this principle is carried into the political sphere,
it means that the effective ruler is adept at assigning
administrative responsibilities which are commensurate
with individual capabilities (9/8a and 9/llb-12a):

t  « .  t ' i ' at % ik -  k. a n& 1  U  f
i .  % 1- i t* 4 JJ h  i  -f f  ##
Hence, one must occupy a position which corresponds 
to his physical form and discharge affairs which 
correspond to his abilities. Where one's strength 
is equal to the burden, he does not feel it diffi- 
cult to raise; where one's ability is appropriate 
to his duties, he feels no difficulty in carrying 
them out.

t & i . t 1  M ' ft & f. A & t ft & m  « c  
%- *- H  -%.•£ £_ -K f  i- < . & . ! -  K '•)' <- ill f ^
K f i- # .  I  i  U t. *  3  C  f |  ^  t i. f  g  I t  4  ft, Afr

the "Ch'i Su" chapter we can identify the basic premise 
that cultural discrepancies are largely due to environ
mental conditioning. Following from this and related to 
the notion of yin is the assertion that the enlightened 
ruler is capable of recognizing and complying with both 
the natural and cultural inclinations of the different 
peoples under his domain. As Wallacker rightly observes 
(p. 13): "The sole criterion the essay has for determin
ing the worth of a practice is whether it is fitting and 
appropriate to the circumstances."
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^ i~ i. M,« # t. w| | i k. d i ii$ H •£-. <k & J-li

■A. ?& it. $  ft fii <# i-  ̂"f |i a. i- S §. # -? # c*_ -f 2- 4$. iS *l> £. -ft. t  i% 1A ̂ fj jl, yK $ 4k &- -£< $ 1 Ik
Each person has his talents and each thing has its 
disposition. 'There are some persons who are over
burdened when entrusted with one affair, while there 
are others who are still comfortable when handling 
a hundred times as much. For this reason, a person 
proficient in making detailed calculations will 
certainly be lost on great computations; a person 
who does not neglect the promotion of small details 
will become confused in advancing great undertakings. 
This is the same as the fact that a badger cannot be 
made to pounce on an ox, and a tiger cannot be made 
to catch mice.

Now, here is someone who has the talent to want to 
bring peace to the world, bring together the terri
tories beyond the frontier, rescue an imperiled 
state and revive a doomed age. He can concentrate 
his attentions on righting the administration, cor
recting disorder, settling intricacies and straight
ening out difficulties, and all you do is give him 
the responsibility for details of court ceremony 
and trifling affairs. On the other hand, here is 
another man who only has a glib tongue, is poorly 
endowed, flatters and fawns, and finds great plea
sure in rhetoric. He follows vulgar customs and 
bends himself to please the eyes and ears of the 
common herd, and yet you entrust him with the pivot 
on which the order and disorder of the empire de
pends. This is like splitting a hair with an axe 
or using a knife to fell a tree— in both cases 
they are unsuited to their task.

Further, there is an assumption that where each parti
cular is allowed to express its own natural potential 
without being distorted by external constraints, that 
these particulars will collectively function in a 
predetermined and integrated natural order. The ruler 
takes advantage of this principle by gauging his assign-
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merits in such a manner as to make full use of any given 
individual without running counter to his natural propen
sities ■(9/8a):

4  K  '}- i f  &  4 'J "f •" &  •'A ^
*  85 &  |t -tf.
If irrespective of the specific characteristics of 
things, each thing is given what is suitable to it, 
then each thing in the world will be of equal value 
without anything surpassing another. Because the 
sage uses things collectively, there is no wasted 
ability.
Above in the first chapter of this thesis we pointed 

out that the concepts of shih and yung chung are com
plementary. The concept shih demands that the ruler 
take advantage of the political purchase available to 
his station rather than exercise control on the basis 
of his personal attributes and talents. This means 
that his shih as ruler entitles him to employ the full 
physical and intellectual resources of the state. By 
tapping the collective strengths of all his subordinates, 
the ruler acquires power and vision which go far beyond 
any individual or group which may challenge his author
ity. These two concepts are mutually dependent in as 
much as the ruler must yung chung in order to maintain 
his shih as ruler, and it * is his shih as ruler which 
enables him to yung chung.

The "Chu Shu" interpretation of yung chung is also 
consistent with its Fa-chia-Taoist synthesis in the 
notion of wu-wei. In terms of the Fa-chia side of this 
synthesis, it is consistent with the ruler relying on 
the energies of his subordinates rather than exercising 
his personal skills. The rejection of reliance upon his 
own talents allows the ruler as an individual to remain 
aloof and beyond the knowledge of his subordinates. His 
own personal attributes and limitations are inconsequen
tial to the effective operations of the state. In terms
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of the Taoist contribution to the synthesis, this theory 
of yung chung with its corollary he te ch1i yi accepts 
the fundamental Taoist conviction in the completeness of 
the actualized totality— the recognition that although 
on a particular basis, individual things have different 
and often seemingly antagonistic courses of development, 
as a whole they constitute an integrated natural order 
which requires no external interference or compulsion.
It is consistent with the basically Taoist proposition 
that each thing has its unique value and that all things 
are thus on an equal footing in relation to the whole.
This of course leads into the Taoist repudiation of 
value judgments and precludes the establishment of a 
scheme of values which, when applied, casts one man as 
a sage and another as a rogue. As such, it is incompa
tible with the Confucian notion of identifying and pro
moting men of superior talents. Rather, all men are 
used in accordance with their natural propensities.

The "Chu Shu" chapter's interpretation of yung chung 
is also consistent with its understanding of fa >£ ("laws"). 
As we will see below, the single most prominent feature 
which distinguishes the concept of fa outlined in the 
"Chu Shu" chapter from its Fa-chia precursors is the 
proposition that fa is grounded in what is congenial 
to the multitude (chung shih '$!$!_). Employing the 
people according to their respective aptitudes and 
relying on their collective strengths are principles 
which not only avoid contravening the basis of law, 
but which further are complementary to this concept 

chung shih. In as much as fa follows from what is 
appropriate to the multitude and yung chung tabes 
into account what is appropriate to each individual, 
there is an identifiable congruency between these 
two concepts.
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D. A COMPARISON OF YUNG CHUNG IN THE HAN FEI TZU AND 
THE "CHU SHU" CHAPTER OF THE HUAI NAN TZU

It is probable that the Shen (Tao) Tzu, Ld-shih ch'un- ■ 
ch'iu, Han Fei Tzu and Huai Nan Tzu expositions of yung 
chung are derived from the same source. We base this 
statement on the following observations:

1) there is a pool of historical-legendary figures 
from which all of these texts draw in order to illustrate 
the inefficacious nature of individual talents. This 
pool includes:

Wu Huo ,% JJ& : Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/1 Ob; Han Fei Tzu
146:6; Huai Nan Tzu 9/7b

Meng Pen %. : Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/10b; Han Fei
Tzu 146:6

Yao/Shun : Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/10b; Han Fei
Tzu 146:6

Li Lou #  Mr : Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/10b; Han Fei Tzu
146:6 ( )

Chieh fit : Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/lOb; Huai Nan
Tzu 9/5a

2) there is a recurring reference to a chih and 
li j) distinction: Han Fei Tzu 331:9, 146:6 and Huai Nan 
Tzu 9/5b, 7b, 8a, 12a-b.

3) there are several parallel passages:
a) Shen Tzu 8a: ^  ^  j. %  ^  f <L- 8 /fL. <"k ~f £-

% %. *k 3L f i- $L ̂  K "f i- 1 i  ̂  1
i * a 4 i? t fil.f % £ £& It

b) Han Fei Tzu 305:15: -V £ ^  ■" ®  ® L̂. f O t  &
K  - ®  1 It .1.

c) Huai Nan Tzu 9/12a:
^  k % *k K f  *- I  i t .  '-k K  "f 3 f t  *  <• ^

i- D f   t £ 'f ii.#f £ # A.
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a) Han Fei Tzu 287:14: -*jf ^  ^  @ ^9 >A
^  if*J. -f f< *  J- #. £• 3' &  &  ft. % %  i' l  <* &  **
%  $i $\ k  k  ** /v.

b) Huai Nan Tzu 9/5a-b:^f \ ^  $)?*..§ <3V
?&. fi‘J v #   ̂ &0  8 ^ . *  % ^  •$. 4' -f M t «- *

& xsa '4r C  ^  f§ if̂  f*A $( @  ^  t̂ A ̂  /v

While these texts- may share a common source with respect 
to vung chung, they differ considerably in the relative 
weight given this concept in their respective political 
philosophies. In the Han Fei Tzu, the concept of yung 
chung does occur, but the primary aim of introducing 
this policy is to control the people rather than to 
exploit fully their concerted strengths. If, for exam
ple, we compare the Han Fei Tzu 287:14 and Huai Nan Tzu 
9/5a-b passages cited above, we can detect a different 
emphasis in the two texts. The main thrust of the Han 
Fei Tzu passage is that the ruler must employ a system 
whereby the people are used to control the people. The 
Huai Nan Tzu, on the other hand, is interested in ex
ploiting the people's natural wealth of talent and abil
ity to the fullest possible extent.

In the Han Fei Tzu, the education and development of 
the people is frequently discouraged as a threat to the 
authority of the ruler. Division of labour is encour
aged not because of a recognition and appreciation of 
variegate talents, but rather because division amongst 
subordinates is a necessary element in the exercise of 
control. While the "Chu Shu" theorist would suggest 
that a strong state is one in which each particular is 
allowed to achieve its own realization and to make its 
own unique contribution to the whole (i.e. a state in 
which the ruler follows a policy of yung chung that has 
been tempered by ke te ch1i yi), the Han Fei Tzu follows 
the Shang-chtin shu in asserting that a strong state
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is one in which the people are made weak. This "weak
ness" of the people gives the ruler the means to harness 
them and regulate their activities by a system of exter
nal constraints. This notion of harnessing the people 
is the Han Fei Tzu1s concept of yung chung.

When all of the various implications of the Han Fei 
Tzu and "Chu Shu" attitudes are pulled aside, we can 
identify a fundamental difference in the starting points 
of these two systems of political thought. The Han Fei 
Tzu presupposes that man in his "natural" condition is 
a Hobbesian "savage animal", and that without government 
and direction, his world is destined to seeth with strife 
and contention. The ruler does not pick up the reins of 
state because he wishes to remedy this situation, but 
rather because he is intelligent enough to use the com
mitment of his fellow man to self-interest as a means 
of fulfilling his own interests. The "Chu Shu" chapter, 
on the other hand, demonstrates a very Taoist faith in 
the "natural" human condition. In the political theory 
of this chapter, and especially in the wedding of yung 
chung and ke te ch1i yi, there is a fundamental convic
tion that if each particular is allowed to follow the 
natural course of its development through to fulfilment, 
the result will be an integrated natural order. On a 
political level, this means that the ruler allocates his 
offices in such a manner as to take full advantage of 
individual talents while making every effort to avoid 
making demands on his subordinates which will distort 
their natural inclinations. Where the Han Fei Tzu 
ruler seeks to harness and control the energies of the 
people, the "Chu Shu" approach is one of accommodating 
the government to the natural expression of the people. 
Whereas the Han Fei Tzu ruler retains a tight control 
over his people, his "Chu Shu" counterpart is governed 
by what is appropriate to the development of each indi
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vidual. He is not free to use the people as he likes, 
but rather must abide by the proclivities of the people. 
This is the principle of control over the power of the 
sovereign which pervades this chapter and which will 
become increasingly clear when we turn to examine the 
"Chu Shu" interpretation of fa (laws).
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CHAPTER IV: FA :/l

A. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we propose to analyze the concept 
fa as found m  the Chu Shu chapter s political 
philosophy. As with the other concepts discussed 
above^ we hope by careful scrutiny to discover to 
what extent the notion of fa found in this chapter 
reflects the pre-Ch'in traditions from which it has 
been drawn. Again, we want to identify any elements 
original to this text itself. Our first step in ass
essing the significance of fa in the "Chu Shu" philoso
phy is to determine its value in each of the three main 
schools of thought to which the Huai Nan Tzu succeeds. 
While over the years scholars have made various specu
lations regarding the development of this important 
term in Chinese thought, a general dissatisfaction with 
the limited results of their research has compelled us 
to re-examine the original sources in search of a clear
er understanding of how this term evolved and what it 
came to connote in the early Confucian, Taoist and Fa- 
chia theory. Only in tracing the historical background 
of fa can we begin to identify the debt which the "Chu 
Shu" interpretation may owe to each or any of these 
three schools. In the course of tracing this histor
ical background, we want to attempt to answer the fol
lowing questions:

1. How was penal law and punishments represented in 
the texts prior to the emergence of the Fa-chia school 
of thought in the early 4-th C. B.C.?

2. What did penal law mean in the mainstream of 
each of the Confucian, Taoist and Fa-chia traditions, 
and what was their respective attitudes towards it?

3. How was fa conceived of in relation to the central 
Confucian concept of Ij. ?
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4. In the Shuo wen, fa is defined as hsing M  — what 
in fact is the relationship between these two concepts?

5. What was the basis of fa in the Fa-chia tradi
tion? Who or what determined the shape of the accepted 
code of penal laws?

At the outset, it is important to make it clear that 
while we intend to discuss the evolution of the charac
ter fa from its primary meaning of "model, to model, to 
imitate, method, standard" to encompass the notion of 
"penal law", this is not to say that prior to this ex
tension in meaning, the early Chinese states lacked a 
concept of criminal law. On the contrary, scholars are 
generally in agreement that criminal law as an institu
tion dates back far into antiquity, and is perhaps one 
of the earliest innovations of the proto-Chinese or, 
in fact, of any society.'1' With the gradual develop
ment and expansion of a written language from middle 
Shang times onward, and with the gradual emergence of 
more sophisticated methods of political administration, 
it is likely that some form of criminal law was arti
culated and written down.

The criticism directed at the engraving of penal laws 
onto tripods by Shu-hsiang and Confucius which is record
ed in the Tso chuan would imply that penal law up until 
the 6th C. B.C. had been the property and responsibility 
of the ruling classes. It was their birthright to re
ceive (in what form we do not know), interpret, apply

For example, Hu Shih in his Chung-kuo ku-tai che-hsdeh 
shih p. 86 warns against assuming that the notions of 
fa and hsing fa *>] fj are synonymous, pointing out the 
relatively late date of the former as opposed to the 
ancient origins of the latter. Since society itself 
is often defined in terms of social contract, it fol
lows logically that violation of this contract by any 
member would result in some form of retaliation by the 
other members of the group.
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and in turn pass on the laws of their forebearers.
The fact that the ruling classes embodied the laws 
was an important element in the maintenance of the 
class structure. It entitled them to the respect and 
obedience of the common people while demanding from 
them the expertise necessary to hear litigations and 
pass judgments.

2In the Shu-hsiang letter, a parallel is drawn be
tween the articulation and inscription of Tzu-ch'an's 
law code and the compilation of the "Yd Hsing " of
Hsia# the "T'ang Hsing -̂*'1 " of Shang and the "Chiu 
Hsing ??j " of Chou. The implication is that, like 
Tzu-ch'an's code, these earlier law codes were fixed.
If and when they came to be written down is difficult 

3to determine.
By the middle of the 6th C. B.C., the details of

penal law had become public knowledge with the bronze
4inscriptions of first Cheng and then Chin. These 

were followed by the Fa-ching l of Li K'uei #  ̂
(also known as Li K'o and Li Li ^$& ) (455-395 B.C.)
According to the "Hsing-fa chih" of the Chin-shn, this 
text of Li K'uei constituted the beginnings of codified 
law, and was itself based on a selection of statutes 
taken from the various Chinese states. It was this code 
of Li K'uei which formed the basis of Shang Yang's notor

2For a fuller discussion of this letter, see "The Confu
cian Tradition" below in this same chapter.
3That hsing was used to represent a fixed and tangible 
code of laws is borne out by its usage in the Tso chuan. 
For example, in 501 B.C. (Tso 453/SL 9/M 2):

1(5 &9 f ' f a  % &  ̂  *'J •

Ssu Ch'uan of Cheng killed Teng Hsi and used his 
barriboo criminal code.

4Tzu-ch'an was the first to inscribe written laws onto 
a pair of tripods in 53 6 B.C. with his famous Hsing Shu
•rf'l -§ (Tso 3 6 0 / 6/lhl). This was followed by Fan Hsdan
Tzu of Chin in 513 B.C. (Tso 4 3 0 / 2 9 / ^ 5 ) .
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ious system of administration by intimidation. The
criminal law of Shang Yang became the framework for
the penal codes of the Ch'in and then. Han dynasties.
From our appended examination of Western Chou and C h 1un~

5ch'iu texts, we have deduced-that the earliest notion 
of penal law in Chinese literature was most frequently 
subsumed under the term hs ing #*} , and that it only came 
to be called fa at a much later period. On the basis 
of this examination, we have been able to construct 
the following hypothesis:

1) The vast majority of occurrences of the character 
fa in early texts would indicate that prior to the rise 
of the Fa-chia tradition, the character fa was used to 
convey the meaning of "model", "to model" or "standard". 
Only well into the Warring States period when the Fa- 
chia theorists had taken over this character and injected 
it with their own meaning did it come to connote "crim
inal law".

2) Prior to the evolution of the character fa to 
cover the notion of "criminal law", this idea was 
commonly expressed by the character hsing which meant 
basically "punishments" or "to punish", and by exten
sion, "criminal law".

Leaving a detailed analysis of the use of fa in pre- 
Fa-chia literature to our Appendix II, we will proceed 
on the basis of the above hypothesis to examine the 
place of criminal law in each of the three major schools 
of thought.

B. THE ATTITUDE TOWARD "CRIMINAL LAW" IN THE THREE MAJOR 
PRE-CH'IN PHILOSOPHICAL TRADITIONS AND ITS ROLE IN THEIR 
RESPECTIVE DOCTRINES

5See below Appendix II: The Concept of Criminal Law and 
the Character fa in Early Texts Prior to the Emergence 
of the Fa-chia.
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1. THE TAOIST TRADITION

a) LAO TZU

Because the Lao Tzu does not deal with penal law 
directly, it is necessary to proceed from its general 
attitude towards government and extrapolate on this 
basis. The attitude of the Lao Tzu to government is 
summed up in the Chapter 75 passage:

&  &  X- t. ̂  ffj ?§.
Difficulties in governing the people
Occur because of the activity of their superiors.
This is why they are difficult to govern.

This "activity (yu-wei ) " of those in political
control is diametrically opposed to the concept of 
"non-action (wu-wei &  )" which was discussed in Chap
ter II above. Lao Tzu did not see laws and political 
regulations as the embodiment of objective and univer
sal standards of basic human rights adopted by society 
as a means of preserving social order and cohesiveness. 
In fact, given the historical context of the Lao Tzu, 
this would have been a naivety unworthy of the author 
of this text. Rather, he saw laws and regulations as 
a device employed by various interest groups to consol
idate an advantageous position and achieve their sel
fish ends. There was little association with popular 
justice. His characterization of the government of his 
time reflects his despair and-his outrage (Chap. 53):

m  & . & £ ,  a.

A  < &  tf v  ki/kfc f  i t  it t f\
Their (the rulers') court is utterly rank with
corruption,
The fields are wholly overgrown with weeds,
And the granaries are completely empty.
Their clothing is ornate and embroidered
And on their belts hang sharp swords;
They are gorged with food and drink
And their riches and possessions far exceed



their needs. '
They are what are called the ringleaders of brig
ands .

Given the Lao Tzu1s rejection of any notion of universal 
morality, any laws or enactments are regarded simply as 
being relative to the interests of those who would im
pose them on the society at large. They are seen as 
the imposition of unnatural and inhibiting constraints 
on the spontaneous development and realization of the 
many in order to serve the purposes of the few in power. 
As such, they are nothing short of "a form of aggression 
on the nature of man." With laws and regulations con
straining the natural expression of the people, a ten
sion develops between the oppressive directives of 
political authority and the people's impetus for nat
ural development. The government introduces increas
ingly severe measures to cope with this tension which 
in turn leads to an increasingly strong reaction from 
the people. This spiral of self-fueling social decline 
is described in Chapter 57:

The more restrictions and prohibitions in the empire, 
The deeper will the people sink into destitution;
The more sharp weapons possessed by the court,
The deeper will the nation sink into disorder;
The more dexterity and adroitness among the craftsmen, 
The more extensive will be the production of nefarious 
creations; • ^
The more overt the laws and decrees.
The more prevalent will be the thieves and brigands.

II. Welch, Parting of the Way p. 26.
7If our hypothesis that the "law" dimension of the char
acter fa as suggested in this passage is a later extension 
of its original meaning, the implication is that this 
passage as it stands is relatively late— at least later 
than the emergence of the Fa-chia. Given the nature of 
the Lao Tzu as a collection of epigramatic and pithy 
statements, it was probably in a fluid state for some
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Thus it is that all overt and "active" measures to 
effect social order only serve to hasten its disinte
gration. When government measures reach an extreme of 
oppression and brutality and the tension between poli
tical constraint and natural development becomes unen
durable, the people, in spite of the obvious threat of
death, rise up to destroy the source of this tension.
The condemnation of capital punishment as a means of 
political control is a major theme in the Lao Tzu (Chap
ters 72 and 74):

^  3' J'j ^  A  £ ■
When the people no longer fear the authority (of 
those who govern them),
Then great calamities will erupt.

k  4' <9 ^  &-> ... 'f  t 4 4i M h . K  ■% 14 %
A. 1  i! h  k  &  W  C  4 \ 1 k.
If the people do not fear death,
How can death be used to intimidate them?
...There is always the executioner who carries 
out the capital sentence.
Now, to substitute for the executioner in putting 
others to death—
This is called substituting for the master carpen
ter in cutting wood.
Now, among those who would substitute for the master 
carpenter in cutting wood,
There are few indeed who escape injuring their own 
hands.

A government which has found it necessary to implement 
severe and cruel punishments has both instigated the 
process of decline which requires these desperate rem
edies, and at the same time has rendered these measures

time before it was edited into its present form. This 
occurrence of fa could have been inserted relatively late. 
Again, this is the only example of this usage of fa in the 
text (in Chap. 25 it means "to model", "to imitate’1).
While the above version of this phrase is admittedly the 
most widely accepted, it should be noted that there is an 
alternative version (Ho-shang Kung) which has ,
interpreting this as: "The more display made of precious 
things, the more prevalent will be the thieves and brig
ands . "
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impotent as a means of realizing social order. Capital 
punishment is itself the death knell of the authority 
which imposes it on the people.

The obvious inconsistency of law and punishments as 
a means of effecting political control with the general 
tenor of Lao Tzu1s thought does not lend credence to 
the traditionally accepted hypothesis that the Fa-chia 
has its roots in Taoist thought. The contents of the 
Lao Tzu and Fa-chia theory are at variance on their re
spective conceptions of fa. While a discussion of the 
source of the popular association between the Taoist 
an(̂  Fa-chia traditions goes beyond the scope of this 
thesis, we would suggest that Shen Tao as described in 
the "T'ien Hsia" chapter of the Chuang Tzu and the 
"Chieh Pi" chapter of the Hstin Tzu looms forward asg
a very suggestive figure in explaining this puzzle.

The expression "Fa-chia" is used to refer to such a 
disparate group of theorists and such a broad spectrum 
of ideas that it.very frequently needs qualification. 
Again, as Creel in Shen Pu-hai p. 140ff. suggests, even 
the character fa under discussion here may have had a 
different significance in the thought of Shen Tao and 
Shen Pu-hai than it had for Shang Yang and Han Fei Tzu. 
This is certainly borne out by our analysis of the 
historical development of this concept in Appendix II.
It is very possible that it is the thought of Shen Tao 
(and perhaps Shen Pu-hai) in which fa might not have 
even connoted "penal law" which is the source of the 
earliest association between the Fa-chia and Taoist 
traditions. Yang Hung-lieh pp. 69-71 follows Take- 
uchi Yoshio in his Roshi shin, ko in suggesting that 
there is much in the Lao Tzu which came to influence 
the development of the Fa-chia. They date Lao Tzu as 
having been compiled during the several decades between 
the reigns of King Lieh of Chou (r. 375-68 B.C.) and 
King Hsien of Chou (r. 368-320 B.C.). Takeuchi makes 
the assertion that the doctrine of the Fa-chia origi
nated with Lao Tzu, and that the first person to move 
from Taoism to Fa-chia was Shen Tao (c. 350-275 B.C.). 
Yang Hung-lieh considers the following chapters of the 
Lao Tzu to contain ideas similar to the central concepts 
of Shen Tao: Chapters 3, 18, 19, 20, 48, 64 and 65.
There is also a passage in the Yi-lin 2/15b attributed 
to Shen Tao which is very similar to Lao Tzu 18:
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b) CHUANG TZU

In discussing punishment and penal law in the Chuang
Tzu, we follow the widely accepted opinion that only the
seven nei p 1ien (inner chapters) can be attributed to

9Chuang Tzu himself. As has been mentioned m  Chapter
II above with reference to the concept of wu-wei, the
primary concern of the nei p * ien is the individual
attainment of the Way and the resulting enlightened
state of mind. Socio-political problems are at best
incidental.^0 On the basis of the assertion that all
social mores are relative, we can deduce that since
law is usually based on some notion of morality, Chuang

11Tzu would regard law as arbitrary and inhibiting.
Again, one persistent theme in this nei p 1ien section

12is the desire to live out one's natural span. While 
Chuang Tzu would not ascribe any intrinsic value to 
the arbitrarily proclaimed laws which embody arbitrar
ily conceived moral standards, there is more than a hint 
in these nei p 1ien that Chuang Tzu would recommend an 
intelligent conformity to prevailing conditions and

The last two phrases of this Shen Tao passage are prob
ably commentary, being identical with Lao Tzu 18. For 
further discussion, see Takeuchi's Chugoku shiso shi pp. 
72-75.
9The fact that although fa occurs some 34 times in the 
Chuang Tzu text as a whole, it does not refer to "penal 
law" in any of the four nei p 'ien occurrences while it 
does in some of the remaining occurrences would support 
the contention that the net p 'ien date from an earlier 
period, perhaps prior to the spread and popularization 
of Fa-chia ideas.

^°The opening portion of Chapter 7 is perhaps an excep
tion, but even here the prescribed method for proper 
government is simply the personal attainment of the Way.

/

I
I
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13standards. The chen ien , while aware of the fun

damental emptiness of socially imposed regulations, does 
not flagrantly violate these rules and endanger himself.

Perhaps one further point worth mentioning with re
spect to these seven nei p 'ien is the fact that, as A.C. 
Graham observes, "the Inner chapters have as fantastic 
a menagerie of invalids as the Gospels, but the view
point is quite different; they are seen quite without
pity and with the same interest and respect as princes 

14and sages." Many of these invalids are the victims 
of mutilating punishments— frequently the removal of a 
foot. Even though they have been thus served by the 
exercise of penal law, they are more often than not 
the representatives of the enlightened sage. This being 
the case, we must assume that Chuang Tzu did not regard 
the contravention of penal law as grounds for disqual
ifying a person from the attainment of the highest 
awareness.

There is a second portion of the Chuang Tzu which
we might consider with regard to its attitude towards
penal law and punishments: what Graham refers to as

15the "Primitivist documents". These chapters, quite

Whereas law is usually based on some notion of moral
ity, there are cases in which it is grounded in a set 
of standards which have little seeming relationship 
with moral principles. The Fa-chia is an example of 
such a case, where the arbitrary whims of the ruler 
constitute the single and exclusive standard of right 
and wrong.
12See, for example, Chapter 4 and the dialogues between 
Yen Hui and Confucius, Yen Ho and Ch'd Po-yd and the 
anecdote about Tzu-kao, Governor of She.
13“See, for example, 16/6/17.
14A.C. Graham ms. p. 15.
15Graham includes the first three wai p 'ien (Chapters 8- 
10) and the first part of Chapter 11 (11/1-28) in what
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unlike the nei p 1ien, concern themselves with social 
and political problems, and contain some passages actual
ly echoing and much reminiscent of the Lao Tzu. One
theme which these Primitivist chapters share with the

16Lao Tzu is the "decline" theory of history, an inter
pretation of history which not only holds that the state 
of untrammeled ignorance and uncorrupted natural chaos 
is to be preferred over acquired wisdom and unnaturally 
imposed order, but which further condemns present-day 
government for the laws, taxes and corruption which 
represent nothing more sanctified than the sacrifice 
of the well-being of the many for the comfort of the 
few. This "decline" theory of history, having condemned 
modern civilization, is positive in exalting high anti
quity and its primitive simplicity as the ideal.

The last section of the "Ma T'i" chapter depicts an 
idealized and romantisized village society of high anti
quity, slumbering in simplicity eons away from the de
generate influences of culture and civilization. Laws, 
as one element in the trappings of civilization, are to 
be rejected along with the contrived morality and arti
ficial social norms of the so-called sages. In the "Ch’d 
Ch'ieh" chapter 24/10/24, it states clearly:

^  ^  f
Only when you have completely obliterated the sagely 
laws of the world can you begin to communicate with 
the people.

Laws together with tallies, seals, measurements, scales

he considers to be a homogeneous portion of the Chuang 
Tzu which was probably written "...within a few years 
on either side of 205 B.C." (p. 32). He interprets 
this portion of the text as "...one of the earliest 
datable witnesses (with Han Fei tzu) to the sudden 
and extraordinary impact of Lao-tzu when it began to 
circulate in the late 3rd. century B.C.... Probably we 
should think of the Primitivist as an exponent of Lao- 
tzu's ideal of government, only incidentally interest
ed in Chuang-tzu." (p. 32).
16See Chapter VI below.



and all such proud achievements of civilization are 
condemned as contrived and unnatural innovations which 
have been responsible for the corruption and decay of 
man's original nature. In "Tsai Yu" 25/11/7 it states:

Since, with much clamour and ado, the rulers from 
the Three Dynasties on have always relied upon 
rewards and punishments, how could the people 
have any time.to find contentment in their inborn 
natures?

c) SUMMARY

As we observed at the beginning of this section, 
although the Taoist texts do not deal specifically 
with the question of penal law, it is possible to 
make informed speculation on the basis of their 
attitude toward government in general. To restate 
our interpretation of the Taoist position on law 
summarily, the attitudes of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu 
are generally consistent^ in that they both hold that 
law is not only one facet of the sham called culture 
and civilization, but further, that it is contrary to 
the notion of wu-wei and inimical to the natural devel
opment and collective realization of the individuals 
residing within its jurisdiction.

2. THE CONFUCIAN TRADITION

a) CONFUCIUS

In researching the attitude of the Confucian school 
to penal law, we have found that there is a group of

17See Chapter II: Wu-wei note 18 above with respect to 
Chuang Tzu. Because it is a composite text repre

senting several diverse and often incompatible schools 
of thought, it can only be cited with some qualification



prominent and highly respected scholars who share an 
interpretation which is not wholly consistent with 
our own. Some of the main features of their inter
pretation can be summarized as follows:

1) Confucius and his early followers advocated a 
policy of social order through moral education which 
sought to inculcate the principles of Id. fji into the 
minds of the people. They regarded penal law and 
punishments as being inconsistent with the rules of 
li, and as such, voiced opposition to penal law gener
ally and to the publication of penal laws specifically. 
The basic attitude of Confucius and his early disciples 
to penal law and punishments was one of undisguised 
hostility.

2) Gradually the Confucians became resigned to the
necessity of penal laws and punishments to the extent
that the "belief that punishments were supplementary
to virtue and moral influence became quite popular

19among Han Confuciamsts."

as to which particular tradition of thought is being 
discussed.
18See D. Bodde, C. Morris, Law in Imperial China, pp. 17- 
18; T.T. Ch'\!i, Law and Society, pp. 226-279; Hu Shih, 
Chung-kuo ku-tai che-hsdeh shih, pp. 87ff.; Yang Hung- 
lieh, Chung-kuo fa-ld ssu-hsiang shih, pp. 47-51; Wu 
Ching-hsiung, Fa-lfl che-hsdeh yen-chiu, pp. 67-8; D. 
Munro, The Concept of Man in Early China, pp. 110-12.
In listing three Confucian arguments against penal law, 
Munro cites two quoted from Shu-hsiang's letter in Tso 
Chao 6. While Munro states very specifically his con
viction that the early Confucians opposed penal laws as 
a means of social control (p. 110), he seems to be aware 
of the conflicting textual evidence when he backs up 
and states: "It should be noted that Chou Confucians
did not totally reject penal law and 'punishments', 
but sometimes acknowledged their supplementary role 
as a control technique." (p. 112). V. Rubin, Indivi- 
dual and State in Ancient China p. 65 (see also pp.
18-20): "I noted above that Confucius opposed publica
tion of the laws. Believing that successful govern
ment depended exclusively on the moral qualities of
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While we do not have the space here to dispute this in
terpretation in any real detail, we would suggest thac 
this thesis is anachronistic in as much as it assumes 
that Confucius registered a contrast between penal law 
and ljL which was not in fact developed until several 
centuries after Confucius to challenge the emerging 
Fa-chia school. It would be our contention that in 
both the Confucian and Fa-chia traditions, penal law 
and social customs were not seen as necessarily antagon
istic notions, but were rather regarded as complemen
tary elements in both the Confucian and Fa-chia concep-

20tions of effective government. This assertion is

the leader, he asserted that penal laws (and these 
were the form of the oldest legislation in China) 
were not necessary and could only bring harm. "
19See T.T. Ch'i!i, Law and Society, p. 271.
20It would seem that the major flaw in this interpre
tation of the political philosophy of Confucianism in 
contrast to that of the Fa-chia is the basic assump
tion that penal law and JLi are somehow mutually exclu
sive. It is suggested that Confucian doctrine advocated 
only l_i while rejecting penal law and its attendant 
punishments. It is further suggested that the Fa-chia 
position was an absolute commitment to penal laws and 
punishments to the total exclusion of social norms.
This interpretation of Confucianism - ljL and Fa-chia 
= penal law, while certainly simplifying matters, is 
in our opinion too easy.

Hsiao Kung-ch'dan in his Chung-kuo cheng-chih ssu- 
hsiang shih I pp. 79ff. makes a rather interesting obser
vation with respect to’ the notions of 1± and fa, and the 
confusion which arises between these.. He suggests that 
both li_ and fa have a narrow and a broad sense. The 
narrow meaning of fa (which is the same as the bread 
meaning of hsing ) refers to statutes for hearing lit
igations and passing judgments. The narrow meaning of 
li, on the other hand, is a reference to a specifically 
designated code of rites and ceremonies governing social 
institutions. At this narrow level, there is little if 
any confusion between these two concepts. In the broader 
sense, however, fa. and both refer to a system for 
administering government and regulating the people.
This overlapping apparent in the broader connotations 
of these two concepts arose as a result of changing con
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borne out in the following assessment of Confucius' 
attitude toward penal law and punishments based on an 
analysis of pertinent passages in the Lun-yti and Tso 
chu an.

Looking at the Confucius depicted in the Lun-yfl, 
the clear impression is that he advocated government 
by moral suasion and example as the core of his politi
cal philosophy. This emphasis on education and moral

ditions in Chinese society. Society had at one point 
based its structure and its fabric of social relations 
on a clan system, and had simply projected this struc
ture onto the various social institutions. There came 
a time, however, when the clan system gave way to feudal 
society and the powers-to-be found it necessary to re
place the notion of ch1 in ch' in -it &L with one of kuei 
kuei -ft il • The designation _li was retained, and the 
newly emerging system also came to be called l_i. But 
the scope and content of this new system of ljL was much 
broader and more complex than that which had served the 
clan, and thus came to overlap the broader aspects of 
penal law.

Thus, in the early clan society we have two clearly 
defined concepts— penal law (fa) and regulations govern
ing rites and ceremonies (li_) . With the rise of feudal
ism, the penal laws gradually became more complex and 
comprehensive, covering ever-increasingly complicated 
relationships and institutions. At the same time, ld̂  
were expanded and elaborated upon in response to the 
new social structure. It was in the gradual inflation 
of these two concepts of fa and li. that the demarcation 
and distinction between them became hazy and blurred.

Since li. eventually came to embody the total spec
trum of social norms, customs and mores, and since penal 
laws can only be devised and enacted on the basis of 
some prevailing morality, the seam which binds these two 
notions becomes immediately identifiable. Further, the 
interpretation outlined above implies a conviction that 
the Fa-chia1s establishment and enforcement of penal 
law precludes the system of li.. In the Fa-chia state, 
li are still necessary to order the society and to give 
it a vertical and horizontal structure, but where an 
individual comes into conflict with the law, existing 
li are superseded by the demands of the law. Without li,

Fa-chia state would be devoid of social distinctions. 
How would one man act towards another? What would the 
reward of rank mean if it implied no increase in social 
status? The Fa-chia position is not an across-the-board 
replacement of JJl with _fa, but rather a conviction that
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uplifting, however, did not prevent the practical Con
fucius from assigning penal law a place in his politi
cal thought as an unfortunate but necessary backstop for 
this moral education. Confucius, like Mencius after him, 
was equalitarian in theory, but in practice still clung 
to typically feudal distinctions with respect to social 
status (14/8/9):

$ 0 , ft, <L *  ?T flL Z* t-.
The Master said: Common people can be made to 
do something but not to understand why.

In the 6/4/11 contrast between the noble man and the
inferior man:

ip 5- t i - 4  •)■ ^  &  i .
attention to penal law rather than the exercise of 
special privilege is registered as a characteristic 
of the ideal man. Again, there is the 2/2/3 passage:

jL iL rA £_ ̂  ^ i it *A j f ,

Jf1̂ %
Lead the people with governmental policies and 
regulate them with penal law, and they will avoid 
conflict but be without a sense of shame. Lead 
them with virtue and regulate them with social 
norms, and they will have a sense of shame and 
moreover seek to do what is good.

In this passage, political leadership based exclusive
ly on regulation and law is contrasted with leadership 
based on example and moral education. This passage is
all too frequently interpreted as offering two alterna-

21tives for government. The thrust of this statement, 
however, is that political policies and penal laws are

li alone are not sufficient to achieve the Fa-chia objec
tives of strong state and political stability, and based 
on this conviction, an insistence that .li. be supplemented 
with a very comprehensive system of penal laws.
21As Ch'en Ta-ch'i in his K'ung Tzu hsdeh-shuo p. 303 
observes, whereas cheng ̂  and hsing it>l are listed together 
and certainly contrasted with t e a n d  li.-^ , the dis
tinction being made between these two attitudes towards 
government lies in the fact that the former is more



not in themselves a sufficient basis for the highest 
form of political leadership. To achieve truly effec
tive and long-lasting government, moral education must 
recei.ve priority, and only where it proves ineffectual 
should laws and regulations be applied. The relation
ship between moral education and the fair application 
of punishment is made clear in 25/13/3:

If affairs are not accomplished, social norms and 
music do not prosper. If social norms and music 
do not prosper, punishments and penalties will not 
hit the mark.

The _li (’'social norms") are conceived of as a system of 
regulations which serve the distinctions in a clearly 
defined feudal hierarchy. Their main function is to 
divide and separate. Music, on the other hand, is a 
harmonizing and symphonious influence. Its function is 
to facilitate social cohesion and concordance. This 
passage relates well to the Confucian commitment to the 
moral instruction of the people as the primary function 
of the state. Where the principles of li. have been in
culcated in the people by education, then and only then 
will punishments be extended to those who deserve them. 
As it states in 41/20/2:

^ jfi £_ %.
The Master said: To execute men without having 
instructed them is called brutality.

When properly applied, social norms and punishments
are seen as two complementary rather than conflicting
elements both conducive to a properly ordered society.

In addition to the passages cited above, scholars
frequently make reference to the following statements
in their discussion of Confucius1 attitude toward
penal law (24/12/19, 25/13/11, 23/12/13):

temporary and expedient, simply forcing the people into 
a regulated mode of conduct. The latter attitude, on 
the other hand, is permanent and enduring in as much as 
it teaches the people to want to pursue a moral course 
of behaviour. While these methods differ in terms of
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£ ik * $ ̂  fa  ̂ ^ & & A I A. <3 jl * ff
tf.  ̂ ^ K . . f  fl A. i  £ / 4 .  fa K  i  k .
Chi K'ang Tzu asked Confucius about government, 
saying: :iHow about if I kill those without the Way
in order to encourage those with the Way?" Con
fucius replied: "You are the government. Why must
you use killing? If you want to be good, the people 
will be good!"
• 5 -^ .4  ^  f  - t  *  4 |-A Sf i t  *  &  k . ik 'f i  L  i
The Master said: Where good men ruled a state for 
one century, they could transform the violent and 
dispense with killing. How really true these words 
are !
4 ^ Pa %  J$ /v k  &  |'> % .
The Master said: In hearing litigations, I am as 
good as anyone. What we must do is make it so 
there are no litigations!

22Contrary to the assertions of some scholars, these 
passages do not represent a total rejection of cor
poral punishment. Confucius does not regard execution 
as an inappropriate punishment for murder. Rather, his 
conviction is that where moral government is practiced 
and people are made morally responsible, they will not 
commit murder. As for the few incorrigible villains 
who will not be moved by moral teaching, however, society 
should eliminate them.

The attitude of Confucius to punishments and penal 
law which can be pieced together from the Tso chuan is 
not inconsistent with our analysis of the Lun-yd passages 
above. In the famous case of Tzu-ch'an casting tripods 
and inscribing laws on them and Shu-hsiang's bitter de-

las ting effect, because they can be applied to different 
people with the result of syncrenizing their conduct, 
Ch'en insists quite rightly that they are to be inter
preted as being complementary. See Ch'en, pp. 303-5 and 
Yang Hung-lieh, pp. 47-51.
22W.T. Chan in his Way of Lao Tzu p. 231, for example, 
interprets 24/12/19 as Confucius' opposition to capital 
punishment.
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nunciation of the act, it has been suggested that Shu-
hsiang's letter to Tzu-ch'an represents a very "Confucian'1

23(though pre-Confucius) position with respect to law.
Yet whenever Confucius mentions Tzu-ch'an in the Tso

24 . . . . .chuan, he has nothing but adulation for him, praising
him as:25  ̂ ^ .

i. jk

Shu-hsiang is also praised— praised for his fair and 
impartial application of the country's laws I In the 
-403/h£ 20/V-f 7 passage, Confucius, commenting on the admin
istration of the government after the death of Tzu-ch'an, 
insists upon the necessity of both "mildness (SL)" and 
"severity )" in government. Only a blending of these 
two elements will result in effective political control 
and administration. While Confucius has moral govern
ment and a state free of crime and litigation as his 
ideal, he is at the same time very conscious of the time 
and effort necessary for man to approach this ideal. In 
the Lun-yd 25/13/11, for example, he suggests that good 
men in government would still need a century to instill 
their moral precepts in the people to the extent that 
they would no longer have occasion to apply the death 
penalty. In progressing from the political turmoil of 
his own age to the realization of his ideal state, Con
fucius was convinced that moral education and punish
ments had a role to play. In Tso chuan 483/^Lll/^ 2, Con
fucius asserts that the only alternative to compliance 
with laws is disorder and chaos.

23 .D. Bodde, Law m  China pp. 16-7: "Although Shu-hsiang
himself cannot be formally counted a Confucian, his letter 
nevertheless epitomizes what may be termed the 'purist' 
Confucian view of law."
24See 336/31/^17, 385/^13/^ 5, 403/^20/^7.
25Confucius expresses a similar opinion of Tzu-ch'an in 
the Lun-yd. See 8/5/16 and 27/14/9.
0 ASee Tso chuan 387/ «ii; 1 4 / 4 .
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Undoubtedly the most problematic passage in the Tso 
chuan with respect to Confucius1 attitude toward penal 
law is the 430/tip 29/^' 5 passage in which Confucius ob
jects to the laws of Pan Hsdan Tzu being inscribed onto 
tripods in 513 B.C. It is the similarity of this passage 
to the Shu-hsiang letter to Tzu-ch'an which has encouraged 
scholars to associate the attitudes of Confucius to penal

27 28law with those of Shu-hsiang. J H.G. Creel does not

27See D. Bodde, Law in China p. 16 n31; J. Needham II 
p. 531. While the Shu-hsiang and Confucius passages 
are similar in as much as they are both critical of the 
inscription of laws on the bronze ceremonial ting, the 
reasons for their objections are somewhat different. 
Shu-hsiang's main criticism is that penal law once 
articulated and fixed still cannot cover all eventual
ities, and can be manipulated by unscrupulous people 
to serve their own ends. The existence of such a code 
will increase litigation and turn the focus of tradi
tional law from justice based on moral precepts to vic
tory based on clever argumentation. Law becomes a 
device for the wrongdoer rather than a guarantee for 
the honest man.

Confucius, on the other hand, objected to the in
scription of Fan Hsillan Tzu's laws on the ting because 
such an action undermines the social and political 
hierarchy which structures the state. It is important 
to note here that Confucius fears that both common people 
and persons of high social status will be deflected 
from their respective obligations by the importation of 
value to the tripod. Hitherto penal law and its inter
pretation had been the property and responsibility of 
the ruling elite. Further, that the ruling class had 
been able to maintain its position was in part due to 
the respect that this hereditary birthright had fostered 
in the common people. Now to inscribe these laws on 
the bronze tripods was to take the laws out of the hands 
of the governing class and divest them of one important 
claim to authority. This is tantamount to purposely 
clouding the distinction between noble and base and 
challenging the existing social structure. This Confu
cius would not do.
28H.G. Creel, Origins of Statecraft p. 162 n8. "Both 
of these philosophical disquisitions (the Shu-hsiang 
and Confucius passages) look as if they could be schol
arly additions to the text, such as certainly are pres
ent in the Tso-chuan. The two are remarkably similar.
The latter one is put into the mouth of Confucius, where
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accept the Tso chuan attribution of this passage to 
Confucius, asserting that "it is completely at vari
ance with the whole tenor of everything that we have
reason to believe to be his philosophy.11 We would

29not agree with Creel here. Like Tu Kuo-hsiang, 
we do not find the thought contained in this passage 
to be inconsistent with Confucius' general sentiments. 
After close examination, we would make the following 
assertions:

1) Confucius is not objecting to penal lav/ here. 
Rather, he is objecting to a bad concept of laws-- 
those promulgated by Fan Hsdan Tzu at the spring 
hunting ceremony— to supersede a good system of laws—  
those established by the son of King Wu of Chou and 
continued by Duke Wen of Chin.

2) Confucius objects to the inscription of the laws 
onto a tripod because he fears that the tripod, an 
object of potentially enormous value, will become an 
object of reverence rather than those who embody the 
law.

To conclude, there is no portion of the Tso chuan 
which can be fairly construed as a Confucian rejection 
of penal laws. On the contrary, consistent with our 
picture of Confucius abstracted from the Lun-yd, there 
is every reason to believe that Confucius regarded penal 
law as a necessary albeit subordinate aspect of proper 
government.

it is wholly out of place....I have shown the dubious 
character of these two passages in detail, in a paper 
entitled ‘Legal Institutions and Procedures During the 
Chou dynasty,' to be published shortly."
29See the chapter "Chung-kuo ku-tai yu li tao fa te ssu- 
hsiang pien-ch1ien" p. 127 in Tu Kuo-hsiang's Hsinn C h ‘in 
chu-tzu te jo-kan yen-chiu.
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b) MENCIUS

Perhaps the most striking feature of an analysis of 
Mencius1 attitude toward punishments and penal laws is 
the degree to which he echoes the sentiments expressed 
by Confucius. Like Confucius before him, Mencius is 
committed to the ideal of a political administration 
based on the observance of universal moral principles 
(YiA. )— what Mencius calls "benevolent government 
~ien cheng ^ ,tjc, ".' Implicit in this notion of jen cheng 
is the basic Confucian principle that the ruler and the 
higher echelons of government exert themselves in nur
turing and perfecting their individual moral natures, 
and the ordinary people, cognizant of and naturally 
sympathetic to the moral realization of their superiors, 
take them as their models and emulate their conduct.

Whereas Mencius insists that all men have the natur-
30al potential of realizing their moral endowment, as 

the product of a highly structured feudal society with 
clearly delineated social distinctions, he still clings 
to the undemocratic yet perhaps realistic position 
revealed in the famous passage (20/3A/4):

r  A, f  4 . #  -o ft a ft #  fa
Thus it is said: Some people labour with their minds 
while others labour with their backs. Those who 
labour with their minds rule; those who labour with 
their backs are ruled....

Theoretically Mencius is equalitarian, but in practice 
he is still convinced of the continuing contrast between 
the noble and morally developed man (i.e. the c M n  tzu 

^ ) and the inferior and morally stunted person (i.e.
the hsiao jen ,j* A  )• The noble man is internally direct
ed towards a certain course of action by a recognition 
of and commitment to a universally valid morality in 
which he himself participates. The inferior man, on

30See 46/6B/2: K  *jt ?[ «A 'kj ti,
Everyone can be a Yao or a Shun.
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the other hand, insensitive to the proddings of his own 
nature, must be directed towards the same course of 
action externally by socially imposed standards and 
penal laws (26/4A/1):

/ & d  &  xu. -f & & t f f\ L . a- i '  it f fa h
'J- a. it. #i. i ^ 4-1. -f
When superiors have no moral precepts and subordi
nates have no standards, when the court has no 
faith in the Way and artisans have no faith in 
standards of measurement, when the noble man 
violates the universal moral principles and the 
inferior man violates penal statutes, then it is 
sheer luck that the state continues to exist at 
alii

That both Confucius and Mencius regard internal and 
voluntary submission to the dictates of the moral 
nature to be infinitely preferable to a resentful

31bowing to external coercion is apparent (12/2A/3):

^  j} V  -f. 4  .e Jfc j  ff. f t * ?
i&L ft 4j. ■£, %  £. ll J- *Lj.
Using force to subjugate others is not winning 
their willing submission. It is that their force 
is not enough to resist. Winning the submission of 
others though is winning their sincere submission 
with pleasure in their hearts. This was the same 
as the way in which the seventy disciples submitted 
to Confucius.

The closer the government can come to the ideal of jen 
cheng, the less it has to rely on external constraints 
to achieve civil obedience. While tyrannical government 
is characterized by severe punishments and oppressive 
taxes, benevolent government can win popular support 
without recourse to coercion and material incentives 
(2/1A/5) :

£  4 *  f a  V  %  #'j ffj. $   fJ i t  M  U  A  £_

ts f  *J h k .

C£. Lun-vti 2/2/3.
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If your Majesty carries out benevolent government 
towards his people, reducing punishments and penal
ties and lightening the burden of taxes...you will 
be able to send them against the stout armour and 
sharp weapons of Ch'in and Ch'u armed with nothing 
but clubs.

Conversely, where the government is not motivated by 
moral obligations and makes no attempt to ensure that 
its subjects have a sufficient standard of living while 
at the same time pursuing a policy of merciless suppres- 

. sion when the people quite naturally run amuck, this is 
tantamount to intentionally setting out to ensnare the 
people (19/3A/3):^

t\ ti % % f| ii J?, ?f % k iK. .
& 1* % u  l  % f\ tk i'lft *] *-■&- fyk,
People with a constant means have a constant heart; 
those without a constant means are without a con
stant heart. Where those without a constant heart 
are wanton and dissipated, and will stop at nothing, 
to punish them once they have sunk into crime is to 
lay a trap for the people.

Another aspect of Mencius1 attitude toward penal law
which can be gleaned from the Mencius— an aspect which
is not made explicit in the teachings of Confucius— is
found in the following 12/2A/4 passage:

f  $ # fc M.tM M til. i  if £  ifjcd.# k 'M
■$. A  •
When men of superior character fill the offices 
at court, men of ability are in government posts, 
the state embarks on an era of peace and takes 
advantage of such a time to make its policies 
and penal laws clear to the people, then the 
powerful states will have reason to stand in 
awe of it.

32Cf. 4/1A/7. See also Lun-yd 41/20/2:
lie  4i if ,$ .

an^ Hsdn Tzu 35/10/80:
K £ &K iJU'J *4 f  47 fp f
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In a properly ordered state, the ruler makes an effort 
to make government regulations and penal law clear to 
his people.

Like Confucius, Mencius abhors the use of punishments, 
but where necessary he insists that the full weight and 
severity of the law be brought to bear on those people 
whose conduct is detrimental to the public good. He has 
no truck with warmongers, for example (28/4A/15):

“A  4't A, %- fj', § tiii, »A i l  K. rtf If A-
•to fa a. v*?. ty i- fc. iK h % Sk. >  -ff!J .
In battles fought for territory, corpses fill the
open fields; in battles fought for cities, corpses 
fill the cities. This is called leading the land 
to consume human flesh. Death is too good for such 
a crime I Thus, those adept at war should be subjected 
to the harshest punishments...
Generally speaking, Mencius' attitude towards punish

ments and penal law is a continuation of that espoused 
by Confucius. Being totally committed to the ideal of 
moral government, both philosophers regard penal law as 
an unfortunate but at times necessary reinforcement for 
social control.

c) HSUN TZU

In dealing with penal law in Confucius and Mencius, 
we have had to sift our source material and even extra
polate from other more clearly defined concepts in 
order to piece together a coherent attitude. The Hstin 
Tzu is a different case. Where Confucius and Mencius 
could afford to deal with penal law in a perfunctory 
manner, the emergence and susequent strength of the Fa- 
cbia challenge to Confucianism made it imperative that 
Hsttn Tzu define his terms more carefully and take up a 
position. As a consequence, Hsttn Tzu provides us with 
a relatively lucid statement on penal law and punish-
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ments.
The opening passage of the "Chilin Tao" chapter is 

important in illustrating the debt which Hsdn Tzu owes 
to his Confucian antecedents. At the same time, it 
reveals an emphasis which distinguishes Hsdn Tzu from 
this tradition:

7?j A  i- '<■ *f %' £■

f. &  i .  L i e f - ,  a  A  3 -  ft I I .  h' tit i < T .
\\ A  K  i'l A- % A  a .  |  j -f c . A  if} &. i$r 4  k -fi.-A. i- fa.

$ A  J ' j  A  if % A  " A  Ik A. &  %  i .  I ’J  A  I f  J ;  Ai l ;  i .  A  j -  S t  A  #  i. 1  - a  -a, A .

There are disorderly rulers, but there is no such 
thing as a disorderly state; there are men who bring 
proper order, but there is no such thing as laws 
which bring proper order. The rules of Archer Yi 
have not been lost, but his descendents cannot hit 
the target in every generation. The laws of Yi!l 
still survive, but the House of Hsia does not rule 
as king for every generation. Thus, laws cannot

In the Hsdn Tzu, the concept of penal laws is most 
frequently represented with the character fa , and 
punishments with the character hsing -t ] . Of course, 
penal law is not a satisfactory rendering for all oc
currences of fa. As we have observed above, by the end 
of the Warring States period, the term Id. had been in
flated from its original specific meaning of ancestral 
rites and ceremonies to overlap much of the broader 
implications of fa. While fa in its narrow sense had 
come to represent penal law, in its broader meaning 
it refers to a system of regulations devised for the 
purpose of maintaining social control--perhaps not 
unlike the concept of "common- law". While Li and fa 
as systems can perhaps be distinguished by the stratum 
of society to which they apply, the fact that they both 
are directed at different levels of society for the 
common purpose of social order would indicate that 
they did share some common ground. Tu Kuo-hsiang p. 128 
in his discussion of li. in the Hsdn Tzu goes so far as 
to conclude that Li and fa are often used synonymously.

In our discussion of Hstin Tzu1s attitude toward penal 
law and punishments, it is the use of fa in the narrow 
and specific sense of "penal law" which is our primary 
concern.
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maintain themselves and things cannot subsume them
selves under classes. Where there is the right man, 
they survive, but where the right man cannot be 
found, they are lost. Laws are the source of 
proper order, but the noble man is the origin of 
the laws. Thus, where there is the noble man, 
even if the laws have been whittled away, they 
will be enough to meet all contingencies. Where 
there is no noble man, however, even if you have 
a full complement of the laws, they will not be 
applied at the right time, will not be able to 
respond to changing circumstances, and will only 
result in disorder.

The first and foremost assertion which identifies Hsdn
Tzu as a Confucian in his attitude toward penal law is
the relative importance vested in man as the innovator,
interpreter and executor of the law over the objective
laws themselves. Hsiln Tzu at one point suggests that
penal laws are a basic element in the state (52/14/10):

&C £ If
Thus, the territory and the people, the Way and 
the laws are the foundation of the state.

At the same time he is emphatic in subordinating the
34laws themselves to the men who interpret and apply them. 

The laws were devised by man and require competent trus
tees to implement and uphold them. While the laws them
selves can lead to order or disorder and are no guarantee

35of social equanimity, it is the calibre of the people 
who implement the laws which is in fact the crucial 
factor (26/9/14):

U. A l ^ it z. ft \ i. ik. \ # -5- *  a , f . } # i.

Therefore, there has been disorder in spite of good 
laws, but from ancient times to the present there 
has never been disorder in spite of the noble man.

See 20/8/24 for example in which Hsdn Tzu defines the 
Way in terms of man and man alone:

JL #  4  K  it. $ ^  ^  ^  f ^  d.

35See also 41/11/87 and 52/14/12.
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The priority of man over lav; is a frequently recurring 
theme in the text. Even after the laws have been estab
lished, tried and proven effective, "where there is the
right man, they survive, but where the right man cannot

3 6be found, they are lost."
Hstin Tzu1s political theory puts the human element

first and regards cold and abstract law as a secondary
consideration in realizing social order— in this respect

37he is consistent with the Confucius-Mencius tradition. 
Another feature of Hsttn Tzu's attitude toward penal law 
which seems to have been carried over from his Confu
cian predecessors can be seen in his commitment to a 
social hierarchy and class distinctions. Like Mencius
before him, Hsilln Tzu on a theoretical level taught the

38equal potential of all men. Again, like Mencius, on 
a practical level he is resigned to a continuing con
trast between the morally developed and underdeveloped 
dimensions of society. Those who are receptive to moral 
instruction can be regulated by principles, but the 
lower reaches of the society who are beyond the pale 
of moral influence must be kept in line by the rule 
of law (32/10/19):

$ '1 VA h J’i 'St ^  |f % & % ki J'j *a A !̂j
From the gentleman on up, distinctions must be main
tained with social norms and music, but the common 
people must be controlled with laws and precedents.

3 6See the above "Chtin Tao" passage. Compare this with 
the "Nan Shih" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu which advocates 
the absolute rule of law and indifference to the capacity 
or calibre of the ruler.
37It should be noted that Hsttn Tzu seems to go one step 
beyond both Confucius and Mencius in the relative weight 
given the position of ruler. The overwhelming emphasis 
on the position of ruler almost suggests that where the 
ruler is incapable of achieving social order, all is lost. 
This seems to play down the individual and personal real
ization which had hitherto been a central issue in the 
Confucian tradition.
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There is one characteristic of Hsdn Tzu1s attitude toward 
penal law which, although perhaps implicit in the tradi
tional Confucian teachings, was not really articulated 
until Hsdn Tzu. Hsdn Tzu drew a very clear distinction 
between the spirit and principle of the law on the one
hand and the letter and detail of the law on the other 

39(44/12/4):
&  i- fa-to t -A fe. &  #  •■P

Where one does not know the meaning behind the law 
but works on the explicit formulation of the law, 
even where his knowledge is extensive, his admin
istration of affairs will certainly be lacking in 
order.

This distinction between "principle" and "letter" marks 
a very important difference between the Confucian and 
Fa-chia concepts of penal law, and it was probably the 
Fa-chia challenge to Confucian doctrine which pressed 
Hsdn Tzu to clarify this point. While the Confucians 
saw law as embodying universal moral principles and 
insisted that comprehension of and sympathy with these 
principles must stand behind the application of abstract 
law, the Fa-chia held that the laws must remain objective 
and as free from the human element as practically possible. 
Hsttn Tzu underlines the crucial moral aspect in the Con
fucian conception of penal law.

In the following passage, Hsdn Tzu stresses the ped
agogical responsibilities of government, reiterating

40Confucius' and Mencius' contention that punishment is 
only justifiable after those in authority have made every 
effort to educate the people in the moral precepts under
lying the law (35/10/80):

38See the Hsdn Tzu 89/23/53:
fl K  a- n  4  $■ M  ■}• K..& <tt
 ̂ Ait .

39See also 26/9/11: f I ^  M;.
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Therefore, where one punishes without instructing, 
punishments will multiply and yet depravity will 
not he overcome. Where having offered instruction 
one fails to punish, dissolute people will not he 
deterred.

Although Hsdn Tzu's attitude toward punishments does 
not diverge substantially from that of Confucius and 
Mencius, he does state his position in clearer terms 
than either of his predecessors. Generally he follows 
the common sense Confucian dictum of reward or punish
ment according to the deed. In response to a hypothe
tical suggestion that the ancients did not use corporal
punishments, Hsttn Tzu replies in very certain terms 

41(66/18/37) :

'k >9 If. 4'| A- ® ft i t  ffl $ *'J. it- *  'f. *1 k ■
-*!]..« I'J I U

%  f  *<{ *>. #  * i #  *i * a. *  *  &  k. tu I  *. .4. 
jf'J K. Z- Jl S.- &. S- f t  K i' k̂ . &  ̂ %

f  *1.4 if 1 1 - -f i f t M  *> £
On the one hand, if in governing there are no crim
inals to deal with, you neither use corporal punish
ments nor token punishments. On the other hand, if 
there are criminals and all you do is to commute their 
punishments, in such a case, murderers are not execu
ted and people who harm others are not punished. If 
the most serious crimes are given the lightest punish
ments, then the man-in-the-street will not realize 
that such crimes should he abhorred. There is no 
greater calamityI Now, the basis for punishing people 
is to prohibit violence, to show up evil as evil, and 
moreover, to act as a deterrent. Where murderers are 
not executed and people who harm others are not pun
ished, this is showing bounty to the violent and being 
generous with brigands. It is not the elimination of 
evil.

40Cf* bun-yi!l 41/20/2 and Mencius 4/1A/7 and 19/3A/3.

41Cf. Han Fei Tzu 273:16: K % -4 ■ A
a  f\. i) 1 1 . 1 *'j &  ft & $  ^  M  K[r>'-&>9eL‘-
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The motivation behind punishments does cover the eradica
tion of evil elements. But rather than stopping here, it 
is also conceived of as being a positive aid to moral
education. Where Hsilin Tzu would not hesitate to use

42severe punishments, his primary reason for doing so 
is to instill an abhorrence of the crime in the people.
The Fa-chia, by contrast, would accept the deterrent 
function of punishments but would show little if any 
interest in the moral edification of the people.

d) SUMMARY

Having examined the attitudes toward penal law 
attributable to Confucius, Mencius and Hsdn Tzu, we 
can now distill the following characteristics and 
list them as being typical of the Confucian position 
on penal law and punishments:

1) Good laws by themselves are not a necessary con
dition for proper social order. Proper order is the 
consequence of benevolent government undertaken by a 
moral ruler. Hence, there is a Confucian preoccupa
tion with the character of the ruler.

2) Penal laws are an inferior and very incomplete 
representation of universal moral principles. Politi
cal leaders of superior character are essential to 
interpret the moral principles behind the law. This 
subjective element is considered infinitely preferable 
to a comprehensive and objective code of laws. Subjec
tive evaluation first; laws as simple guidelines.

3) Laws and the consequent punishments can only be 
justifiably applied after every effort has been made to 
provide the people with moral education.

4) Laws and the consequent punishments are conceived 
of as having both a deterrent and an educational function.

^ F o r  example, 34/10/63 and 66/18/37.
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5) Laws as only the barest guide are always open to 

interpretation in order to conform fully with the spirit 
of the law. As such, they must remain flexible and mut
able to meet ever-changing circumstances.

6) Any theoretical case for equality before the law 
is very much overshadowed by the unquestioning acceptance 
of the feudal social structure. Where the higher echelons 
of society can, by virtue of their moral awareness and 
voluntary submission to li, be led by an appeal to moral 
principle, the lower strata require the more coercive 
pressure of penal law to keep them in line. The criter
ion as to whether an individual should be led by Li or 
pushed by law would seem to be his degree of moral aware
ness. Given the Confucian commitment to educate society 
at large in moral precepts and the Confucian determination 
to win general submission to the 1J-, a case can be made 
for at least a theoretical ideal of equality before the 
law— law which is ideally on the statute books but which 
is really quite unnecessary to maintain social order.

7) The ideal is a society in which penal laws do 
exist but the moral development of the people is such 
that these regulations are never violated.

8) On the practical side, given the less-than-ideal 
society with which the Confucian thinkers had to contend, 
they follow the general principle that the punishment 
should fit the crime.

9) In as much as penal laws are an embodiment of the 
universal moral principles, the ruler is bound by law to 
the same degree that he is bound by moral principle.

3. THE FA-CHIA TRADITION

In analyzing the Fa-chia position on fa we will rely
primarily on the concept as presented in the Shang-chtin
shu, taking account of any obvious discrepancy between

43it and the Han Fei Tzu. In dealing with fa in the
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Fa-chia tradition, we choose to give priority to the 
Shang-chdn shu for several reasons. First, throughout 
the corpus of early Chinese literature, frequent refer
ence is made to Shang Yang and his doctrine of penal
law and punishments. His doctrine is almost invariably

44identified as fa. These references coupled with Shang
Yang's historical position in the Fa-chia tradition
encourage the opinion that he was himself the father of
the doctrine of fa. We would speculate that Shang Yang
(or if earlier, Li K'uei or Wu Ch'.i) took this character
fa which had until then probably connoted "model, to model,
standard" and injecting it with new meaning and giving it
a broader application, used it as the main tenet underlying
his entire political philosophy. Whereas there is some
debate as to the authenticity of the Shang-chfln shu and 

■ . 45its various parts, most scholars are in agreement that 
this text does contain the basic tenets of Shang Yang's 
political doctrine. Again, the sections of the text,

Because of the composite nature of the Kuan Tzu and the 
wide spectrum of philosophical positions represented from 
one chapter to the next, the construction of a consistent 
interpretation of penal law and punishment is an imposs
ible task. There are some portions of the text which are 
definitely Fa-chia in orientation (e.g. ^  >

=y-k , — see Yang Hung-lieh pp. 84-7), but
there is little here with respect to fa that is not also 
found in the Shang-chdn shu.

Hsiao Kung-ch1 dan pp. 151-8 discusses the concept of 
fa in the Kuan Tzu. First, he assumes that the Kuan Tzu 
is earlier than the Shang-chdn shu. Again, he treats the 
Kuan Tzu as a homogeneous text and arrives at the not un
expected conclusion that Kuan Tzu1s concept of fa has a 
moral dimension while that of Shang Yang and Han Fei does 
not. While Shang Yang and Han Fei regard penal law and 
the authority of the ruler as the sole agents of political 
control, the Kuan Tzu still looks to the family system and 
human relations. In the Kuan Tzu, there are perhaps pas
sages which bear out Hsiao's conclusions, but there are 
also sections which describe fa in full Fa-chia strength 
and with all of its implications. By treating the text 
as homogeneous, Hsiao mixes the Confucian portions with 
the Fa-chia and arrives at an interpretation somewhere 
between the two.
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while possibly dating from different periods and origi
nating from different hands, are generally consistent

46if not at times even repetitious m  their content.
From this work which reaches bade very close to the 
inception of the fa doctrine, we can hope to construct 
a consistent and reasonably complete outline of its 
main principles.

Secondly, the Han Fei Tzu, while ascribing the estab
lishment and development of the fa political philosophy 
to Shang Yang and generally referring to him with undis
guised reverence, still maintains that the Shang Yang
programme of government based almost wholly upon this

47concept of fa has definite limitations. Han Fei Tzu 
absorbs the basic principles and the spirit of Shang 
Yang's political philosophy, but in accommodating admin
istrative concepts and ideas from earlier thinkers to 
construct his Fa-chia amalgam, he cannot help but modify 
certain aspects of the original fa doctrine. In basing 
our discussion on the Shang-chfln shu conception of fa 
and then noting any Han Fei Tzu divergence from this 
basic source, we hope to arrive at a reasonably clear 
and comprehensive characterization of the Fa-chia posi
tion on penal law and punishments.

44See Han Fei Tzu 159:5, 167:14, and 304:4; Huai Nan 
Tzu 16/14b, 20/17b and 21/8a. For a full collection 
of these passages, see Kao Heng's Shang-chfln shu chu-yi 
pp. 195ff.
45See Duyvendak, Book of Lord Shang pp. 141-59, especially 
pp. 143-5.
46See Wei-shu t'ung k'ao pp. 769-71.
47See the "Ting Fa" chapter of the Han Fei Tzu.
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a) SHANG YANG

Shang Yang's political theory and administrative 
methods serve both a perspective and a purpose. Char
acteristic of the Fa-chia theorists, Shang Yang's pro
gramme of government is addressed to the ruler, and it 
is towards his interests that the text directs itself.
The purpose served is political survival. Given the grim 
conditions prevailing in the states of pre-Ch'in China, 
survival meant nothing short of domination over rival 
powers and their ultimate unification under one rule. 
History had taught that there was no safety in the half
way measures of alliance and co-existence. Because this 
single and overwhelming purpose of international domina
tion colours Shang Yang's political philosophy from 
start to finish, it is essential that it is always kept 
clearly in sight in our attempt to analyze his thought. 

For Shang Yang, political domination of the Chinese
states could only be accomplished through military con- 

48quest. As a citizen of an era m  which internecine

The militarist associations of Shang Yang's political 
philosophy and of the Fa-chia doctrine in general can
not pass without remark. We have seen above that the 
central concept shih &  was probably developed as a 
special militarist term before being absorbed into the 
Fa-chia tradition. Again, as V. Rubin pp. 77-8 observes: 
"It is within the army that the principles of governing 
through a system of rewards and punishments, later pro
claimed by the Legalists as the sole method of ruling 
society in general, are first worked out." In Han Fei 
Tzu 303:4, Huai Nan Tzu 20/17b and Han-shu "Hsing-fa 
chih", Shang Yang is discussed together with Militarists 
such as Wu Ch'i, Sun Pin and Sun Wu. Again, in the Han- 
shu "Yi-wen chih" it lists •£* 4% 1 ̂  under the Alt
heading. In the Hsilin Tzu 55/15/43 Shang Yang is described 
as : ut ̂  it |r Jfi A M .

C h 'ien Mu's "Shang Yang k'ao" in his Hsien-Ch'in chu- 
tzu hsi-nien pp. 227-30 insists that Shang Yang's ideas 
are to a great extent derived from Li K'uei and Wu Ch'i. 
Among those ideas which Ch'ien Mu regards as being common 
to the three theorists is the emphasis on fa. Ch'ien Mu 
suggests that the 4~ 1 i $ entered under the "Ping Chia" 
in the Han-shu "Yi-wen chih" is probably Li K'uei, making



struggle had become convention, this conclusion was
neither unrealistic nor extreme. To raise an army of
some consequence, the ruler requires the interdependent
factors of a strong economy and a large population. In
order to transform the rabble into front-line troops,
the ruler must impress order and discipline onto the
population, and must use his position as ruler to channel
and direct the public effort towards the realization of
this national purpose. This was the problem to which
Shang Yang addressed himself, and his answer was fa.

Shang Yang saw the ruler's task of subjugating,
disciplining, regulating and shaping his people as
comparable to the blacksmith forging his metal or the

49potter fashioning his clay (4-/8b, pp. 64-5) :

& i l  k  L. ^  ^  ■,% its,^ f  ^  |.j ^

Therefore, the root of dominating the people lies 
in holding control over them. This is analogous to 
the blacksmith working his metal or the potter his 
clay. If the root is not firmly established, the 
people will be like birds of the air or beasts of 
the wild, and who is able to control them?

Penal law, as the source of order in the state, is the
. 50very basis of government (5/15a, p. 94}:

^  M . kj ^  'k Z- ^  m l . fff ^  m l .
Laws and edicts are the destiny of the people, are 
the root of achieving proper order, and are the means 
of containing the people.

Li K'uei, Wu Ch'i and Shang Yang all members of a Fa-chia/ 
Ping-chia tradition. This theory, given the spirit of 
Shang Yang's political philosophy, is worth careful con
sideration.

Further evidence which would support an association 
of these theorists are the obvious echoes in the "Chan Fa" 
chapter of the Shang-chdn shu from the Sun Tzu ping-fa.
In Shih-chi 65 {p. 2168) when Wu Ch'i became prime mini
ster of Ch'u in 384 B.C., his administration is described
as: t<( \\ %  si *  *.
Again, in Han Fei Tzu 67:9 Wu Ch'i gives King Tao of Ch'u
advice on the centralization of power by bleeding the
privileged classes. This is very much a Shang Yang prin-



The strict application of the lav; is conducive to success 
in the two fundamental and complementary occupations of 
the state--agriculture and warfare (5/5b, p. 79):

iH. * - *  A & ri.
$/ K  &  H

Therefore, a perspicacious ruler pays careful atten
tion to the laws, and none of the people within his 
borders have wicked minds, sophists and recluses 
are conscripted into the front lines, and all of the 
people are eagerly involved in farming and warfare.

By adhering to the law and enforcing severe punishments,
the ruler instills fear into the hearts of his people,
and people who are deathly afraid of their superiors
make good soldiers (1/13a, p. 18):

if. vfb t i  P. *5 % 4 $  fc tk ■*'] ■£ $. J fc <iL ^ 'f.
J5-J f c l . f i  i  i«C-£ ?f. fl 4  t ■
A state which is without real strength but which 
employs intelligence and cleverness will certainly 
perish. Timorous people encouraged by punishments 
will certainly be brave, and brave people encouraged 
by rewards will give their lives. Where timorous 
people are brave and brave people will give their
lives, the state will have no equal.^ A state
with no equal is strong, and the strong will cer
tainly rule the world.

Shang Yang stresses the importance of this concept of law 
as the central principle behind his political philosophy, 
and propounds a reasonably well-rounded and consistent 
theory. But Shang Yang does not stop at abstract theo
rizing with imaginary rulers implementing hypothetical 
laws. Rather, he is very specific about the source, the

ciple. The position of importance given warfare in Shang 
Yang's thought and his preoccupation with it also contri
butes to this association.
49'See also 3/lOb (p. 49) and 5/llb (p. 90).
50While the first reference is to SPTK, the second is 
to Chu Shih-ch'e's Shang-chfln shu chieh-ku ting-pen which 
is very useful for textual problems.
51Following Duyvendak, Lord Shang p. 201 n4- in inserting 
the phrase: M'\ £fl .



nature and the content of his legal regimen. In response 
to the frequent conservative complaint that any alteration 
in the existing laws will be to the detriment of public 
order, Shang Yang insists that different periods of his
tory have required different laws. To rely upon outmoded
and obsolete regulations to maintain order in modern times

52is setting a course for certain disaster (l/2a, p. 3):
K  & *  * ]  i- % % 13 .1.
Thus, the intelligent enact laws while the stupid 
are controlled by them; men of superior character 
reform social norms while those of inferior char
acter are bound by them.

Shang Yang concedes that in high antiquity when people 
were simple and honest, it was possible and even prac
tical to rule them by encouraging virtue, but the com
plexities and artificiality of modern times demand gov-

53ernment by law and punishments. Not only must laws be 
responsive to changing circumstances, but further they

54must take popular custom into account (3/2b-3a, p. 37):

t fa 0} JO, ;js ^  ^  (g #  tfo ^  fa (fa

% £_ R >i k  ̂ 7̂ £- |[j <%. i/s af $0

Therefore, the sage in governing a state does not 
imitate antiquity or follow^5 established procedures 
of the day, but according with the times he lays down 
policy and assessing popular customs he lays down laws. 
If laws are set up without carefully examining the real 
conditions of the people, he will not succeed; if the 
government is administered in accordance with the times, 
it will not come up against opposition.

As it is made abundantly clear in the above passage, the
ruler is not considerate of prevailing customs as a kind-

52 Huai Nan Tzu 13/5b.
53See Shang-chtin shu 2/10b {p. 32).
54See also 2/7b (p. 29).

^Reading ̂  as fJfr .



ness to his people, but purely and simply because unless 
laws are in accord with the lifestyle of the people, they 
will be resisted and will prove ineffective. Thus, rather 
than buttressing law with Divine sanction or the author
ity of antiquity's hoary sages, Shang Yang insists that 
an intelligent ruler equipped with a modicum of insight 
into popular customs and prevailing conditions is the 
source of the law in as much as he is obligated to up
date it and reform it in every way necessary to make it 
relevant to his age. In promulgating new or reformed 
laws, the ruler must remain within the limits of human 
nature. He must punish on the basis of what people 
dislike and reward on the basis of what they like (3/4a, 
p. 39) :

K  i  &  \ ^  ^  ^  ̂  H  ^  i" &  ** £. £*
•% 1  k. ^  %  # ■  &  $1 J I J fj. A .  $  ib. * %  ^
A/ ^  WL %.

56It is because the people have likes and dislikes 
that they can be governed. The ruler cannot but pay 
close attention to likes and dislikes. Likes and 
dislikes are the root of rewards and penalties. Now 
it is human nature to like rank and emoluments and 
dislike punishments and penalties. The ruler's set
ting these two up is in order to control the will of 
the people and to put out what the people want.
The nature of the laws is one of the more frequently

discussed if not laboured subjects in the text. The
laws in order to function effectively must be clear,
simple and easy to understand (5/16a-b, p. 95):

K >  £  *  Ik ft ** *-■ *  #  y-A % -A. 3- -# f -  ft & i t
I* !l . * 3 i-a %  A. K, 3' 4  f'.^K H  ^  %  A A  <*- M ^ k  &■
h- p  . %  fk  Bt Hv

Following T'ao Hung-ch'ing in reading a. % as a_'i-
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Therefore, one cannot establish laws that only the 
intelligent can understand because the people are 
not all intelligent. One cannot establish laws 
that only those of superior character can understand 
because the people are not all of superior character. 
Thus, the sage in establishing laws is sure to make 
them clear and easily understood and is correct in 
his terminology so that stupid and wise alike are 
able to understand them.

With laws clear and easily understood, persons who take
it upon themselves to question the law must be actively
and effectively discouraged (3/8a, p. 46):

A & vL fc. k Jf1] & jr i . ^ jf'] %■
Once the law has already been laid down, do not 
allow "good words" to injure it. Where one employs 
men who show results, the people will say little, 
but where one employs "good" men, the people will 
have a lot to talk about.

Where law constitutes the one and only standard, devious
and deceitful persons are rendered impotent (5/llb-12a,
p. 90):

C  L  %  ^  *  4. I'J i f  f5 4  \ \  h  k  ft k  i \  I. i K .  A
' iL.ij %  $  fa If

If officials have nothing other than the law to
abide by, even where they are cunning they will
have no chance to perpetrate evil; if the people 
have no outlet other than war to express their 
abilities, even where they are treacherous they 
will have no chance to conspire.

The law must always be equitable and absolutely objec
tive in its application, and must be strictly enforced 
(4/6a, pp. 60-1) :

This aspect of Shang Yang's doctrine of fa has often 
been cited as a redeeming feature in his totalitarianism- 
the principle of equality before the law smacks of modern 
ity. Some scholars would go so far as to suggest that 
the principle of objective and universally applicable law 
would not only guarantee fair and equitable treatment for 
prince and pauper alike, but would further serve to con
tain the discretionary powers of the ruler himself. This 
is neither theoretically the case, nor is it borne out by 
historical example. First, the perspective of Fa-chia 
political thought is invariably that of the ruler. The
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i \  $ #\ jf. f'j & % *i. I iff n  II f rX $ k  k  fr ^  ■ i  & t't
f /t to a  f  . JU j: *!] f 1  .If.
What is meant by "making punishments uniform" is
that punishments should know no rank or class. From
minister of state or general down to the officials 
and common people, if anyone should fail to observe 
the edicts of the king, should violate prohibitions 
of the state or disrupt the ruler's institutions, his 
crime warrants death without pardon.

By being fastidious in the application of the law, the 
state impresses on its people the fact that there is a 
necessary connection between crime and punishment. Any
one guilty of a crime will in due course be called upon 
to answer for it. The punishments applied as a result 
of the laws must be severe enough to dissuade others 
from pursuing the same course of criminal behaviour.

principle of universal law was posited not to curb the 
ruler's authority, but rather to guarantee his political 
survival (4/10b, p. 67):

fL K i  i  fj if % K •*. te  ̂  ̂ *£>. I -v # 'A-  ̂ ft*
I f  1 ¥ K % it. I  i i  If f< * f  #
ft, % ft % i. fefe f  ̂4 1 1 . « *  ft, 4 ft &
A  <i-J-

Further, the notion that "laws must meet changing condi
tions" coupled with the position of the ruler as the 
final arbiter of the law gives him the freedom to inter
pret and even alter the laws at will. Shang Yang's pur
pose in propounding the concept of equality before the 
law was not popular justice or emancipation, but rather 
the most expedient manner for the ruler to achieve his 
ends. How can one reconcile the notion of equality before 
the law with the implementation of a scheme for group 
responsibility (lien tso )?

As we have touched upon in our discussion of the Con
fucian concept of fa, the feudal structure of society had 
tended to give the higher echelons of society extra-legal 
privileges. While Shang Yang's principle of "equality 
before the law" does nothing to retard the powers of the 
sovereign— in fact, it enhances them--this increase in 
central authority was primarily at the expense of the
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The Confucians, as we have seen, follow the general prin
ciple that the punishment should fit the crime, while the 
Fa-chia advocate severe punishments for even the most 
minor infraction of the law (2/2a, p. 22):

K  !5 * \  -f 1  *  $: I'J I  f i  &  fZ . K & .
Therefore, in applying punishments, if minor offences 
are dealt with severely and these minor offences 
cease to occur, then serious crimes will have no 
breeding ground.

The Fa-chia reasoning is that by treating minor violations 
as the inception or intent of serious crimes and punishing 
them accordingly, they are able to arrest the escalation 
and proliferation of criminal activities. In so containing 
serious crime, the authorities ultimately make the appli
cation of the most severe measures^ unnecessary (3/10a, 
p. 48) :

« i\ f  & ¥i % c ¥t & |  %) H n i - 1 .1  « *  ^ *
-Jr'j & »\ .-ff'J 3a I' ■
If in applying penalties minor offences are dealt
with severely,^ then minor offences will not occur 

1 and serious crimes will not arise. This is called 
using punishment to abolish punishment. When pun
ishment has been abolished, affairs will succeed.

While a programme of complementary rewards and punish
ments are proposed as a means of encouraging popular 
compliance with governmental measures, it is the pun
ishments which are in fact of major concern. Shang 
Yang suggests a ratio of nine punishments to one reward 
as the recommended proportions for social order (l/13a,
p. 18) : ̂

privileged classes. This was not prompted by egalitarian 
sentiments, however, but was simply the by-product of 
an absolute despotism.
58While it might be argued that the death penalty for a 
minor infraction is the same as the death penalty for a 
serious crime, the Fa-chia would reply that death can be 
brought on with varying degrees of imagination. Further, 
the execution of one man is considerably kinder than the 
extermination of an entire family (see 4/6a, p. 61 and 
4/9a-b, p. 65 for examples). For a list of common pun-
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$ -f ■*"] f  - .ft  ®  ̂J'J ® *’J > !  *  ■
In a state that rules the world, punishments number 
nine to every one reward. In a strong state there 
are seven to three. In a carved up state there are 
five to five.

When the schedule of penal laws and punishments charac
terized above is applied and strictly enforced, the soc
iety will gradually evolve towards an ideal condition. 
This ideal condition is frequently described in paradox
ical terms (3/8b, p. 47; l/l3b, p. 18):

i f  A   f-f -ff1] A  -tf*] .
This is called using laws to abolish laws....This 
is called using punishment to abolish punishment.
t>A -ff'l £ *'] i  -ff'J ® #U
Using punishment to abolish punishment, the state 
will be well-ordered, but using punishment to breed 
punishment, the state will be in turmoil.

What is actually meant by these paradoxes is spelled out
in the final paragraph of the text (5/16b, p. 96):

iK % ^ i- K 1= ft & *’J f  -ff'J is. a| @ 1/
%  f  :A  1 1  %  W  i  ^  f ** fill tfo

iai. &  f  rA I J&.K i-.fi K  f A  ^

Therefore, when the sage is given position in the 
empire, that he does not have any executions is not 
because he does not have the death penalty. Rather, 
in promulgating laws and edicts, he makes them clear 
and easily understood, and establishes judicial min
isters and officials to act as teachers in guiding 
the people to an understanding of them. The people 
all know what to make for- and what to avoid. In 
making for prosperity and avoiding calamity, they 
are self-ordering. Therefore, the perspicacious 
ruler taking advantage of this existing order adds 
the final touches, and as a consequence, the empire 
attains a state of lasting order.

ishments employed by Shang Yang, see D. Bodde, Unifier p. 168. 
59The phrase is omitted here. See Duyvendak, Lord
Shang p. 258 n4.

^°See also 2/lla, p. 33.
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According to the Han Fci Tzu 71:12, the ideal condition 
described in this passage was realized under the rule 
of Duke Hsiao of Ch'in and his able chancellor, Shang 
Yang:

R  4  I * (f ^ k  & #  t'S. £> C  I '« M i .
^  $  % *- &. &  R  ** 1 fj- 4  ;§ t< *£•( $C &

$ -H ¥,• •*'. 4  ̂  @  5̂  -A? £  <© # jf-.
Therefore, everyone guilty of depravity was appre
hended and those who suffered punishments were many. 
The people were exceedingly resentful and their com
plaints were heard daily. Duke Hsiao did not listen, 
but carried through the laws of Lord Shang. The 
people came to know that those guilty of crimes 
would certainly be punished, and informers*^ became 
numerous. Thus, none of the people violated the laws 
and the punishments were not administered. Therefore, 
the state was well-ordered, the army was strong, the
territory was extended and the ruler was revered.
Above we have outlined the main principles underlying 

Shang Yang's doctrine of fa. But as we have mentioned, 
general principles and abstract theory are only the first 
of three dimensions of Shang Yang's political philosophy. 
The second dimension is represented by Chapter 26 in 
which a detailed schemata for a Fa-chia state is present
ed. In this chapter, we find the blueprint for a special 
arm of the bureaucracy contrived for the sole purpose of 
implementing the laws. This judicial branch has the 
following features:

1) specially trained fa_ kuan are empowered to 
memorialize the throne to propose laws and legal reforms

2) the ruler personally presides over the law and 
dispenses laws and reforms to the fa kuan

3) the fa kuan are responsible for passing the laws 
down through the bureaucracy and bringing them to public 
notice

61Following Wang Hsien-shen in reading ■% for .



4) a constant supply of fa kuan is maintained by a 
special and rigorous law course for students

5) no one save the ruler is empowered to alter 
the law

6) the fa kuan are responsible for clarifying the law 
and must answer all enquiries in a formal and prescribed 
manner

7) measures such as secret archives and duplicated 
forms must be taken to guarantee the objectivity and 
impartiality of the law

8) fsL kuan a-̂ e attached to various levels in the 
power structure from the palace on down in order that 
everyone is made aware of the lav/s and are regulated 
by these laws

The third dimension of Shang Yang's political phil
osophy is the actual establishment and the ultimate suc
cess of his political regime which he himself began under 
Duke Hsiao of Ch'in and which reached its culmination 
in the unification under Ch'in Shih Huang Ti. Whatever 
repugnance Shang Yang's brand of brutal despotism may 
arouse, the efficacy of his plan for political survival 
through internal consolidation and foreign conquest is 
nothing less than historical fact. One of the more pop
ular sinological debates of our times is the relative 
influence of Confucian and Fa-chia ideas in the forma
tive years of imperial China. Whatever the eventual 
outcome of this debate, the profound and lasting impact 
of Shang Yang's conception of fa on the Chinese empire 
is beyond question.

b) HAN FEI T2U

Having analyzed the conspicuous features of Shang 
Yang's original concept of fa, we can now turn and com
pare these features with Han Fei Tzu's later develop
ment of fa. The most striking feature of such a com-
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parison, far from being any obvious divergence between 
the two texts, is rather their basic consistency. Han
Fei takes over Shang Yang's principle of fa almost en-

62 . . . .  tirely intact. This fact is more significant when
one considers that although Shang Yang's political 
philosophy had been current for over a century by Han 
Fei's time, its central principle fa could be absorbed 
wholesale into Han Fei's political doctrine without any 
notable revision. The only really significant differ
ence between fa in the Shang-chtln shu and the Han Fei 
Tzu is that while it constitutes the unchallenged core 
of Shang Yang's thought, in the Han Fei Tzu its relative 
importance is somewhat diminished by the introduction 
of and elaboration on what Han Fei regards as equally 
essential principles: shu #1 and shih . Shang Yang 
holds that fa itself is a necessary condition for poli
tical order, but the Han Fei Tzu states categorically 
that shu is as necessary to the ruler as fa, and that 
ndither is sufficient in itself (304:6):

T s 'ao Ch'ien in his Han Fei fa-chih lun pp. 24-6 out
lines Han Fei's debt to Shang Yang under the following 
guides:
1) A K ill 8) f ffi
2) ?L 9) f-lL

3) m & st 10)
4) %<- £ &, 11) re) $1
5) A, Jit 12)
6) £■ -f-J J$r 4# fck 13)
7 ) ^  ^  &

Ch'en C h 'i-t'ien p. 934 of Han Fei Tzu chiao-shih insists 
that in spite of Han Fei's criticisms of Shang Yang, his 
conception of fa was by and large derived from the earlier 
theorist. Again, Ching Chih-jen in his Han Fei Tzu cheng- 
chih ssu-hsiang p. 23 concurs with Ch'en Ch'i-t'ien in 
asserting that "as regards the concepts of fa and hsing 
shang *'i t  ■ that Han Fei for the most part took them over 
from Shang Yang is beyond any question."
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f  & ifi (i Sf fa 1 & & S'J ^  ^  1\ K *  ?f t  ^ ^
it
Where the ruler is without techniques of statecraft 
(shu) he will be deceived; where the subjects are 
without law (fa) they will be disorderly. One can- 
not be without either one of these— they are both 
the tools of the emperor.

c) SUMMARY

Having ascertained the general consistency of the 
Fa-chia interpretation of fa, we can now abstract the 
following characteristics and list them as being typ
ical of the Fa-chia position on penal law and punish
ments :

1) Good laws are a necessary condition for proper
social order. A ruler without laws is the same as no
ruler.^ Because the emergence of a sage-ruler is a
very rare event and cannot be relied upon, Fa-chia
doctrine establishes a system which is only minimumly

64dependent upon the character of the ruler.
2) The essential purpose of laws and the consequent 

punishments is to intimidate and deter.
3) Every effort must be made to promulgate laws 

clearly and concisely in such a manner as to guaran
tee that every person in the state is wholly aware of 
their contents and implications.

4) For the Fa-chia, penal laws have been divested 
of any moral significance and religious sanction. Law 
replaces morality and functions as the exclusive stan
dard of good. What is in accordance with the law is 
good; what violates the law is bad. Because the law

*63See Shang-chdn shu 2/llb, p. 34:
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itself serves as an objective and impartial standard, it
strives to remove any reliance upon subjective interpre- 

65tation. The law ideally is analogous to the operations 
of an automatic and self-regulating machine.

5) The Fa-chia advocates that severe punishments 
should be strictly applied for even the most minor 
infraction of the law.

6) All persons in the state (with the sole exception 
of the ruler himself) are subject to the rule of law, 
regardless of their status or influence.

7) The ruler is himself beyond the law, and the 
law is devised to serve the ruler and his interests.

8) Laws must be constantly reviewed and updated to 
meet changing circumstances. The power to do this rests 
entirely with the ruler. The laws can and must be re
formulated from time to time, but they cannot be inter
preted to accommodate particular cases. This reformu
lation reflects an on-going reassessment of the most
effective means of achieving the ruler's purposes.

9) The ideal is a conditioned society in which law 
and punishment is universally understood and adhered to 
to the extent that litigation ceases to arise.

10) There is a conviction that a basic antagonism 
exists between the national and collective purpose on 
the one hand, and the interests of the individual on 
the other. This antagonism is frequently expressed in 
a contrast between the hung tao ^ &  and szu li -ti .

64See Han Fei Tzu 300:5:
& K $  H . ^  \  fi ft *  *■
■%. % it j* f. -f iff -A %  % % . «j* <u  :4 . f

ii fit 111 fL.

65See Han Fei Tzu 368:1: ^ i  £ |t| f $c ^  ^
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Now that we have examined the concept of fa in each 
of the early Confucian, Taoist and Fa-chia traditions 
and have arrived at a schedule of their main features, 
we can turn to the "Chu Shu" chapter of the Huai Nan 
Tzu and identify any debt which it might owe to these 
earlier theorists.

C. THE CONCEPT OF FA IN THE "CHU SHU" CHAPTER OF THE 
HUAI NAN TZU

In Appendix II and in the preceding portion of this 
chapter we have traced the evolution of fa from the ear
liest texts and the seminal stages of Chinese thought 
into the period of the hundred schools, and have iso
lated the main features of this important concept as 
found in each of the Taoist, Confucian and Fa-chia 
traditions. As respects the role of penal law and pun
ishments in government, we have encountered an outright 
Taoist rejection of such contrived measures as being
symptomatic of a spiraling political decline. The Con- 

66fucians, while grudgingly admitting the necessity of 
law as a guardrail on socially acceptable conduct, strive 
for a society in which a voluntary devotion to moral pre
cepts rather than the constraint of penal intimidation 
will channel the energies of the people along desirable 
lines of behaviour. The Fa-chia thinkers, possibly the 
first group to assign this character fa the connotation 
of penal law, develop a theoretically consistent and 
practicable system of government grounded in the con
viction that the people and the governing bureaucracy 
can be regulated by impartial and universally appli
cable laws, laws which have been wholly divested of

Note that Ksdn Tzu does represent a special case and 
cannot be grouped with Confucius and Mencius without 
qualification.
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any moral significance and whose function depends on 
reward and punishment.

Having discussed these three disparate attitudes 
towards penal law at some length and having abstracted 
their most conspicuous points‘of contrast, we are now 
prepared to move into the political thought of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter to ascertain its sources and its orienta
tion. The syncretic pattern which we have found to be 
typical of other related concepts is very much the pre
vailing current here. While Taoist, Confucian and Fa- 
chia attitudes are blended to constitute the basic stock 
of the "Chu Shu" chapter's discussion on fa, there are 
also some new and original innovations which give this 
chapter a decidedly Han imprint.

As is frequently the case when dealing with the basic 
ideas in this "Chu Shu" chapter, the first impression is 
that this concept of penal laws and punishment, couched 
in a series of short discussions, is by no means con
sistent. In fact, the several statements when juxtaposed

6 7would appear to produce rather flagrant contradictions. 
This is only a first impression. As we shall discover, 
this concept of fa and the notion of penal laws and pun
ishments as represented in the "Chu Shu" chapter, when 
understood in the context of the overall political sys
tem, is very consistent indeed.

To begin, the "Chu Shu" chapter characterizes the 
efficacy of government as being on three different 
levels (9/4a):^

67 , . ,For example, compare the passage 9/2b with 9/13b:

^  % -f *!j f'l 5- A. k>s ijLAl k  f  f  be.
Without genuineness he preserves the true, embraces 
virtue and extends sincerity. And the world follows 
him just as the echo responds to the sound and the 
shadow to the form. This is because what he culti
vates is the root. Punishments and penalties are
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«. i <o.k >K it f ff b  i  f  47 $  %>.
Therefore, the highest ruler is god-like in his trans
formations. The next makes it impossible for people 
to do wrong. And the next rewards those of superior 
qualities and punishes the troublemakers.

The notion of shen hua foj1 ̂  requires some explanation.
In late Warring States and Western Han literature, the
attribution of an accumulated magical potency to the
exemplary sage-ruler is a recurring phenomenon. This
potency is very frequently associated with a capacity
to elevate and transform his subjects in an unseen and
miraculous fashion beyond their understanding or even
knowledge. This transformation is wrought through a
veiled and surreptitious influence which is likened to

69divinely-inspired change (qu shen ^ ) . This shen

incapable of putting a stop to wickedness.
ft Pi b ■&. % A  JL
What is called a "doomed state" does not mean that 

, it is without a ruler, but that it is without laws.
Initially, these two passages seem very much at odds, 
but when they are understood in light of the "decline 
theory" of history {see Chapter VI below) as two levels 
of government— one in antiquity's golden age and one that 
is practicable in modern times— the text appears to be 
more consistent.
68 . . .Compare this with Huai Nan Tzu 20/8b:

:A  ̂> k? ff. fs < ̂ A I® ̂ ^  ^ < t- A.
In the proper government of the individual, the first 
priority goes to the cultivation of the spirit, and 
only next to the cultivation of the physical form.
In the proper government of the nation, the first 
priority goes to the cultivation of the people's 
‘ transformation, and only next to the rectification 
of laws.

That these two passages in the Huai Nan Tzu are somehow 
related is indisputable. Compare, for example, 9/2b and 
20/8b below:•fit % ̂  # M 47 % 7% %, is & * 1*. 6' I to . 3-

£ to if. t- h to A 3t.il € if i ft n * % i-
fiHr.t t. A*).k ff k .f
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hua is a popular subject in the Huai Nan Tzu, and de
pending upon the orientation of the individual passages, 
can have different implications. In this "Chu Shu" pas
sage, this highest level of shen hua is illustrated by
the description of a golden age in the development of

71Chinese civilization. Even during this golden age, 
laws and punishments were still in force. Although 
these laws and punishments were still on the boohs, 
however, under the tutelage of a sage-ruler like Shen 
Nung, there was no cause to apply them (9/2a):

to f 41 to ffl. O. %  toi i- *1 *f-
Thus, his (Shen Nung's) bearing was severe yet 
he did not have to resort to executions, his pun
ishments were put aside and he did not have to 
invoke them, and his laws were simple and uncom
plicated. Hence, his transformation of the people 
was god-like.

Because of the transforming influence of Shen Nung's
72spiritual essence, the application of rigorous laws

fK 3" % 6' &  &  ^  >vt (t-' %  ^J■

69For the association between the divine-like potency 
and the capacity to effect change, see Mencius 51/7A/13 
(this same phrase is repeated in Hsi!ln Tzu 57/15/102 and 
110/32/32), Hsdn Tzu 1/1/5 and 7/3/27, and X-ching 45/fi- 
/2. Most of these same examples attribute a magical 
cogency to the sage-rulers of old. That the transfor
mation is often characterized as inscrutable is demon
strated in Mencius 57/7B/25 and Hsfln Tzu 95/2 6/17.
70See especially Chapters 1, 2, 10 and 20.
71See sections 2 and 3 of the translation, Appendix I.
72The influence of Shen Nung's spiritual strength is 
not limited to the world of man, but pervades the cos
mos, guaranteeing regular seasons and bountiful crops. 
This ^.A^s M- element in this chapter is very character
istic of Western Han thought. See also the anecdote 
about King T'ang of Yin in 9/4a.
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and severe penalties was wholly unnecessary (9/2a):
$  Hf. ->& #'J £1.® ffl ? ik • &  ^  1' ' '
At this time, the laws and punishments were not 
stringently applied and the prisons were empty.
The world was one in custom and none were of a 
wicked mind.

By contrast with this golden age, in recent times the 
authorities have lost the transforming cogency of 
Shen Nung and instead have concentrated on the inciden
tal measures of government, unaware that harsh and oppres
sive policies exacerbate social strife and political 
instability (9/2a):

K. & 4  I'J . t  wc.4 I ’J to.
Now where water is muddy the fishes gasp; where 
government is severe the people are disorderly.

Only when the government can reform itself at the root 
and effect a transformation among its people by the 
potency of its "spiritual essence (chih chincr t- ) " 
can there be a return to this golden age. As an alter
native, exclusive reliance upon punishments and execu
tions— the incidental occupations of government--will 
never lead to a substantial and lasting improvement in 
social order (9/2b):

•#'J f i  6- t  'M *  i i  *  L  *  f  k . '% i t  ^
'h -if.
Punishments and penalties are incapable of changing 
customs and executions are incapable of putting a 
stop to wickedness. Only god-like transformation 
is precious and only the most essential vapours can 
do it in that way.

The author cites the historical examples of Sun Shu-ao,
7 3Yi Liao and Ch'd Po-yd to illustrate the potential of 

shen hua and to emphasize the futility of depending 
upon laws and punishments, concluding that (9/3a):

b i .  rA an, % & k. i f\
^ a* m  % k. <f 0 &.«?. 1.11 $ ^ 4

yp 1

73See the translation xn Appendix I Section 3 notes 9 and 11.
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Things like armour and grimaces of wrath are a long 
way from defending against arms; things like contracts 
and ceremonial gifts, punishments, penalties and instru
ments of execution are of little use in resolving dif
ficulties; relying on your eyes to see or your words 
to command is no way to effect proper order.

By focusing on and concentrating the essential potency 
of his chih ching within, the ruler becomes capable
of influencing the course of the entire cosmos and direct
ing the world about him. Measured against such far-reach
ing and weighty influence, a project as inconsiderable 
as the successful implementation of laws and edicts is 
no more than a matter of course (9/4a):

tial vapours within, gave them expression by likes 
and dislikes externally. Their words were spoken to 
express what was truly on their mind and they issued 
commands to show their purposes. Setting these out 
in social norms and music and recounting them in. 
song and verse, their deeds have been known to each 
succeeding generation without break and have spread 
to every corner of the world without limit. They 
shaped and transformed even birds, beasts and the 
insect world, let alone things like administering 
the law and implementing edicts.
Now this ideal of social order effected through shen 

hua would appear to be a synthesis between Taoist ele
ments and the Han Confucian notion of ^  . From
the Taoist side the "Chu Shu'1 chapter inherits the un
derlying "decline" theory of history which idealizes 
the pristine ignorance and uncorrupted natural chaos 
of high antiquity. While this section of the chapter 
does not deny the practical necessity of some form of 
political administration, it is made very clear that 
the best government is the least government (9/2b):

The sage-kings of antiquity, embodying the most essen-
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Hence, the sage governs easily because his affairs 
are few, and is easy to satisfy because his demands 
are few. Without giving any service he is benevo
lent, without speaking he is trusted, without seek
ing he gets, without doing he accomplishes.

Where Ch'd Po-yd is cited as a' historical example of
this most effective form of government, his response
to the question: "How do you govern the state?" is
simply (9/3a):

f  4  4  i-.
I govern it by not governing it.

This portion of the text also contains many allusions
74to and echoes from the basic Taoist works, and some

of the core terminology would appear to have been
75drawn from the Taoist tradition. Also, historical

examples of superlative rulers are generally taken
76over from Taoist sources. Similarly, the Han Confu

cian contribution is readily identifiable. Perhaps 
the most salient Han characteristic is the notion of 

which received such wide currency duing the 
Western Han. The essential vapours which are gathered 
and stored in the breast of the ruler are able to trans
form the people and insure the regularity of the climate 
and the success of the crops. This notion of the ruler 
being able to transform his people through his inner 
magical potency is very reminiscent of and conceivably 
an elaboration on the tradition Confucian concept of 
te .

See the notes to Section 3 in the appended translation 
of this chapter for examples of allusions and echoes.
75For example, chih ching ^ #  can be found in the Chuang 
Tzu 42/17/20 and 58/22/18; pu yen chih chiao ^ % £-jMl in 
Lao Tzu 2, 43, 7 3 and Chuang Tzu 12/5/2 and 57/22/7.
V 6For example, Hsiung Yi Liao and Sun Shu-ao (9/2b-3a) 
can be found in the "Hsd Wu Kuei" chapter of the Chuang 
Tzu7 Ch'd Po-yd (9/3a) is mentioned in the "Jen Chien Shih" 
chapter of the same text. See the notes on Section 3 of 
the translation.



The shen hua level of government described in the
opening portion of this "Chu Shu" chapter is posited
as an ideal. At the same time, as we have seen in an-

77alyzmg other related concepts, one of the strongest 
features of the "Chu Shu" political philosophy is that 
it attempts to provide a practical framework within 
which the ruling authority can pursue lofty, abstract 
and often rather nebulous ideals. While asserting that 
the shen hua level of government is real and attainable, 
this chapter recognizes the inherent difficulties in 
attempting to institutionalize such elusive principles. 
Consequently, it provides a realistic and practicable 
structure of political administration which can func
tion as a controlled environment in which these abstract 
principles can be nurtured and encouraged. This realis
tic and practicable level of government is characterized 
as shih pu te wei fei a , an expression which
as a principle of political control has very strong Fa-

7 8chia associations. Laws are depicted as a device 
available to the ruler for controlling his underlings 
(9/14b) : -f fa, ? SL ^  f . | |  t- ^

i |  g  t  k  \  &  .t t  k  A i i  y\ f tI'J frj ̂  K.
79Thus, since laws and measurements are the ruler's 

means of controlling his subordinates, to discard them 
is like trying to gallop without a harness and bit, 
and will ultimately reverse the situation and enable 
the various ministers and common people to manipulate 
the ruler. For this reason, those who have methods of 
statecraft control others, while those without them 
are controlled by others.

77 ~For example, see Chapter II, Wu-wei.
78See Han Fei Tzu 355:3:

^  M  K. 01. f<j K. 'I? h' 'ik)
Ch'en Ch'i-t'ien, Han Fei Tzu chiao-shih p. 17 n7 points 
out that ii%fa ■£ &  is a reference to the Confucian prin
ciple of . There is a second passage in Han Fei Tzu
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Man will not voluntarily regulate his life on the basis 
of what is good and right (9/16b):

X  ki £- ^  %  ri &  % f ^  X  $0 &  " '
There is not one man in ten thousand who being devoted 
to goodness and deriving pleasure from proper conduct 
will voluntarily abide b y 'laws and regulations with
out being pressed by prohibitions and punishments»

Therefore, it is prudent for the ruler to dissuade his
people from doing wrong rather than depending upon them
to do right (9/14b):

flOfr ■% h t A f I. «> t i * \% %
Thus, in government, causing one's subjects to have 
no chance to do wrong is valued above any voluntary 
inclination to do what is right.

Armed with this Han Fei-like insight into human nature,
the ruler manipulates the likes and dislikes of his
people in dispensing his laws (9/l6b):

■f ^  if c  ^  i ^  & %  i'

fa M  t
But if the ruler issues commands which brook no 
disobedience so that those who accord with them 
will benefit while those who defy them will bring 
grief on themselves, before there is time for the 
shadow of the sun to move, everyone will conform 
to the rule of law.

If possible, the author of the "Chu Shu" chapter has even
less use than Shang Yang or Han Fei for the sophists
and itinerant intellectuals who question, criticize and
undermine the rule of law (9/9b):

70:12 which has a similar purport:
%  i S3 j£/. ®  K  &~

*A h  K *A ^  %  h  fc. ff 4" b 't. %  %r
h
K

The Shang-chtin shu 4/lla, p. 67 also has a similar passage:

tfr i l  *4 4  & *r h- I * ’l & i- fo 1 fa k
m a. i fk £ A  *- > ** fa f *> ^  "f

The Shang-chtin shu passage is subtly and yet significantly 
different in that intimidation is implied. The subject does
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4* vf f  j'J it, £. ff.
The sophists travel about debating and the well-bred 
vie with each other in pushing themselves forward.
With their cliques they criticize the edicts pro
mulgated by the ruler, and with their deviousness 
they contravene the prohibitions of law.^0

Persons who would offer advice on the operations of
government must be carefully shepherded by the rule
of law (9/9a):

?! •&. fa % a  "£ 4? it' % ... % -5' *1
iJ *
Those who discuss affairs must be closely scrutin
ized by the law and those who carry out actions must 
be tested in office....Words are not allowed to 
exceed real achievement and actions are not allowed 
to overstep the law.

As we saw in the previous discussion of wu-wei, it is
the automatic and mechanical functioning of the system
of laws which enables the ruler to reside in his wu-wei
posture. Using the familiar analogy of the scales for
the objective and impartial law, the text attributes the
successful operation of the system to a strict policy of
wu-wei (9/4b):

4" f t  Hi 4  i t  '  1  fa *  %. f  1 .1  Sf. *  & $  «s
^  ■" fai *  Vi. j <? fa ^  -A.' 8  *'1 « 4  i- -fa <k-k.
M: % i~.
Now the scales, the compass and the square once fixed 
are not changed. They do not alter their graduations 
for the sake of Ch'in or Ch'u nor do they change their 
comportment for the sake of the Hu or Ydeh people. 
Being constant, they do not vary; circulating every
where, they are nowhere beyond bounds. Having once

as the ruler wants out of fear. In the Han Fei Tzu case, 
the subject is not given a choice or alternative, but quite 
simply must do what the ruler wants.
79 . .The fixing of measurements was always considered to be 
an important responsibility of the ruling authority. See



been regulated, tnen ten thousand generations pass 
them on and operate them through non-action.

Like the Fa-chia philosophers, the author of this chapter 
regards a strictly enforced code of laws to be more cru
cial to the continued existence of the state than the 
ruler himself. In fact, the most salient characteristic 
of a "doomed state" is that it lacks an applied regimen 
of penal laws (9/13b):

f t f  i f  i  ® t  t  A  t  A  % .  3| & ;£ A .  H  A  %  t o  

?>'M $  if, ii. %■
What is called a "doomed state" does not mean that 
it is without a ruler, but that it is without laws. 
"Changing laws" is not being without laws, but having 
laws and not enforcing them is tantamount to not 
having any at all.

By contrast, a state with a very bad ruler is not neces
sarily marked for imminent extinction (9/4b-5a):

R  i  i i- i  *  &  k  J| d  A  h ®  $i. ?o k  £ A.
Hence, there may be a ruler who is fated to lose 
his state, but there is no such thing as a Way 
which does not work; there may be people who are 
nonplused by difficult circumstances, but prin
ciples are always applicable.

While insisting that the principle of penal law itself
is constant, the "Chu Shu" chapter follows the Fa-chia
tradition in accepting the necessity of changing and
reformulating the individual laws (9/13b):if. -A 5f. I\ k  :A \  A to * 10 #. -A f.

"Changing laws" is not being without laws, but having 
laws and not enforcing them is tantamount to not 
having any at all.

Altering the law is not to be confused, however, with
interpreting and bending the laws to serve the moment.

for example Lun-yd 41/20/1:If iff f. f' a /L
He was scrupulous about weights and measures and 
examined standards and measurements with care.

80This is the general meaning, but the text is problem
atic.
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The "Chu Shu" interpretation of government is adamant in 
its insistence upon a system of objective and impartial 
laws. To emphasize the importance of impartiality, these 
laws are frequently made analogous to measuring instru
ments like scales and squares' (9/4a-b) :

i. 3^ % # . k  ^  ^ M. k  i* $

%  q aa I it a  i i  ^  ^  ?a #c g ^  ^
Because in weighing, a pair of scales shows no parti
ality to either right or left, it can be level. Be
cause in measuring, a plumb line shows no partiality 
to inside or outside, it can be straight. Because 
the ruler in administering the law shows no partial
ity to those he favours, he can be the custodian of 
fate.

Law neither acknowledges class distinctions nor bends 
under the hammer of political influence (9/13a):

a L l ik.tu $ i.stili 3- &  J-. t,4a
" I I  ^  % &\i "£■ it. f  %  I f  i' fj jfc ,
Once the laws have been fixed, those who satisfy 
the regulations are rewarded while those who fall 
short of the line are punished. For the exalted 
and noble, punishments are not commuted, and for 
the lowly and base, punishments are not made more 
severe. Where one violates the law, even if he be 
a man of superior character, he must be punished. 
Where one abides by the standards, even if he be 
a man of little worth, he must be deemed innocent.

While the objectivity and impartiality of the law is
a prominent feature of the Fa-chia tradition, the "Chu
Shu" chapter goes one step further in regarding penal
law as the single and exclusive standard to be used by
the government in assessing social conduct. In the above
analysis of the Fa-chia position on penal law, we have
noted that while the concept of law is put forward as
a universal standard, the one conspicuous exception
to this standard is the ruler himself. Ultimately,
as the final arbiter of the law it is within his power
to change government policy and alter the laws. In
the Shang-chtin shu and Han Fei Tzu, law is recommended
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to the ruler as an effective means of subordinating and 
regulating his people, and is a system of political 
control contrived with the express purpose of protecting 
the absolute power of the ruler. By contrast, in the 
following passage we are given the "Chu Shu" chapter's

81raison d 1etre for government and its bureaucracy (9/13a):

-£ £_ %. \ 4} &  f(f "X %; k, ^  S iL ^  ^

1 D <L h  |  ti a, M H i k . f i . H  <  t  %  •ft H  i#<f
The purpose of setting up a bureaucracy in antiquity 
was to prevent the people from being self-indulgent. 
That they enthroned a ruler was to control the bur
eaucracy and prevent it from doing as it pleased.
Law, records, social norms and a code of moral con
duct are to prevent the ruler from arrogating all 
decisions to himself.

While the first portion of this passage is entirely con- 
istent with the Fa-chia tradition, the assertion that 
the laws and social norms have been established to 
contain the powers of the ruler is an important new 
idea advanced in the "Chu Shu" chapter. In this chap
ter, law is elevated to an absolute and exclusive stan
dard which supersedes the will of the ruler. Whereas 
the Fa-chia theorists in all livelihood regarded any 
discussion of the relative authority of law and the 
will of the ruler to be both unnecessary and injudi
cious, the "Chu Shu" chapter states categorically 
that the rule of law is the one and only rule in the 
land. In his role as the custodian of the law empowered 
to carry out its injunctions, the ruler has an explicit 
obligation to conform to the standards which he himself 
enforces (9/l3b):

81Cf. Lfl-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/10b:
A. % it % & *£■. £ & t  *  k- £. 3. f| S. i-to
K b  4S
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M. W  -t. fty fa K  %  -5' Vt~^ &.it K  $ & ik. ts %

ftikKik &. ^  ^  <J ^  K -f-
Therefore, what is in oneself should not be con
demned in others; what is lacking in oneself should 
not be expected in others. That which is establish
ed below should not be abandoned above; that which 
is prohibited for the people should not be prac
ticed by oneself.... Therefore, the ruler in estab
lishing laws first makes himself a model and exam
ple, and thus, his commands are carried out in the 
world.

Given that the authority of the ruler is limited by the 
absolute power of the law, the obvious question arises 
as to the source and trusteeship of the laws. It is 
apparent that whoever controls the laws controls the 
ruler.' This then is another important innovation in 
the "Chu Shu" chapter (9/13b):

Law comes from rightness, rightness from what the 
people find congenial, and what the people find 
congenial is in harmony with the human mind. This 
is the pivotal point of proper order. Thus, one 
who understands the root fully will not be confused 
at the tip, one who sees the pivotal point will not 
be deluded by details. Laws do not drop from the 
heavens nor spring forth from the earth. Arising 
out of human society, they then revert to regulate 
the society itself.

This "Chu Shu" political philosophy does not accept the 
Fa-chia assumption that the rule of law should be ground
ed in the arbitrary dictates of an absolute ruler. Rather, 
the law is conceived of as an exclusive standard of con
duct based upon moral principles which are in turn consis
tent with what is congenial to and accepted by the major
ity of the people. The laws are not impressed on society 
from above, but are generated from within the society to

f  h- ft, W  
2-. fit" A ‘'A | it.



regulate itself. The general human condition takes pre
cedence over the will of the ruler, and the whole image 
of the ideal ruler is transformed from that of a despot 
to a servant of his people dedicated to their benefit 
and responsible for their welfare (9/7a):

ft  ̂j- # i  '■< si; .f <■? k H & & % ̂  ftf P\. l%
•K 1 *  fff H .

For this reason, putting the whole world under his 
bounty instead of bringing his own intelligence into 
play, the ruler follows what the people find bene
ficial. When he makes the least move, the whole 
world gets what it finds advantageous.

Above we have seen fa. associated with li_ ("social norms"
and yjL ("rightness"), and have cited the 9/l3b passage
which asserts that "law comes from rightness". Again,
in the final section of this chapter there are numerous
examples which describe the moral ingredient in penal 

82law. For example (9/2lb):
-ft l  %  ■&. % % h ■'& *> &  k. ft ft t  ft i  ^  %  fK.
Minor officials keep to the law, but the superior 
man regulates rightness. Someone who knows only
about the law but not about rightness is no better
than a minor official, and is not equal to the task 
of governing.

In injecting this concept of fa with a moral aspect, the
"Chu Shu" chapter takes a decided turn in the direction
of Confucian theory which regards penal law as a coer
cive means of enforcing morality to be invoked only 
where and when education and voluntary compliance break 
down.

Because we have some reservations about the final por
tion of this chapter— it is quite possibly a later accre 
tion--we have tried to avoid basing any crucial aspect 
of our analysis on this section of the text. For a dis
cussion of its suspect nature, see Appendix III. Here 
we cite this passage as nothing more than a supporting 
example.
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In summary, we find, that the concept of fa in the 
"Chu Shu" chapter is constructed on a Fa-chia framework. 
We can identify the following elements as having been 
assimilated from the Fa-chia tradition:

1) Law in the hands of the ruler is used as an
83effective tool of political control.

2) Law should function on the principle of prevent
ing man from doing wrong rather than attempting to 
encourage him to do good.

3) Law is enforced by manipulating human likes 
and dislikes.

4) Persons prepared to question and criticize the 
law must be actively discouraged from doing so.

5) The system of laws and its mechanical operation 
is fundamental to the ruler assuming a wu-wei posture.

6) The system of laws takes precedence over the 
ruler in terms of relative importance to the state. 
Whereas the individual qualities of the ruler has only
a limited bearing on the future of the state, the condi
tion of the laws is absolutely crucial.

7) Laws must be strictly enforced.
8) Laws, should their effectiveness become impaired,

can be reformulated to accommodate changing conditions
and circumstances.

9) Laws cannot be interpreted. They stand as an 
objective and impartial standard which must be univer
sal in its application.

There is no contradiction in asserting that the ruler 
uses law to control his subordinates and, at the same 
time, that the ultimate source and authority for law is 
the public will. While the laws must be responsive 
and answerable to the general human condition, on a 
practical level they are still formulated, articulated, 
promulgated and enforced by the ruling power.
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While accepting the above characteristics from ehe Fa- 
chia tradition, the political philosophy presented in 
this chapter introduces some often radical modifica
tions by:

1) making the will of the ruler subordinate to the 
rule of law.

2) asserting that law has been established to contain 
the political authority of the ruler.

3) insisting that the ruler has an obligation to 
abide by the law and be exemplary in his personal 
conduct.

4) transferring the ultimate authority of the law 
from the will of the ruler to what is congenial to and 
acceptable by the people.

5) regarding the formal structure of government as 
being nothing more than a practicable and realistic 
framework in which the ideal of shen hua can be culti
vated and the people can be guided through to a thorough 
and lasting transformation.

These modifications in what superficially appears to 
be a Fa-chia-oriented method of political control go 
much further than simply giving basic Fa-chia precepts 
a new slant. The changes are so basic and essential 
that in the synthesis the Confucian and Taoist contri
butions loom larger than the Fa-chia framework on which 
they are tacked. While the Fa-chia framework gives the 
system structure, the direction, disposition and orienta
tion of the system is altered to serve much less total
itarian and much more humanitarian ends. Penal law is 
downgraded to act as a secondary and very much subor
dinate institution with the main service of providing 
a practical basis for the real work of government— the 
education, elevation and ultimate transformation of 
its people. Penal law has a greenhouse function, 
creating a controlled environment for the purpose of
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nurturing the essential shen hua occupation of government. 
By insisting that these laws have their basis in the uni
versal moral principles which are at the core of tradi
tional Confucianism, the original Fa-chia notion of 
penal law is further altered.' Again, the absolute power 
of the ruler characteristic of Fa-chia doctrine has been 
considerably reduced. In Fa-chia thought, much of the 
ruler's power is derived from the fact that the law is 
the embodiment of his will. The "Chu Shu" ruler, by 
contrast, is deprived of absolute power. Not only is 
the will of the ruler superseded by the will of the 
people as the basis of law, but further the ruler him
self is made answerable to the law. Of even greater 
significance, however, is the assertion that laws were 
originally conceived of as a device for containing the 
arbitrary and discretionary powers of the ruler.

With such fundamental changes in the two most central 
and characteristic features of the Fa-chia political 
philosophy— the role of the law and the role of the 
ruler— the political doctrine of the "Chu Shu" chapter 
relinquishes any pretentions at constituting a Fa-chia 
system of government. As has been our experience in 
analyzing the other important concepts of the "Chu Shu" 
chapter, we find that the concept of fa is fundamentally 
a synthesis of ideas propounded by the pre-Ch'in philo
sophers --a synthesis achieving its own unique contribu
tion in developing a theory of government which has an 
unusual degree of success in tempering high ideals with 
a sensible pragmatism.
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CHAPTER V: LI MIN *'1 &

A. INTRODUCTION

In virtually every chapter in our above analyses of 
important political concepts, we have met one recurring 
theme. Throughout the "Chu Shu" chapter there is a sus
tained attempt to subordinate the interests of the ruler 
to the welfare of the people. This theme, notably the 
converse of traditional Fa-chia doctrine, seems to take 
its mode of expression from the concept being discussed.
In our exploration of the term shih in Chapter I, for 
example, we found that the relationship between the ruler 
and his subordinates has to be described in terms of 
mutual obligations and responsibilities. There is a 
very real emphasis on the notion that the people will 
only exert themselves for a ruler who has their welfare 
at heart. The tempering of this special Fa-chia term 
shih with what we call "ruler-subject reciprocity" is 
one shape of the priority given to the welfare of the 
people.

In our analysis of wu-wei in Chapter II, we un
derlined the "Chu Shu" assertion that the interests of 
the people and the ruler coincide. That is to say, where 
Fa-chia theory discerns an underlying antagonism between 
ruler and subject and identifies a tension between pri
vate and public interests, the "Chu Shu" political phil
osophy insists that in benefiting the people, the ruler 
benefits himself. Again, while the Fa-chia distinction 
between the ruler and minister reflects a constant strug
gle for power and privilege, the "Chu Shu" distinction 
is based on the principle that different things have 
differing and yet equal value. The ruler-dominated re
lationship characteristic of Fa-chia doctrine is supplant
ed by a theory of reciprocity and mutual dependence.
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In Chapter IV dealing with penal law and punishments, 

we discovered that the "Chu Shu" chapter adapts and modi
fies the Fa-chia conception of fa to such an extent 
that it drastically alters the very raison d 1etre of 
penal law. Whereas Fa-chia doctrine recommends penal 
law to the ruler as an effective means of protecting 
his absolute power, the "Chu Shu" chapter insists that 
the rule of law is absolute and that the ruler himself 
is answerable to it. Again, where Fa-chia law reflects 
the arbitrary and discretionary inclinations of the ruler, 
"Chu Shu" political theory describes laws as having been 
generated from within society to regulate itself. Further, 
these laws are regarded as an exclusive standard of con
duct based upon moral principles— moral principles which 
reflect what the society at large regards as congenial 
and acceptable.

We have found that in the political philosophy of 
the "Chu Shu" chapter, these central concepts mesh to
gether and complement each other in rounding out a 
consistent and functional schema of political control.
It is the mechanism of laws and punishments which make 
it possible for the ruler to assume the ideal wu-wei 
attitude. Again, his ability to assume such an atti
tude is in turn correlative to his ability to orches
trate the collective efforts of the people (i.e., to 
vung chung H  } which are expended in each individual 
finding his own niche (i.e. ke te ch1 i yd ).
In the overall system, the "Chu Shu" ruler finds him
self in the position of having to accommodate his gov
ernment to the natural and particular inclinations of 
the people and of being governed himself by what the 
people in general find agreeable.

In preceding chapters of this thesis, attention 
has been drawn to the "Chu Shu" chapter's attempt to 
subordinate the interests of the ruler to the welfare 
of the people. This theme has the prominence and sig-



nificance to the political philosophy as a whole to 
warrant an independent discussion. In this chapter, 
the notion of giving priority to the interests of the 
people can be characterized as li min #'j . Before
exploring the historical background to this concept 
to determine the sources and the orientation of the 
"Chu Shu" chapter's interpretation, it is perhaps 
advisable to first define our terms.

As is the case with many if not most moral precepts, 
virtue is the result of an external and social conform
ity to a given standard of conduct. When "love" for 
example is directed at others, it is an acceptable moral 
precept. When it is turned inwards, however, and di
rected at one's self, it is not only deprived of its 
moral attractiveness, but in fact becomes something 
morally repugnant. The same is true of li *'j - While 
benefiting others is generally regarded as virtuous 
conduct, a preoccupation with benefiting one's self 
is regarded as a path in the opposite direction. It 
would seem to be almost a general principle that the 
injection of "self" into a code of moral precepts has 
the effect of changing good and socially redeeming con
duct to bad and socially abhorrent behaviour.

In its extended meaning of "benefit, to benefit", 
the character It has both a positive meaning and a 
derived pejorative connotation. In its positive sense, 
li frequently occurs as the rhyming antithesis of hai % ,
"harm, to harm", and means to benefit something in a

1profitable and advantageous way. Again, m  its pejor- 

An example of this usage would be Mo Tzu 22/15/1:

m  k . t. n  '-a h  # -f, .1 M  ^  f £- H  /£• k I- I .

Ml tk

The reason for a benevolent man's undertaking an 
affair must be to foster the benefit of the world 
and do away with its ills. This is why he under
takes things.
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ative sense, JLi is frequently contrasted with yi. Jk. : a
dedication to the futherance of private interests as 
opposed to conformity with universal moral principles. 
Although this contrast would seem to have originated 
in the Confucian tradition with such passages as Lun- 
yti 7/4/16:

The superior man understands what is right while 
the inferior man understands what is personally 
profitable.

it spread rapidly to become a characteristic compari
son in early Chinese literature.

In the "Chu Shu" chapter as in most other early
texts, we find JLi applied socially to represent the
positive meaning of "benefit, to benefit" and applied 
personally with the pejorative sense of "self-interest". 
In fact, as we shall see, the "Chu Shu" chapter uses 
this bi-directional characteristic of moral principles 
as flux in fusing the basically Fa-chia notion of mani
pulating the natural human devotion to self-interest 
onto the Confucian-Mohist principle of JLi min— "bene
fiting the people".

B. SZU LI : SELF-INTEREST

In the "Chu Shu" chapter there is the following
assertion (9/16b):

^  ^  iL 1% %  ^  $  fcj fj f 'A A  So &  ' f
£. ^  ft i -f ^  P A  i  ft &  %  %  ^

M k ■
There is not one man in ten thousand who being 
devoted to goodness and deriving pleasure from 
proper conduct will voluntarily abide by laws

At times it is also contrasted with shan 4r . See 
Mencius 53/7A/25. While li *’] and yl Jk do not usually 
constitute a rhyme, Lo Ch'ang-p'ei p. 161 does cite 
one Eastern Han example.



and regulations without being pressed by prohibitions 
and punishments. But if the ruler issues commands 
which brook no disobedience so that those who accord 
with them will benefit while those who defy them will 
bring grief on themselves, before there is time for 
the shadow of the sun to move, everyone will conform 
to the rule of law.

This statement has two significant implications. It im
plies first that man is motivated by personal profit, and 
second that the ruler can use this insight into human 
nature to manipulate the energies of his people and ex
ploit their strength for his own purposes. Such an at
titude can lead to a very close affinity with the Fa-chia 
tradition. The Shang-chtin shu 2/7a pp. 28-9, for example,
arrives at a similar insight into human nature which it

3then turns to political advantage:
k  i  *. k  *  H  k  $  *  K  f  A %  ®  I. >A ■$ S']

t] A % v-.to K II ?r 43.
4The nature of man is such that having measured 

alternative things he takes the longest, having 
weighed them he takes the heaviest, and having 
weighed them up he takes what is personally bene
ficial. Where the perspicacious ruler pays close 
attention to these three, national order can be 
established and the talents of the people can be 
exploited.

Again, the Han Fei Tzu 314:3 follows the Shang-chfln shu 
in recognizing the potential political power to be found 
in manipulating the human propensity for self-interest:

%  ^  'k ?% A  %  & P] ..... ^  i'\ ^  ̂ f ^
The means whereby the sage achieves proper order are 
three. The first is called profit.... Profit is his 
means of winning over the people.

There is a second passage in Han Fei Tzu 167:10 which has
a similar purport:

^ 4' A. f6 L  ^  *'] ^ ^ t* k  A Z-.
You, Sir, do not know how to effect proper government.
Because authority is enough to subjugate others and

3See also Shang-chfln shu 2/4a (pp. 26-8) and 3/4a-b (p. 39)
4Reading #  as +& .
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personal profit is enough to encourage them, one is 
able to govern them properly.

In fact, the central Fa-chia concept of reward and punish-
ment is rooted in the conviction that man can be led by
feeding his instinct for self-interest (Han Fei Tzu 26:15)

8$ j fi'f $) J; t %. - &  &  & . z \ , -ff'J %  *Lj. {*] if
•#'] I f .  ^  1 5  |li t -  if ■*']..if. t  i- i f II. %  K  ft ft f fj if f ]

M  i  It, f'J #f ft Jfc A A Jf i  A.
The means by which the perspicacious ruler guides 
and controls his ministers is simply the "two han
dles". These "two handles" are punishment and 
bounty. What is meant by punishments and bounty? 
Maiming and execution are punishments, while dis
pensations and rewards are bounty. Because those 
who act as ministers fear punishments and penalties 
but are attracted by profit from dispensations and 
rewards, if the ruler keeps the use of punishments 
and bounty in his own hands, the various ministers 
will fear his authority and hasten to receive his 
profits.

This observation is reiterated in Han Fei Tzu 367:2:

1 Sa & f t . \  i. f<f $'J >£■. % f t  f*\ i$. i f  $£, -ff'J H  > (f i f

But the things which the people like and dislike 
are controlled by the ruler. The people like 
personal profit and emoluments but dislike pun
ishments and penalties. Where the ruler manipu
lates the people's likes and dislikes to command 
their strength, there is no reason for him to 
fail in his undertakings.5

While the "Chu Shu" chapter does seem to incorporate this 
basically Fa-chia notion of manipulating man's self-inter
est, it modifies it substantially by asserting that the 
interests of the ruler coincide with those of his people. 
That is to say, in benefiting his people, the ruler is 
benefiting himself. Again, there is a perhaps subtle yet 
significant difference between the Fa-chia device of mani
pulating one self-interest to override another, and the

Although this last phrase appears to be corrupt, this 
would seem to be the meaning.



"Chu Shu" attitude of devising a system whereby it pays 
people to conform to the rule of law. If we take mili
tary conscription as an example to illustrate this dif
ference, Fa-chia theory would anticipate a man's fear 
of being killed on the battlefield and, stemming from 
this fear, an attempt to evade the draft. As a result, 
the Fa-chia theorists would lay down penalties for draft 
evasion so severe and terrible that the individual's con
cern for his immediate well-being and the welfare of
his family would cancel out the more remote fear of being

. . 6  killed on the battlefield. They would thus use one
manifestation of self-interest to defeat another.

The "Chu Shu" position, by comparison, is suspended 
somewhere between Fa-chia and Confucian doctrine. It 
observes that most people operate on the basis of per
sonal incentives rather than moral conviction. If the 
ruler makes it pay for his subjects to conform to the 
law, he will have little opposition in maintaining 
social order. To use the conscription example, the 
"Chu Shu" position would probably be receptive to a 
combination of:

1) incentives for voluntary recruits— officer train
ing, choice of location of service, shorter term of ser
vice .

2) discouragements for conscripts--front line service, 
non-commissioned rank, longer term of service.

3) deterrents for would-be draft evaders— severe 
punishments and social ignominy.

While in Fa-chia theory the accent is unquestionably 
on punishments and coercion, this "Chu Shu" chapter puts 
more store in the notion of incentives and willing com
pliance.

See Shang-chdn shu 4/9a-b (p. 65) for an example of this 
attitude.



In this same portion of the "Chu Shu" chapter, the
ruler is encouraged to use the natural disposition of
man towards his own self-interest as a device for win-

7ning popular support (9/17a):

A H  ^  i. ft i.&1 K L i H  $.«.»& &
* 1' % rA %. f li & fa % A.
If the ruler prevents that which injures the people 
while encouraging that which brings them benefit, his
authority will prevail like the opening of a dike or
the breaking of a dam. Hence, if one goes downstream 
with the current, he will easily get to his destina
tion; if one gallops along with the wind at his back, 
he will easily travel far.

The Fa-chia element in the above passage lies in the pri
macy given to maintaining the ruler's political position 
and authority.

It might be suggested that generally speaking, the 
Fa-chia theorists, ever preoccupied with the ruler's 
interests, show little concern for the welfare of the 
people. This is of course true. But where it is conven
ient or expedient, the Fa-chia thinkers are not adverse0
to benefiting the people. For example, Fa-chia theory

That this section by itself could be construed as des
cribing Confucian theory is borne out by a similar idea 
and metaphor found in Mencius 27/4A/10:

O .  K-%. K  A.ff *  T
* ,  fl l . r t  *  <  #jr ? f  *  ±  ft a #

ty fa $1 A, i. l |  Z- i-c 1 . f<  z. .
Those who lose the people lose their hearts. There 
is a Way of winning the empire: to win over the people 
is to win the empire. There is a Way of winning over 
the people: to win their hearts is to win the people. 
There is a Way of winning their hearts: simply accumu
late that which the people desire on their behalf and 
refrain from giving them what they dislike. The 
people flocking to the benevolent is like water rush
ing downhill or wild animals scampering into the bush. 

For similar passages, see Hsdn Tzu 45/12/32 and 57/15/102.
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puts great store by law and order because law and order 
is regarded as a necessary condition for political stren
gth and stability which is very much in the interests of 
the ruler. The fact that a degree of law and order gen
erally makes life more pleasant for the people is a con
venient coincidence, but certainly cannot be considered 
a primary motivating factor. Thus, where the Fa-chia 
diverges from the mainstream of Chinese political theory 
is in their conception of the purpose of government.
The spirit of the following Shu--chinq 080087 passage 
was accepted by Confucius as the basis of his politi
cal doctrine and transmitted down through the Confucian- 
Mohist traditions:

K  tft ft t. ^  B  if
It is the people who are the root of the state.
Where the root is secure, the state will be at 
peace.

The Fa-chia thinkers, on the other hand, were adamant 
that the purpose of government is for the sole intention 
of serving the ruler's interests. Where benefiting the

8See for example the Han Fei Tzu 72:9:

* \   ̂■%. 4- it 4 L % its iu i, 4 M ^ .
i£ 4 -A. f t  tt 4 $ 41 tf $ iL < -f i- ft f
it. t  f $  'k. 1 * <1 A. ** A <f 4. A * i f ii. i  6 it tL. k
% 1$ it &  1 <- #. ;l z- £, t>t. n  1.1 /f a. b

M II >-A t Jk
It is in fact the sage who examines the realities 
of right and wrong and investigates the basic nature 
of chaos and proper order. Thus, in governing the 
state properly, he rectifies clearly articulated laws 
and implements severe punishments in order to save 
sentient beings from chaos, to rid the world of its 
calamities, to prevent the strong from outraging the 
weak and the many from riding roughshod over the few,
to allow the aged to see out their years and the
young and orphaned to reach maturity, to ensure that 
the borderlands are not invaded, that ruler and min-
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people is conducive to this end, Fa-chia doctrine says 
benefit them, but where the interests of the ruler and 
people are at cross purposes, there is no question that 
the ruler's interests must be served.

Therefore, Section 15 in our translation of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter which discusses JLjL min contains two prin
ciples :

1) the ruler can control the people by manipulating 
their instinct for self-interest.

2) the ruler can consolidate and expand his influ
ence by benefiting the people.
While the first assertion is purely Fa-chia, the second 
can be interpreted as a synthesis between the Fa-chia !s 
preoccupation with the interests of the ruler and the 
Confucian belief that the interests of the ruler and 
those of the people are one and the same. This leads 
us into the next portion of the "Chu Shu" chapter which, 
for the most part, represents an important Confucian- 
Mohist contribution to the political theory.

C. LI MIN #.| : BENEFITING THE PEOPLE

As noted above, the concept that the people are 
the root of the state is a relatively early position 
in the development of Chinese political thought. In
the Shu-ching we find statements such as (080087,

9 10040299, 210279 ):
fp i-. $s a  jf-.

It is the people who are the root of the state.
Where the root is secure, the state will be at
peace.

J l tK K  I f  t»Jj.
Heaven hears and sees as my people hear and see.

ister are intimate, that father and son look out 
for each other, and that all escape the disasters 
of death on the battlefield and capture by the 
enemy. This then is the highest degree of accom
plishment, and yet stupid people do not under-
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K  W  ̂  ^  •
Heaven is sympathetic to the people. What the people 
want. Heaven is certain to pursue.

Again, in the following Tso chu an 165/<13/3& passage, 
the position of ruler is defined in terms of his obliga- 
tions and responsibilities to his people. The welfare 
of the people is unambiguously placed ahead of the per
sonal interests of the ruler:

if < « K £. «*. v\ i *  k & r\ its t. H
|ji\ i L  * H  \  ^  ^  # 4  i  i  ^  ftb ̂ 'j X . ^

i- k ^ 4  % 4  ^ *■ k * ^
^f) |  J{V

< 'A J
Duke Wen of Chu divined about moving to Yi. The 
diviner said: "It will be beneficial for your people, 
but not for you." The Duke said: "If it will bene
fit my people, it is to my benefit. Heaven in giv
ing birth to the people set up a ruler in order to 
benefit them. When the people are benefited,. I 
will certainly share in it." His advisors said:
"Your life could be prolonged— why not forget it?"
The Duke replied: "My life lies in nurturing my
people; whether I die sooner or later is only a 
matter of time. If the people will benefit, we 
move. Nothing could be more propitious." They 
thereupon moved to Yi, and in the fifth month,
Duke Wen of Chu died. The superior man comments:
"He knew his duty."

This traditional concept that the people are the root 
of government was absorbed into the Confucian doctrine 
at its inception to become the foundation of its poli
tical philosophy. Following from an acknowledgement 
of this basic principle, the Confucians insist that

stand it as such, and regard it as tyranny.
See also Shang-chfln shu l/12a-b (pp. 17-18), 2/lla (p. 33).

^A similar passage is cited in Mencius 36/5A/5. When jux
taposed with the concept of t 1ien ming ' this statement
means that the king's rule is in fact a mandate from his 
people.



government must function for the sake of its people# and 
that the power and stability of the ruler is directly 
linked to the degree of his success in advancing the 
people's interests. This Confucian emphasis on the 
welfare and primary importance of the people is demon
strable by a quick survey of their representative texts. 
bun-yd 41/20/2:^

i &. © K  *'] &  M  ^  fa fu ^  ^
The Master said: Promoting that which the people 
find to their advantage— is this not being bounti
ful at no cost to oneself?

12Mencius 31/4B/16:

%■%*>■ l[Sk < ■ % .  f  A i t  jfc. ^ 4  % k  a . . & < 1 ; Si
R  ̂  T A  ft, & $ %  _ fa Z 7j) ifL,

Mencius said: There has never been a man who suc
ceeded at subjugating others with his goodness.
Only in using this goodness for the welfare of 
others is one able to subjugate the empire. There 
has never been a True King without the empire's 
sincere allegiance.

Hsdn Tzu 2 6/9/21: ̂

#  <?. 4  -f ^  i  jfl % k. i  v\ 1 4-. f r i -  I f
k -% k  k.

Tradition has it: "The ruler is the boat, the com
mon people are the water. While the water can sup
port the boat# it can also capsize it." This is 
what it means. Therefore# if the superior man 
wants security# nothing is better than being equi
table in his government and loving his people.

Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 4/7a:
i.  K ■% $, K ? i K

Among great acts of rightness# none is greater than 
benefiting others# and in benefiting others# nothing 
is greater than instructing them.

10Cf. Tso chuan 3 34/31/4#- and 339/ 1/2 #■ # and Kuo-yd
1679 and 11638.

■^See also Lun-yd 23/12/7.

■^See also Mencius 19/3A/4 and 27/4A/10.
1 OSee a similar passage in Hsdn Tzu 107/31/30,



A popular Confucian metaphor for the relationship be
tween the ruler and his people is that of parent and 
child, the welfare of the child being the parents'

14most vital responsibility and concern (Ta~hsdeh 10):
•ft *• $  f, $ *. k, SL . ii.

pc 11 t, i
15The Shih-chmg says: "How happy is this ruler,

the father and mother of his people." That which 
the people like, he likes; that which they dis
like, he dislikes— this is what is meant by a 
father and mother to the people.

While the notion of government for the people is cer
tainly a feature of the pre-Ch'in Confucian tradition, 
it was by no means their exclusive property. Early on 
it was absorbed and elaborated upon by the Mohists,
again becoming the central principle of their political

16thought (Mo Tzu 11/9/53):

-kl'l I  \  h f y K \ \  &  i  A 1 *  fi K  n  * t
^  ^  A. K tf X  % % ‘t'.&.X % f  K  f

to '! M l  ̂  *"] i. f %  k  *-A # ■% < # & 1
M  $i X. i .  *. %■ 't *  h K h  .v-k'k X K  #.
Who would you name as persons who, while being 
wealthy and occupying high position, received 
rewards for being superior in character? I would 
say that the sage-kings of the Three Dynasties in 
ancient times--Yao, Shun, Yd, Wen and Wu--were such 
men. What did they do to receive the rewards? In 
governing the empire, they loved the people without 
distinction, further benefited them, and finally 
led the people of the empire in esteeming and ex
alting Heaven and serving the spirits. Because 
they loved and benefited the people, Heaven and 
the spirits rewarded them, enthroning them as the 
Son of Heaven and making them father and mother to 
the people.

14See also Mencius 12/2A/5, Hsdn Tzu 65/18/22 and 75/19/109, 
Ta-h'sdeh 9.
15Ode 172.

16See also Mo Tzu 12/9/66, 22/15/1, 33/19/62, 53/31/107, 
62/37/44.
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In the several centuries from Confucius down to the 
Western.Han, Confucian thought underwent a process of 
doctrinal development. This development has left sem
inal Confucian ideas and Han Confucian ideas so radi
cally and essentially distinct that some scholars have 
refused to call early Han thinkers "Confucian" at all. 
Nonetheless, perhaps one important thread of continuity 
is the concept of government for the people. Among 
Western Han Confucians, Chia Yi can almost be taken as 
typical in his emphasis on the ruler's obligation to 
govern for the benefit of the people (Chia t'ai-fu hsin- 
shu 9/ "f 43a) :

ffl i_ ?*■ m ^  ID y-l ^  fa 1. L. ̂  h
&  K  ®  ^  K % i  4  K  !k <■$-. t  »x K % - f  I t .

i f  K  1
I have heard that with respect to government, the 
people are the root of everything. They are the 
root of the state, the ruler and the officialdom. 
Thus, whether the state is stable or unstable 
depends on the people; whether the ruler is held 
in awe or viewed with contempt depends on the 
people; whether the officials are noble or base 
depends on the people. This is what is meant by
the people being the root of everything.

Again, in the same text {9/'%> 48b):
K  * K  ®  ^  ^  ^

Therefore, the people are that on which the state 
stands and the root of the various nobles. They 
cannot be treated lightly.

This entire "Ta Cheng" chapter of the Hsin-shu is de
voted to the thesis that the people are the root ( ,  
the destiny (^p), and the strength (/J ) of the nation. 

Tung Chung-shu defines the position of ruler in
terms of his ability to win over and retain the sup-

17port of the people (5/la and 7/14a):

For further discussion of Tung Chung-shu see Hsti Fu- 
kuan’s Liang-Han ssu-hsiang shih II. The first passage 
here can be used to illustrate what we would suspect to
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-f- K, i- W  &  % ■% H  I  i l l  Hi <L %  k, H 
ff &. f i  #f-I .#. ik -f.
A King {&■ ) is one who the people flock to (tt ) ; 
a ruler (% ) is one who does not lose the masses 
(-383f ) . Therefore, one who can make the myriad people 
flock to him and can gain the support of the masses 
is without equal in the world.

Moreover, where Heaven's giving birth to the people 
is not for the sake of the king, its enthroning the 
king is for the sake of the people. Therefore, 
Heaven will employ one whose virtue is sufficient 
to make the people peaceful and happy, but will dis
miss one whose wickedness is sufficient to cause 
them injury.
In the Huai Nan Tzu itself, the concept of 1JL min

can be found in every corner of the text, and is unques-
18tionably one of its main themes (2/12b and 13/3a):

$  'JL ̂  it ^ f ^  ft, /u $  %

%'\ &  Z- # 1 t  f ZL .ci. t  ^  A. I $  Jr fl

In antiquity during an era of the highest virtue, 
the merchants were contented with their shops, the 
farmers were pleased with their occupation, the 
ministers were comfortable in their offices and 
the recluses cultivated their tap. At this time, 
the winds and rains did not cause damage and des
truction, the grasses and* trees did not die pre
maturely, the nine ceremonial vessels were heavy, 
pearls and jade were lustrous, the Lo river gave

be a strong Hsdn Tzu influence on Tung Chung-shu. Com
pare, for example, the following passages in Hsdn Tzu 
29/9/75: and in 46/12/43: & <*l 0.
18For passages with a similar theme, see also 7/7b,
10/9b, 15/4a and 19/2a.

•£ f  % ft £. tf. I ft#, if.%
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forth the Tan-shu and the Yellow river produced 
the Ld-t1u . Therefore Ksd Yu, Fang Hui, Shan Chuan 
and P'ei Yi each attained the tao. How was this?
It was because the ruler of the age was of a mind 
to benefit the empire, and hence the people were 
able to enjoy themselves each in his own way.

■A ®  A &  *■' ^  k  H  k

h- 'f- -A $. k $  ?■ 41$
The administering of a nation has its constants, and 
takes benefiting the people as its root. Political 
instruction has its permanent aspects, and takes obe 
dience to command as its most crucial. If something 
is beneficial to the people, it need not be in imi
tation of the ancients; if it is everywhere commensu 
rate with affairs, it need not follow old ways.

The "Chu Shu" chapter is certainly no exception— as we 
have noted above, the notion of JLi min in the sense of 
giving primary consideration to the welfare and inter
ests of the people is an aspect of almost every major 
concept in this chapter's political thought. Where 
li min is only an implication of the other main concepts 
in the political system and receives only incidental 
treatment in those portions of the chapter having a
different focus, Section 16 is given over wholly to
a discussion of this one theme, culminating in the 
following description of the former kings (9/19a-b):

r /it Hr ff. | a  ;fj k .-f #  <£ 1% t
k\ II I I  *  t  « i. t .  L  ^  -c |'J % %  <$ I ,
^  4  x© m  5. f t  -  f  i  -K to in | f  f  ^  %
? %. I' kj. -f ak.i'l Z- ^  ■

The former kings in making preparations in accord
ance with the proper time, enriching the country 
and benefiting the people, in settling unpopulated 
areas and attracting those from a distance, showed 
that in their Way nothing was left out. It is not 
that they as the heart could be the eyes and feet 
in seeing and carrying things out. But so long as 
the heart never loses sight of wanting to benefit 
the other organs, those organs will fulfil their 
functions of their own accord. The heart in its
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relationship to the nine orifices and the four appen
dages is not able to do the job of any one of them, 
and yet in moving, listening and looking all depend 
on it for direction. This is because it never loses 
sight of wanting to benefit them.

The attitude of ljL min described here is a lofty ideal, 
but what are the practical measures necessary to realize 
this ideal? The first consideration must be the econ
omic health of the people. This consideration begins

19with frugality as standard government policy (9/10b):
K. % A .  * ' A  ^  \ b k  ^  " f  ■

The Way of the ruler is to cultivate his person by 
dwelling in quietude and to lead his subjects with 
frugality and moderation.

Since extravagance on the part of the ruler is always a
direct drain on the energies and resources of the people,

20it encourages social dissatisfaction and unrest (9/10b):

it^  ^  ^  A  %  A  %  A  1. \
1% & *  af k* ^  H f  % f  St A  k  fS
% % ^ ^  k. a. * v&. If -f.

%  f a  A  £. I-| IX $K k  #  k .

Therefore, if the ruler has a penchant for predatory 
birds and ferocious animals, rare and exotic things, 
and is crafty, nervous, anxious and disorderly, if 
he is not sparing with the efforts of his people, 
enjoys horses and hunting and takes to the field at 
whatever time he pleases, then the duties of his

The Confucian texts also extol moderation. For ex
ample, the Lun-yd 1/1/5:

5" A  t fa $ fa A.. A  K  *A sf.
The Master said: In governing a thousand chariot 
state, the ruler must be earnest in his affairs 
and have the confidence of the people. He must 
be frugal in expenditures and love his people, 
and must conscript the people only at the appro
priate times.

See also Lun-yd 23/12/9, Mencius 19/3A/3 and 52/7A/23. 
Frugality is of course a central tenet of the Mohist 
doctrine— the "Chieh Yung" chapter is devoted to this 
one theme. Again, the condemnation of music and elab
orate funerals is primarily based on this principle of 
governmental thrift.



bureaucracy are thrown into disorder and herd work 
will mean less wealth, the people will be miserable 
and distressed, and their means of livelihood will 
not be kept in proper order- Where the ruler is 
fond of high pavillions, deep ponds, sculptured and 
engraved ornamentation, beautifully colourful pat
terns, fine linen and embroidery, precious stones 
and jewels, then his taxes will be exorbitant and 
the energies of the common people will be utterly 
spent.

Poverty and deprivation among the people and an extrava
gant court are certain signs of bad government and im-

21pending political decline (9/lla):

&  I1] ^  a  - 0 t k  f 'I. k  ^  m  ̂  t  **
Ji vA k' t ^  f ^  j % A I  33/&&C

I! ft/i A  L  A  | H  U  ^  4- ik & . &  JL A  it ft /k
If, f &  f A  &  % % K  * &  ^  ^  ^ ^  A

I I * 4  £
When the age is in decline, however, it is different. 
The ruler, once having gained the wealth of possess
ing the empire and having occupied the purchase atten
dant upon his position, will then exhaust the energies 
of the common people in catering to his own desires. 
His mind is wholly preoccupied with buildings, pavil
lions, ponds, gardens, ferocious animals, precious 
stones and exotic objects. Consequently, the poor 
people do not even have dregs and chaff to eat and 
yet the tigers, wolves and bear fill themselves on 
the various kinds of meat; the common people are 
sparsely clothed in coarse rags^ and yet palaces 
and halls are draped with silk and embroidery. The 
ruler gives priority to these kinds of enterprises 
which serve no useful purpose, and the people of the 
empire become haggard and gaunt. Thus it is that he 
causes the empire to become discontented with its way 
of life.

Cf. Mencius 2/1A/4 to this 9/10b and the following 9/lla 
passage. King Hui of Liang is condemned for his thought
less extravagance— "allowing animals to devour men." The 
ruler can only enjoy his luxury when it is willingly spon
sored by his people (Mencius 1/1A/2).

“̂ See also 9/2a.

Emending this phrase to read: M 3-#-'.
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Because of the ideal ruler’s concern for the welfare of 
his people, his reign, far from being the acme of per
sonal luxury and comfort, is a time of singular hard
ship and sacrifice (9/10b-lla):

It i- % K f A .  i\ f % K 1 1 ,  im &  ̂  i
k% n it. ik >i W. f.$ - &  1 1  ^ I  fr&  *-<].■& "A
i. ^  *> i-. 1  4  f  1 . 1  #  *  grf ̂  &  f  i .  &

$  ?> <&. K-k  ̂ it-'ifc f ^ l i  <r ̂  f. ®  *
I f  &  ̂  k. f -So *A & te ifĵ  ̂  *'] .1. if

•$. &• f&lf. ̂  f *  i| i  b.i&tf a  to tittle.
In accepting the empire it was not that Yao coveted 
possession of the world or coveted the ease of being 
ruler. Seeing that the common people struggled among 
themselves, the strong dominating the weak and the 
many oppressing the few, Yao then personally comport
ed himself in accordance with moderation and frugal
ity, and elucidating the virtue of mutual love, he 
brought the people together in harmony. Therefore, 
the roofing thatch was not trimmed, the rafters 
were not cut and finished, the ruler's carriage was 
not ornamented, mats were not hemmed, pottage was 
not seasoned, and grain was not polished, going on 
his progression and spreading his guidance, he lab
oured assiduously in the empire and travelled to 
each of the five sacred peaks. Surely the lifestyle 
of the emperor could not bring anything but enjoy
ment and yet he took the whole empire for the sake 
of the empire and not because he derived any personal 
benefit from it. When he became old and weary and 
abdicated in favour of Shun, it was just like step
ping back and kicking off his sandals.

On the negative side, the ruler can find no relish in
the luxuries available to his office if his people are

23deprived of a reasonable existence (9/17a-b):

23Cf. Shuo ydan 20/5a which contains a passage attributed 
to Mo Tzu which may have come from the missing "Chieh 
Yung" chapter:

ft /Is <p ’f 4i S  fl £  tk. 4  A. h  ■>£ n  &
k  *' $. A 1  I. <5 V L . l t t a  ik <. «. % ^  L
Therefore, in food we must make sure that everyone 
has sufficient before worrying about delicacies; in 
clothing we must make sure that everyone is warm



%ik h  Mi t i  k  i t  1AA *  A  M  ^  4  ^  ft.

$■%.(%* %  & Jts|-r \ b A  f k . ^ J i  k, f\ t  f
i% tk v ft. I'] j 4  < < f . J  fl %. ff &  I A  tfK.

4  #.?f ,1- #,'4 M
It is not that high pavillions and storied buildings 
connecting halls and towers are not magnificent. But 
where his people do not even have caves or thatched 
huts in which to find shelter, a perspicacious ruler 
does not enjoy them. It is not that fat meats, rich 
wines, sweetmeats and delicacies are not delicious. 
But where his people do not even have dregs or bare 
staples to put into their mouths, the perspicacious 
ruler finds no relish in them. It is not that a 
peaceful bed and soft matting are not agreeable.
But where his people are dwelling in the remotest 
frontier settlements, brave every kind of peril, and 
finally perish with their bones bleaching in the sun, 
the perspicacious ruler finds no comfort in them.

The ruler comports himself in a manner consistent with 
the conditions prevailing among his people, only initi
ating pleasurable leisure activities when times are 

24good (9/l7b):

before worrying about fashion? in shelter we must 
make sure that everyone is comfortable before 
worrying about pleasure. What can be regarded as 
the important principle of conduct here is that 
the essentials must take priority over luxuries.

24Cf. Mencius 5/1B/1:

#  Ik £  f  i ! . /5s £  0  fa fU t it f{\ £  /If fa L- ^
i--f. %  k  f  $  i t  a  $ #.4 * i -  &  4 k i  a  ^  <  fi  *

k  k ^ 4L. t  % 4- 4 Ik.... i , <*.. ̂  ^  it
$ 4 . * *  w  fll f to ti r  f  H &  <-4.

&  % k  I #  i  f t  Jk  & &  k  M. <’i ^  H  ̂  #,
■*£. &  (t-.M $■ *1 * k.

Let me explain to you about pleasure. Now say that 
Your Majesty had a musical performance here. If the 
common people on hearing the sound of your bells and
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« .  $ i- 4  X  %. 1  ^  fc, aS-. ®  I  ^ 4 .  ^  ^  t  4 .  k  f®
Hthk VL.1t * $ < . % &  t

~f ■ (v\ f^7 £ . .  $ §  &  "Jc .
Therefore, the ruler of antiquity was concerned about 
the hardships of his people to the extent that if there 
were starving people in his state, at each meal he 
would have only one single dish, and if there were 
freezing people, in winter he would not attire himself 
in fur garments. Only when the harvest was good and 
the people had plenty would he then set up the bells 
and drums and display the shields and axes, and with 
ruler and subject, superior and subordinate all with 
one mind enjoying these, there will be no one left 
out in the whole state.

drums and the tune of your pipes and flutes, with 
aching hearts and furrowed brows, all said to each 
other: "Since our king is fond of music, how can 
he push us into these dire straits? Fathers and 
sons do not see each other? brothers, wives and 
children are separated and scattered."...This is 
precisely because you do not share your pleasure 
with the people.

Now say again that Your Majesty had a musical per
formance here. If the common people on hearing the 
sound of your bells and drums and the tune of your 
pipes and flutes, with bright eyes and happy faces, 
all said to each other: "Our king must be free of 
illness, or how could he have a musical performance?" 
...This is precisely because you share your pleasure 
with the people.

Now were Your Majesty to share your pleasure with 
your people, you would be a True King.

To appreciate this passage, the reader should be aware 
of the homographic relationship between "pleasure (#!)" 
and "music (3§£)". Also, one does well to bear in mind 
the traditional Chinese understanding of the virtue of 
music. Music was seen as more than entertainment. It 
was regarded as an effective means of syncronizing, har
monizing and reconciling the various social relationships. 
Its function was to bring together. In this passage from 
the Mencius, the notion of the ruler enjoying music while 
the families of his people are being separated and scat
tered does more than spotlight the ruler's lack of con-
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Not only should the ruler's leisure activities reflect
the conditions prevalent among his people, but more
important, the taxes levied to support these leisure
activities should be commensurate with the economic

25capabilities of his subjects '(9/17a) :

i  U  0  Pa A . ' /  b%\ b. 'R .- f k. f |  -Ifc to 4L f l  H k

t i t s  M l
The ruler in levying his taxes on the people must 
first calculate the yearly income, assess the ac
cumulated stores of the people, and know the extent 
of surplus or shortage in the yearly harvest before 
exacting enough to cover his carriages, clothing 
and food, and to satisfy his desires,

cern for his people. It underscores his inability to 
grasp the essential purpose of music. See also Mencius 
1 /1 A /2 .

25This same concern over an equitable system of taxation 
which will take into account the condition of the har
vest is an important theme in the Mencius (18/3A/3):

f ^  £. k  ik M. %  ^  $•> \  -f %  -ft Is i- f ^
4  fy.$. JLif it ’) r  &  -i' %i %■. I;) %
j. # &  $ l.j'J ^  k  B. %. f a k*, (t R, 0  0  5s K
k  fv. f "A k: & k. S A  i t  f  & ft & #  If f  :A
£  *  £ fy % •k. 4
Lung Tzu said: "In administering the land, nothing 
is better than the chu {M ) system and nothing is 
worse than the kung (K ) system." The kung system 
is calculating the average yield over a period of 
several years as the basis of a set tax. In a bum
per year when the fields are full of grain and a 
considerable amount could be exacted without being 
considered oppressive, the government only takes a 
little. In a bad year when there is not even enough 
to fertilize the fields, they insist on the full 
measure. If the one who should be a father and 
mother to his people makes them scowl with anger 
because after having toiled bitterly for a full 
year they cannot get enough to care for their 
parents, and have to go out and borrow in order 
to make up the difference, if he causes the old



On the positive side, the ruler derives pleasure from
the prosperity of his people. Thus, he does everything
in his power to encourage economic strength and vital-

2 6ity in his domain. This of course begins with an
27attitude of personal moderation (9/l8a):

K  % J; 1R  ̂  1 ft I /4s % I'] £< /I ^  ^
t$  $IL k. i  k .

Thus, when a benevolent and perspicacious ruler is 
moderate in his taxes and his own expenses, his
people will enjoy the bounty of the heavens and
the earth and not suffer the miseries of hunger 
and cold.

He employs the people wisely and instructs them in the 
most effective way of exploiting their resources (9/18b)

fc, t  i. ^  v l
/?• X $ K  «#. f -f -l̂  1 4  <f ^ #. 1 4-
■fi. it fc, &  i $. ^  nf ^  ifi #  4  ® ik n  k- fa. it- f t  b

X 1k § A ;k J<f &. »<. % .
Food is the foundation of the people, people are the 
foundation of the state and the state is the founda
tion of the ruler. Thus, the ruler takes advantage 
of the appropriate times, makes full use of the 
earth's plenty and deploys human effort wisely. As 
a result all living things reach maturity and the 
five grains thrive. He teaches the people to raise

and young to be left abandoned in the gutters, how 
can he be said to be a father and mother to his 
people?

See also Mencius 12/2A/5.
26Cf. Lun-yd 25/13/9:

$T % ft#- k. < tf ^
Jan Yu said: "When the people are numerous, what 
else can be done for them?" The Master replied: 
"Make them prosperous."

See also Mencius 2/1A/7, 6/1B/4 and 52/7A/23.
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the six domestic animals, to plant trees at the pro
per times, to labour diligently in the cultivation 
of the fields and to plant mulberry bushes and hemp 
widely, to use each kind of terrain and quality of 
soil to its best advantage so that on hills and slopes 
which will not produce the five grains they grow 
bamboo and wood. In the spring he teaches them to 
prune out what is rotten and dry, in summer to gather 
the fruit and berries, in autumn to lay in the vege
tables and grains and in winter to cut and gather 
firewood. This then becomes the basis of the people's 
livelihood.

While encouraging his people to take full advantage of 
earth's bounty, the ruler lays down a programme of sen
sible and almost modern conservation of the environmentO Q
(9/l8b~19a) :

R  t' ^  ̂  R  /f| -K., 3" 'S* v*£. &

C l *  I } * \\ ^  ft
i f  f. ft *  i f  R  |  R  *  &  *  $  k  *

t\L I k  ^  ^  |  ;|| ^
^  ^  ^  i f  K  A  ^  ^  1 R  \  R  -jJ | c  H .

$f- iR If $  >■$- ̂ I f  ^  ^  ^ ^  R  4l

27Cf. Mencius 19/3A/3:
C  R  ^  L ̂  • K  "R R, 7§ ft'J.
Therefore a ruler of superior character must be 
respectful and frugal, gentile and modest, and 
must take from his people only within limits.

28 , ,This attitude of conservation is reminiscent of 
Mencius l/lA/3:

i  ki %  i  ?r a  k  f  ^  -X; |  '1 ?- *r #  $-
/£. r i-a it \  i  3* ?' 3 ffr
/b Af k  ̂  fT 01- it C  /&• #  -fl &  til *L>. ̂  jr -f. fc $, fit
$ l i f t  A
If you do not interrupt the important agricultur
al periods, grain will be more than can be eaten.
If fine nets are prohibited from fish pools and 
ponds, fish and turtles will be more than can be
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In hunting, the laws of the former kings did not 
permit the extermination of the whole herd or flock 
or the trapping of the young. They did not allow 
the draining off of the ponds to fish, the burning 
down of woods to hunt, the spreading out of nets in 
the wild prior to the autumn's wild dog sacrifice, 
the spreading out of nets in the water prior to the 
spring's otter sacrifice, the spreading out of bird- 
nets in valleys and river gorges before the autumn 
falconry, the logging of hill forests before the 
autumn shedding of leaves, the burning off of fields 
before the hibernating of the insects. They did not 
allow the killing of pregnant animals, the collecting 
of fledglings and bird eggs, the taking of fish less 
than a foot in length, or the consumption of piglets 
less than a year old.

Thus, that grasses and trees billowed forth like 
rising steam, that birds and animals rushed to his 
domain like a flowing spring, and that birds of 
the air swarmed to him like clouds of smoke was 
because he has that which attracts them.
In our analysis of this concept of li min, we have 

found that the position taken in the "Chu Shu" chapter 
is for the most part consistent with the pre-Ch'in 
Confucian texts. What is of particular interest is 
the degree to which this concern for the general human 
condition is a feature representative of Western Han 
Confucianism. Not only is the concept of government 
for the people one of the strongest themes in the Huai 
Nan Tzu anthology, but further it is the first princi
ple in the political philosophies of other early Han 
thinkers--notably, Chia Yi and Tung Chung-shu.

With respect to JLi min, we have been able to iden
tify a relatively minor Fa-chia contribution in the 
notion of controlling the people by manipulating the

eaten. If hatchets and axes are only permitted in 
the hill forests at given seasons, there will be 
more lumber than can be used. If the grains, fish 
and turtles are more than can be eaten and the lum
ber is more than can be used, the people can care 
for the living and bury the dead without remorse.
And caring for the living and burying the dead with
out remorse is the beginning of the Kingly Way.



human preoccupation with self-interest. This element is 
not really consistent with this chapter's general state
ment on government for the people, and its insertion here 
would seem to have been prompted by ambiguities arising 
when an otherwise viable moral precept is made reflexive. 
This Fa-chia thesis of manipulating self-interest having 
been formulated, it is immediately tempered by the Con
fucian proposition that in fact the interests of the 
people and their ruler coincide, so that any governmental 
concession to the interests of the people acts to re-en
force the strength and stability of the government itself.

This concept of Li min is overwhelmingly Confucian in 
its orientation, and without question represents the most 
important Confucian contribution to the political system 
propounded in the "Chu Shu" chapter. On one level, this 
concept is isolated and discussed as an independent idea, 
but at a lower and more profound depth, the notion of 
government for the people constitutes the underlying and 
unifying spirit of the entire philosophy.
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CHAPTER VI: PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

A. INTRODUCTION

In this section we will examine the "Chu Shu" chap
ter's conception of history. In attempting to analyze 
the political philosophy propounded in the "Chu Shu" 
chapter, it is of some importance to determine exactly 
how its author saw himself and his era in the historical 
continuum. While we in the Western world of technolog
ical innovation are very much predisposed towards a 
linear and evolutionary conception of history and accept 
the "progress" and ascent of man as almost axiomatic, in 
pre-Ch'in and early imperial China we find history inter
preted and explained in several different ways. In order 
to place the "Chu Shu" interpretation in some context of 
source and orientation, it will first be necessary to 
outline these several interpretations of history and 
identify their salient features.

In the early development of Chinese thought, it is 
generally agreed that the primary concern was with social 
and political ideas. Metaphysics, for example, more 
often than not is best understood as an extension of 
and perhaps sanction for a particular explanation of 
man in relation to his society. In much the same way, 
we find that the conceptions of history sponsored by 
the various schools of thought are tailored to comple
ment and support their respective human philosophies. 
Again, because the three most important schools of 
thought are so radically divergent in their attitudes 
toward man and hi.s society, it follows that rhey would 
construe history in correspondingly different ways. As 
we shall see, this is indeed the case.
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B. THE CONFUCIAN CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

Our project in this section is to determine how 
representative figures in each of the three main 
philosophical traditions construed historical change—  
did they believe that human society 1) had developed 
and progressed with the passage of time, 2) had cer
tainly changed, but had neither improved nor regressed, 
or 3) had descended and degenerated from some earlier • 
ideal? As we have observed in our discussion above, 
when attempting to contrast the main characteristics 
and attitudes of the early Chinese philosophies, ulti
mately and invariably we are returned to their dispar
ate interpretations of human nature. In this respect, 
their conceptions of history are no exception.

Given the Chinese emphasis on human problems, it is 
not surprising that the primary criterion for evaluating 
the configurations of history is the degree to which a 
given era was conducive to the cultivation and realization 
of their respective human ideals. As our representative 
of the Confucian tradition, Confucius believes that uni
versal and unchanging moral principles pervading the 
cosmos extend to man as a vital component of his natural 
endowment. It is the recognition of these principles, 
their cultivation in the individual and their extension 
to the social and political orders which enables man to 
participate in an essentially moral universe— this then 
is the "Way” of man. The process of attaining this Way 
in government and society must begin at the top with the 
self-realization of the ruler. That is, Confucius advan
ces a notion of education through example which is closely 
tied to his belief in the efficacy of the ruler's te ^ .
It is because of the ruler's pivotal and essential posi
tion in the chain of influence that Confucius as a trus
tee of the Way directs his efforts at winning over the
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ruler as a convert to the notion of administration by a 
morally enlightened government. However, because the 
powers-to-be were recalcitrant and the times were set 
against the realization of the Way, Confucius and small 
pockets of like-minded individuals, denied the arena of 
government service, took it as their life's work to cul
tivate themselves and transmit their moral principles to 
succeeding generations. While succeeding generations may 
have found the times more or less conducive to the embodi
ment of these universal moral principles in their respec
tive governments, the essential principles are themselves 
as perennial as life itself. That is to say, these prin
ciples are one unchanging factor in the ever-changing sands 
of history.

As a second constant factor, it would appear that Con
fucius believed that all men are by nature and innate qual- 

1ities similar, and that their disparity is a matter of 
training and instruction. Since the natural endowment of 
the individual is reasonably consistent, it follows that 
in each succeeding generation he has the capacity and pos
sibility of realizing the Way in his social relationships 
and government. And yet, in the Lun-yd we see that some
historical periods are accredited with having attained 

2the Way while recent times, for example, are viewed as 
falling far short of this ideal. The Lun-yd conveys the 
general impression of a positive and upward trend in the 
development of human society from ancient times until 
the early Chou peak. Prom early Chou times, however, 
man has been steadily losing ground. Since the natural 
capacity of the individual to realize the Way is con
stant and the universal moral principles remain essen
tially unchanged, what have been the variables which 
have determined his degrees of success or failure in

1See Lun-yd 32/15/39 and 36/17/2. Cf. Hsdn Tzu 8/3/36.

2See Lun-yd 5/3/14, 15/8/18, 19, 20 and 22.
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past ages? For Confucius, one of the most significant
3variables is "culture" — the changing mould into which 

the unchanging moral principles are poured and find their 
expression. It is the effectiveness of the human insti
tutions and the values which they embody which ultimately 
determines the degree to which a given era is responsive 
to the growth and realization of the Way.

Yao and Shun realized the Way in their governments 
as did the early Chou rulers, and yet Confucius looks 
to Wen, Wu and the Duke of Chou as his primary exemplars. 
The potential for the realization of the human moral na
ture is a constant factor in the course of history— it was 
there in high antiquity and is still here in the present 
day. Why then does Confucius favour Chou over the anti
quity of Yao and Shun? The answer again lies with "cul
ture".

Because Confucius is convinced that the sage-rulers 
had cultivated and realized the Way in their personal 
conduct and in their stewardship of the empire, and 
had captured and articulated the Way in their teachings
and cultural contributions, he treats their words as

4 n 5scripture and their culture as a sacred trust. It
is in this respect that he asserts his love for the
past6 and denies any personal contribution to the cul-

7tural tradition which he inherited and passed on. He 
sees ancient culture as a creative embodiment and insti
tutionalization of the universal moral principles which 
has and can still provide a formal guide for the devel-

3We use the word "culture" in its broadest and most gen
eral sense, indicating the sum total of social institu
tions, customs and values created by man to regulate and 
refine his inter-personal relationships. It is his for
mal expression— in social manners, music, literature, 
art, etc.--of a system of principles and values which 
in total distinguish civilized man from his primitive 
antecedents.

^See Lun-yd 34/16/8.
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opraent and fulfilment, of the self (Lun-yd 14/8/8) :

The Master said: Man is inspired by poetry, takes 
his stand on social norms and is rounded off by 
music.

It is for this reason that we find a recurring empha
sis on "learning )" in the Confucian texts— an emu
lation of the ancients' exemplary model. Also, bound 
up with this notion of learning there is a respect for

g
reputation and achievement. At the same time, however, 
Confucius was not so impractical as to suggest that con
temporary man should attempt to reconstitute the ancient 
way of life in modern times. In fact, he specifically 
rejects this attitude in Chung-yung 28:

•3* ^ £ ^ ; j
i>t /IT, 4
The Master said: To be stupid yet fond of relying 
on oneself, to be in a low position yet fond of 
exercising authority, to be born into the modern 
era yet attempt to return to ancient ways— a person 
like this will suffer disaster in his own lifetime.

Rather, Confucius sees civilization as an accumulation 
of culture, planted in the past and groomed through time 
to the present day. Although Yao and Shun can be extol
led for having realized the Way, the scant remnents of 
their culture are insufficient to serve as a foundation 
on which to base modern life. Where a detailed and ade
quate record of some aspects of this culture have been 
preserved— the Shao dances of Shun, for example— Confu
cius is certainly not adverse to making full use of them. 
Again, even the Hsia and Shang cultures can not be recov
ered because of a lack of preserved documentation and in
formation concerning the customs. The Chou culture, on

5See ibid. 5/3/24, 13/7/23, 16/9/9 and 29/14/35.

6See ibid. 13/7/20.

"^See ibid. 11/7/1.

8See ibid. 15/8/19, 35/17/5 and 41/20/1.
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the other hand# is not only safeguarded in Confucius' own 
11state of Lu, but further, coming after the Hsia and 

Shang, it had the benefit of absorbi.ng what was of abiding 
value from these two earlier traditions (Lun-yd 5/3/14):

h ■ M It ^  - K.foM -f ft *$kA- i t  (fj.
The Master said: The Chou surveys the two preceding 
dynasties. How resplendent is the culture I My 
choice is with the Chou.

Perhaps the most fundamental precept in Confucius' philo
sophy of education is the notion of education by example. 
In his efforts to propound a viable social and political 
system which will not only lift society out of its pre
sent difficulties, but further will provide an environment 
congenial to human fulfilment, Confucius must establish 
a model to which modern society can aspire. It is not 
altogether surprising that he chooses the well-defined 
and unambiguous Chou model over any faintly outlined 
and insubstantial antique alternative.

Although Confucius idealizes the early Chou period
as a "Golden Age" in the development of Chinese civil- 

12ization,‘ his concept of a Utopian state is not a simple 
revival of early Chou institutions and culture, but is 
rather characterized as a coming together and blending 
of many diverse elements (Lun-yd 31/15/11):

U. M  ?A .1 if. Jr 1  Sf. f t  %x a  I® I'l
ft it if K.if tf- f t  a.
Yen Ydan (Yen Hui) asked how to administer a state.13Confucius replied: Use the calendar of Hsia, ride 
about in the state carriage of Yin, ^  wear the cere
monial cap of Chou, and as for music, there are the 
Shao dances (of Shun). Ban the sounds of Cheng 
music and keep sycophants at arm's length because 
the sounds of Cheng are wanton and sycophants are 
dangerous.

9Ibid. 5/3/25, 12/7/14 and 31/15/11.
1 oIbid. 4/3/9.

^ S e e  Tso chuan 34-6/(44 2/14 : >4 to. $■-.
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Though Confucius professes a very real and sincere inter
est in the formal and ceremonial aspects of culture, what 
he really strives to understand and to transmit to later 
ages is the body of moral precepts incorporated into the 
earlier stages of development (Lun-yd 40/19/22) :

fif «  if. #f| fj\ i  f  ^  fc  ft &  <  K  = t  £  f t  r f
K f-% f 4 M & ■> ft. I  *  1 <

•£- f  -I. ft t 'f. A? ft <3 ^  ft $.
Kung-sun Ch’ao of Wei asked Tzu-kung: "What has C.hung-
ni learned from?" Tzu-kung replied: "The Way of Kings 
Wen and Wu has not yet fallen to the ground. Because 
those of superior character record the significant 
elements while those without such qualities work on 
the minor aspects, everyone embodies in some respect 
the Way of Wen and Wu. What is there that the Master 
has not learned from? Again, what fixed teacher can 
there be for this?"

While repeatedly asserting that the ways and customs of
15the ancients must be preserved, Confucius tempers this 

respect for antiquity with the practical consideration 
that this inherited knowledge must be made relevant and

16responsive to prevailing circumstances (Lun-yd 3/2/11):
Sf ^  %  fif
The Master said: He who in reviewing the old can 
come to know the new has the makings of a teacher.

12Ibid. 12/7/5 and 35/17/4.
13While the calendars of Chou and Yin took the 11th and 
12th months of the lunar calendar respectively as the 
first month of the year, only the Hsia was reputed to 
have a calendar which began the year with the first month 
of the lunar calendar.
14The state carriage of Yin was made of wood and was 
very simple in design. The implication of this phrase 
is probably that Confucius preferred the austere appear
ance of this vehicle to the ornate and perhaps overly 
extravagant coaches of the Chou period.

In the Lun-yd we can detect a very strong sense of mis
sion associated with the preservation and transmission of 
the Chou culture. See 5/3/24, 13/7/23, 16/9/9 and 29/14/35.
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A man must labour assiduously to acquire the knowledge 
transmitted from ancient times, but even more crucial, 
he must be able to take it one step further in applying 
it meaningfully to present conditions (Lun-yd 25/13/4):

If 5- t- # - 5 '  # lit. f ff. $ff $• k  ^
The Master said: If a man can recite three hundred 
of the Odes and yet when given a government post 
cannot fulfil it, or when sent out to distant quar
ters cannot speak for the government without waiting 
for instructions, then although he knows a lot, what 
good is it to him?

This notion of "practical application" is at the heart of
the distinction which Confucius draws between "learning

)" and "thinking ( &  )" (Lun-yd 3/2/15) :
I  *  5- & i'J &  *  k >t JH

The Master said: He who learns but does not think 
remains in the dark; he who thinks but does not 
learn will strain himself.

17In summary, Confucius believes that culture— the

^ S e e  Lun-yd 2/1/15 and 39/19/6.
17The above construction of Confucius' conception of his
tory relies almost entirely on the Lun-yd— the Tso chuan 
sheds little light on this- aspect of his thought. There 
is a rival characterization of his conception of history 
which, although ascribed to Confucius, has a very strong 
Han flavour. In the "Li Ydn" chapter of the Li-chi, Con
fucius contrasts the Utopian ta t 1ung era of high anti
quity with the less glorious but more recent hsiao k 1ang 
>h era. The most striking points of this contrasts can 
be itemized as follows:

X  Hi]

1) ruled by 
(glossed as the^^r)
2) no "us"/"them" distinc- 
tion-love and concern was 
not graduated but extended 
to all without distinction
3) promotion to office on 
the basis of merit
4) relationships governed 
by good faith and sincere 
affection— natural and spon
taneous social bonds

1) ruled by
. -I;, -sc. M  '/h

2) love and concern extended 
exclusively to members of 
one 1s own family

3) hereditary offices and 
titles
4) ljL If. and yi and a whole 
system of social values 
devised to regulate human 
relationships— social insti
tutions and formal organ
ization
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social refinements developed primarily to encourage and 
articulate proper moral feelings— is cumulative and gen
erally progressive. Whereas man living in high anti
quity had the capacity for realizing his moral nature, 
he was lacking in the cultural institutions and formal 
guidance necessary to achieve his fullest development. 
That Yao and Shun were not only able to demonstrate an 
understanding of the universal moral order in their 
conduct and administration, but further, were able to 
make a signal and lasting contribution to China's emer
ging civilization was due more to their own personal 
excellence than to the congeniality of their environ
ment. By the early Chou period, however, the develop
ment and accumulation of Chinese culture had culminated 
in a sophisticated pattern for social intercourse, pro
viding fertile ground in which to nurture and encourage 
man's moral nature. The cultural institutions and con
ventions established by the earlier sages who themselves 
had realized the Way were adapted to structure society 
and guide contemporary man towards a similar level of 
existence. As such, for Confucius, the early Western 
Chou periods marks a high point in the development and 
evolution of Chinese society. Unfortunately, however, 
this high point was short-lived. Having achieved the 
"Golden Age" of early Chou, man was gradually deflected

5) property shared by all 5) private property
6) people laboured for the 6) people labour for
common good private gain
7) no thieves or rebels 7) thieves and rebels 

arise because of unnatur
al social values'

While this Li-chi portrayal of Confucius is not consis
tent with the bun-yd and cannot be accepted as represent
ing his conception of history, we include it here in some 
detail as a basis for future comparison. The knitting 
together of the almost Taoist ta t 1ung Utopia and the Con
fucian hsiao k 'ang society has an eclecticism which points 
to the Western Han.
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from the Way by ever heightening political strife. By 
the end of Western Chou, the political institutions had 
been drained of any substance and the Chou kings had 
become puppets manipulated by ambitious feudal lords.
In the process of degeneration, the glory that had been 
the early Chou culture was divested of its underlying 
principles, and only the name ana the ceremonial shell 
remained intact. In response to this process of spiral
ling decline, Confucius advocated a return to the Way 
of Chou and a revival of the fertile and substantial 
culture which had fostered this "Golden Age".

While the "emulation of the past (fa ku )"
aspect of Confucius' conception of history is much 
noticed, little has been said about his belief in the 
future. Given his faith in the potential of human 
nature to progress and develop and his devotion to 
education as the foremost means of encouraging natural 
fulfilment, we can infer that Confucius would at least 
accept the possibility of social progress. Again, as 
we have seen above, there are passages in the Lun-yd 
which describe a notion of progressive and cumulative 
culture. Confucius harks back to early Chou as the 
high water mark in the course of history--not a high 
water mark that has come and gone, but rather a height

18whpLch can again be attained and probably even surpassed.

C. THE TAOIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

As in the Confucian tradition, the criterion applied 
by the Taoists to evaluate historical change is the degree 
to which a given era was conducive to the nurturing and 
realization of man's original nature. Again, the Lao Tzu

The conception of history expounded in the Hsttn Tzu 
shares considerable common ground with that of Confucius. 
See Iisttn Tzu Chapter 5, especially 13/5/28. In this 
discussion, Hsdn Tzu makes two important points:
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literature of the Taoist school, like the Confucian 
texts, suggests that there was a time in the past which 
provided an environment more congenial to the realization 
of man's nature than that of the present day. As is read
ily apparent from the below description of the Taoist 
Utopia, there are several features which distinguish 
this idealisation of the past from the "Golden Age" of 
the Confucian tradition (Lao Tzu 80):

1) the essential principles around which good govern
ment is constructed are timeless and constant.

2) the proposition that the intrinsic value of a 
culture can be measured by its age is rejected. Rather, 
Hsdn Tzu insists that since the early Chou period can 
be clearly understood, its customs and culture can be 
meaningfully adapted for present-day application. It
is the constant and essential principles, however, 
rather than the cultural dressing which are of supreme 
importance.
19 "Lao Tzu literature of the Taoist school" we are 
referring to:

1) the Lao Tzu
2) those parts of the Chuang Tzu which A.C. Graham 

has identified as the "Primitivist documents"--Chapters 
8, 9, 10 and 11/1-28. Graham, dating this Primitivist 
school at cir. 205 B.C., sees a primitive Utopia as 
one of their main themes: "The Primitivist looks back 
to a tribal Utopia in which men lived as spontaneously 
as the animals, there was no distinction of gentleman 
and knave, and leaders had names followed by shih , 
implying that their position was that of head of a clan 
or family. Ever since the Yellow Emperor the original 
spontaneous harmony has progressively deteriorated, has
tened first by the invention of moral rules, later by 
disputation to settle disagreements over moral rules."
(p. 28) In answer to the tradition of Chuang Tzu being 
so composite and varied, Graham poses the question: "Does 
the Primitivist belong to the tradition of Chuang-tzu,
or rather to that of Lao-tzu?" He then responds: "The
Primitivist is indeed one of the earliest datable wit
nesses (with Han Fei tzu) to the sudden and extraordin
ary impact of Lao-tzu when it began to circulate in 
the late 3rd century B.C. In particular the picture of 
an idealized village life has an extended parallel with 
Lao-tzu 80 (ch. 10/31, 32). Probably we should think 
of the Primitivist as an exponent of Lao-tzu's ideal 
government, only incidentally interested in Chuang-tzu." 
(p. 32)
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'J' 0\ %* fa. <t A ■?- ifl. ft ^  f  ?£, &  ^  i  ft..#1 4 $ .& St §■ $ f £.$.#?£. *-. ft. K ii. $t If * <S 
£-. -t i  &  i  i .  (ft. 4r . *  & .  i $ M  ■(& S f  ®  4  «
C  ft, I £  fo. 4 #S #  b.
Make your state small, make your people few.
Even though you have military equipment,
Have no recourse to use it.
Cause the people to regard dying as no light matter
And thus make them loath to move far away.
Although they have boats and chariots,
They have no reason to mobilize them;
Although they have armour and weapons,
They have no reason to parade them.
Cause the people to restore the practice of
knotting ropes
And to implement this system.
They can take relish in their foodstuffs,
Beautify their clothing,
Find contentment in their dwellings 
And take pleasure in their customs.
Although neighbouring states be within seeing 
distance of each other,
And the sounds of their chickens and dogs can be 
heard from one to the other,
The people of one state will reach old age and pass 
away
Without ever having had contact with the people of 
another.

From the Lao Tzu1s description of an ideal state we can
isolate the following important features:

1) The ideal Taoist state is small both in size and
population. This is not only diametrically opposite to

20the Confucian ideal, but is to a degree a realistic

3) the chapters of the Chuang Tzu which Graham identi
fies as the "Individualist documents": Chapters 28, 29 
and 31. Following Kuan Feng, Graham makes a distinction 
between "Individualist" and "Taoist". These chapters 
contain much "Utopia" material which Graham again con
cludes has close ties with the Primitivist portion of 
the Chuang Tzu text: "Of especial interest are the strik
ing resemblances to the Primitivist essays, which suggest 
that the two sets of documents must be very close in date. 
The Primitivist too uses Robber Chih as the exemplary crim-
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albeit idyllic representation of agrarian China in ancient 
times. The agrarian society of ancient China was composed 
of innumerable self-governing and self-administering vil
lages, each one constituting a self-sufficient economic, 
social and political unit. The weakness and vulnerability 
of the ideal Taoist state can be construed as a theoret
ical challenge to the concepts of strength, size, power 
and expansion which dominated the political minds of 
Eastern Chou China.

2) It is often assumed that the Taoist ideal is a raw 
primitivism wholly devoid of the conveniences of civilized 
society. The actual quality of this tribal style of life
is constantly assailed by practical doubts regarding health, 
sanitation and life expectancy. But in the society de
picted above, it is not that the people do not have modern 
conveniences— surely, "boats and chariots" and "armour 
and weapons" are symbols of what is conventionally con
sidered "civilized" society. Rather, their natural and 
unembellished style of living and in particular, their 
uncontaminated system of values, make labour-efficient 
devices and the notion of "protection" wholly unapplic- 
able.

3) This ideal society is not wholly anarchic. It has 
a government which follows a policy of wu-wei and which

21broods over the people, treating "them all as infants".
4) This chapter raises a singularly important question: 

is the political state recommended in the Tao-te-ching 
characterized by a popular and widespread realization of

inal, but nowhere else in the Chuang-tzu is he mentioned. 
Themes which Robber Chih shares with the Primitivist are 
the tribal Utopia of long ago and the progressive degen
eration under the sage Emperors..." (p. 34)
20It is true that the Confucian tradition depicts the ter
ritory of the legendary emperors as being very small, but 
where their formal holdings were incidental, their magico- 
political influence gave them sway over both the Chinese 
states and the barbarian hinterland.
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the tao by all of the people, or is this Taoist enlight
enment a characteristic of the ruler alone? Is the Tao- 
te-ching a handbook 011 how to stupify the people and achieve 
political control or is the objective of the Taoist sage- 
ruler, like his Confucian counterpart, to lead his people 
towards their own fulfilment?

The ambiguity of the Tao-te-ching is such that it can 
quite comfortably accommodate both of these interpretations„
While the notion that the political philosophy of Lao Tzu

22is "purposive" has a wide following, a second interpre
tation is that the sage-ruler in his relationship to the 
people is analogous to the tao in its relationship to the 
myriad things. In Chapters 10 and 51 the same passage is 
used to describe the sage and the tao respectively. Neither 
the tao nor the sage-ruler is interested in control, poss
ession or the realization of some selfish end. Rather, 
their purpose is to provide the myriad things and the
people with an environment and circumstances congenial to

23their self-realization.
The Lao Tzu frequently uses analogy in describing man's

uncontaminated nature, variously likening it to the "uncar-
24 25ved block", the innocence of a spewing infant, and the

2 6seeming distance of a moron. The nature of man is a 
constant. Although his pristine simplicity has been smoth
ered by layer upon layer of the "knowledge" and "desire" 
generated in his contrived and unnatural society, this 
encrustation of social norms, values and conventional

21See Tao-te-ching 49 : *£ K  iK

22See Chapter II note 16 above for further discussion.
23See Tao-te-ching 10, 19 and 57-
24Ibid. 15, 19, 28 and 57.

25Ibid. 10, 20, 28, 49 and 55.

26Ibid. 3, 20 and 65.
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erudition can be pared away through a cultivation of the 
Taoist Way and a "return" to the beginning (Lao Tzu 48):

%  4  8 h  CL H fk.il 3L ill. & fa &  'Jk .
In the pursuit of learning,
One daily expands his sphere of activity,
But in the pursuit" of the Tao,
One must daily reduce it--
Reduce it and reduce it again
Until one attains a state of "non-activity".

Man is capable of repudiating the distorting influences 
of civilization and recovering his original nature. Thus, 
while the simplicity and purity of the underlying human 
nature is constant in as much as it still exists and can
be restored, it is again, as in the Confucian tradition,
"culture" which stands between the potential of the ideal 
man and his actualization. The Lao Tzu tradition looks 
back to antiquity and idealizes it not because of its 
culture, but rather because of its lack of it. For the 
Confucians, the transmission of the ancient culture which 
embodies and expresses their universal moral principles 
is'at the root of their pedagogic emphasis. By contrast, 
the disdain which the Lao Tzu directs at this same culture 
leads to its insistence that man must "unlearn" conven
tional knowledge and reject all relative values before 
he can return to his natural and uncontaminated state.
The cultural snowball which over the centuries has gath
ered around the universal moral principles is, to the 
Confucians, a source of intense pleasure and pride. For 
the Lao Tzu theorists, this same accumulation around man's 
original nature— this same abuse of the "uncarved block"—  
represents a real deterioration of the human condition. In 
the Confucian interpretation of history, culture is both 
beneficially cumulative and progressive; for the Taoists, 
it is harmfully cumulative and retrogressive. Again, 
where the Confucian tradition credits history with a pos
itive element of cultural development and evolution, the 
Lao Tzu tradition sees only a devolutionary slippage from
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27a past Utopian lifestyle to present degeneracy.

Although we have based the above discussion on the
antique Utopia depicted in the Lao Tzu 80, the notion
of historical decline is one of the most popular and
consistent themes in this kind of early Taoist litera-
ture. There are elaborations on this same Lao Tzu des-

28cription in the Primitivist portion of the Chuang Tzu.
In Chapters 28 and 29 of the Individualist section of the 
Chuang Tzu text, there are lengthy "Utopia" passages. 
Again, beyond the Primitivist and Individualist areas 
of the Chuang Tzu, the entire "Shan Hsing" chapter, as 
the title implies, is devoted to a description of the 
corruption and fall of "natural" man.

D. THE FA-CHIA CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

In our above discussion of the Confucian and Taoist 
conceptions of history, we have seen that both tradi
tions look to an antique model as an example to which 
modern man can aspire. The idealized representation of 
a past "Golden Age" serves these schools both as a device 
for communicating their philosophical systems--an "educa
tional aid", as it were— and as an historical sanction

29to lend authority to their ideas. In the Fa-chia texts, 
this notion of "renaissance" on the basis of a past model

It is interesting to note that the metaphysics propounded 
in the Lao Tzu support a "decline" conception of history. 
For example, there is the notion that wu was the original 
and highest condition of existence, and that the plurality 
engendered out of and sponsored by wu is a definite step 
down from this beginning unity. This same idea is conveyed 
in the chapters where this original unity is described as 
the tao (Lao Tzu 42) :

dL * -h - £ > ^
The Tao engenders one,
One engenders two,
Two engenders three,
And three engenders the myriad things.

p QSee Chuang Tzu 23/10/4 and particularly 25/10/32.
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is repudiated and an entirely new attitude toward the 
pattern of history is expounded.

Firstly, the iconoclastic and anti-traditional atti
tude of Fa-chia thought precludes any notion of reviving 
a past ideal. It contains a strong revolutionary element 
in as much as it takes the established order as the fore
most obstacle to the successful implementation of its 
political programme. The Fa-chia principle of a univer
sally applicable system of laws, for example, was a direct 
challenge to the hereditary privileges of the powerful 
families who had hitherto considered law as a personal 
device for controlling underlings and who saw themselves 
as being entirely immune from such regulations. Again, 
the concept of shih -4/ and the various policies and tech
niques subsumed under the generic shu ftij , all of which 
were directed at delimiting and checking the power vested 
in any one minister, were an affront to the ambitions of 
men who preferred to leave their political prospects 
open-ended. The policy of suppressing intellectuals and 
their rival doctrines raised the ire of the intelligentsia. 
The principle of limiting merit and its commensurate re
wards and honours exclusively to agrarian and military 
accomplishments could only arouse resentment among the 
merchantile rich. In fact, that virtually any and all 
of the vested interest groups stood to lose ground in 
the successful implementation of a Fa-chia regime is
evidenced in the rise and sudden end of this school's

30earliest powerful proponent, Shang Yang.

We base our discussion on the Shang-chdn shu and the 
Han Fei Tzu which contain a generally consistent concep
tion of history. As is the case with most Fa-chia pre
cepts, it is Han Fei Tzu which provides us with the most 
mature and well-rounded exposition. In particular, see 
the "Wu Tu", "Nan Mien", "Hsien Hsdeh" and "Hsin Tu" 
chapters.
30The fullest account of Shang Yang's career is to-be 
found in the Shih-chi 68. Cf. Chan-kuo ts1e "Ch'in Ts'e".
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In Shang Yang's ascent to power under the patronage 
of Duke Hsiao of Ch'in, he systematically siphoned tne 
previously diffused powers of the old order into the 
central court, making Ch'in strong by consolidating 
its strength under one man. That Shang Yang had suc
ceeded in offending every pocket of power in Ch'in is
the essential message of his would-be mentor, Chao 

31Liang :

1 i  %■ *  i- * m. im i  f<f *  ^  i hi

!f l& iL

Once the King of Ch'in, taking leave of his guests, 
no longer attends the court (i.e. when he dies), the 
reasons for the state confining you are anything but 
inconsequentialI You will be dead in the bat of an 
eye I

In devising and effecting the Fa-chia system of govern
ment, Shang Yang filled the ranks of the opposition against 
himself, and when Duke Hsiao, his single support, died, 
the taut spring of resentment snapped back like a mouse
trap. Although Shang Yang himself fell victim in his 
campaign against the established order, his negative 
attitude toward tradition, culture and power-sharing 
was retained as an essential element in the doctrine which 
eventually led to the unification of China under Fa-chia 
rule.

In as much as Fa-chia policies were new and revolu
tionary, they could not count on the authority and sanc
tion of history. On the contrary, traditional policies, 
political precepts and values represented alternatives 
to their concept of "one standard" and unified rule—  
alternatives which could not be safely entertained.
In order to construct their political machine and set 
it into operation, the intolerable interference of tradi
tional standards and values had to be wholly eradicated.

31See Shih-chi 68 (p. 2235).
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In uprooting traditional standards, the Fa-chla theorists, 
rather than attempting the mammoth and perhaps impossible 
task of refuting their intrinsic validity, quite cleverly 
resorted to an entirely rational and acceptable assertion 
(Shancf-chdn shu 2/10b p. 32):

$  / k  :A  $ .  £  ̂  ^  &  -$ J'i ik ̂  fif i'f ^  I] fa  . if] i
%. I: f :A  ? K  fs fti ^

32The sage does not imitate antiquity nor follow estab
lished ways. To imitate antiquity is to lose the op
portunity; to follow established ways is to be frus
trated by prevailing circumstances. The Chou did not 
imitate the Shang, nor did the Hsia imitate the Shun 
era. These three periods all met with different cir
cumstances and yet each was able to rule the world.

The Han Fei Tzu 341:3 makes a similar point:

*. $ ^  ik $ ’jr. %. %  a. 15 7%  * %  f e i M t  i- %
icJft ft- 6 , ^ | '  ®  §■,
Therefore the sage, deliberating over relative quan
tities and giving consideration to heavy and light 
rewards and punishments, governs accordingly. Thus, 
penalties being light does not constitute compassion 
and punishments being severe does not constitute per
versity. He simply carries them out as dictated by 
prevailing patterns of behaviour. Hence, his affairs 
are responsive to the times, and his provisions are 
appropriate to his affairs.

The assertion that the intelligent ruler must make his 
political measures appropriate to the changing times is 
really the essence of the Fa-chia1s conception of history. 
Different periods have different problems, and different 
problems require new and innovative solutions. Old prin
ciples of government, even when proven effective in their 
own historical context, are more than likely obsolete.
And the primary concern of the ruler when carrying new 
political measures into effect has to be their successful 
implementation (Han Fei Tzu 87:6):

32Reading^ as .
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Those who know nothing of proper government are cer
tain to say: "Don't change old ways i Don't alter
regular practices;" As for changing or not changing 
the sage is not interested. His only concern is pro 
per government. This being so, whether or not he 
changes old ways or alters regular practices depends 
on whether they will meet the present contingency.

Again, antiquity stretches across a long period of time. 
Many different sage-rulers have used many different 
methods to maintain peace and stability in their respec
tive times (Shang-chdn shu l/2a-b pp. 3-4):

<£ -f| f % t- 3- * it fU5 if i- it
S 'A *>■ & " d-.C ® ->35
Kung-sun Yang said: "Since previous ages have not 
shared the same doctrines, which 'ancients' do we 
imitate? Since these emperors and kings did not 
repeat those gone before, which social norms do we 
follow?...Therefore, I say, there is no one way to 
rule the world, and so long as something is exped
ient to the state, it need not be an imitation of 
antiquity."
In addition to the primary principle that political 

solutions must answer the times, the Fa-chia texts ad
vance a secondary although less convincing argument 
against the use of an antique model. In our discussion 
on Confucius' conception of history above, we saw that 
one of his reasons for giving preference to the Chou 
model remains clear and intact while the others have 
gradually eroded with the passage of time. Han Fei Tzu 
goes one step further, suggesting that not only is the 
orthodox version of these past models the subject of 
constant wrangling, but even the teachings of Confucius 
himself have given rise to altercation among his fol
lowers (Han Fei Tzu 351:8):
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Although Confucius and. Mo Tzu both take their "Way" 
from Yao and Shun, what they take and what they dis
card is not the same, and yet both claim to represent 
the true Yao and Shun. Since Yao and Shun cannot be 
brought back from the dead, who is going to decide 
which of the Confucians and Mohists are right? From 
Yin and early Chou times it has been over seven hun
dred years, and the Shun era and Hsia dynasty go 
back more than two millenia. If we can't determine 
who is right between Confucians and Mohists, how 
can we hope to be clear about the Way of Yao and 
Shun some three thousand years earlieri

Thus, the Fa-chia thinkers insist that since historical 
models are open to subjective interpretation by their 
advocates, we have no objective standard on which to 
base our acceptance or rejection of proposed policies.
The models, or at least the modern versions of the 
models, are simply unreliable.

In the Confucian tradition, we saw that "culture" is 
regarded as cumulative and generally progressive, and in 
as much as it embodies the universal moral principles, it 
is considered highly conducive to the realization of the 
individual's corresponding moral nature. In the Taoist 
tradition, this same "culture" is rejected as an inter
ference in the development and fulfilment of the indivi
dual's original nature. While the Fa-chia follows the 
Taoist school in rejecting "culture", their motivation 
is to keep the people in a state of ignorance in order 
to impose their own exclusive and absolute standard of 
conduct onto them. Unlike the Confucians and Taoists, 
their purposes are not with individual and by extension 
social fulfilment. Rather, their concern is effective 
political control, and "culture" is rejected as inimical
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to this end.
33In conclusion, several recent Chinese scholars,

basing their opinion on Ch'en Ch'i~t'ien's analysis of
34Han Fei's political doctrine, suggest that in contrast 

to the Confucian "devolutionary ( \£L fc )" conception of 
history, the Fa-chia posit an "evolutionary ( il|_ ak, )" in
terpretation. Ch'en Ch'i-t'ien states:

Philosophy of history is a kind of attitude toward 
history. From the time when Huang Ti established 
the state down to the Warring States period, China 
already had over two millenia of history. Each of 
the pre-Ch'in schools was dissatisfied with the 
conditions of the Ch'un-ch'iu and Warring States 
period. However, because the viewpoints of their 
philosophies of history differed, there developed 
two main streams on how to reform the conditions.
The first stream considered that history is "de
volving (4-^)" and that to reform conditions, we 
must simply imitate the ancients (fa ku £ ). This
stream is represented by the Confucian school. Their 
banner of "imitating the ancients" is "inherit and 
transmit the teachings of Yao and Shun, emulate and 
glorify those of Wen and Wu." (from Chung-yung 30).

Again, the other main stream considered that history 
is "evolving and that to reform conditions,
we simply innovate. This stream is represented by 
the Fa-chia school. Their banner of "innovating" is 
"deliberate on the affairs of the age and make the 
necessary arrangements" (from Han Fei Tzu 339:10).

This interpretation of the early Chinese philosophies of 
history is very simplistic and at best, misleading. As 
we have noted in our discussion of the Confucian attitude 
toward history, while there is considerable support for 
the "imitating the ancients" principle as one aspect of 
the interpretation of history, this assertion without 
substantial qualification does a great injustice to the 
Confucian position.

The Fa-chia theorists go to great lengths to insist 
that political measures have had to change as new prob
lems have arisen. What is appropriate and successful 
under one set of circumstances is in all probability

33See Ching chih-jen pp. 3 5ff. and Hsieh Y\!in~fei pp. 72 ff.
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inappropriate to another. The Fa-chia attitude towards
particular historical periods tends to be generally des-

35criptive rather than critical and evaluating. In any 
case, they are adamant in refraining from attaching value 
judgments to particular political solutions, always re
turning to the notion that any given political solution 
is only as "good" as it is appropriate to its historical 
context. The policies of Yao and Shun, if applied today, 
would lead to certain disaster. Because the value of pol
itical measures can only be ascertained relative to the 
times, there can be no absolute "good" and the concept 
of "evolution" cannot be applied. In the Fa-chia con
ception of history, there is only change— change without 
progress or evolution.

See in particular his Han Fei Tzu chiao-shih pp. 942 ff. 
where he discusses Han Fei's philosophy of history.
35Because the Han Fei Tzu does on occasion depict high 
antiquity as primitive squalor, there is a tendency for 
scholars to infer that since man has progressed out of 
this condition, he has "evolved". This is to misinter
pret the Han Fei Tzu1s conception of history. While the 
text describes man's situation as at one stage having 
been primitive, it also says that at this time good food 
was abundant and wild. Man did not have to work, and 
there was no struggle for survival. Because of the abun
dance of material things, people did not have to vie with 
each other, and proper order reigned. See for example 
Han Fei Tzu 33 9:14:

<  k  l 4t $  4- X  K  Is 4  a. 4 Ml t- *. i  
*  -f n m  i- <1, k  k  •)' &  M  % kl. K  1  f . 1  k  
a  i H  1 k  I
In ancient times, the menfolk did not plow the fields. 
The fruits of the bushes and trees were ample to eat. 
Their wives did not weave. The skins of animals were 
ample for clothing. Without exerting themselves, their 
provisions were sufficient. Because people were few 
and goods were more than enough to go around, people 
did not contend for them. Thus, generous rewards 
were not dispensed nor heavy punishments applied, and 
yet the people were properly ordered of their own ac
cord .

Again, there are passages which can be construed as imply-
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E. THE HUAI NAN TZU CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

Above we have outlined and illustrated the pre-Ch'in 
Confucian, Taoist and Fa-chia conceptions of history. 
Before turning to the "Chu Shu" chapter's interpretation, 
we might take a brief look at the philosophies of his
tory represented in the Huai Nan Tzu text as a whole.
As we have stressed in the Introduction to this thesis, 
in attempting to deal with the Huai Nan Tzu, it is imper
ative to keep the composite nature of the text constantly 
in mind. A cursory examination of the various conceptions 
of history presented in the text will not only give us 
additional light on the contrast between Confucian, Taoist 
and Fa-chia interpretations, but will further enhance our 
support for treating the "Chu Shu" political philosophy 
as an independent although internally consistent unit.

3 0The first two chapters of the Huai Nan Tzu are based 
on the Lao Tzu and the Chuang Tzu respectively. It is

ing a process of "devolution" (Han Fei Tzu 341:12);
x % it ^  i  it. t ^  i l l  I  4 s f  ^  I t  Jl.
In high antiquity, people competed with moral virtue;

. in antiquity they contended on the basis of wisdom 
and plans; today they vie with their spirit and phys
ical prowess.

Han Fei neither condemns antiquity nor praises the pre
sent. His attitude is simply that people in the past had 
their problems and their ways of dealing with them. It 
is a new world with new problems, and modern man must 
devise new solutions.
3 6We say "based on" rather than "an elaboration of" 
because although these two chapters are interesting 
enough in themselves, quality-wise, they cannot really 
compare with the original texts. This is perhaps even 
more the case with the "Ch'u Chen" chapter than with 
"Ydan Tao". The extent to which these two chapters are 
based on the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu texts can perhaps 
be illustrated by the fact that approximately 700 charac
ters of the "Ch'u Chen" chapter— about 15% of the whole—  
constitute passages which can be found in the present 
Chuang Tzu. That these two chapters add little to their 
respective sources can be illustrated by the opening por-
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therefore not unexpected that they both contain a funda
mentally Taoist attitude toward historical change. For 
example, there is the following chronological account of 
deteriorating conditions in the world from the ideal age 
of superlative virtue (chih te chih shih % ne ) down
to the decline of Chou, brought about by a gradual and 
increasing neglect of the original nature and the Way—
deterioration from unity and oneness to plurality and

37distinction (2/8b-9b):
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tion of the same "Ch'u Chen" chapter. It cites the 
Chuang Tzu 5/2/49 passage which in context is an illus
tration of the relative and imprecise nature of language. 
Whereas the notion of a "beginning {yu shih che )"
would generally be assumed to indicate a definable point 
in a process, by prefacing this expression with an inex
haustible number of "never's (wei shih sjtitg )" it is shown 
to be very imprecise indeed. This Huai Nan Tzu passage 
restates this Chuang Tzu discussion, but rather than asso
ciating it with the Chuang Tzu concept of relativity, it 
interprets it literally as stages which can be identified 
and described in the process of the genesis of things.
The author makes a heroic attempt to make each stage pro
gressively more recondite and obscure as he describes:

beginning never beginning to have a beginning----
never beginning to never begin to have a beginning 

Not only does this Huai Nan Tzu passage add nothing to 
Chuang Tzu1s intended meaning, but further it attempts 
to give precise definition to examples initially posited 
to demonstrate the inability of words to be precisely 
defined 1
37In the sequel to this passage, we find the typically 
Taoist contrast between the return to the pristine un
trammeled nature and the retarding cultivation of Con
fucian "virtues". Compare this with the "Li Ydn" des
cription of the ta t 'ung and hsiao k 1ang eras discussed 
in note 17 above. See also the opening section of the 
"Ch'i Su" chapter of the Huai Nan Tzu.
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In the age of superlative virtue, doosing contentedly 
in a realm of boundless vacuity, man loitered about 
in a world of vast expanse. Taking up the cosmos, 
he had no truck with the myriad things. With the 
Hung Meng plain as his sundial, he rambled freely 
about on the border of the perimeterless. There
upon, with the sage breathing the vapours of the 
yin and yang, all of the multifarious living things, 
in reverently esteeming his virtue, were harmoniously 
compliant. At this time, with nothing superintending 
they secretly furcated and matured of their own accord. 
Mixed and flourishing, the pure stuff of their natures 
was not dissipated. Coalescing to form one, the myriad 
things were replete. Thus, even if one had had the 
erudition of an Yi (the archer), there would have been 
nowhere to apply it.

When the age began to decline, on reaching Fu Hsi's 
era, his Way was pure and resplendent, and embodying 
virtue and embracing harmony, the people partook 
richly of his magnanimity. But knowledge had sprouted, 
and thirsting for wisdom, the people all abandoned 
their minds of child-like innocence and awoke to ob
serve their environment. Therefore, their virtue be
coming pluralized, they could not restore its oneness.

On reaching the era of Shen Nung and Huang Ti, chop
ping and paring the Great Ancestor, they regulated 
the entire cosmos. According with the laws of the 
nine heavens and the configurations of the nine
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portions of the earth, they ushered in the yin and 
yang, and harmonized the hard and soft. And diverg
ing and converging, each of the myriad things and 
species were accorded a course and context. There
upon, the people ogling about and listening intently, 
all perked themselves up and applied their sight and 
hearing. It is for this reason they could be admin
istered but could not be made concordant.

Coming down to the age of K'un Wu and Hsia Hou, 
their passions and desires were entangled with things, 
their sense faculties were lured to the external and 
their natures had lost their grasp on their original 
endowment.

Arriving at the decline of the House of Chou, they 
planed down the original stuff and squandered their 
natural substance. Becoming estranged from the Way 
with their actions and endangering virtue with their 
conduct, the buds of cleverness and a sense of pre
cedent began to sprout. The House of Chou declining, 
the Way of the True King fell into disuse and the 
Confucians and Mohists began to dismantle the Way 
and debate it, and to divide themselves into factions 
and quarrel over it. Thereupon, with broad erudition 
they mimicked the sages and with tinsel and pretense 
they intimidated the people. Strumming, singing, 
drumming and dancing, and with the Shih-ching and 
Shu-ching lacing their rhetoric, they purchased a 
reputation from the world. They amplified the social 
graces between superior and inferior to the extent 
that an assemblage of the entire population would 
still be unable to perform them in all -of their per
mutations, and they embellished ceremonial robes and 
caps to the extent that an accumulation of their 
wealth would be insufficient to defray the expenses. 
Thereupon the people generally began to forget the 
path and lose their way, each wanting to apply his 
erudition and craft. In seeking to be accepted in 
the world, they spread their reputations and fixed 
upon personal profit. Thus, the people, swarming 
over the slopes of depravity, lost their grip on the 
root of the Great Ancestor.
The "Pen Ching" chapter is from beginning to end wholly

given over to this Taoist notion of decline from a natural
Utopia. Like the "Yilan Tao" chapter, there is much here

38to compare with the Lao Tzu. The departure of man from

Although most of the ideas in this chapter reiterate 
the pre-Ch*in Taoist themes, there are some elements which 
are undeniably Han. For example, there is a very strong
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his original nature gave rise to erudition, morality, 
artificial contrivances, and all such components of mod
ern civilization. As he became more and more estranged 
from his natural course of development, his society be
came correspondingly complex and artificially contrived. 
This spiral of human decline has led man down to the 
degradation of the present day. Of particular note in 
this chapter is its overt criticism of the current gov
ernment. Not only does the author condemn this govern
ment for oppressive economic policies and its general 
abuse of the people, but further, he goes so far as to 
suggest that in ancient times, given a similar situation, 
the people would have moved against such tyranny (8/10b- 
11a) :

' f  £  K  i \% 1$ < !  |  }  f !  >•
i f  %, $:■ % % kj. % ?  i- 3- ft.
f  i, *  t . f r  £  4a <\ h  i
%  il $. /#•, f 1  -5 A  -a <\ t,.
In antiquity, the emperor had a territory one thou
sand JLi square and the various nobles had one hun
dred li_ square. Each maintained his allotment with
out encroaching on that of the others. When there 
was one among them who did not practice the Way of 
the True King, who on top of tyrannizing the people, 
contending over and seizing upon the territory of 
others, and setting the administration in chaos, 
would not come when summoned, would not carry out 
what was dictated, would not cease doing what was 
prohibited and would not change his ways when in
structed, they would mobilize their troops and 
punish him. They would execute the ruler, eradi
cate his faction, build tombs for his victims, sac
rifice at the national shrine and select one among 
his heirs to replace him.
A lengthy section of the "Lan Ming" chapter (6/6a-9b) 

gives a chronological account, mainly descriptive, of the

theme and constant comparison between the sphere 
of Heaven and the human body. Again, there are long pas
sages which describe man's interference in the activities 
of yin and yang and his destruction of the balance exist
ing among the wu hs i.ng jta. .
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society with and without the Way. Nd Wa brought the Way 
to a land of fire, water and predatory animals and trans
formed it by repairing the physical world and by bringing 
peace and contentment to the inhabitants. The state of 
the people under the capable rule of Nti Wa is very Tao- 
istic in tone (6/7a)i

% Vc-k- Sf ^  f/J fit 1%  ̂ I ^  % J, „  |  rt

5 l  i&. i H  0, 0 flf) &  f 4 i  # .$  ̂# % . 4 :ii *• ^
ft-

At this time the people lay down free of mentation 
and awoke uninhibited with erudition. One moment 
they thought they were a horse, the next an ox.
They tottered along and looked about bemused. With
perfect genuineness they all attained a state of
contentment, but none knew from whence it came. 
Drifting and wandering they had no idea what they 
were looking for; shrouded in shadows they did not 
know their destination.

From this peak of natural fulfilment and general con
tentment, conditions gradually worsened. Chieh of the 
Hsia having lost the Way caused havoc in the spheres of 
both man and nature. More recently, the age of the Seven 
States, again without the Way, is described as a period 
of war, human carnage and degradation. All through the 
Three Dynasties (Hsia, Shang and Chou) the people have 
suffered because of war and divisiveness. But with the 
present emperor (Wu Ti) on the throne, the whole world 
comes together to form one, and the Way of the Five Em
perors of antiquity has been restored. While this chap
ter's interpretation of history generally conforms to 
the Taoist pattern of decline, it differs from the "Pen 
Ching" account in two rather significant respects. Fir
stly, while describing the contented people of high anti
quity in unambiguously Taoistic terms, the "Lan Ming" 
chapter does not share the enthusiasm of the "Pen Ching" 
for repudiating Confucian virtues and values. It simply 
says nothing. Secondly, the "Pen Ching" frankly condemns
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the current government. In the "Lan Ming" this is sup
planted by perhaps less honest but certainly more prudent 
adulation for Wu Ti and his restoration of the Way.

The "Ch'i Su" chapter describes the decline from a 
state of pristine ignorance and spontaneous relation
ships as being characterized by the rise and prolifera
tion of Confucian virtues. These virtues are symptomatic 
of an age having lost the WTay and the people having aban
doned their infant bliss (ll/la-b):

^  *  •(? I f  i- i L i I  i  i- ig ii ^  i t - t  <*■ i  £-
k  \  k .  1 11 k  » i .  J .  K. iL $  i f  I'J m .  if t< I.

1  8f *) |'J i «  a  k. 4- i- % I'] k f -f t  a. & f
■Z- J l stL. t  at i- it*. jtu •% i'A tf'J i| ^ $  -ff fs( ^

fk ^  % B . i. \ . L  i. i  ^  S'S 4s * . 4
ii *  ti. I? $ (  f  l i t *  j f . J  £  m  it I f . . I  •>*> £  iS. I'J 1  ^ Lj
I f  i- t  .*/. ^  f  ^  iff |ij j  4 8  /{j  ̂ i  i .  f- I'J ?■

0 f v  i  . f e . i L  /*, |f |'j 'f ||i J§ i  U - U f t g  • &  f i  4  4
fi ^  £  $ .  -3- \\ 4  %  fa Jf  |  ?- ^  i  fi.it Z' i  #  f|.
Zo % Z- ■/$ #  ij.jk A  A t *  &  i. -A -It t ^  -It
$  *  #. jj$. f. t  1  *  #. f-.-f- f *  ,k. ft * *> /£ fc 4  It i
1 .  -i t  / k  f f  J f ^  *  f i  H J - 1  /]. 4tJ &  \i. O
t f  Si z. $.& if f& fi f t  #  t f i t  & a t  41 * M  35 1

$  4  t  &  ̂  *  I  $  W  $ •  £. If. «  1  ̂  jf. ^  i
fc.« I'J ./■ I f Jg-*f f£# ̂  # M  i- 4-. ̂  fi< '%
■A % %  it, -/ f\ t  4  Jirt M  T i- 45
Xs.il iff i -  4 8  Jfj? jttJ. l)| j;
Conducting oneself by following one's original na
ture is called the Way; acquiring one's heavenly 
endowment is called virtus. When one's original 
nature has been lost, he then esteems benevolence; 
when the Way has been lost, he then esteems rightness. 
For this reason, when benevolence and rightness are 
established, the Way and virtus have been supplanted; 
when social norms and music are set on display, the 
pure and the simple has dissipated; when right and 
wrong appear, the people are in a state of befuddle-



ment; when pearls and jade are prized the world is 
torn by contention. Generally, these four are in
novations and instruments of a period in decline.
Now, social norms are a means of differentiating 
venerable from the lowly, estimable from the base. 
Rightness is a means of harmonizing the relation
ships between sovereign and minister, father and 
son, elder and younger brother, husband and wife 
and friend and friend. Since those who practice 
social norms in the present age boast reverence 
and respect while being injurious to others, and 
those who practice rightness boast generosity while 
placing others under obligation, the sovereign and 
ministers come to censure each other and those of 
the same flesh and blood harbour resentments about 
each other. These then are persons who have lost 
sight of the roots of social norms and rightness.
Hence they are frequently condemned as dissemblers. 
Now, just as when water collects it gives rise to 
fishes which eat each other, and when earth is ac
cumulated it gives rise to animals which dig them
selves into it, when social norms and rightness are 
established, they give rise to hypocritical and 
deceitful persons. Now while blowing on ashes, to 
hope to avoid getting them in the eyes, or while 
wading across a river, to hope to avoid getting wet, 
are impossible aspirations.

In antiquity the people were as ignorant as infant 
children. Their appearances did not go beyond the 
actualities of their situation and their words did 
not overstep their actions. Their clothing was 
only for the sake of warmth, and was without adorn
ment; their weapons were dull and blunt and were 
without a sharp edge; their songs were simply for 
the sake of pleasure and were free of complications; 
their crying was inspired by grief alone, and was 
free of any contrived wailing. Digging out wells 
they drank from them, ploughing their fields they 
ate. Without any means of making their merits known, 
they did not seek after anything. Among family mem
bers there was no praise or blame and among friends 
there were no favours or resentment.

With the rise of social norms and rightness and the 
value which came to be placed on material wealth, 
deceit and hypocracy sprouted and flourished, praise 
and condemnation became muddled, and resentment and 
the bestowal of favours became rife. At this, whereas 
there were the merits of Tseng T s 'an and Hsiao Chi, 
it also gave ri.se to the wickedness of Tao Chih and 
Chuang Ch'iao.
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Hence, if there ic the imperial carriage, the drag
on banners, the feathered canopy, the dangling tas
sels of the headpiece, the team of four steeds and 
the mounted escort, there will certainly be the 
wickedness of tunneling thieves, lockbreakers, 
grave robbers and burglars. If there is fine bro
cade, embroidery, glossed silk and sheer silk, 
there will certainly be thatch sandals, irregular 
footwear, and rough, tatty and coarse garments.
The fact that "high and low lean upon each other; 
short and long form each other" is very clear in
deed .

The "Ch'i Su" chapter follows the Taoist tradition in 
laying the blame for man's fall on the gradual encrust
ation of "culture" which has coated and smothered his 
original nature (ll/4a-b):

g  k  ft. %. *  f if 4  sjj %. i  ̂  |  ty.
t  $  I  i  X  s£ 3' u  A  A  i

fafafai % I l i a  4tl8.il 3- \l &  K  f a #  5t- X  
A fa f. 4 a. i  w fa tf( fa H fa < ft fa ft ?$.% '■a

K i -  l K l'| i l L .  K . & $ f a A f a  ft k  If. K  y i  f a  f a

si 4* fa■£ f t  Ka Jf 4 / i  $ J* 4

4*. 4. 4  rk A. K  ft jA f . 4  |  i  .4 1/ a. fe dL *8 *  4
6 .  K  &  -f *> . &  #  3' X  #  ■ A  ^  I 1] I  1 A  f t  i  a
4  .<£/. v-A i x  A. I'J 3' K  4*l i  ‘ll &  -a I X  J'J fe *  4
if. f  a  ?Ci.

If we examine man's original nature, that it is over
grown and polluted and does not acquire its clarity 
and brilliance is probably due to some external thing 
defiling it. When the babies of the Ch'iang, Ti, Po 
and Ti are first born they all make the same sound.
On their reaching maturity, the fact that we cannot 
communicate with them even given a team of interpre
ters is because their education and customs are dif
ferent. Now, if a three month old baby has been born 
in one country but then moved to another, he will be 
unable to know his native customs. Viewing it from 
this perspective, clothing, social norms and customs 
are not the original nature of man, but are rather 
received from without. Now, the original nature of 
bamboo is that it floats, but if one splits it up



into writing slips, bundles them up and tosses 
them into the river, they will sink. This is 
because it has lost its original physical form.
The original nature of man is free from depravity, 
but if he is steeped in customs over a long period 
of time, this will be changed. Changing and for
getting his origins, he is compromised by other 
natures. Thus, although the sun and moon want to 
shine brightly, the floating clouds obscure them; 
although the waters of the Yellow river want to be 
clear, silt and rocks pollute it; although human 
nature wants to be calm, passions and desires in
jure it. Only the sage is able to divorce himself 
from external things and return to himself. Now, 
a person who on board a ship loses his way does not 
know which direction is which, but on seeing the 
pole star his confusion is dispelled. The original 
nature then is the pole star of man. If one has a 
clear perception of his own self, he will not lose 
sight of the true nature of external things. If, 
however, he does not have this perception of him
self, moving along with things he will become confused 
and disconcerted. This is just like swimming to the 
west of Lung mountain--the more one kicks the faster 
he sinks.

In the "Ch'i Su" chapter it states quite clearly that to
realize the self is to realize the Way (ll/7b):

4  H  I! i  h  ft. fa. I l  la fa. Vf if J§ X #  If ft

f a  I f A  *  f a . f<f X  f. 4  i t  W  f t  f a  I  4 a  f a . -f
d. *- ft it $ it Ij X  if k . £  fa if fa. "A H  j-J ^ . ia n  i'j ||.
fk % I'J K. *A ft J'j fit.
To be enlightened does not mean seeing other things, 
but simply seeing oneself; to be discerning does not 
mean hearing other things, but simply hearing oneself; 
to be penetrating does not mean knowing other things, 
but simply knowing oneself. Therefore, one's own 
person is that on which the Way depends. If one's 
own person is realized, then the Way is realized. If 
one realizes the Way, when he looks he is perspica
cious, when he hears he is discerning, when he speaks 
he is catholic and when he acts he is followed.

The "culture" which obscures the true and original self
has been developed by taking natural human sentiments and
amplifying them with artificial customs and ceremonies.
These customs and ceremonies become so elaborate and extra-
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vaqant that the link :s lost between the natural emotion 
which originally gave rise to these customs, and the cus
toms themselves (11/6b):

f  -i #  *  i *  f  4  f  i  i- i f  A  $  £  #  u  l i  ^
*/f. ^ * 1  &  * 7  &  q  fl . & 1] ki, K  ^  vflf - £  <ffT 1/ £  . #

•# ^  £  81 f i l l  It $  € • $ .  t i t  &  J N l  it. -A $ I  M  ^  «■■
H  #. it I -i *  ^ 4  *• t  4 . 0  1' It #* A  k  it
h- M if  H. 4  4  .Iff 4  ff 1. I  i. it, it,. y), 'k fi t  f&'fl.
tfo & ^  4$i <f % & . fK If If 4  ^  HK JL fH *  £-/•
In ancient times it was not that they did not know 
how to proliferate the ceremonies of the court or 
how to arrange themselves for the t s 1ai ch 1i and 
the ssu-hsia music, but rather that they consider
ed these to be a waste of time and a vexation to 
the people without being of any practical use.
Thus, they inaugurated ceremonies which were sim
ply adequate to support the realities of the sit
uation and express their basic meaning. In ancient 
time it was not that they were unable to line out 
bells and drums, to make an extensive display of 
flutes and pipes, to brandish shields and battle 
axes and to wave streamers and banners, but rather 
that they considered these to waste resources and 
disrupt the political administration. Thus, they 
composed music which was simply adequate to share 
their pleasure and make known their intentions. In 
ancient times39 it was not that in funeral ceremon
ies they were unable to exhaust the nation, crush 
the people, empty their treasuries and deplete 
their resources, placing pearls in the mouths of 
the dead, dressing them in garments of jade mail 
and binding them with silk and braided ropes, but 
rather that they considered these to exhaust the 
people and interrupt the business of life without 
being of any particular benefit to the bleached 
bones and rotting flesh of the dead. Hence their 
burials were simply adequate to gather up and inter 
their dead.
Standing in stark contrast to the above chapters which 

view history as a process of human decline are the Confu-

39  ~We omit the phrase 1" s k here as being an erroneous
interpolation. In place of these five characters we sub
stitute the two characters *£ ft in the interests of parallel 
structure.
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cian-oriented sections of the text. The latter chapters 
describe the historical development from primitive society 
to civilization with pride and an undisguised sense of 
achievement. For example/ the "Hsiu Wu" chapter describes 
this evolution in the following terms (19/la-2a):

1  4 K £  f  4l €  fa f .  . Mf fj  k  fa 4
/$■ I- $  fa /! fa % (5 fa At t  iS it S'- *  Hj 't  *f: >§: ft/
A h  1 A  I  I  i. yk A  ;)c 1  i  4  4 .  & fa fa  lL %  *■
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In antiquityr people fed on grass and drank water, 
gathered the fruits of trees and bushes and ate the 
meat of wasps and clams. At this time there were 
frequent cases of illness and poisoning. Thereupon/ 
Shen Nung came and taught the people to sow the five 
grains and to examine the congeniality of the ground-- 
its irrigation, fertility and relief. He tasted the 
flavours of the myriad plants and the sweetness of 
the spring water, enabling the people to know which 
to use and which to avoid. At this time, in a day 
Shen Nung would encounter seventy noxious plants.

Yao established the principles of filial piety, commis
eration, benevolence and love and treated the people 
like his own sons and younger brothers. In the west 
he instructed the Yao people and in the east the Black 
Teeth people. To the north he gave a helping hand to 
the Yu Tu people, and to the south he guided the people 
of the Chiao Chih. He exiled {the evil minister) Huan 
Tou to Ch'ung Shan, banished the San Miao to San Wei, 
transported the Minister of Waterways to Yu Chou, and 
executed Kun at Yd Shan.
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Shun built houses, erected walls, thatched roofs, 
cleared the land, and planted grains. He persuaded 
the people to abandon their' cave dwellings and to 
have family houses. While marching a punitive ex
pedition to the south against the San Miao, he died 
at Tsang Wu.

Yd, with the rain drenching him and the gales combing 
his hair, diverted the course of the Yangtze, led the 
flow of the Yellow river, dug out the Lung pass and 
opened a passage through Yi Ch'deh mountain. He built 
dikes on the P 'eng Li marshlands, made use of four 
kinds of vehicles, and cutting back mountain forests, 
he brought the water and the land under control and 
stability to the eighteen hundred states.

T'ang arose early and retired late into the night to 
contribute his full powers to the tasks at hand, 
lightened the taxes and exactions to make the lives 
of the people more congenial, spread his virtue and 
magnanimity widely to relieve the poor and distres
sed, mourned the dead and asked after the sick in 
order to look after the orphaned and widowed. The 
people came to love him and his policies and commands 
prevailed everywhere. Then marshalling his troops at 
Ming T'iao and pursuing (Chieh of) Hsia to Wan Ch'ao, 
he called him to account for his crimes and banished 

, him to Li Shan.
The single most significant factor in the transition from 
primitive squalor to sophisticated and comfortable civil
ization has been the careful accumulation and dispensation 
of knowledge through education (19/8a):

\  % Jt*A ft %. A  ft. 4 f  % ft * 1 W ft
\  |... IS % ^  &  %. f% &  Z—

^  ^  "it I f  & &
vi JL # ^  * h  ^  t  ^  A A .

In ancient times Tsang Chieh devised the written 
w o r d , J u n g  Ch'eng contrived the calendar, Hu 
T s 1ao developed clothing, Hou Chi originated dom
estic farming, Yi Ti created wine and Hsi Chung

Compare the ,:Pen Ching" 8/4a-b account of man's inven
tions and innovations:

4  fA if |  *  K % $.. f:. <6 & if ia 4 i f- i. f . i f
4  1  &  M  f  f *  11 4  ;f k.



invented the carr ia.ge.... Since the establishment 
of the House of Chou, there have been none who 
could match the abilities of these six men, and 
yet all have followed up their vocations. How 
is it that these later people, not having the 
talents of even one of the six, have been able 
to understand the contributions of the six out
standing men? It is because their teachings have 
been continuously passed on and their knowledge 
and ability has been transmitted down to succeed
ing generations. If we look at it from this per
spective, it is clear that learning cannot be dis
pensed wit h . ^

Corollary to the importance of education is constant
and unrelenting effort in the pursuit of knowledge (19/9a)

%  / M l  ^
f/i ft m  J *A I  Ik it. & 't V v\ | .  % K  ‘■A *h

fj. % d f  i l l  f i >  1 / 1
1\ % k. b  At ft. k  t

K  t n  .! f  -f 41 a iL f t .

Persons who have not been able to reach this level 
; live in quiet retreat, meditate, strum the zither 
and read the ancients. They look back and examine 
antiquity and study and debate with men of superlor 
character and station, enjoying themselves day after 
day. They gather in the affairs of the world and 
differentiate white from black, beneficial from 
harmful. Weighing feasibility, they determine whether 
or not a project is propitious. Setting up standards 
and rules, they can devise laws and regulations, in
vestigate all aspects of the Way and make an exhaus
tive study of the basic nature of affairs. They estab 
lish what is right and repudiate what is wrong, and 
make it clear for posterity. On dying they pass on 
their work, and even while alive they have glory and 
reputation* This then is what man's ability is cap
able of attaining. That none are able to achieve 
this, however, is because being indolent and idle, 
they are too much at leisure.^

41This is conceivably directed against the Taoists. Cf. 
Lao Tzu 20: && tfu ■&. "Repudiate study and there will be
no anxieties." and Lao Tzu 64: 4_ *k... $ * "Therefore,
the Sage... studies not studying."
42 . . «Omitting the character 4- in the phrase: ^ * bj*l u
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It has been the combination of education and sustained 
effort which has been responsible for the ascent of man
and progress in human society (19/9a-b):

$  *L < $  I f  f  % % 40 Vs ff' j ^  % * rt? I lb 4  
^  fa S ^  fa ^  ^  fa t f$ st $  5 f f  */7 5 A

A-
Viewing it from this perspective, the moron who is 
fond of learning is better than an intelligent man 
who does not exert himself. There has never been a
person from the ruler and ministers of state down to
the ordinary people who has been successful without 
diligence....Reputation can be made by hard work; 
achievement can be gained through diligence.

Perhaps the dominant and most frequently surfacing theme 
of the "Fan Lun" chapter is that the attitudes and meth
ods of government must change in response to the times 
(13/llb):

i L  ^ %  £ -  M } $  %  f a  V f .  M  i  f a  f a . 5f f a
nf <t % % kr $  f  ^ f-  m 5k ik  k . &)% i  f . )\ £■
&  4s. 4k & if ^  't 4s.
Therefore the sage, in contemplating the course of
an affair, gears his response to the changes in ex
ternal circumstances without applying any fixed stan
dard. At times advancing and at times retreating, 
he is soft and pliant like a reed and yet it is not 
from fear or faint-heartedness; he is firm, strong 
and formidible and his determination reaches the 
skies, and yet it is not boastfulness or vanity.
In all <£ases he takes the tide and responds to 
change.

While both Fa-chia and Confucian conceptions of history 
accept the principle that customs and culture must change 
to meet new circumstances, the amoral Fa-chia doctrine 
wholly rejects the Confucian conviction that there exist 
some underlying moral principles behind the culture 
which are permanent and enduring. The "Fan Lun" chapter 
gives voice to this Confucian conviction (13/4a-b):

43Following Wang Nien-sun in reading ^-j^as fa- t’h .
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it. f  ^  f(r M  'k v #• £ f  .# ill k
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Thus, the path which the sage follows is called "the
Way"; what he does is called his "affairs". The Way 
is like the percussion instruments— once tuned they 
do not change. Affairs are like the zither and lute- 
each time you string them, they need tuning. There
fore, laws and social norms are the tools of govern
ment, but are not that on which government is based. 
Thus it is that benevolence and rightness constitute 
the framework. These have been unchanging for all 
time.

Again, it is the benefit of the people rather than mis
placed devotion to convention which is the foremost con
cern of good government (13/3a):

M  3' i  44 k  ^  ♦  I- J'J #  r  $_ sxJl #
V  ^  H  i i  £  #  5- i \1 ̂  if £  ; ^ |  f  *  i-]
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If the regulations of the former kings are not suit
able, put them aside. If something of recent times 
works out well, make use of it. There has never been 
anything constant in social norms and music. Thus 
the sage controls social norms and music rather than 
being controlled by them. There is something con
stant in the governing of a state, namely taking as 
fundamental the benefit of the people; there is some
thing essential in political indoctrination, namely 
taking as foremost the carrying of orders into prac
tice. If something is beneficial to the people, it 
need not be in imitation of the ancients; if some
thing always works out well, it need not be consis
tent with established practices.

Although the conception of history expounded in this "Fan 
Lun" chapter shares the Fa-chia preoccupation with chang
ing the methodology of government to accommodate the

44times and contains many allusions to Fa-chia texts, in 
essence it is still much closer to the Confucian position
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Again, true to Han eclecticism, even the Taoist philo
sophy of history does not go unrepresented (13/3a-b):

f  >1 A  &  to f H  ^  'A 1 1 4  ■#. f  4f ̂  A  M  ft 
if i'f. f  I  jL 4 *$L ̂  I s f* 4. if. / f  i*. |  i  1.1 />. t
•tit A. i i  \% %  lf$ £- *A ,f< 4* ^  . t % > &  A . *a $.
k' ** & $ i  L . K  % ^  i} |f. 4- 4K i »f U i i i j l

t  di % ?ib L ? 4 £ & fi] *4 3k i .  f? J;

f  ^  $  4  ii ^  k  i. i  ^  I ^ . i 4  st i k  a  tr
i  'f. 4  'f it
The various streams while having different sources 
all pour into the sea; the various philosophies 
while pursuing different aims all address themselves 
to proper order. When the Way of the True King was 
wanting, the Odes arose; when the House of Chou was 
in decline and social norms were degenerate, the 
C h 1un-ch1iu arose. While the Odes and the C h 1un- 
ch1iu are masterpieces of literature, they are both 
the compilations of degenerate ages. The Confucians 
on the basis of these instruct and guide in the world, 
and yet how can they compare with the heights of the 
Three Dynasties! If, taking the Odes and Ch 'un-ch1iu 
as the Way of the ancients, we are to esteem them, 
what about the time prior to their compilation! It 
is better to take the Way when it was whole than at 
a time when it was incomplete. Hearing the actual 
words of the former kings is better than reciting 
their odes and writings. And realizing what is be
hind the words is better than hearing their words. 
What is behind the words, however, cannot be arti
culated. Thus, "the Way which can be spoken of is 
not the constant Way."

Compare for example 13/3a:
&  %  V  *  If t  $ $  fa IC 01 &  j#, fa <£. £  ft &  £']

4̂  $ J: %. #1 *»£ £ -15 f t . 4a ifli fa  Hi ty

with, the Shang-chtin shu l/2b (pp. 3-4) :
^  I  <  K. ^  & £  :>i. 0  #  4a &'J " A  iff £  #'J
^  ̂  4  A  £. ■£ f  &  it A  fl. t  K  :,9 &  3> - 4,.it

^ 'A £ ■
In fact, much of the first chapter of the Shang-chdn shu 
is contained in this "Fan Lun" chapter of Huai Nan Tzu.
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This brief survey of the various interpretations of 
historical change to be found in the Huai Na.n Tzu as a 
whole underlines the composite nature of the text and 
emphasizes the degree to which disparate doctrines have 
been juxtaposed. The characteristically Han willingness 
to synthesize conflicting doctrines is strongly in 
evidence.

F. THE "CHU SHU” CHAPTER'S CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

As we have seen, there are portions of the Huai Nan 
Tzu— the "Pen Ching" chapter, for example— which are al
most entirely devoted to an exposition on historical 
change. The "Chu Shu" chapter, however, is devoted to 
a statement of political theory, and in fact concerns 
itself with history only to the extent that historical 
examples can be used to illustrate general principles 
of government. It would be a distortion to say that 
the philosophy of history that the "Chu Shu" chapter 
expounds in the course of outlining its political pro
gramme is one of its most conspicuous features. Even so, 
a careful examination of relevant passages can provide 
us with some insights into the author's attitude toward 
historical change.

In discussing the process of historical change and 
comparing the past with the present, the "Chu Shu" chap
ter combines elements from the Taoist and Confucian 
philosophies of history. The most outstanding feature 
of the Taoist interpretation of history— the notion of 
decline from an ancient and primitive ideal— is present 
in the chapter from the very outset. In the following 
passage a -f fa  ijt ic ft %'] & .contrast is drawn be
tween the idyllic rule of Shen Nung and the degenerate 
government of recent times--a contrast that is remin
iscent of the Taoist portions of the Huai Nan Tzu text,
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notably the "Ytfan Tao", "Ch'u Chen" and "Pen Ching" 
chapters (9/lb-2a):

$ % %  iL 'A A 1 &J. %il i . n i- a &

$ .c.\ ^ 4l % il $■ it. t f i f  )■£ C
M ti % . *4. *k Hf t it ? • ft f $_ «. $ f
jfj 4i &  f . & fa -f 4 (k ik tv iff.J Vi- if] t jhfc.
l 0 t  ? y$> $  I K i f m KL A (Ift B$. i  #,j
it 0 £ M. ft 1 ' i t% h  ,c. i € tk * .¥> k

k\ K ft I ' f . 1 t ft it. & t 4
/h #. #  * * vlV

f'Ji.1 if i if. & ik f. ■L> t a  £•. ll !' $ a t
# K A . ̂  #■ & fa 1 i -11 if 1 it.f ?. i ■*1 ttt7

& A  &  •'A 1 if A.tfil fa if <  M  % P} 't X -

In ancient times when Shen Nung governed the world, 
his spirit did not desert his breast, his wisdom did 
not go beyond the four directions, and he cherished 
the magnanimous mind. The sweet rains fell at the 
proper time and the five grains flourished. In 
spring they sprouted forth, in summer they grew, 
in autumn they were harvested and in winter they 
were stored. With monthly examinations and seasonal 
scrutiny, at the year-end the record of their accom
plishments would be offered up, and tasting the 
grain at the proper season, he would make sacrifice 
in the Ming T'ang....

Thus, his bearing was severe yet he did not have to 
resort to executions, his punishments were put aside 
and he did not have to invoke them, and his laws 
were simple and uncomplicated. Hence, his trans
formation of the people was god-like,, In his terri
tory stretching from Chiao Chih in the south to Yu 
Tu in the north, T'ang Ku in the east and San Wei 
in the west, there was no one who would not submit 
to his rule. At this time, the laws and punishments 
were not stringently applied and the prisons were 
empty. The world was one in custom and none were of 
a wicked mind.

The government in a declining age is not like this. 
Those above are fond of taking without any notion of 
proper measure while those below are wholly given
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over to avarice. The people, impoverished and dis
tressed, contend angrily among themselves and working 
themselves to the bone never gain an inch. Clever
ness and deception sprout forth, bandits and thieves 
are rife, ill-will appears between superiors and sub
ordinates, and edicts and orders are not implemented.

The authorities do not devote their efforts to re
turning to the right path. While going against the 
roots they cultivate the incidentals and while being 
stingy with their bounty they pile up punishments.
And yet in doing these things they are trying to 
govern properly! This is no different from taking 
up pellets to induce a bird to come to you, or 
W'ielding a cane to tame a dog. It just makes mat
ters worse.

Yao is also selected to represent an ideal government of 
antiquity. The description of an orderly world under a 
sage-king is contrasted with the decline of more recent 
times (9/lOb-lla):

\  K f  ^  I. A  $  /v. i t  1? A  ►/ )| f
i t  n  fit. $  $ .  t  % . 1  t  *  I flfc. I f

^  Z. & . ei i, ^  ^  ^  K  ^ -I. M.
$  f  f t  K  :i *  1 £  4' H it. ii % A. -f. $ yk i-
fc S -A &  4' £. $  k  1 *  ’•a %  fa fl. :}f- % H  J> Jj'
- t  £• t- A  < | i ,  f l  <5 *  I t  A .fc  I'J  4- ;!<

^  B & \ k. i i _  %. a. f i .  #•. | p | /  f  Jit L. -it /f- |
I A- if ^ ^ 'f rjf 444, ^  t i l ’- 4.1 ,CJ. 4̂- 4-j\ ^  f t
1  f t  f L ft 4$ 1- A  it- v. & L H  j|, ft k\ t  4$ f t  4%
4' 'I I &  #  .ff, ft f I  h  $ ft p« 1 44 ̂  ft Jt
^  * £  ;£ fir.

In accepting the empire it was not that Yao coveted 
possession of the world or coveted the ease of being 
ruler. Seeing that the common people struggled 
among themselves, the strong dominating the weak 
and the many oppressing the few, Yao then person
ally comported himself in accordance with modera
tion and frugality, and elucidating the virtue of 
mutual love, he brought the people together in har
mony. Therefore, the roofing thatch was not trimmed,
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the rafters were not cut and finished, the ruler's 
carriage was not ornamented, mats were not hemmed, 
pottage was not seasoned, and grain was not polished, 
going on his progression and spreading his guidance, 
he laboured assiduously in the empire and travelled 
to each of the five sacred peaks. Surely the life
style of the emperor could not bring anything but 
enjoyment and yet he took the whole empire for the 
sake of the empire and not because he derived any 
personal benefit from it. When he became old and 
weary and abdicated in favour of Shun, it was just 
like stepping back and kicking off his sandals.

When the age is in decline, however, it is different. 
The ruler, once having gained the wealth of possess
ing the empire and having occupied the purchase atten
dant upon his position, will then exhaust the energies 
of the common people in catering to his own desires. 
His mind is wholly preoccupied with buildings, pavil- 
lions, ponds, gardens, ferocious animals, precious 
stones and exotic objects. Consequently, the poor 
people do not even have dregs and chaff to eat and 
yet the tigers, wolves and bear fill themselves on 
the various kinds of meat; the common people are 
sparsely clothed in coarse rags and yet palaces and 
halls are draped with silk and embroidery. The ruler 
gives priority to these kinds of enterprises which 
serve no useful purpose, and the people of the em
pire become haggard and gaunt. Thus it is that he 
causes the empire to become discontented with its 
way of life.

In the "Chu Shu" chapter, the contrast drawn between the
45ideal ruler and his decadent counterpart and adulation

for the contributions and competent administration of
46the former kings are recurring features. The early 

period in which the ancients ruled the world is generally 
depicted as an age of enlightened government (9/20a):

■f ^  k  k  M  $ .  ^  f  a ,  4 f !%\ if. tf i f  % % , %  a. i f  &

ff. &  ft t, vu.

45 ,See 9/l7b-18a.
46See 9/13a and 9/19a.
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Of old, when the emperor would hold court, the high 
ministers would proffer honest admonition, the learned 
scholars would chant the odes, the music masters would 
sing their criticisms, the common people would communi
cate their opinions, the court historians would chron
icle errors in judgment, and the court chefs would 
deprive the ruler of his refreshments, but still this 
was not considered enough for the rulers.

Thus, Yao set up a drum for those offering bold admon
ition, Shun established a notice board for criticisms, 
T'ang instituted an independent judicial authority, 
and King Wu provided a small drum to forewarn him 
against rashness. Before an error could show itself 
there was already a safeguard against it.
While it is true to say that the "Chu Shu" chapter 

expounds a "decline" theory of history consistent with 
the Taoist tradition, this "decline" theory has been so 
modified by the introduction of Confucian attitudes that 
its interpretation can only be described as syncretic.
In our above discussions on the Taoist and Confucian con
ceptions of history, we concluded that their conflicting 
attitudes towards "culture" marked a readily identifiable 
divergence between the two schools of thought. Where 
the Taoists pointed to the accumulation of culture and 
the development of civilization as the essential cause 
of social decline, the Confucians saw this same culture 
as the embodiment of universal moral principles and its 
transmission as the essential impetus behind social pro
gress. In the "Chu Shu" chapter, far from rejecting man's 
cultural heritage, rulers of antiquity are singled out 
and praised for their ability to influence both their 
own times and the subsequent course of history through 
their efforts in personal cultivation. The rulers of 
antiquity developed music and ceremony in order to re
present their innermost feelings (9/'l7b) :

^ A. %. J; if ^ 'f\\ /f/u C  % if v^. ft %
% £. *  k- 3- ft i x  $  K f. >5 &  (SI 41 fe. ft -f X  i  e -t-
f-. is] .Vi i d  $  iu. 6§ % - A.. i t .  £ £  !] i  1 $  t j i .  %. u  f
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$ n u %  f *r4d tf. ft-* ft £  Ki-I w  ft i. s»| ®f t  iu fff *
■ft 4  .̂i<- ’$ fy.tf }fl ^  &  ft "i ?fr i *  ^  f i  t- \<y
&  ^  ̂  ^  >lft.
Therefore, the ruler of antiquity was concerned about 
the hardships of his people to the extent that if there 
were starving people in his state, at each meal he 
would have only one single dish, and if there were 
freezing people, in winter he would not attire him
self in fur garments. Only when the harvest was 
good and the people had plenty would he then set 
up the bells and drums and display the shields and 
axes, and with ruler and subject, superior and sub
ordinate all with one mind enjoying these, there 
will be no one left out in the whole state. There- 
fore, the use of metal, stone, pipes and strings by 
the ancients was to express their pleasure. Weapons, 
armor, battleaxes and broadaxes were to give a more 
polished expression to their anger. The ceremonies 
of libations and offerings were to represent their 
gladness. Funeral garments and sedge footwear, 
beating of the breast and weeping were to demon
strate their grief. These are all instances of 
the general truth that what one is full of inside 
will express itself outside.

The substance of their personal cultivation was crystal-
ized and formalized as social norms and music, and these
have been transmitted as a cultural heritage from ancient 

47times (9/4a);

-f ^  £ ? If -tff W  <?}. * ii fi &  iU ft. I f|. ftSi. 
4 ?. fi i *  h  M. ifL i- “A-K Ik.i "f %  *  &  3- h  
■j #  1- ii. K  &  M  f8 to. <  »L ik-SK a  &  k'

The sage-kings of antiquity, embodying the most essen
tial vapours within, gave them expression by likes and 
dislikes externally. Their words were spoken to ex
press what was truly on their mind and they issued 
commands to show their purposes. Setting these out 
in social norms and music and recounting them in song 
and verse, their deeds have been known to each suceed- 
ing generation without break and have spread to every 
corner of the world without limit. They shaped and 
transformed even birds, beasts and the insect world, 
let alone things like administering the law and 
implementing edicts.

47Cf. Tso chu an 4-56/10/3 # in which Confucius contends 
that the purpose of even entertainment must be the illus
tration of virtue.



It is this cultural heritage which is most efficacious 
in transforming the people and achieving enlightened 
government. While the "Chu Shu" chapter's "decline" 
theory of history might toe associated with the Taoist 
tradition, the respect for traditional culture as a 
formal representation of ancient insights into timeless 
moral principles and values is an ingredient which can 
only toe traced to the Confucian camp. In this chapter, 
the ancients are not exalted for maintaining a village 
Utopia, tout rather for their tangible and contrived con
tributions to human civilization (9/13a):

1  f  \  3  4j. < -f, ft, C  b |f % Aj. f(f “A
P\ A 3 ft & % <1. & ft }\ %. f<r i  {£.£ A
The purpose of setting up a bureaucracy in anti
quity was to prevent the people from toeing self- 
indulgent. That they enthroned a ruler was to 
control the bureaucracy and prevent it from doing 
as it pleased. Law, records, social norms and a 
code of moral conduct are to prevent the ruler 
from arrogating all decisions to himself.
In the "Chu Shu" chapter— a chapter which superfi

cially appears to describe a Fa-chia system of politi
cal control— the Fa-chia interpretation of historical 
change is not represented. There is no portion of the 
chapter which conveys the Fa-chia's rejection of histor
ical examples as irrelevant or its insistence that new 
problems require new solutions. Rather, the conception 
of history is basically a Taoist "decline" theory mod
ified toy a thoroughgoing respect for the cultural con
tributions of past eras. These two seemingly conflict
ing positions are reconciled toy the suggestion that the 
deterioration of the human condition is the result of 
a failure to uphold the principles and the spirit which 
had characterized periods of effective government in 
earlier times.

In our discussion of the Confucian position on his
torical change, we were able to say that Confucius looked
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back on history as a gradual progression and evolution 
from high antiquity to the Golden Age of early Chou.
This progress was a direct result of the recognition 
and cultural expression of universal moral principles 
which began and grew through the early development of 
Chinese civilization. In the early Chou, cultural insti
tutions and the pattern of human life achieved a plane 
in embodying and representing the underlying moral prin
ciples which had hitherto been unknown. The heights of 
early Chou were short-lived, however, and as the meaning 
behind the cultural institutions and the pattern of life 
evaporated, man sank into a spiral of social and politi
cal decline. The "Chu Shu" chapter's interpretation of 
history as a whole is very close to Confucius' attitude 
toward this period of decline from early Chou times up 
to his own day. Generally, it has been man's failure to 
understand and retain the substance and principle behind 
the social norms and institutions which frame and forti
fy human society that has led to the unfortunate deter
ioration in his quality of life. Particularly, it has 
been the failure of the ruler, the hinge between politi
cal order and chaos, to realize the Way of the True King 
and to stand as a model for his people.



APPENDIX I: TRANSLATION

The Huai Nan Tzu, Book Nine: Political Techniques of the
Ruler

Introduction

1. Rhymed passages are indented and the rhyming character 
is inserted in parentheses at the end of the phrase or sen
tence. Our main source for rhymes of this period is:

Peking, 1958.
Occasionally there are what would seem to be "unintentional" 
rhymes. In these cases, we note the rhymes, but do not in
dent the passage.

2. We have divided the text where it seems most appropriate 
to do so. The "Chu Shu" chapter, while for the most part 
internally consistent, does not always have one continuous 
and developing theme which is readily identifiable in each 
of the sections. Often, one section is a series of related 
ideas, one leading to the next, which all fall loosely under 
one subject heading. That we are justified in dividing 
these loosely knit passages into sections is borne out by 
the general correspondence found between our own efforts at 
sectioning and those found in the Wen Tzu and Ch'ftn-shu
chih-yao.

3. The margin numbers correspond to the SPTK edition.

Section 1

The political techniques of the ruler are to abide la
in affairs of non-action and disseminate wordless 
instructions . A

2Limpid and still he does not move; once he moves 
he does not stray {ifk) ; A

1This first section appears as a block in the C h 1 ftn-shu chih- 
yao 41/3b-4a. In the Wen Tzu -f /12a-b this entire section 
appears together with a portion of Section 2 below.
2Following Liu Wen-tien in reading A. as fj] .



taking advantage of the course of things he delegates 
responsibility to subordinates and, holding them re
sponsible for success, he does not wear himself 
out ('̂  ) . A
Thus, even though his mind understands regulations, 
he allows himself to be guided by the imperial tutors 
(̂  ) ; A
even though he is able to speak, he allows his dip
lomats to communicate his dictates dtlf-); B 
even though his feet are able to walk, he allows his 
escort to lead the way (̂ - ) ; A
even though his ears are able to hear, he allows the
administrators to offer advice (ff. ).^ B
Therefore in his considerations he never decides on
the wrong course of action and in his deliberations

*  4he is never in error (f). B
His words are worth looking at and his actions are

5a model for the world. His every movement is in 
accord with the proper time ( )  B 
and his activity or lack of it is consistent with 
principle [f$ ) . B
He is not attracted by beauty or repelled by ugli
ness, and his punishments are not accompanied by 
anger or his rewards by pleasure (Jr) . ̂  B

We follow the Kao Yu commentary which states that some texts 
read as $f, . The character it rhymes with If . With respect 
to this entire passage, cf, the Shen Tzu cited in the TPYL 7 6 
p. 358 (Thompson, passage 111):

■1 #  } 4- to fM  f *. fc «t. 1  ft 4  sfc. ft
i  fo K. $ L i  L i t  <0.

Cf. also Ch'un-ch'iu fan-lu 6/5b-6a:

■fe % ^ t- h . & % $i it, ►/. %' % f ....  & i' fi tfi? 4$ fit
4iL.rf i' i |  ^  #  f .  M. -5' I .£  a  0  £&■'$.4 * Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu SPTK Z /83a and Ta Tai li-chi SPTK

3/4b which have the same passage: £ ^ ^  ̂  ̂  ^  ̂  ^  ^
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He lets each name name itself and each class classify 
7itself. Affairs proceed spontaneously and none arise 

from him ( ) . B
Therefore a king of antiquity would put a veil of 
pearls to his cap in order to prevent himself from 
seeing too clearly ( ) ;  C
would have yellow silk hanging down over his ears
to prevent himself from hearing too keenly
The emperor being surrounded by screens was to lb

 ̂ 9erect barriers for himself

^Reading 4 ̂ . as %  for the ̂  rhyme.

Huai Nan Tzu lO/Sb:^ $ I t ^
i  H 6 .

Han Fei Tzu 17 :16: ̂  % |fr  ̂^  fa jj ^  4b. ^  ^ 

ijan_.Fei,.T2u 30:14: ^  ^  ^  ... vk ^  (, % I <1,

^aj1g^-s,surchin,g p. 31: £  f  ^  ft |-| £  . & f  * *( g  |'|

w  i it ;& i @ 1 ^ .

Shen_J^u fragments: ^  ^  Jf ̂  | | | U .

Shih Tzu 1 /6a: /x |f, ̂  $z 6 £ . k' f i ft .

Cf* -a Tai 8/4a: ^  ̂  ^  ^(j ^  ^

Yen Tzu ch'un-cV.iu 7/llb: £  f] t

t  9 *T flfl9Cf. Lao Tzu 47 for similar purport.



Thus, where that over which one governs is distant, he 
should focus on that close at hand; where that over which 
one rules is great, he should watch the small.^ For to 
be wilful in the use of his eyes leads to excesses; to be 
wilful in the use of his ears leads to confusion; to be 
wilful in the use of his mouth leads to disorder. These
three passes must be carefully guarded.

If one wants to regulate something < t i ) , D
in fact he is going contrary to it (II £-) ; D
if he wants to embellish something E
in fact he is harming it ( .  E

1Section 2

A person’s spiritual souls come from the vapours of 
heaven while his sentient souls come from the vapours 
of earth (1%,) . A
Returning these to their mysterious apartments and 
causing each to dwell in its proper residence (&), A 
if one can watch over these and not lose them ( ) ,  B 
he achieves communion above with the Great One ( . B
And the essence of the Great One (^f) C

3has communion with Heaven (^). C

"^Following Wang Nien-sun in reading jr as . Cf. Lao Tzu 
63 and 64 for similar purport.

■^This section is contained in the Wen Tzu 1' /12a-b and 
-t/10b-lla.

2Cf. Li-chi 11/27: £%, fL ^

Li-chi 7/la: 1  R  ^  \ . fa 4  U  % . *

Li-ch.i 7/lb: ^  ^  ^  <1 ^  ^  ^ 7 ^  ^  JL ^  *£-*.

Following the Wen Tzu /12a in reading as &
The character ^  rhymes with 4% . See Wang Nien-sun’s commen 
tary in LWT 9/2a.
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The Way of Heaven is mysterious and silent (&■), D
and is without any shape or regulation (#'| ). D
It is too great to reach its end point (*f&) E
and too deep to be fathomed Of1! ) . E 

4Constantly adapting itself to man, it is beyond 
his comprehension (4'f ) . E

5In ancient times when Shen Nung governed the world,
his spirit did not desert his breast (^ ), F
his wisdom did not go beyond the four directions (•$,), G
and he cherished his magnanimous mind (^ ). F
The sweet rains fell at the proper time and the five
grains flourished (44). G
In spring they sprouted forth, in summer they grew ( )  , H 
in the autumn they were harvested and in winter they 
were stored ($() . H

6With monthly examinations and seasonal scrutiny, at 
the year-end the record of their accomplishments would 
be offered up (*/ ) , H
and tasting the grain at the proper season, he would 
make sacrifice in the Ming T'ang ( ^ ). H 
The structure of the Ming T ‘ang was such that it had 
a roof and no walls (^ ), H
but the elements could neither enter it nor do it 
harm (l|?) . H

^Following the. Wen Tzu f /12a .in reading ^  as |  .
5Shen Nung is a legendary ruler who, according to tradition, 
reigned from 2838-2698 B.C. He is particularly remembered 
as the sage who developed and taught husbandry. He is also 
the father of Chinese medicine, having devoted himself to 
the study of herbs and their properties.

6Cf. Ta Tai li-chi l/3a: {L % #I Hf $ it.

K ’ung Tzu chi a-yd l/9b: ft/ flf -Z- .
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With a halting manner he would enter it.
Rearing his people in justice ('a1), H 2a
they became plainly honest and sincere, 
and without contending one with the other, 
they found that they had enough wealth.
Without wearing themselves out they achieved their

. . .  8 ends (*# ) , H
and taking advantage of the stock of the heavens and 
earth they lived in perfect accord with their envi
ronment (1̂1 ) . H

Thus, his bearing was severe yet he did not have to resort
to executions, his punishments were put aside and he did

9not have to invoke them, and his laws were simple and 
uncomplicated. Hence, his transformation of the people 
was god-like. In his territory stretching from Chiao 
Chih in the south to Yu Tu in the north, T'ang Ku in the 
east and San Wei in the west, there was no one who would 
not submit to his rule.^ At this time, the laws and pun
ishments were not stringently applied and the prisons were 
empty. The world was one in custom and none were of a 
wicked mind.

The Ming T'ang was a sacred structure visited by the
emperor in carrying out the various sacrifices. These
visits and sacrifices are closely linked to the seasons
and the calendar. For lengthy {yet not altogether accu
rate) discussions on the Ming T'ang institution, see M.
Granet, La Pensee Chinoise pp. 177 ff. and W.E. Soothill,
The Hall of Light.
8Following Yang Shu-ta p. 56 in. reading ffljK as $  for the ̂  

rhyme.

9Cf. H sfln Tgu 57/15/90: f  ^  &  £  fg .

Hsfln Tzu 102/28/20: ,A jfa fa ^  ^  * Jfl ,

This passage occurs either in part or in whole in the 
following texts: Ta Tai li-chi 7/2a; Shuo ytian 19/12a-b;
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The government in a declining age is not like this:
Those above are fond of taking without any notion 
of proper measure (■% ) H
while those below are wholly given over to avarice (IfL) . H
The people, impoverished and distressed, contend angrily

.aamong themselves {f ) H
and working themselves to the bone never gain an inch 
(fjl ) . H
Cleverness and deception sprout forth, 
bandits and thieves are rife {ff ), H
ill-will appears between superiors and subordinates, 
and edicts and orders are not implemented ). H

The authorities do not devote their efforts to returning 
to the right path. While going against the roots they 
cultivate the incidentals and while being stingy with 
their bounty they pile up punishments. And yet in doing 
these things they are trying to govern properly! This is 
no different from taking up pellets to induce a bird to 
come to you, or wielding a cane to tame a dog. It just 
makes matters worse.

Section 3^

Now where water is muddy the fishes gasp; where government
is severe the people are disorderly. Thus, those who breed
tigers, leopards, rhinoceroses and elephants put them in
pens, provide for their desires, feed them at the right time,

2and distract them from outbursts of temper. But notwith-

Mo Tzu 35/21/6; Shih Tzu /4b; Lti-shih ch 'un ch 1 iu 2 2/8b-9a; 
Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu /56b; Huai Nan Tzu 19/lb. Yu Tu,
T'ang Ku and San Wei are also mentioned in Huai Nan Tzu 4/4b 
and 4/8b.
1This section is found in Wen Tzu b /10b-lla and 1 /lla-b.
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standing this, that the animals do not live out their 
natural span of years is because they are physically 
under duress.

Therefore, if superiors intensify their cleverness ($L) 
subordinates will intensify their deceptions (f'f ) ; A 
if superiors intensify their undertakings (-f ) , B 
subordinates will intensify their guard (fij, ); B 
if superiors are constantly intruding on the people, 
subordinates will be unsettled (^ ; C 
if superiors intensify their demands, 
subordinates will wrangle among themselves ( f ) . C

Devotion to nonessentials rather than straightening things 
out at the root is like prodding a dustpile to put down 
the dust or fetching firewood to extinquish a fire. Hence, 
the sage governs easily because his affairs are few, and is 
easy to satisfy because his demands are few.

2cf. Teng Hsi Tzu 2b-3a: t 'K J'l &  t  M  &  %r
fl'l MK ^ 4 *4  ft I- i. 1.>S7

1. > If  i .  h. it K  IS. Z. ^ Iff.

£huang_Tzu 11/4/60: ^ f a f fiC tK *8 M  %

A 2- i  fc -tf*. ^  ̂  ji; ̂  i. i  e.. if 1
fa  4&.1.S M. A-.

See also Lieh Tzu 2/4b.
3 .This passage is reminiscent of Lao Tzu 57:

JL'f if All &  L
d  if fj t. fr *  fr.
l. if ft *5 .4 w  

^  fj'. jlL ̂  if \ .

2b

, A
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Without giving any service he is benevolent ), D
without speaking he is trusted (\% ) , D
without seeking he gets,
without doing he accomplishes (A ).
Without genuineness he preserves the true (jl ), D

4embraces virtue and extends sincerity (p.) . D 
And the world follows him just as the echo responds 
to the sound (^) D

5and the shadow to the form (ff̂ ) . D
This is because what he cultivates is the root.

Punishments and penalties are incapable of changing customs 
and executions are incapable of putting a stop to wicked
ness. Only god-like transformation is precious and only 
the most essential vapours6 can do it in that way.

4Cf. Chuang Tzu 14/5/42 : 4s" M  ̂  I ^  {% . $L.

k  it 6  t§. 4  &  1  t- ,t ̂ .

Chuang Tzu 55/21/17: % ft f fa ft kfc. fa $  &  fa fL
Jtfi.# I ** &  &  &  k  .

Lao_Tzu 47: £  ̂  ^  ^  ft ^  ̂  ^ , ft 4  ^  .

5Cf. Chuang Tzu 28/11/64: <. ̂  2. fit. ■% iJ i it

Huanq-ti sau-chinq p. 20: ^  ^  ^  ^

This expression 1 4% is a special term in this chapter 
connoting a powerful although intangible inner potency 
which, when concentrated and retained intact, can be directed 
at others to influence their activities and effect their 
transformation. It also occurs in the Chuang Tzu 58/22/18 
and in the I-ching 43/i^.t /9. The notion of inner potency 
finds many shapes in the Chinese tradition— note, for exam
ple, the currency of in most of the important schools of 
Chinese thought. This aspect of Chinese philosophy seems to
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Now, an urgent shout cannot he heard beyond a hundred paces,
but where the mind is focused it will be understood a thou- 

7sand Ijl away. in the winter the myriad things seek out 
the sun while in summer they seek the shade. Nothing causesg
this yet it is so.

Thus, with the appearance of the most essential 
vapours (f$.) E
things come without being summoned
and depart of their own accord without being
dismissed (#). E
Dark and abstruse { % % ) ,  D
no one knows who produces them and yet their results 
are naturally realized D
The wise are not able to explain them and the 
eloquent are not able to describe them ). D

have received particular attention in the early Han in its 
association with the concept of 1  a. . We can find
reference to ^ (and other such expressions used to repre
sent "inner potency") throughout the Huai Nan Tzu. For
example, 6/la£4f ; 6/lb ,• 6/2a 41 ? 6/2b

? 7/la $L $ ̂  . In the following 20/2b~3a 
passage, it describes an analogous relationship between 
"fertilization" as an invisible influence and the sage 
with his t IK transforming the people: ^  ̂  ̂  ^  ^  ^  ^

In 20/8b-Sa it contains an extended discussion on how the 
most efficacious method of influencing and transforming 
the people is through the "essential vapours", making use 
of expressions such as , 4l 1$. and 4f It *

8Cf. Teng Hsi Tzu 6a: ^  fjfa £  g i  ^



In ancient times Sun-shu Ao (prime minister of Ch'u)
reposed peacefully yet the people of Ying (capital of
Ch'u) had no cause to use their weapons, Y.i Liao .(a 3a
famous soldier) of Shih Nan (a place in Ch'u) toyed
with his pellets and yet even with the trouble existing
between the two families, there was no reason for any-

9one to take offense at his words.

These historical figures and their circumstances also 
appear in other early texts.

In the Tso chuan 4 9 3 / 16/pfcf 3 (47 9 B.C.) there is an 
account of a rebellion in Ch'u staged by Po Kung « (styled 
# ), the son of the late heir to the Ch'u throne, Chien £_ .
In plotting the rebellion, he said to a fellow conspirator, 
Shih C h ' i fc *L , that 500 men would be sufficient to effect 
their coup. In response to Shih Ch'i's reservations about 
raising this body of men, Po Kung replied that Hsiung Yi 
Liao j|k 'jl ft , a fearless officer, was alone worth any 500 
men. They approached Yi Liao and tried to win him to their 
cause. When he refused their promises of wealth, they held 
a blade to his throat. Still he would not budge. Convinced 
that he would not reveal their plot for personal gain, they 
released him. Subsequently, in the insurrection Po Kung 
killed the two high ministers, Tzu Hsi^-^ and Tzu C h ' i & jfjJ , 
and took King Hui of Ch'u captive. In the end, the rebel
lion was suppressed.

In the Chuang Tzu (apart from the 67/24/65 passage 
from which our Huai Nan Tzu passage seems to be taken),
Hsiung Yi Liao also appears as an advisor to Duke Ai of 
Lu (51/20/9 ff.). Duke Ai observes basically Confucian 
virtues and values, and yet has difficulty avoiding cal
amity. Yi Liao advises him to abandon conventional values 
and adopt the Taoist attitude toward life.

The "two families" refer to the two conflicting branches 
of the Ch'u royal house, and "toying with pellets" represents 
Yi Liao's disregard for his own safety in remaining aloof 
from the warring factions of the royal family.

Sun-shu Ao appears in the Shih-chi 119 (pp. 3099 ff.) 
as a prime minister under King Chuang of Ch'u. Sun-shu A o 1s 
government is so effective that he can prevent wrongdoing 
without invoking punishments. In a short period he was able 
to rid the state of corrupt officials and robbers, and to 
provide the people with an environment in which they could 
find sufficiency and contentment.

These two men are presented here as examples of men who 
were able to succeed through non-action. The methodology of 
this approach is described in the Shih-chi 1.19 (p. 3100) as:

fa ft &  k. ft /c \L % %h &  ‘A  f &  &  f &  &  z- •



Things like armour and grimaces of wrath are a long way 
from defending against arms; things like contracts and 
ceremonial gifts, punishments, penalties and instruments 
of execution are of little use in resolving difficulties; 
relying on your eyes to see or your words to command is 
no way to effect proper order.

When Ch'ti Po-yfi became prime minister, Tzu Kung going to
see him, asked: "How do you govern the state?" He replied

11"I govern it by not governing it."

Chien Tzu (prime minister of Chin, Chao Yang) wanting to 
attack Wei sent Shih An (the grand historian of Chin, Shih 
Mo) to go and make a preliminary examination of the situa
tion. Returning, he reported: "With Ch'tl Po-yh as prime

The allusion in this Huai Nan Tzu passage is perhaps 
based on the Chuang Tzu 67/24/65:^ ^  g  ^  ^  ̂  ^  ^  ^

M if fa k  * i. #- & l|* ^  it k.

10This expression 8 4fb ̂  also occurs in Teng Hsi Tzu 6a 
as ^  g i\| Jlfc and in Shang-chtln shu 5/8b as nJL $ ifv lifu .

■^Ch'il Po-yti occurs in the Chuang Tzu 10/4/54. He is a 
minister of Wei who, when consulted about how to teach a 
crown prince lacking in virtuous qualities, emphasizes the 
dangers involved. To be virtuous and parade one's own 
talents before him is perilous; to follow him in untoward 
activities is a course equally fraught with danger. In
this passage he is a wise Taoist-oriented councellor who
offers advice similar to that given Yen Hui by Confucius 
at the beginning of this "Jen Chien" chapter. He appears 
frequently in early literature as a wise and particularly 
introspective minister (Lun-yti 29/14/25; Huai Nan Tzu 20/ 
9b-10a). In Chuang Tzu 71/25/51 he is spurned for this 
introspection. In 60 years whatever he has called "right"
he has then had to change and call "wrong". He does not
have the scope to just leave things alone and refrain from 
projecting value judgments on them.



minister, the time is not yet right to attack." How could
12any kind of fortifications have such an effect!

13Thus, when Kao Yao who was dumb was Minister of Prisons, 
that the world was free of cruel punishments was because
there was something of greater value than the spoken word.

14- . .When Shih K'uang who was blind became prime minister,
that Chin was free of disorderly government was because
there was something of greater value than sight. Thus it
was that wordless orders and sightless scrutiny were the
way that Fu Hsi and Shen Nung taught.

Therefore, the transformation of the people comes not from
following what is said but from following what is done.
Thus, Duke Chuang of Ch'i was in deed fond of courage but
in word discouraged strife, and the state was raked by
turmoil leading in due course to his assassination at the

15hands of Ts'ui Chu.

12Cf. Lti-shih ch’un-ch'iu 20/lla: ££ it fc

M  d  ' A A A  fjj ^  f3 -A L  ̂  ^
f l  $\ &  M  ^  JL ^ & 1k U . £-13 ^

Shu.Q yfl.an 12/17a: ^  it t  Pt ft it Z-■ U  d  ' A -
a &  A  i A  %  L  H  &  \% % &  t <£.
4̂  JL & % 4L  £. H  .It

13Kao Yao is traditionally identified as the Minister of 
Justice and associated with the institution of punishments 
under the sage-ruler, Shun. The "Kao Yao Mo" chapter of 
the Shang-shu is partially devoted to him. See also Tso 
chu an 387/H& 14/^4 and Shih-ching 79/299/5.
14 . . .Shih K'uang was a music master of Chin who lived during 
the 6th C. B.C. Throughout Chinese literature he appears 
time and again epitomizing musical skill and auditory
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King C h 'ing Hsiang was in deed fond of women, but in word
did not permit criticism of this, and the people were
extremely unruly leading ultimately to the problem of 

16Chao C h 'i .

Hence, the influence of the most essential vapours, like 
the spring vapours giving life and the autumn vapours 
extinguishing it, happens even faster than the speed 
of a post horse or courier.17

Thus, the ruler is like an archer. Where his aim is off 
by the slightest degree he will miss the mark by yards. 
Because of this, he is cautious in how he moves the people.

That on once hearing Jung Ch'i-ch'i play his lute Confucius
remained happy for three days was because he was moved by 

18its harmony. That on once hearing Tsou Chi strum his 
lute, King Wei of C h 1i grieved all night long was because

sensitivity. For example, see Tso chu an 287/|L 18/4 ;
Hstin Tzu 101/27/129; Han Fei Tzu 4-0:6; Chuang Tzu 5/2/44, 
21/8/5 & 28, 24/10/28 (in this last passage it mentions 
his blindness).
15Ts'ui Chu was a minister of Duke Chuang of C h 1i in the 
6th C. B.C. who in 548 B.C. arranged the assassination 
of his ruler after having provided his own home as a 
rendezvous for the ruler's indelicate encounters. He 
then put Duke Ching on the throne and became himself 
prime minister. Later he was put to death for his reg
icide and his body was exposed in the marketplace. See 
Ch ' un-ch ' iu 304/jjl 25/1, 2.^ and the Tso chuan 305/$. 25/2fr .
16King C h 'ing Hsiang reigned in Ch'u from 298-263 B.C.
See Shih-chi 40 (pp. 1728 ff.). There is no mention in 
the Shih-chi account of his fondness for women, or of this 
man, Chao Ch'i {$ ̂  The Kao Yu commentary identifies 
Chao Ch'i as a minister of Ch'u. There is a ^ who does 
figure into the record of both King C h 'ing Hsiang and his 
father, King Huai, but this is tf& . In the Shih-chi 
account of this period, Chao Tzu1s advice is basically 
to form alliances with other states against Ch'in. The
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19he was moved by its plaintive sound. The fact that one

can arouse happiness and grief in others by articulating
his feelings in the sound of the lute and lyre whereas he
is unable to alter customs and conventions by proclaiming
laws and establishing rewards is because (in the latter

20case) sincerity of mind is not practiced.

result of accepting and following this advice is that Ch'u 
is constantly plagued by C h 1 in incursions and suffers re
peated military defeats at the hands of Ch'in. See Shih- 
chi 40 (pp. 1726 ff.). Perhaps the allusion here is to 
this gf£ written as -§ in error.

I 7 C f .  Meng- T zu  1 0 /2 A /1 :  JL % -3. j j t  tf. A  f t  f 4f ft f f  4̂.

18For a fuller account of Confucius' encounter with the 
hermit, Jung Ch'i-ch'i, on Mt. T'ai, see the Lieh Tzu l,/4b 
and a similar passage in the Kung Tzu chia-yd 4/7a-b.
19For this story of Tsou Chi, see Shih-chi 74 (p. 2344):

\ i  tf\ M  '& ^  ̂  %  t A  $■ * $ &  ®1 H  'k K

For a fuller account, see Shih-chi 46 (p. 1889). According 
to C h 'ien Mu, this event occurred in the first year of King 
Wei (357 B.C.).
20The notion of and is elaborated upon in Huai Nan
Tzu 20/3a-b: ^  ^  ^  ^ g  ^  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ^  ^  ^  ^ ....^  ^

4  ft.jlf &  & .& If. /<f |  &  $ . |J £_ #  &  A. . 4  ft
-* &  I t  f t  i. '/% 4t t  -t i- ft-. i

If <57 I- . ̂  ii i. .jr §$. -us.
i s. f #  6  I .£  &  i  g  >A M  A  t  % %. f  - n

*  f  ta-H i k i . t  4 H 4 £  *<r •*/ ft
« f . #  f  & i# f . 4- ^ is It il fi ̂  i
i \  fl.iV< 2_ i . it I/I A vAilL A./n ^ #■
ff"

Thus, for the sage in nurturing his mind, nothing is 
as good as sincerity. And attaining the highest sin
cerity, he can influence and transform other things....



Hearing Ning Ch ' i ' s melancholy song which came from beneath
the ox cart, that Duke Huan (of Ch'i) sighing took a 4a
second look shows how deep the most essential vapours 

21touch others.

Hence it is said: As for music, if one hears its sound, 
he will know what kind of customs there were, and if he 
sees the customs, he knows how the people were transformed.

When a sage-ruler is on the throne, expansively formless 
and serenely silent, his bureaucracy seems to have no 
occupation and his court seems vacant. Without recluses 
and hermits, without corvee labour and unjust punish
ments, everyone in the world looks up to his virtue 
and imitates his principles, and the barbarian nations 
transmitting word of him from one state to the next 
all come to pay tribute. It is not a case of going 
from door to door and convincing one household after 
another, but rather simply extending his sincere mind, 
its influence spreads throughout the world.... Now, that 
an arrow can be shot a long distance or can penetrate 
a hard object is due to the strength of the crossbow, 
but that it can hit the target or split a small object 
is accountable to a precise mind. To reward the good 
and to punish acts of violence is the function of 
official edicts, but that these edicts can be imple
mented is accountable to pure sincerity. Hence, even 
though the crossbow is strong, unassisted it cannot 
•hit the target; even though the edicts are enlightened, 
unassisted they cannot be implemented. There must be 
something imparted to them from out of the essential 
vapours which enables them to extend the Way. Thus, 
if spreading out the Way to blanket the people, the 
people do not follow it, it is because the sincere 
mind has not been extended to them.

21A full account of this story is found in Ld-shih ch'un- 
ch1iu 19/20a-b. This account is repeated almost verbatim
in Huai Nan Tzu 12/5b-6a with Ning Ydeh in place of
Ning Ch'i . References to this story are also to be
found in Yen Tzu ch'un-ch'iu 4/3Ob; Shi'h-chi 83 (p. 2473) ;
C h 1u-tz'u l/40a. Ning Ch'i wanted to serve in the govern
ment of Duke Huan of Ch'i, but being lowly and poor, had 
no way of gaining audience. After travelling to Ch'i as 
a merchant, Ning Ch'i found an opportunity to sing as the 
Duke passed by his cart. The Duke was so moved by his 
song that he interviewed him and gave him a post in his 
administration.



That Confucius studying the lute under Master hsiang com-
23prehended the intentions of King Wen was because on seeing

24only the faint he could understand the manifest. That
25Chi Tzu of Yen Ling on hearing the music of Lu knew the

customs of the Yin and Hsia dynasties was because on
grasping what was close at hand he could infer what was 
far away. The culture produced in high antiquity and
lasting a thousand years has still not been lost, how
much more so the edifying influences brought to bear on 
the people of that time.

22Cf. similar passage in Lfl-shih ch'un-ch'iu 6/6b:

•M. v!1  f(\ 3k & £  > ® L  J r  & &  J r  f .
ft $  L  $  J: it.

23King Wen (1231-1135 B.C.) was the father of King Wu, 
first ruler of the Chou. He was also known as Hsi Po &  4$ , 
ruling over the territory of Ch'iihL . He constantly remon
strated against the excesses of Chou , last ruler of the 
Shang, and was imprisoned for two years because of it.
According to legend, he was a man of such quality and
character that the military conquest of Shang by his son 
was almost unnecessary. He had already won the support 
and allegiance of the people with his personal virtue.
24Cf. similar passages in Han-shih wai-chuan 5/6a-b and 
K'unq Tzu chia-yti 8/6a. By playing a piece of music, Con
fucius could infer who wrote it— such was the extent of 
his sagacity.
25This passage is perhaps an allusion to Tso chuan 328/JL29/8 
The Duke of Wu, Chi Cha, pays a state visit to Lu and asks 
to hear the music of Chou. After watching a series of per
formances of music from each particular place and era, he 
makes his comments. Yen LingjfjtLwas a city of Wu in which 
Chi Cha had been enfeoffed. Elsewhere in the Huai Nan Tzu 
7/9a, it says of Chi Cha:

it f 4' / O  $  \ &  &  A.*
When Chi Cha of Yen Ling would not accept the throne 
of Wu, those who contended over border lands were 
ashamed.



At the time of King T'ang of Yin there was a seven year 
drought.^ By personally holding prayer on the outer 
reaches of Sang Lin, he caused the clouds of the world 
to gather and rain to fall for hundreds of miles. Embra
cing simplicity and offering his sincerity, he moved the 
heavens and the earth. If his spirit understood the realm 
beyond, how could his orders being carried out and his 
prohibitions being observed have been any difficulty.

The sage-kings of antiquity, embodying the most essential
27vapours within, gave them expression by likes and dis

likes externally. Their words were spoken to express 
what was truly on their mind and they issued commands 
to show their purposes. Setting these out in social 
norms and music and recounting them in song and verse, 
their deeds have been known to each succeeding generation 
without break and have spread to every corner of the world 
without limit. They shaped and transformed even birds, 
beasts and the insect world, let alone things like admin
istering the law and implementing edicts.

References to this drought can be found throughout the 
corpus of early Chinese literature. See for example Kuan 
Tzu 3:73-11; Chuang Tzu 45/17/7 3; Hstin Tzu 36/10/102; 
Lun-heng 15/10a, 11a, 16b, 17/14a, 15b; 18/8b, 20/3b, 27/3b; 
Mo Tzu 5/15/18; Shuo y&an l/15b; Lill-shih ch'un-ch'iu 15/2a. 
Tradition has it that T'ang reigned 1766-1753 B.C. as the 
founder of the Shang dynasty. He overthrew the notorious 
Chieh at Ming T'iao. The severe drought and consequent 
famine lingered over China for seven long years, and the 
suffering of the people is described throughout early 
Chinese literature. It is also recorded that T'ang did 
everything within his power to alleviate this suffering, 
and stands in literature as a paragon of selflessness.
27There is something obviously wrong with the Huai Nan Tzu 
version of this passage. The Wen Tzu echo has:

H  A- 4$ i/j /s $  fj/j %
The characters & and pjJ would have had a similar pronuncia
tion in Han times, rhyming except for the tones.
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Therefore, the highest ruler is god-like in his transfor
mations. The next makes it impossible for people to do 

28wrong. And the next rewards those of superior qualities 
and punishes the troublemakers.

,1Section 4

Because in weighing, a pair of scales shows no parti
ality to either right or left, it can be level ) . A 
Because in measuring, a plumb line shows no partial;- 
ity to inside or outside, it can be straight (jt). A 4b 
Because the ruler in administering the law shows 
no partiality to those he favours, he can be the 
custodian of fate (^). A 

It is by depending upon a given method and dispensing with 
the human element that in weighing things the scales are 
precise to the smallest fraction of a gram, that in strai
ghtening things the plumb line is accurate to a hair's 

2breadth, and that in redressing any waywardness or
deviation the ruler is wholly free of personal prejudice
or bias. Deviousness cannot make him waver, slander cannot
disturb him, favour is not expressed and ill-will has nowhere
to build up. Therefore, for those who constitute the govern-

3ment, intelligence plays no part in it.

The Shang-chtin shu advocates a similar principle in the 
following passage from 4/10b: ^  ^ | |  ^ ^  t  I f  f  5 f  I?

M  £  ft t- L. I'] ff £  *  ifc h  I*. % ■** *  ft *  ^ ...ft fl

<L%. *  i f  -5- k  t- $  i !  *  & %. I  *  &

if. j M  *  jl f i. $-1 ft *  k & ft i  ft ■€ -. . .
%  ^  'f- i_ ti jt jfa j_ ^  4, „p i, }t̂ / tfa |j

z- -t.

^This section is found as a block in the Wen Tzu /19b. 
The second part of it is also found in Teng Hsi Tzu 5b-6a.
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Now, a boat in floating on water and a vehicle in rolling
4along the land are natural to their circumstances. The

reason why one does not feel ill-will towards the tree or
the rocks but holds the skill of the driver or boatman to
blame when he runs into a tree and breaks the carriage-
axle or runs onto rocks and stoves in the boat is because
neither intelligence nor knowledge is involved in the
case of the tree and rocks. Hence, where the Way is
accompanied by intelligence, there will be perplexity;
where good deeds are done with deliberate intention,
there will be treachery; where the mind is accompanied

5by the eye, there will be bedazzlement.

No weapon is as piercing as the will— compared to it, even
6the Mo-yeh sword is inferior; no invader is as great as 

the yin and yang— compared to these, even the war drums

2Cf. Kuan Tzu 1:47-9:

>a & p . if 4. fk  *-A %  ̂4i ® ft i-
There would appear to be textual corruption in the phrase

-k * The Teng Hsi Tzu 5b has ^ M 
while the Wen Tzu /19b has &-L ik ft h P: %  . The char
acter ) may have been omitted by later scribes on the
basis of the Kao Yu commentary:
We follow Wang Nien-sun in inserting ̂  before . The
purport of the passage is reminiscent of Lao Tzu 65:

i t f-A h  iH .ii M.* <a % -a  i§a.i 4.
4Cf. Teng Hsi Tzu 5b:

r  & fa h  f  ff- d . tt 11< 3L
5Cf. Teng Hsi Tzu 6a:

1 4 -  f- iff $. k  &  %  *5 4ft. a t *  ft ! « .
i  fl'l  ̂ I1] *lof, % i I'l ffc.

The last few phrases are perhaps based on Chuang Tzu
89/32/38:

K 4 ^ jj 8it_ & & & ft <P
it ft.

Allusions to the legend of this famous sword appear through-
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are insignificant.

Now the scales, the compass and the square once fixed
are not changed. They do not alter their graduations
for the sake of C h 1 in or Ch'u nor do they change their
comportment for the sake of the Hu or Ydeh people. Being
constant, they do not vary; circulating everywhere, they
are nowhere beyond bounds. Having once been regulated,
then ten thousand generations pass them on and operate

8them through non-action.

out the early texts. According to the Wu Ytieh ch1un ch1iu 
4/20a-b, Kan Chiang ^ $  was commissioned by King Ho Ld of 
Wu jfc JjS| fi[ to forge two swords. Mo-yeh was the name of Kan 
Chiang's wife. When he attempted to cast the swords, the 
gold and iron would not fuse. Thereupon, Mo-yeh cut her 
hair and clipped her nails, and threw them into the furnace. 
The metals then commingled, and Kan Chiang fashioned swords 
from it. The yang sword he called Kan Chiang and the yin 
sword he called Mo-yeh. Kan Chiang then hid the Kan Chiang 
sword and presented the Mo-yeh sword to King Ho LtL

This legend occurs with considerable variance in the 
4th C. A .D . Sou-shen chi ll/lb-2b. Kan Chiang is commis
sioned to forge two swords for the King of Ch'u. Anti
cipating that he has incurred the King's wrath, Kan Chiang 
hides the yang sword (Kan Chiang) for his as-yet-unborn 
son to use in avenging his death. When the son comes of 
age and hears of his father's execution by the King of Ch'u, 
he vows revenge. The King hears of this, and places a 
price on his head. The son cuts his own throat after making 
an arrangement with a stranger that this stranger present 
his head to the King of Ch'u to collect the reward, and at 
that time avenge Kan Chiang. On bringing the head to the 
King, the stranger suggests that the King make a broth from 
it (this being the custom in dealing with a worthy enemy). 
The King boils the head for three days and nights, and it 
not only fails to disintegrate, but further bobs around in 
the broth with an enraged stare. The stranger calls the 
King over to witness this unusual affair on the pretext 
that it can be reduced by a regal glance. At this point, 
the stranger dispatches the King with the sword and then 
decapitates himself, managing to add both of their heads 
to the boiling cauldron. The three heads disintegrate and 
blend to the extent that they cannot be distinguished, and 
are consequently buried in what is called the "Tomb of the 
Three Kings." On the basis of this tradition, the sharp
ness of the Mo-yeh sword has become legendary.
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1Section 5

Hence, there may be a ruler who is fated to lose 
his state ( % ), A
but there is no such thing as a Way which does not 
work (A  ) ? A
there may be people who are nonplused by difficult 5a
circumstances ( ) , B
but principles are always applicable (\jL) . B 
Viewing it from this perspective, non-action is the 
origin of the Way ( jj\ ) . B
For this reason, when one embodies the origin of 
the Way ( ,  B
he is never at his wits end in responding to 
things ( %), B
but when he relies upon the talented (^ ), C
it is difficult to effect the highest orderliness (?£ ) . C

2Even sage-rulers such as T ’ang and Wu would be unable
3to match the Ytleh people in maneuvering a small craft

This passage is perhaps based on Chuang Tzu 53/23/51:

£  t >tf 41 ^ f ■ &  & ^ ft Pi & ffjr -it Jt te i-
fl

g
We follow the below Teng Hsi Tzu 6a passage in reading 

the character as :
k i  £  $ / .  A  'h i t  A  ff. 4% fL. $ \  " " P

& ?f. i 43 f *-. $/ # \% &  &  $3 i,
1 . . .  •Most of this section is contained in two blocks of Wen Tzu
■f'/20a and T* /lla-12a.
2For T'ang see Section 3 note 26 above. King Wu (1.169-1116 
B.C.) was the first ruler of the Chou. He rose up in rebel
lion against the oppressive tyranny of Chou, last ruler of 
the Shang. Because of the compelling circumstances, his 
conquest of China has always been interpreted as liberation 
rather than usurpation. Having conquered the empire, he



on the rivers and lakes (;*$ ) . D
4Even an outstanding minister like Yi Yin would be 

unable to match the Hu people in breaking to harness 
the fine horses of the north . D
Even people as wide in understanding as Confucius 
and Mo Tzu would be unable to match the mountain 
people in foraging about the thicket and scaling 
perilous slopes ( )  . D

Viewing it from this perspective, with respect to things, 
human intelligence is very limited in scope (A ). E If 
a man, in hoping to be able to light up the whole world 
and scrutinize all directions, relies exclusively on his 
own ability rather than on the inevitable outcome of

disbanded his army and established a feudal system in 
China, dividing the territory into 18 large states and 
72 smaller ones. He ennobled those military and civil
supporters who had been responsible for placing him on 
the throne.
3The expression If"-ft is, according to Wang Nien-sun, an 
error for -It .
4Yi Yin was the most prominent of T 1ang1s good councillors 
who, as the Mo Tzu 9/8/22 and 13/10/23 relates the story, 
was raised up from the position of servant and cook to 
become prime minister. The Mencius 37/5A/7 rejects this 
account, contending that Yi Yin was a landholder known 
for his virtue, and that T'ang had to ask him three times 
to become his prime minister. Beginning with the story 
of his miraculous birth, he also appears in Lti-shih ch'un 
ch1iu 14/4b. Yi Yin recurs throughout early Chinese liter
ature as an exemplary sage-minister.
5The in this passage is a wild horse of the north.

according to the Hsii Shen commentary cited in the 
Ch'tin-shu chih-yao 41/4b, is the name of a state which was 
southwest of (an ancient province in what is now Sze
chwan) and which produced fine horses. The LWT text here 
has j$j , treating .1$, as the name of this state. The
Ch'iin-shu chih-yao has $j .



practicing the Way, he is pursuing a dead-end path ( A ) . 6  E 
That is to say, individual human intelligence is not adequate 
to the task of bringing proper order to the world.^

Chieh's strength was such that he could split a horn, 
unbend a hook* plait iron, fuse metal and maneuver 'a 
great ox about? in the water he could kill a giant turtle 
and on land he could capture a bear. Nevertheless, T'ang 
leading only three hundred war chariots surrounded him at 
Ming 1 iao and then captured him at Chiao Men. Viewing 
it from this perspective, outstanding strength and bold
ness is not adequate to the task of retaining control of 
the world.

Since human intelligence is not in itself sufficient to

following Wen Tzu f /20a in reading A  for A  . It is 
doubtful that this section with / A  is purposely rhymed. 
The parallel passage which follows this one is not rhymed.
7Cf* Ch'dn-shu chih-yao 41/4b-5a version of this passage.
g
Chieh, last ruler of the Hsia, appears throughout early 

Chinese literature as the model miscreant. Not only does 
his unbounded extravagance bring great suffering to his 
people, but even more villainous, he derives a sadistic 
pleasure from this suffering. The story of T 'ang's dis
tress at Chieh's conduct and the progress of his insur
rection is described in Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 15/lb. In 
this account, before crossing swords with T'ang, Chieh 
flees. He is intercepted at where T'ang has him 
dismembered. A second account— indeed, the most popular—  
has $] H as the place where Chieh dies (e.g. see Lfl-shih 
fill_.un—ch__j_u 8/5a) . Here in the "Chu Shu" chapter of the 
Huai Nan Tzu, the decisive battle occurs at 4 ^  and Chieh 
is captured at jt, f*l . The Kao Yu commentary states that 
some texts have for , and the fact that they prob
ably constituted a rhyme would, suggest that they refer 
to one and the same place. The Hstin Tzu 56/15/76 and 
the Chan-kuo ts 'e 30/446/4a are similar to the "Chu 
Shu" account in locating the battle at Ming T'iao. Huai 
Nan Tzu 13/lOa also states that T'ang captured Chieh at~ 
Chiao Men. For a fuller discussion of the location of



effect proper government and boldness is not in itself
sufficient to prevail/ it is clear that individual human
talents cannot be relied upon. This being so, where a
ruler comprehends circumstances even beyond the four seas
without ever leaving his ancestral hall/ it is because
he takes advantage of things to understand things and

9takes advantage of man to understand man.
That is to say, where concerted strength is applied, 
it is equal to any task (/}$*) ; F
where the intelligence of the many is employed, it
will succeed in all things (Jii) . F

That household wells do not host giant turtles is because
they are too cramped; that flower gardens do not produce
huge trees is because they are too small. In lifting
a heavy tripod single-handedly, having inadequate strength
one will be unequal to the task, but when it is moved by
concerted effort he does not necessarily need someone with
a great deal of strength. Hence, a multitude of a thou-

11sand people has no uncompleted bridges, and an assembly 
of ten thousand people have no abandoned undertakings.

this battle and the subsequent events, see B. Karlgren, 
"Legends and Cults," BMFEA 18, pp. 333 ff.
9Cf. Han Fei Tzu 288:1:

Although the meaning of the expression here is un
clear, the general intention of the passage is not in 
doubt.

^

10Cf. Shuo ytian 16/9b:

11 ■ft i &  &  i, %  ifi 4  4 . %
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12Now/ the two famous horses, Hua Liu and Ld Erh would

cover a thousand Ijl in one day. But if one set them to
catching rabbits, they would be outdone by a wild dog or
a wolf. This is because their skills and abilities are
different. During the night an owl can snatch a flea or
mosquito out of the air and discern even the tip of an
autumn hair. But during the day, stretching its eyes 

13 .wide open, it cannot even see a mountain or hill. This
14is because its makeup and nature are inimical to it.

The t 1 eng snake moves about rambling in the mists 7 the 
flying ying dragon ascends into the sky mounting the 
clouds; a monkey is nimble in the trees and a fish is 
agile in the water. Thus it was that in ancient times 
in the construction of a carriage, the varnisher did not 
do the ornamental drawing and the engraver did not wield 
the cleaver.

Artisans did not have divergent skills, 
scholars did not combine two offices (% ). G 
Each carried out his duties

15and was not allowed to interfere with others ( f ); G
each man achieved what was suitable to him

16and each thing found its place ( ) . G
As a result, their products were not of inferior
quality and their duties were not neglected ( A )  . G

12-These are two of the eight fine horses of ;!] 1- .
13Following Wang Yin-chih (LWT 9/8a-b) and the Chuang Tzu
43/17/37 in reading J I M  as |j[ g .

14Cf. Chuang Tzu 43/17/36: Jjt jf $  / f) $1 g  _ $  %

4 '  io it & .  %  it ii i . i  £  J l  0 -Iff 3'
1 £• ^  J  i t  ■& CL>.

Cf. Shang-chdn shu 4/12a (see commentary to Shang-chdn shu 
chieh-ku ting-pen p. 58):

H ijj-lfc %. 4  "• a M -  f. %'pLi-



Where duties are few they are easy to discharge; where 
responsibilities are limited they are easy to fulfil; 
where the burden is light it is easy to do one's part.
With the ruler making only very limited demands and his 
subordinates presenting things easy to accomplish, sover
eign and ministers will never become tired of each other.

The Way of the ruler is like the impersonator of the
. . . . 17spirit at the sacrifice to the 1ing star. Being sol-

emn and mysteriously silent, he auspiciously receives 
good fortune.

Hence, one who embodies the Way does not serve as 
an ornament for the ugly {$f) H

18or as a standard for the good (#.) . H 
As a hood it is not too big for one man nor too small 
for ten thousand.

If the ruler exercises the same caution before granting 
a favour as he does in being severe, the Way of proper 
government will prevail. Those who grant favour esteem
largess. When those who do not give good service are
richly rewarded and those who do not exert themselves 
receive high ranks, ministers with defined duties will 
grow negligent and those who do not hold office will 
press for advancement. Those who are severe punish with

15Following Yang Shu-ta p. 58 and the Wen Tzu echo in 
reading ^ for .
16Cf. P. Thompson's Shen Tzu fragments ms. p. 331 frag. 17

•# %■ > * # . # . • *  &  a  s-.s- b  t  # ij #  j. i j  li -i
-i b if  Q p 5 ^ .

17 1The ling- star ) rules over husbandry.
18Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/9a in reading the phrase

h  $  I as * $  & & I fk



with no grounds.
When the innocent are executed ( ) I 
and the upright are punished (-ff*1! ) , I 

the well-disciplined will not be encouraged toward good 
conduct and the wicked will think nothing of defying their 
ruler.

Magnanimity is a source of villainy (•**-) J 
and tyranny is a source of strife (It). J 

And villainy and strife are the customs of a doomed 
state. Thus it is that under the administration of a 
perspicacious ruler:

in cases where the state carries out punishments 
the ruler feels no anger toward the punished (fc). K 
Where the court bestows rewards, the ruler plays no 
part in them ( )  . K 

Those who are punished bear no grudge against the ruler.
This is because it is what their crimes deserve. Those 
who are rewarded do not feel grateful to the ruler. This 
is because it is what their good service merits.

Because the people know that the source of punishment
and reward lies in themselves ( \ ), L
they try their best to discharge their duties

19and do not feel in debt towards the ruler (^ ) . L 6b

For this reason, the court being overgrown with wild grass,
there are no footprints, and yet with every corner of the
land being cleared for cultivation, there are no weeds in
the fields. Thus, as for the most excellent ruler, his

20subjects only know that he exists.

19Cf. Han Fei Tzu 285:15: $ ij] %  ^  \\ % . j] it

H  Hl ^ &  z- ^  &  %
Ẑ. i* -I ft *4 'ft ̂  ^  ^ *

20Cf. Lao Tzu 17: ^  J; < fa i_   */; ̂  | i, I ^  t  if ^
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Section 6
2Now, the upright for the crosspiece on the shadoof 

being fixed vertically does not move, and yet the 
movement of the whole apparatus is controlled by it (.tj). A 
The ruler being still and silent does not stir, and yet 
the bureaucracy is groomed by him (Jg). A 

This can be likened to the standard bearer of an army— if 
he signals indiscriminately, chaos will ensue.

Portions of this section are echoed in Wen Tzu /30b,
1r/l2b and the Ch'fln-shu chih-yao 41/5a-b.

2A "shadoof" is the "well-sweep" widely used for irriga
tion purposes in the Orient. See Hsd Kuang-ch'i's Nung- 
cheng ch'tian-shu Vol. I pp. 347-8 for an explanation of 
this device. Also, R. Hommel describes it as follows: 
pp. 119-20 "Tuan-mu Tz'u, a sage of the 6th century B.C. 
attests to the antiquity of the well sweep. He describes 
it as being made of wood, the after part heavy and the 
fore part light and it can raise water like a pump.... 
Between two upright posts set firmly in the ground and 
propped by slanting beams, the large balance-beam is 
pivoted. One end is weighted with a heavy stone which 
about balances the other end with the rope and the filled

Hommel p. 54 describes 
a similar sweep: "In 
using this sweep the 
bamboo rod is pulled 
down with the bucket 
at its end to the 
water, the bucket 
plunged, filled and 
then with considerable 
ease lifted up, the 
full bucket and the 
counterweight at the 
other end of the pole 
about balancing each 
other. Thereupon the 
bucket is swung around 
to the ditch into 
which the water is to 
be poured."

PLATE I



Cleverness is inadequate to the task of bringing about a 
great peace, and intelligence is inadequate to the task 
of dispelling danger. Rather than praising Yao and re
viling Chieh, we do better to cover up perspicacity and

3return to cultivating the Way.

If the ruler is limpid, still and non-active,
the heavens will provide him with the proper seasons (
If he does not appropriate what is not his, is frugal 
and keeps to moderation,
the earth will yield him up its bounty ( ) .  B 
If he is content with being stupid while praising 
the virtues of others,
sages will lend him their advice (1$-).^ B
Thus it is that the myriad things return to low ground (
and the empire will give to that which is empty (<f_).6 C

(When the ruler listens to state affairs, his vision should 
be clear and unobscured, and his mind should be open and 
free of preconceptions. As a result, the various ministers 
converge on him side by side like spokes at the hub, and

Cf. similar passages in Chuang Tzu 16/6/23:
J; jt ^  L Jp 3' y is i .

Chuancr Tzu 74/26/22:
$  I: #  C  5' ?ff

This passage is also echoed in the Shih Tzu cited in TPYL 
80 (p. 374).
Yao (trad. 2356-2257 B.C.) was a legendary ruler who appears 
throughout early Chinese literature as a paragon of sagely 
wisdom and moral virtue. Chieh (trad. 1818-17 63 B.C.) (see 
Section 5 note 8 above), on the other hand, was the last 
ruler of the Hsia dynasty whose evil actions are regarded 
as having brought about the decline and fall of his empire. 
Through a process of gradual inflation he has become known 
to Chinese tradition as a tyrant of boundless proportions.
4Kao Yu interprets as meaning "opportunity."

Following the LWT 9/10a text in reading i  ̂ 5 as ^ i .



irrespective of intelligence or moral character, all strive
to do their best. He then commences to set out his code

7of social conduct and to establish it as his basis.)
Mounting a chariot which consists of the overwhelming 7a
support of the people (^ ) D
and taking the intelligence of the people as his 
horses ( %  ), E

-Aseven on a moorland or treacherous stretch of road ( )  , D 
there is no fear of his not knowing which way to go (£ ). E

Since the ruler dwells deep in seclusion and secrecy to avoid
dryness and the damp (?.&■) F, and remains behind layer upon

* * 1 8  9layer of doors ) P m  order to protect himself against
villainy and insurgency,

he is neither ( )  G aware of the situation in the 
population centers H
. nor (?(-) G is he aware of the lay of the land ($/ ) . H 

Beyond the curtains and hangings, his eye cannot penetrate 
further than a few miles and his ear cannot hear beyond a 
hundred p a c e s . E v e n  so, that he is wholly cognizant of 
all that goes on within the empire is because his communi
cants and purveyors are numerous. Hence, without going

^This natural propensity of "low ground" to attract is a 
very popular Taoist metaphor. For example, compare Lao Tzu 
39: js ; 61: fa#/*? ? and then a more extended
passage occurs in Lao Tzu 66:

&  f# h  Vv Hfc. $ t  f c z  4 ?  - t  * - ■  m U  f a  t  j-. £.
vjs > &  'ji ''A I 1 1. L  K  "£ 1 ti,*-.

7This passage in parentheses is repeated below in 9/7b. We 
have several reasons for suspecting that this first occurrence 
is interpolation. First, it breaks a rhymed passage which 
would otherwise be continuous. Second, the Wen Tzu /12b 
echo is structured closer to the 9/7b passage. Finally, the 
dontext here is not really appropriate to the passage. It 
describes the ruler. The context of the 9/7b occurrence, 
however, is more consistent in as much as the discussion 
turns to the relationship between ruler and minister.



beyond his doors, he knows about the world; without peeping
1]out through his windows, he comprehends the Heavenly Way. 

When the ruler avails himself of the intelligence of 
the people,
he can more than cope with the world ('4 ) , I
but when he relies exclusively on his own mind,

12he cannot even preserve himself (ifO* I
For this reason, putting the whole world under his bounty
instead of bringing his own intelligence into play, the
ruler follows what the people find beneficial. When he
makes the least move, the whole world gets what it finds 

13advantageous. Thus, though the common people support 
14him above, they do not find him too heavy; though they

place him in front, they do not find him an obstacle;
though they raise him up, they do not feel that he is
too high; though they push him forward, they do not grow 

15tired of it.

^Although and ̂  do form a rhyme, given their relative 
positions in the passage, it is unlikely that this rhyme 
is intentional.
gFollowing Wang Nien-sun (LWT 9/10a-b) in reading the 
second occurrence of the character iH. as .

"^Cf. similar and perhaps clearer passages in Ld-shih 
ch'un-ch1iu 17/8b:

f i. tft.Sa \ k. 0 *  U b.
Hsdn Tzu 48/12/94:

j§ sl i *  t-e.fi- ft. \ *  $
11This is an adaptation of the Lao Tzu 47 passage:

Ml 4i. L  *. &12An abridged version of this passage is found in Ch 1dn- 
shu chih-yao 41/5a.
13Following Yang Shu-ta p. 59 in altering this phrase by 
inserting the character before 21T to read:

*. iff fi> K  f *J..
14We follow the LWT text 9/10b which has:

4L  f W  ik %  t ^
We also insert the character after .t to make this par-



The reason for saying that the Way of the ruler is 
round (Jf ) J
is, revolving and turning, it is without a starting 
point (£$7). J
He transforms and nurtures like a god (^), J
is vacuous and vacant and follows the natural
course of things (?/f). J
Always keeping to the rear, he never takes the lead {lJu) 
The reason for saying that the Way of the minister is 
square ( ii ) ̂  K
is that his proposals being unerring, 
he takes the appropriate measures (^ ). K
In carrying out affairs, he takes the lead (fS) • K
Discharging his offices and being fully aware of his
duties and obligations ( tfjj ) , K
he applies himself to the fulfilment of good

. . 18 service (t# ) . K
For this reason, where the ruler and minister have differ
ent Ways, there is proper order, but where they are the

19same, there is disorder. If each gets what is appro
priate to him and dwells in what is right for him, super
ior and subordinate will deal with each other in the right 

20way.

allel with the rest of the passage.
15This entire passage would seem to be an adaptation of 
Lao Tzu 66:

A  ^  f t i l l *  f  f . l ' A  K  f it k
h /$K..

16 . .Of. similar passage m  Huang-ti ssu-ching p. 34:
i i  % .  A  ■■ K  t  i M  i f .  f  f  t  t .  f r  4

*  { $ > )  «&■). |  . f  fl *  i -  < k . (st).
Huai Man Tgu l/10b: %  A. jf f  if If. iH (§

<1 b L.
17Following Wang Nien-sun (LWT 9/10b-lla) in reading this
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When the ruler listens to state affairs, he should be empty 
of mind and weak of resolution, and his vision should be 
clear and unobscured. For this reason, when the various 
ministers are like spokes converging side by side at the 
hub, and irrespective of intelligence or moral character, 
all do their best, then the ruler has the means to hold 
control over his ministers, the ministers have the means 
to serve their ruler, and the Way of ordering the state 
properly is clear.

21Because King Wen even with his intelligence was
given to consulting others ( PJj ) , L
he was a sage ) . M 

22Because King Wu even with his courage was given 
to consulting others (f*\ ) , L 
he was a victor M
If one takes advantage of the intelligence of the
people, there is nothing which cannot be shouldered (1%) ; M
if he employs the strength of the people,
there is nothing which cannot be overcome (JI&-). M

passage t ill # as & iL?j by omitting the six
characters as interpolation.
18For an abridged version of this passage see Wen Tzu /30b 
and Ch'iln-shu chih-yao 41/5b.
19Passages with a similar purport can be found m  Kuan Tzu
3:52-3: i O  6 i  I'J fL. & i- i  Hi t. ft. > f &  % t

f  ML Wl ■0 . fo t  UK i t  |'j ju.

Chuanq Tzu 34/13/18: / k- fa -it- t  fa i. 'f M . > ifi ft.
• f l  * is] €• I'lf % ■ -T A fa p 4- A fa £  > Sk. -f ®

<L. t  M -f is] i  f'J *  J: .)£ # . fa.» t o t . ' f . ' f ' t l t f a f a

A. ^  %. ^  ^  -&• $ i-
t » I  i .
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24A weight of eight tons could not be lifted even by Wu 
25Huo. But if the people were to act in concert, a 

hundred men would have more than enough strength.
Hence, if one relies on the strength of one man, 
even a Wu Huo cannot be depended upon ( if ) , N 
but if he takes advantage of the intelligence of 
the people,^
then ruling over the whole world is a task not

j*sufficiently taxing (■'$). N

27Yd diverted the course of the Yangtze and drained off
the Yellow river in order to benefit the world, but it
was not within his ability to make the waters flow west- 

28ward. Chi cleared the land in order to encourage

Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 3/10a:
S3, s &  i*. 2 iIU - I/, i  ® ^

20An abridged version of this passage appears in the 
Wen Tzu h /12b.
2]‘For King Wen see Section 3 note 23 above.
22 For King Wu see Section 5 note 2 above.
23Cf. similar passages in Ksdn Tzu 25/8/121: 

f v ^  ft
Shuo yttan 17/20a: *5 &  ^  1)£ j. . | ^  ^

4} ?f $(24We translate the expression / 4$ as "eight tons." Accord
ing to Nancy Lee Swann p. 364, 30 catties (chin) = 1 chdn = 
16 lbs. 2.2 oz. Therefore, 1000 chdn = 16,137.5 lbs. which 
is approximately eight tons.
25Wu Huo is a fabled strongman of antiquity who appears in 
classical texts as the paragon of physical strength. See 
Mencius 47/6B/2, Hsdn Tzu 37/10/124, Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 
l/8a. According to the account in the Shih-chi p. 209, 
he was in the employ of King Wu of Ch'in (r. 310-307 B.C.) 
who, because of a love for sport, made such strongmen his 
high ministers.

^^The SPTK text reads . The Wen Tzu, recognizing
textual corruption, emends H  to . We follow Yang Shu-ta
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farming among the people, but it was not within his
29ability to make grain grow in winter. It was certainly

not because of a lack of human effort, but because this
was not possible in the nature of things. Now if one 8a
insists on moving upstream instead of following the
inevitability of natural principles, even a saint or
sage would be unable to achieve success, how much less
the ruler of our present age I Where the cartload is

30heavy and the horses are emaciated, even a Tsao Fu 
would not be able to drive far, but where the cart is 
light and the horses are good, even a person of mediocre

p. 60 and Yi!i Ta-ch'eng pp. 277-8, however, in emending #1! 
to . This emendation is based on an earlier passage 
in 9/7b which reads:

k  ^  i  f  li k  f'l k  ■?' fli <(U
The phrase also occurs in 9/1 a.. Neither emenda
tion, however, is really conclusive.
27The primary source for information on Yd is the first 
chapters of the Shu-ching. He succeeded Shun to become 
the founder of the Hsia. He is remembered for his long 
and bitter struggle to drain the empire after the great 
flood. In the process of ridding the empire of the flood- 
waters. Yd divided the world into nine provinces, estab
lished a course for the nine rivers and led them to the 
sea, rid the world of venenous reptiles that infested its 
marshes and succeeded in a series of incredible engineer
ing feats. There is another reference to the redirection 
of the Yangtze in Huai Nan Tzu l/6b:

i  il &  i  A  ’>% <U. a ^  M
28 itChi refers to % 4̂  (also known as f  ). He was Minister 
of Agriculture under Yao and Shun. He was deified under 
the Hsia, and worshipped as patron god of harvests, al
though he took a secondary position in relation to Shen 
Nung. When T'ang, founder of the Shang, degraded Shen 
Nung's son, %% , because of the seven year drought, Hou 
Chi rose to prominence. He continued as God of Agricul
ture through the Chou dynasty.
29Cf. similar passage in Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 14/10a:

^ €  a i f i . h u  %. % c it ■)£ tf ^  ft ?  *  i i  
flf.
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31abilities could drive along at a fast pace. This being
the case, in accomplishing things, how could the sage
possibly go against the inevitability of natural principle
or run contrary to what is natural; how could he make
the bent straight or the coiled extended! He always
takes advantage of what a thing can be used for and uses
it accordingly.

Hence, where concerted strength is applied,
he is more than equal to any task ; 0
where the intelligence of the people is exploited,

3 2he will succeed in all things (A). 0
A deaf person can be made to pound the animal 
sinew used in covering bows ), P
but he cannot be made to hear (ftfl ) . P
A mute person can be made to work in the horse
stables ((f)), Q

33but he cannot be made to speak (ff ). Q 
This is because their physical persons are not whole and 
their abilities have their limitations. Hence, one must 
occupy a position which corresponds to his physical form 
and discharge affairs which correspond to his abilities. 
Where one's strength is equal to the burden, he does not 
feel it difficult to raise; where one's ability is appro
priate to his duties, he feels no difficulty in carrying

Tsao Fu was the chariot driver of Mu Wang. He drove 
the famous horses of Mu Wang on the journey to the west. 
Throughout early literature, Tsao Fu appears as the 
byword for superlative charioting.
31This passage is echoed in the C h 'fln-shu chih-yao 41/5b.
32At the suggestion of Yti Ta-ch'eng p. 278, we emend the 
text on the basis of the same phrase which has occurred 
earlier in this chapter in 9/5b. The character $'] is 
inserted before
33We follow Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/12a in emending the char
acter % to it, Ht . The character forms a rhyme with (f) .



them out.
If irrespective of the specific characteristics of 
things,

^  34each thing is given what is suitable to it (% ), R
then each thing in the world will be of equal value
without anything surpassing another (\$L ) . R

Because the sage uses things collectively, there is no 
35wasted ability.

Section 7

The ruler sets high store in integrity and conscientious
ness. Where men of conscientiousness and integrity pre
side over affairs, sychophants and villains will have no 
avenue of approach.

They can be likened to the square being unable to 
cover the round ($*.) A
and the bent being unable to fit into the straight {V ). A

That birds and animals do not run together is because 8b
1they are of different species. That the tiger and deer 

do not gambol about together is because they are not 
equal in strength. Therefore, when a sage gets his way 
and is on the throne, those sychophants and villains who 
want to pull a fast one on the ruler are like a sparrow 
seeing a hawk or a mouse running into a cat— they are at 
the end of the line!

34Cf. similar passages in Chuang Tzu 29/12/17:
it £  fc.tf 8$ #  £  £  ft. ^ - 1' k  <4-4.

and below in this same chapter 9/llb:
& K -J- ■f'f t f i$ &  ffjf J..

As a matter of interest, Wang Shu-min p. 71 suggests that 
on the basis of this Huai Nan Tzu passage, the Chuang Tzu 
can be reconstructed as:

t  k. Sa it, Jt I f  #  i-k  'J- tic a .k  4 Jr Jr.
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Now, in the single appointment of a prime minister, the
2ruler must be ever so careful. If the one who is appointed 

is the right person, the state will be well-ordered, the 
relations between superiors and subordinates will be har
monious ) A, the various ministers will be devoted to 
him and the common people will bend to his will, but if
the one who he appoints is the wrong person,

the state will be in peril (jL), A
superiors and subordinates will be at variance (A)/ A 
the various ministers will feel ill-will (& ), B
and the common people will be disorderly (£U). B
Therefore, if he makes an unsuitable appointment as 
prime minister ( $  ) , C
for the rest of his life he will suffer for it (1̂  ). C

The key to success or failure in government (A) D
lies in the ruler ( £ ) . D

3 .If the inking line is properly set above, 
the wood will be straightened beneath it.
It is not that the inking line does anything in 
particular ( % ), E

This passage is contained in an abridged form in Wen 
Tzu /12b. Cf. also Lao Tzu 27:

l  *  $  f  |  i t  I  ^ f  I  ft. m . i t 4.. '% m .
*1
We follow the LWT text 9/12b which has for if . We

also follow Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/12b in omitting the char
acter in the phrase # *J (fjlf which spoils the otherwise 
parallel structure. The character was probably inserted 
here on the basis of a similar passage in Lun-yd 38/18/6:

. !  3 s 5  M r  ®  .
2This is an important theme in Confucian texts, in parti
cular, the Hsdn Tzu. See for example, 44/12/2:

i t  S  K I'l f . k  J- A- M  t -  f t  &
if i  i i t  &  v J[.J I  i t  io  [fi #  % i  p Sj ,x p .

' f  $  ^ %  < . f  ft. & '  K  I-A ^  i .  I f
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but because it is the nature of that which the wood 
follows ($>). E
Thus, if the ruler is truly upright, honest officials 
will be commissioned ( ) F
and villainous persons will hide themselves ( % ), F
but if the ruler is not upright, wicked persons will
achieve their ends and loyal subjects will withdraw

4into retirement.
5Now, why is it that no one tries to split jade while 

they will try to split melons and gourds? They do not 
tackle the jade because there is nothing to be gained 
thereby. If the ruler holds firmly to integrity and

With respect to this "inking line," R. Hommel pp. 250-1 
states: "The carpenter's line marker...is a compact little 
instrument made of bamboo, a handle, roulette and string

fastener. The 
square little 
wooden block, at 
the right in the 
picture, holds a 
pointed iron pin 
and to this pin 
the hempen string 
is fastened. The 
string passes through 
the inkwell, which 
is filled with silk- 
waste saturated with 
black ink, and thence 
to the drum or rou
lette around which 
it is wound. To 
is pressed into the 

lumber worked upon, and the line is run out from the roulette 
through the inkwell and stretched taut over the place to be 
marked. Then the string is picked up with thumb and fore
finger and let go, when it flies back into its former pos
ition, leaving a black line along its path."

4Cf. Kuan Tzu 3:2-9: ^  £. %  £  J  ^  ^ ft £ ■£,
$■, i  . K f if K.&. -  ^ j 1. I'l 1  f , rj

i  j if % U j  *  &  *5.1 Jii <  t .  fj -k z  y f . K It £
4f ■)■ H k  ^  A ? if I® •* #  fc.
%,-f ± f(f &  & <l,. a  s? fa i_ -f m  z, f(f

PLATE II

mark lines the block with its-iron point
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justice as if adhering to a plumb line in measuring the 
vertical, then those ministers who approach with evil 
in their hearts will be just like eggs thrown against
rocks or fire plunged into water.

Thus, because King Ling (of Ch'u) was partial to slim 
waists, there were those who starved themselves by cut
ting back on their food. Because King Kou Chien of Ydeh 
was fond of courage, his people would all defy danger and
vie with one another to sacrifice their lives. If we
view it from this perspective, for the person with the 
control handles of authority and purchase, changing 
customs is an easy matter.

When Yao was a man of humble position, he could not 
even transform the people of one village through his 
example of benevolence (% ) , G

5 Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/13a in reading as jik .

6 For this reference to King Ling of Ch'u, see Yen Tzu ch'un- 
ch'iu 7/13b ; Mo Tzu 23/15/2 2; Han Fei Tzu 28:15; Chan-kuo
ts1 e 14/l80/12b; Kuan Tzu 3:2-11; Shi'h Tzu X /13a; Hsfln Tzu 
45/12/31; Yin Wen Tzu 6a-b. The Hsdn Tzu and Yin Wen Tzu 
have King Chuang of Ch'u.
7For this reference to King Kou Chien of Ydeh, see Yin 
Wen Tzu 6b; Yen Tzu ch'un-ch'iu 7/13b; Shih Tzu t/13a;
Mo Tzu 23/15/23 and 27/16/74; Han Fei Tzu 28:14.
0
We follow Yd Ta-ch'eng pp. 278-9 in emending the phrase

to )kL % & by omitting the character^.
9For Yao see Section 6 note 3, and for Chieh see Section 
5 note 8 . Cf. similar passages in the Ch'dn-shu chih-yao 
37/7b (attributed to Shen Tao):

& 'k £  K. *  tt  <£ A ffy %<*. I  4g *  * J'J S5 %
Han Fei Tzu 297:5:

€  3k a  A.. *  s K  . i t  $  fo K i  .Wl ib  K. f  ■ % 'A X«

41 f* i- *  t H i, } 1  ..t hi W&fe.to L 4'
K A i: % £': i-.
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and yet when Chieh was on the throne, his commands were9implemented and his prohibitions were observed (jk-). G
Viewing it from this perspective, it is clear that while
moral excellence is not enough to govern the world, poli-

10tical purchase can alter custom. This is what is meant
11when the Book of Documents states: If the ruler enjoys

an auspicious event, the myriad people benefit by this."

Section 8

Most of the people in the world being dazzled by name and 
reputation, few have any insight into real achievement. 
Thus, recluses are exalted because of their fame and 
itinerants attain eminence because of their sophistry.
If we examine the grounds on which they are exalted and 
attain eminence, it is for the simple reason that the 
ruler, being ignorant as to the line between benefit and 
injury, accepts the opinion of the many as wise.

Han Fei Tzu 155:7:
*  SE j£ £ % A \  3 # %  4L-.

Hsfln Tzu 68/18/72:

4  ^  JL ^  It %  jt $ M V &  ^  k

^ M  <L>. It ̂  i K  f  1 h it 4C ̂  \% ^7 It ̂
5-Hbi, -3' #  is til Ik A- ’II L. $L fa ^  £  4 *  fc. 1 #  t’
ifi, l  A. £  t %

Cf. Ch1fln-ahu chih-vao 37/7b:
^  %b *-• 3  ^  "A #&■ 3  $   If ^  £.

Han Pei Tzu 297:8:
#  ft. *JL £. £  ^  ll &  #  if 1  *  ft f  #  <£-.

Shanq-shu 47:047 6:
^  fl A..

This passage also occurs in Ta Tai li-chi 3/5b and Huai 
Nan Tzu 10/7b.
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A properly ordered state is not like this. Those who
discuss affairs must be closely scrutinized by the law
and those who carry out actions must be tested in office.
The ruler takes up their claims and demands realization
in terms of real achievement, and the ministers render
good service by adhering to what they have said they will
do. Words are not allowed to exceed real achievement and
actions are not allowed to overstep the law. None of the
various ministers, being like spokes in a wheel converging
at the hub, would dare monopolize the ruler.^ {Where an
affair does not fall under the rule of law and yet can be

2of benefit to the state and its administration...) They
3must be employed according to the system of ts * an wu and 

1Cf. similar passage in Ch'dn-shu chih-yao 36/25b (attri
buted to Shen Tzu— see Creel, Shen Pu-hai pp. 343-4):

I * m  &  £  i $  s i #  4  I  %.2The phrase ^ f. *1 *Aii- @1 would seem to be
an interpolation here. It spoils the continuity of the 
passage, and is best omitted.
3This system of t s 1 an wu fa-fr is defined in some detail in 
the following Huai Nan Tzu 20/4b-5a passage:

f- i- ft fcfc.-yt A 11 i
Kjfa fodifc it,. f fk li, k-, a A «J I i- ll.i! »j I i

4". IH  f t  fto i-  | L  ;}» a f L  if. w, / I f  fo lk  % AM fL  it-,

it ^  H/t-f. t A f e . k z .  
fa &  i ife. f %  t  a. \t -a y\ 4  IU* k * - £ .  ^  4  k

in $j.& ^  1  1- i  H.&.SL- sc. ^ i. IL
^  $->] 4  A-1 ^ 4  M i  i. 4, i- # a i- &  in &.

'Si.Ufc: 0s f lf  ^  J i 2L JZf’ . l>X A- #  Z - i f  <?|7 - i  £- | |  ^  H

^  f t  & .  <C. i  l i .  L  i- Pi . W  i- P $ \  ^  i -
I I  A.

In antiquity, the Five Rulers and the Three Kings in 
administering their governments and spreading their



secretly examined to discern their ultimate purposes. He 
employs them side by side and listens to them all to scrut
inize their influence. He does not show the least prejudice 
or take sides in anything. Thus it is that because the 
ruler stands at the center and sheds light on the length 9b 
and breadth of the world, the various ministers are impar
tial and upright, and none would dare to be devious. The
bureaucracy carries out its duties and devotes itself to

4meritorious service. If the ruler is perspicacious above,

teachings used the ts1 an wu as a matter of necessity. 
What does ts 1 an wu mean? Looking up, they took their 
signs from the heavens; looking down, they took their 
standards from the earth; and in the center, they took 
their laws from man. Thereupon, establishing the 
court of the ming t 1ang and carrying out its edicts, 
they thereby harmonized the yin and yang vapours.
And co-ordinating the divisions of the four seasons, 
they thereby escaped the calamities of sickness and 
disease. Looking down and observing the topography 
of the land, they set up a system of weights and 
measures. Determining what would be appropriate to 
the lay of the land, the waterways, the fertility of 
the soil and the relief, they established occupations 
and produced goods, thereby staving off the adver
sities of hunger and cold. At the center scrutinizing 
human virtue, they set up social norms and music. 
Implementing the Way of benevolence and rightness, 
they thereby gave proper order to human relations 
and eliminated the disasters of violence and disorder. 
Then, purifying and arranging the natures of metal, 
wood, water, fire and earth, they thus established 
the intimacy between father and child and instituted 
the family. Differentiating the mutually dependent 
norms of the pure and muddy notes, the five-note scale 
and the six yang notes of the twelve-note scale, they 
thus established the righteous duty between ruler and 
minister and instituted the state. Examining the four 
seasons and their chi through meng order, they thus 
established the social rules governing senior and jun
ior and instituted the bureaucracy. This is called 
t s 1 an. They established the righteous duty between 
ruler and minister, the intimacy between father and 
child, the distinction between husband and wife, the 
precedence of senior over junior and the intercourse 
between friends. These are called the wu.

4 « h , aFollowing Yang Shu-ta p. 60 in reading 4* at as .
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the officials will exert themselves to the utmost below.
All traces of villainy and deviousness will be erased, 
and daily progress will be made in the various under
takings. For this reason, the courageous will give

5their all to military service.

In a disorderly state this is not the case. Those praised 
by the multitude are rewarded even though they have no 
accomplishments, whereas those who are faithful in their 
duties are punished even though they are innocent. The 
ruler is foolish and shortsighted, and the various minis
ters form factions and are disloyal.6 The sophists travel 
about debating and the well-bred vie with each other in 
pushing themselves forward. With their cliques they 
criticize the edicts promulgated by the ruler, and with

7their deviousness they contravene the prohibitions of law. 
Those who cultivate wisdom devote themselves to cunning 
and deceit, and those who cultivate courage devote them
selves to contention and strife. The high ministers 
usurp authority; the low officials seize political purchase. 
And forming cliques and factions, they manipulate the 
ruler. Even though this state appears to be functioning,

Q
the ancients would have written it off.

Moreover, without superintending official duties,
nor bearing arms (4%),^ A
nor yet cultivating the fields,
one may gain the reputation of a worthy sage ( ^ ) —  A 
this is not a doctrine with which to teach the nation.

5Yd Ydeh LWT 9/14a suggests that a phrase ’If#  which
would balance has been omitted here. This is prob
ably the case.

6Cf. similar passage in Kuan Tzu 3:56-2:
'$■ 1r % 6? i_ if . f .  % % J H  i-. 4' % &  % i .  t l  f  n

f.'\ % i-A * /f. %') If & & r)l <fp f? It. HL' i- % * I f i .
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11Ch'i Chi and Lu Erh are the fastest horses in the world.
But if they do not respond to the harness commands of
going forward or stopping, even a moron would not mount 

12them. Now, that which turns the balance between proper 
government and disorder stands out like carriage ruts, 
and yet none of the rulers of the age are able to see 
them. This is why the Way of proper government is 
blocked.

Political authority and purchase are the carriage of 
the ruler,* rank and emoluments are the harness and bit 
of the ministers. Hence, because the ruler dwells at 
the focal point of political power and holds firmly to 
the control handles of rank and emoluments, judges 
nicely the degree of control and is appropriate in 
when and how much to give and take away, all of the 
people exhaust themselves in his service without feel
ing fatigued.

Now the relationship between ruler and minister has 
neither the substance of the bond between father and

Following the LWT 9/14-a text in reading as
li r/s •

g
Cf. similar passage in Hstin Tzu 49/12/107:

If̂j $r. $ it A. 0 , h '
9Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/14a in reading
as .

^Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/14b in reading 
as @

^^These are two of the eight famous horses of Chou Mu 
Wang. Throughout early Chinese literature, they are 
representative of the finest and fastest horses.

10a
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son nor the depth of feeling between flesh and blood 
relatives, and yet the minister will work untiringly and 
risk his life for the sake of the ruler.. Why is this?
It is because political purchase makes him do so.13

In antiquity Yd Jang was an official in the household 
of Chung-hsing Wen Tzu, but when Count Chih attacked 
the Chung-hsing family and annexed their lands, Yd 
Jang turned his back on his lord and went into the ser” 
vice of Count Chih. When Count Chih was defeated by 
Viscount Hsiang of Chao in battle at Chin Yang, he was 
executed and his state was divided into three. Yd 
Jang, attempting to take revenge on Viscount Hsiang of 
Chao, painted his body to look like a leper, swallowed 
ashes to change his voice and pulled out his teeth to 
alter his appearance. Now, as the same person serving 
these two masters with one and the same heart, he in 
the one case turned his back on and abandoned his master 
while in the other case he wanted to follow his master 
to the grave. Surely this cannot be a difference in 
choice or partiality. It was the difference in the way 
that he was treated by his masters that was the cause.14

This passage would seem to be based on Han Fei Tzu 236:11
A' ilk A f .11. * $f jo jb. “A lie ̂  ii fy' 1 .%

iL UK. M A  f  I  ?<. ft & A' t l . i f  t ^ St-, 
is- i-  h H.ic i- £ .I'ijSsUllfMl. -3'it.J;

13Cf. Han Fei Tzu 73:13:
M  JijL

Han Fei Tzu 70:15:
f  i l . t  I  i - ± A  -a \% H J i  s & is



When the tyrant Chou ruled the empire and received the 
homage of the various nobles at court, every corner that 
human footprints reached and oars plied offered submission. 
Even so, King Wu with only three thousand armor-clad sol
diers captured him at Mu Yeh. This was certainly not 
because the Chou people died out of a sense of duty 
while the Yin people turned against their master. It
was because their ruler was bountiful and righteous and

15his orders were carried out.

When there are strong winds, the waves rise, and where 
there is thick foliage, the birds gather. This is because 
these things go together. Thus, when the minister does 
not get what he wants from the ruler, the ruler will also 
be unable to get what he seeks from the minister. The 
ruler and minister benefit each other only on a basis of 
reciprocity. Thus, the minister barters with his ruler 
by offering total commitment to the point of laying down 
his life while the ruler trades with his ministers by

The Han Fei Tzu 75:11 has an abbreviated version of this 
Yd Jang story:

This story is also found in Chan-kuo t s 1e 18/216/5a and 
in Yd Jang's Shih-chi 86 biography p. 2519.
15Chou Hsin was the last ruler of the Shang dynasty
who was overthrown at Mu Yeh by King Wu (see Section 5 
note 2 above) 1122 B.C. Like Chieh (see Section 5 note 8) 
before him, the name of Chou is notorious in the annals 
of Chinese history for unbridled extravagance and cruelty. 
Together with his wicked consort, he outraged humanity and 
repaid honest remonstrators with a slow and painful end.

£-41 H  <6 &.&. §. *> 8 Jf'M'J.St £  ty >•/ 'k H  rtft %  %

J *■/. 'k K  *• i- k.to'f &  8
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offering the dispensation of noble ranks. Just as the 
ruler cannot reward a minister who has rendered no ser
vice, a minister cannot die for a ruler to whom he owes 
no gratitude.

When the favours of the ruler do not flow down to 
the people, for him to want to get service out of 
them is like whipping an unruly horse (-M* B 
It is like hoping for a ripe harvest (s&) C 
without rain (ffO . B 
It is simply impossible (i'D . C

1Section 9

The Way of the ruler is to cultivate his person by dwelling 
in quietude and to lead his subjects with frugality and 
moderation. If he is quiet, his subjects are not disturbed; 
if he is frugal, his people will have no cause to complain. 
His subjects being disturbed means political disorder; his 
people having cause to complain means that his bounty is 
not generous. Where there is political disorder, those of 
superior character will not proffer their plans, and where 
the ruler's bounty is not generous, those with courage will 
not die for him.

Therefore, if the ruler has a penchant for predatory birds 
and ferocious animals, rare and exotic things, and is crafty, 
nervous, anxious and disorderly, if he is not sparing with 
the efforts of his people, enjoys horses and hunting and 
takes to the field at whatever time he pleases, then the

16Cf. Han Fei Tzu 2 67:7:
% #  fr Xk t-A M  & f .

Shuo ydan 6/ la:
M s  ^  vA ^  A  A  %  fe ̂  m  ii M  M l /  ̂  i  ^ .
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duties of his bureaucracy are thrown into disorder and 
hard work will mean less wealth, the people will be 
miserable and distressed, and their means of livelihood 
will not be kept in proper order. Where the ruler is 
fond of high pavillions, deep ponds, sculptured and en
graved ornamentation, beautifully colourful patterns, 
fine linen and embroidery, precious stones and jewels, 
then his taxes will be exorbitant and the energies of 
the common people will be utterly spent.

2In accepting the empire it was not that Yao coveted posses
sion of the world or coveted the ease of being ruler. See
ing that the common people struggled among themselves, the 11a
strong dominating the weak and the many oppressing the few,
Yao then personally comported himself in accordance with 
moderation and frugality, and elucidating the virtue of 
mutual love, he brought the people together in harmony.
Therefore, the roofing thatch was not trimmed, the rafters

3were not cut and finished, the ruler's carriage was not

The SPTK version of this passage reads:

but the LWT text reconstructs it as:
t s  & i l  i  If tfi #  H  e . £  j-.......

^For an abridged version of this section, see Wen Tzu f /21b. 
2For Yao see Section 6 note 3 above.

3Cf. Han Fei Tzu 340:2: ^  ^  i

Huaî Nan^Tzu. 7/7a: fa |  ^  ̂  fff £  ^  ̂  fa ^
4  a  i  ^  fi] ^  n i t  I'
%
"k. <  l$Hfk ©. K. 2- <£-. «p i  ^  -iff /ft %  fs /I' ft

z_ Jr to /f tf i. iy, #  f  k 1$ z- T  fj-.

There is also a fragment in Han-shih wai-chuan 8/8b.



ornamented, mats were not hemmed, pottage was not seasoned 
and grain was not polished, going on his progression and 
spreading his guidance, he laboured assiduously in the 
empire and travelled to each of the five sacred peaks. 
Surely the lifestyle of the emperor could not bring any
thing but enjoyment and yet he took the whole empire for 
the sake of the empire and not because he derived any
personal benefit from it. When he became old and weary

4and abdicated m  favour of Shun, it was just like step
ping back and kicking off his sandals.

When the age is in decline, however, it is different.
The ruler, once having gained the wealth of possessing 

5the empire and having occupied the purchase attendant 
upon his position, will then exhaust the energies of the 
common people in catering to his own desires. His mind 
is wholly preoccupied with buildings, pavillions, ponds, 
gardens, ferocious animals, precious stones and exotic 
objects. Consequently, the poor people do not even have 
dregs and chaff to eat. and yet the tigers, wolves and 
bear fill themselves on the various kinds of meat7 the 
common people are sparsely clothed in coarse rags and 
yet palaces and halls are draped with silk and embroid
ery. The ruler gives priority to these kinds of enter
prises which serve no useful purpose, and the people of 
the empire become haggard and gaunt. Thus it is that he 
causes the empire to become discontented with its way of 
life.

Our primary source for Shun, like Yao, is the early chap- 
ters of the Shu-ching■ Through his own virtue he was able 
to transform and civilize the world. Together with Yao, 
he stands in early literature as history's exemplary ruler 
unsurpassed in virtue or statesmanship.
5Following the Wen Tzu % /21b and LWT texts in reading



1Section 10

The position of the ruler is like the brilliance of 
the sun and moon (ty ). A
He is that which all of the people in the world alike 
strain their eyes to see, 
prick up their ears to hear,2 
and crane their necks and stand on tiptoe to
gaze upon ). A

Hence, unless he is calm and tranquil, he will have no 
way of manifesting his virtue. Unless he is peaceful 
and silent, he will have no way of extending his influ
ence a long way. Unless he is liberal and expansive, he 
will have no way of presiding over all things. Unless 
he is commiserative and generous, he will have no way of 
winning over the people. And unless he is just and impar
tial, he will have no way of making decisions.

Therefore, the superior ruler in his use of men is like
the skilled workman in the handling of his wood. Large
pieces are used for boats and beams; small pieces are
used for oars and joists; long pieces are used for eves
and rafters; short pieces are used for gargoyles and
decorative designs. All of these irrespective of their
size find their niche, and all shapes of material have

3their application.

This section appears in an abridged form as a block in 
Ch'fln-shu chih-yao 41/5b-bb. The first portion also 
occurs in Wen Tzu /21b.

2Cf. Chan-kuo ts'e 3/42/5a: H <f|7 I ̂  ■

The expression also occurs in Chia t'ai-fu hsin-
shu l/16b and Li-chi 29/la.

lib

3See Section 6 note 34 above.
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Of all things in the world, nothing is as deadly as the 
4herb, aconitum. And yet that a good doctor will put it

in a pouch and keep it on hand is because it has its
use. Even among the resources of nature's thriving
forests there is nothing which can be discarded, how

5much less so in the sphere of man I

Now, that the court does not promote (>^) B someone 
and the local people do not praise him ( >~) B is not 
because he is unworthy, but rather because the job 
they have put him into is not in keeping with his true 
vocation.

When a deer is climbing on a mountain, even a roe deer 
is not able to follow it, but once having come down from 
the mountain, even a shepard boy can chase it. This is 
because individual abilities have their strengths and 
weaknesses. Therefore, a person of broad abilities 
should not be pressed for intricate skills, and a 
person of limited intelligence should not be entrusted 
with great enterprises.

Each person has his talents and each thing has its 
disposition (-*#). C
There are some persons who are overburdened when 
entrusted with one affair, while there are others 
who are still comfortable when handling a hundred

^The Kao Yu commentary glosses M  as .% f$\ . Wang Nien-sun
LWT 9/17a identifies it as . For
a detailed description of this herb, 
its various names and species, and its 
therapeutic properties, see Pen-ts'ao 
kang-mu 17 pp. 46-50. The herb .% M  
is known as aconitum chinense (and ttf f , 
a growth on t h e , as aconitum s in- 
euse). The genus aconitum covers about 
300 species of flowery perennial herbs 
which are more commonly known as monks
hood, friar's cap and wolfsbane. The 
roots of all of these species contain 

PLATE III
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6times as much ($$•) . C
For this reason/ a person proficient in making 
detailed calculations will certainly be lost on 
great computations 7 D

12a

a person who does not neglect the promotion of 
small details will become confused in advancing 
great undertakings {^) . D

This is the same as the fact that a badger cannot be made 
to pounce on an ox, and a tiger cannot be made to catch 
mice.

Now, here is someone who has the talent to want to 
bring peace to the world, bring together the terri
tories beyond the frontier ( H-) / E 
rescue an imperiled state and revive a doomed 
age (-tit ) - E
He can concentrate his attentions on righting the 
administration, correcting disorder (Hf), F 
settling intricacies and straightening out dif
ficulties {%) , F 

and all you do is give him the responsibility for details 
of court ceremony and trifling affairs. On the other hand, 
here is another man who only has a glib tongue, is poorly 
endowed, flatters and fawns, and finds great pleasure in 
rhetoric. He follows vulgar customs and bends himself to

aconitine (aconite). This toxic extract was commonly used 
by the ancient Chinese for preparing arrow poisons. Med- 
icinely, aconite was used externally as a local anesthesia 
and internally to treat hypertension, heart disease and 
severe fever. There is still no known antidote for this 
poison.

5Cf. LaoJTzu 'f %  I't
'f %  Of}.
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7please the eyes and ears of the common herd, and yet you 

entrust him with the pivot on which the order and disorder 
of the empire depends. This is like splitting a hairg
with an axe or using a knife to fell a tree--in both 
cases they are unsuited to their task.

Section 11^
The ruler sees with the eyes of the empire, 
hears with the ears of the empire (-|£) , A 
thinks ahead with the intelligence of the empire 
and contends with the strength of the empire 
behind him (^ ). A 

For this reason, his edicts and commands are able to 
penetrate to the lowest layer and the plight of his 
subjects is heard by him above. His bureaucracy func
tions smoothly, and his various ministers are like spokes 
converging at the hub.2 He does not reward on account of 
pleasure or punish on account of anger.

For this reason, his authority being established 
will not waver * B

Cf. Huang-ti ssu-ching p. 21:
#  " d f  .# 1 i'] k  i  Jc f  tu\ A j; *'J-

7Emending text to read:
*  i- %  1 a. if $  S .QFollowing Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/17b and the Ch 1dn-shu chih- 

yao 41/6b in reading the character ifk, as „
1An abridged version of this section is contained as a
block in Wen Tzu •f /21b-22a. The last part of this section
is also contained in the Ch'dn-shu chih-yao 41/4a-b.

Cf. Shen (Tao) Tzu 8a (this is the 12 'I', edition generally 
regarded as a spurious compilation— see P. Thompson ms. 
Introduction) : ^  ̂  ^  K  i ^  g ^  ^  ̂  ̂  ^ ,A

^  'f Mi. K f ■)] 4)1. 4L*/'- Wu k~ Vi f %, up S if
> ftfl. t % tf&. t ft
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his intelligence shining forth will not be
obscured {ff ) , B

his laws and edicts being explicit will not be unduly
harsh, his sight and hearing being penetrating will not
be beclouded, and what is really good and bad daily being

4set out before him, he still anticipates nothing.

Thus, those of superior qualities contribute their full 
intelligence and those of inferior character contribute 
their full strength. The ruler's favour and bounty 
covering the length and breadth of the land is impartial, 
and the various ministers labouring assiduously are not 
remiss. Those near are contented with their way of life 
and those far away are won over by his magnanimity. The 
reason for this is because understanding the Way of using 
people he does not rely on his own abilities.

Thus, one who makes use of a carriage and horse can 
travel a thousand JLi without tiring his feet ( % ) ; C 
one who avails himself of a boat and oars can cross 
rivers and seas without even knowing how to swim ( )  .

Han Fei Tzu 305:16: A. A ^  ^ $ /Cj. ffL &  ^  %. *"

Teng Hsi Tzu 11a:
(•/, K  f  i -  8 HL I'J &  l . f U f  | f .  J'J & % %. vA K
■f -2- % JLl'j -f &f.

3Following Wang Nien-sun in reading $5 as Jb .
4See Lun~yd 29/14/31 for this use of i£ .

5Cf. Hs\!ln Tzu 1/1/8:
4 1  %  %  . ff f  j ' M  % . i \  II <£.. 4/ i t

-,s- >*l.

Shuojjflan 16/5a: f  j| * %  f K f  ifc SbiS-

Ta Tai li-chi 7/6b :
4 1 $  % f i . !\ H  1  4' %. K 4  ft. ^ U i  Sff hbn-ti.

12b

C
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Now, rulers are such that they truly want to tap the col
lective intelligence of the world and utilize the full 
strength of the people. Even so, of the various minis
ters who make their purposes known and offer their loyal
ty, few indeed avoid placing themselves in peril. Even 
where the advice comes from a rudely clad bumpkin or wood
cutter, if it is sound, it should not be disregarded.
Even where the advice is from the prime minister or the 
ruler of a state issuing policy from the ancestral tem
ple, if the advice is unsound, it should not necessarily 
be implemented. To the question of where right and wrong 
reside, noble and base, exalted and lowly are irrelevant. 
Thus, when a perspicacious ruler listens to his ministers,
if the advice can be used, he is not ashamed of their low-

6ly positron. As long as the advice can be implemented,
7he does not insist upon an eloquent presentation.

For the obtuse ruler, this is not the case. Even when 
his favourites and intimates are depraved and withoutg
integrity, he is unable to see it. Even when the lowly

9and those distant from him exhaust their energies and 
do their utmost in his service, he is unable to appreci
ate it. He drives those who come with advice into a 
corner with his own eloquence and imposes punishment 
on those who come with admonition. A ruler like this 
who yet wants to cast the light of his rule over the 
world and preserve the empire intact is no different

6Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/18b in reading 
as £  % iff] s[ if .
7An abridged version of this passage is found in C h 1 tin- 
shu chih-yao 41/4a-b.
0
Following Liu Wen-tien 9/18b-19a and the Ch'ttn-shu chih- 

yao 41/4-a-b in inserting I# before*# and omitting the 
character #J .
9Following LWT 9/18b in omitting#] from Mi

13a
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from a man stuffing up his ears who yet hopes to dis
tinguish the clear from the discordant, or a man cover
ing his eyes who yet hopes to distinguish blue from 
yellow. He is certainly far removed from penetrating 
ins ightI

1Section 12

Law is the rod and measure of the empire and the level
and line of the ruler. Those who publish the laws apply
them to those who violate them; those who set up rewards

2reward those who deserve them. Once the laws have been
fixed, those who satisfy the regulations are rewarded
while those who fall short of the line are punished.3
For the exalted and noble, punishments are not commuted,
and for the lowly and base, punishments are not made
more severe. Where one violates the law, even if he be
a man of superior character, he must be punished. Where
one abides by the standards, even if he be a man of
little worth, he must be deemed innocent. Therefore,
the route of impartiality will remain open while that

4of special interests will be stopped up.

The purpose of setting up a bureaucracy in antiguity was
_ . . _
This section is contained almost m  its entirety m  two 

blocks in Wen Tzu “F /30a-b and ~f /30a.
2Cf. Han Fei Tzu 277:7:

a. i $(I it %  -I $  ii. ̂  *■) fa f A  ft M

41 1  A  it yk J'i jL.

3Cf. Han Fei Tzu 265:16: f  %  /Jf J? f ft $  JjjL.

Teng-Hsi.Tzu 10b: ^ | ^  fa ^ %% ^ f  .

4Cf. Han-shih wai-chuan 6/2a:
dLS- &J fc* f*\ & fa &  ̂% j. 1
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to prevent the people from being self-indulgent. That 
they enthroned a ruler was to control the bureaucracy 
and prevent it from doing as it pleased. Law, records, 
social norms and a code of moral conduct are to prevent 
the ruler from arrogating all decisions to himself. Where 
the people are not allowed to be self-indulgent, the Way 
prevails, and the Way prevailing, principle rules. Thus, 
they return to a state of non-action. Non-action does 
not mean stagnating and not moving, but rather that 
nothing is initiated from the self.

The centimeter comes from the millimeter, the millimeter
from the shape, the shape from the shadow of the gnomon,

5and the shadow from the sun. This is the root of measure
ment. Music comes from notes, notes from the pitch-pipes 
and the pitch-pipes from the wind. This is the ancestry 
of sound. Law comes from rightness, rightness from what
the people find congenial, and what the people find con-

6genial is m  harmony with the human mind. This is the 
pivotal point of proper order. Thus, one who understands 
the root fully will not be confused at the tip, one who 
sees the pivotal point will not be deluded by details.

Laws do not drop from the heavens nor spring forth 
from the earth ) . A
Arising out of human society, they then revert to

7regulate the society itself (it ) . A.
Therefore, what is in oneself should not be con
demned in others ( A.) ; B
what is lacking in oneself should not be expected 
in others.^ B

5Following Yd Ydeh LWT 9/19b-20a m  rearranging the orig
inal order of 0 , and Jf; to ^  ,-f; and a . Cf. Huai Nan 
Tzu 3/llb.

6Cf. Huai Nan Tzu 10/lb: fa ^  fit A. nr fa fa ^

13b



That which is established below should not be 
abandoned above;
that which is prohibited for the people { %} B

9should not be practiced by oneself ( jj ) .

What is called a "doomed state" does not mean that it is
without a ruler, but that it is without laws. "Changing
laws" is not being without laws, but having laws and not

10enforcing them is tantamount to not having any at all. 
Therefore, the ruler in establishing laws first makes 
himself a model and example, and thus, his commands are 
carried out in the world. Confucius said: "Where the 
ruler himself is upright, without even articulating his 
commands they will be carried out; where he is not up
right, even issuing commands they will not be followed. 
Thus, if prohibitions are observed by the ruler himself, 
his commands will prevail among the people.

Section 13^

The government of a sagacious ruler is like the charioting

7Cf. Shen (Tao) Tzu llb-12a:
■£■ ■&-. ii, 'lit f 1$. ML fa K  Zj ■

8Cf. Mo Tzu 77/45/3: $ ^ ^  ^  ^  * £  ft ^

Yen Tzu ctCun-ch'iu 3/2Ob:
A  i- Z j  ^ f|Mf i- fS  ■ £ - * -

See also Huai Nan Tzu 10/3b.
9 Yen Tzu ch'un-ch'iu 3/18b:

^ 1 %  A'

^°Emending the text to read: 

llSe& Lun-yd 25/13/6.
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2of Tsao Fu. He controls the carriage from the point at 

which the reins join the bit and regulates the tightness 
of his grip on the reins from the agitation of the horses' 
lips. He decides appropriate measures in his own mind

3and retains a firm grip on the reins in his own hands. 
What he arrives at in his own mind within is externally 
in accord with the intentions of his horses. Thus, the 
reason that he is able to move forward and withdraw as 
straight as a plumb line, turn a corner as roundly as 
a compass, and even after covering a great distance still 
have energy to spare is because he truly understands the 
technique.

Thus, political authority and purchase is the carriage
of the ruler and the great ministers are his team of
horses. There has never been a case past or present of
a driver escaping danger who leaves the safety of his
carriage and loses the responsiveness of his horses to
his hands. Therefore, if the carriage and the horses

5are not concordant, even a Wang Liang would be unable

^This section is contained almost in its entirety as a 
block in Wen Tzu "F /28h-29a.
2For Tsao Fu see above Section 6 note 30.
3cf* Lieh Tzu 5/8a-b:

1, n, #)) £  i v A f c .. f  #$ t. ■<& i- ff- #a i  it -f f%

■ >  A  # it $t-if f  a  £- f/i. 4? $  fa $

j  £  &  fit &  &  4 M  <fa it #  ^ it

| L ^  1

4Cf. Chuang- Tzu 50/19/59: /£ i  fji$, jS ft fju.

This is repeated in Ld-shih ch1un-ch1iu 19/13a.

14a

5Wang Liang (also known as $f ) is often coupled with 
Tsao Fu as the foremost charioteers of antiquity.



to take to the road. If the ruler and his ministers
6are not m  harmony, even a Yao or Shun would be unable 

to govern properly. If with a firm grip on the method
ology he drives it (i.e. the chariot of state), then a

7Kuan Chung or a Yen Tzu would serve him to the full
extent of his intelligence; if he shows up clearly
the distinction between different stations, then the

8wickedness of a Robber Chrh or a Chuang Ch'rao can
. . 9be prevented from arising.

If leaning on the well-crib one peers down to the bottom 
of the well, even a person of exceptional vision will not

For Yao see Section 6 note 3, and for Shun see Section 9 
note 4.
7Kuan Chung (d. 645 B.C.) became prime minister under King 
Huan of C h 'i and administered the government so successful
ly that he became known to Chinese history as the model 
statesman. As such, a very varied collection of essays 
and commentaries on political and economic matters was 
gathered under his name probably in the late 4th C. and 
early 3rd C. B.C. at C h 'i 's Chi-hsia academy.
Yen Tzu (d. 493 B.C.) was also a minister of Ch'i. He 
has become known for his ascetic habits. Like Kuan Chung, 
a collection of writings was gathered under his name and 
called the Yen Tzu ch'un-ch'iu. The two main themes of 
this almost Mohist text are frugality and the promotion 
of worthy men. Perhaps our most reliable source for 
information on both Yen Tzu and Kuan Chung is the Tso chuan
0Robber Chih , a contemporary of Confucius, is one of
the arch-villains of early Chinese literature, terrorizing 
the countryside in search of booty and women. The 29th 
chapter of the Chuang Tzu portrays Robber Chih as a ruth
less and yet not altogether unattractive man who gives 
the pious and obsequious Confucius a sound verbal lashing 
for the hypocracy of his teachings. In Confucian texts, 
on the other hand, he is grouped together with the wicked 
emperors, Chieh and Chou. See Hsdn Tzu 3/1/45 and 89/23/54
Chuang Ch'iaoiJl^ (il#*-) was a relative and a general of 
King Wei of Ch'u (r. 339-329 B.C.). His story is to be 
found in Han-shu 95 (p. 3838). He was sent out on an expe
dition by his king, but having his return cut off, he set
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be able to see the reflection of his pupils. If, however, 
he uses a mirror to reflect himself, he can examine the 
smallest detail. Therefore, the eyes and ears of the 
perspicacious ruler are not fatigued nor is his spirit 
spent. He observes the form of things as they present 
themselves; he responds to affairs in their transforma
tions as they occur. So long as that near at hand, name
ly himself, is not in disorder, then that far away, name
ly things and affairs, will be properly ordered. Thus, 
because he does not resort to what is contingently so but 
rather uses what is necessarily so, in his innumerable 
undertakings he is wholly free of error.^

Now, in charioteering, when the bodies of the horses are
concordant with the carriage and the heart of the driver
is in harmony with his team, in driving them through
rough terrain and to distant quarters, and in manoeuvering 

11them about, they will follow his every whim. But even
12where one has horses as fine as C h 'i Chi and Lu Erh, if 

it is given to servants and slaves^ to drive them, the 
horses on the contrary will be wilful and the drivers 
will not be able to control them.

himself up as king over a barbarian territory and adopted 
their ways.

^Cf. Shih Tzu /8b:

.
10Cf. Han Fei Tzu 355:10: ^  £f_ &  if- f-. &  .*& if. A.

11We emend the text from ^  ;f] ̂  to • Another
instance of this same corruption can be detected in a 
comparison between 14/9b which has and 7/10b
which has the same expression as • This ex
pression also occurs in Li-chi 12/11 as It il. 1 ‘iJk .

14b

12See Section 8 note 11 above.



Thus# in government, causing one's subjects to have no 
chance to do wrong is valued above any voluntary inclina
tion to do what is right. Therefore it is said: Rather 
than relying on people not to seek after something, do 
not make the thing desirable; rather than relying on 
them not to contend over something, make the ownership 
of the thing indisputable. If this is done, then with
individual human ability being put to one side, public-

. . . . . 14spiritedness will prevail. Since the exceptional do not
exceed the norm while the deficient are up to being use-

15ful, the whole world can be equally put to good use.

If the ruler ignores actual achievements and pays atten
tion to reputation, and if he ignores the public good 
which has been done and pays attention to cliques and 
factions, then those of unusual talents and good looks 
will be promoted out of turn‘d  while those who carry 
out their duties faithfully will be blocked and not be

13 ^ -The Kao Yu commentary identifies MJl. as a man of Lu who
was noted for his inability to drive a chariot. The 
encyclopedia TPYL 745 (p. 3 313) goes one step further 
in changing to t% . However, there is the following
passage from Han Fei Tzu 236:13:

% .1 i>L. M  *- ii< %. k 1 <5.
i- f jk.. s. i- * *. n i. * * j.j m tX

l i  i -  w M  i t A  ^  $?. i .  g c/ i i  &

% k  C M  ill ik  c 1.1
There are many such occurrences in Han Fei Tzu where with 
the expression 0 , --slaves and servants— are described 
driving horses. See for example 122:5, 236:14, 272:6,
300:15, 301:4, 352:3 and 354:4.
14Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/21b in reading the phrase 

J l ^ /!_ as '/a i-e ̂ Jt .
15We interpret the phrase *9 as expressing the
notion of equal utility which is central to the principles 

and ’M- . This mode of expression is consistent
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promoted. Under such conditions, popular customs will 
toe in chaos in the society at large, and ministers with 
meritorious service will have to contend for recognition 
in the court.

Thus, since laws and measurements are the ruler's means 
of controlling his subordinates, to discard them is like 
trying to gallop without a harness and bit, and will 
ultimately reverse the situation and enable the various 
ministers and common people to manipulate the ruler. For 
this reason, those who have methods of statecraft control 
others, while those without them are controlled by others

Section 14 ~̂

If a fish large enough to swallow a ship inadvertently
2swims aground, it will be at the mercy of the insects. 

This is because it has left its habitat. If a monkey 
leaves the trees, he will be seized upon by foxes and 
badgers. This is because it is in an environment not 
its own.

If the ruler abandons his proper concerns and attempts
3to vie with his ministers, the officials will seek by

inactivity to hold on to their positions and those in
office will seek by toadying to the ruler to avoid being 

4discharged. As a result, the ministers hide their

with Hsttn Tzu 12/4/77 (also 51/13/48):
tk $$ JQ "ll. % lei \4t7 •
Irregular and yet even, bent and yet in line, dif
ferent and yet equal...

17

15a

16Reading fotr^tfor -I . As is apparent from Karlgren's 
reconstructions, these two characters would have been close 
in pronunciation during Western Han.



intelligence and do not use it, passing the burden on to 
their ruler instead.

Now, the fact that the noble and wealthy are willing to 
go to work, that the astute are willing to look into 
affairs, and that the proud and arrogant are willing to 
show respect is because their political purchase is not 
equal to that of their ruler.

If a ruler does not entrust the able but is instead fond
of doing things personally, his intelligence will become
increasingly taxed and he will take upon himself the
burden of responsibility. If his methods of statecraft
are not able to cope with his subordinates, he will not
be able to prevail. If he is not able to insist on his
line of conduct in his state, he will be unable to claim

5exclusive control. Since his intelligence is not suffi
cient to effect proper government and his prestige is not 
sufficient to enforce punishments, the ruler will not have 
the means to deal with the empire.^

17Cf. Hsdn Tzu 9/4/23:

See also 31/9/126, 38/11/26 and 39/11/35.
1Thxs passage is included as a block m  Wen Tzu 'f /23b-24a. 

Ld-shih ch1un-ch1iu 17/l5a:
rfh § j£. i* |'j f ̂  jr!

3Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/22a in reading the phrase 
M  7 # as M  % “F # # .

^Cf. Ld-shih ch1un-ch‘iu 17/7a-b:
x  f i*/ fa a* %i. 4 M  I x  & ^  *  f  i f  “A M C

K  ! l .  O  << t  d fa t  % '<k ? l dL A  t

JCf. Lfl-shih ch'un-ch'iu 17/13b:
fa K i A? &  ’f't'Sr "f -fft I ■% K  %.



Where pleasure and anger form in the ruler's heart and 
desires are manifest in his countenance,^ then officials 
will abandon what is proper and pander to the desires of 
the ruler, and will bend the laws and follow his inclina
tions. Rewards will not tally with accomplishments and 
punishments will not correspond to the crime. Superior 
and subordinate will become estranged and ill-will will 
grow between ruler and minister. Therefore, when offi
cials obsequious to the ruler commit errors, there is 
no way of taking them to task. If the guilty are not 
punished, the bureaucracy will seeth in turmoil thatg
even intelligence cannot settle and praise and blame
will sprout forth that even perspicacity cannot illu- 

9mine. If the ruler does not rectify the basics and 
return to his natural c o n d i t i o n , h e  will become in
creasingly weary and the ministers will have an increas
ingly easy time of it. It is like standing in for a

11cook in skinning an animal or cutting down a tree in
12place of a master carpenter. If he attempts to race

Cf. Teng Hsi Tzu 9b:
A. %  6" tt t %  &  4} &  i $ J a fS fa $£ B -f

I'J ^  S i  f .  fJ fsl ^  ®  !'J ^  b  ^  ^  fa* ^  t
fl

7Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/22a and the Wen Tzu -p /23b 
in reading as
O
Following Yd Ta-ch'eng pp. 289-90 and the Wen Tzu "f/23b 

in inserting the character rfo before the phrase *3 $ M  ffif-

Ld-shih ch1 un-ch'iu 17/6b: H ‘A tj jk}, |'| %  M

& H i  i  fa k . M i ^  ik. A -A S'J j  •& ‘•X i  i . K'J ^
i- 0 ft. ^ t  0 ff.

^°The LWT text has $ for i , but this would seem to 
be little more than speculation.
11This is an allusion to Chuang Tzu 2/1/26:

ftL K m f  S$ fo.f i t  ^ i f  ij. &
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with a horse, he can tear his tendons and still not keep
up with it, hut if he mounts a chariot and takes up the

13reins, the horse will submit to his harness.

Now, if with Po Lo1^ choosing the horses and Wang Liang^ 
at the reins, the perspicacious ruler mounts the carriage, 
the fact that he can travel a thousand ljL without the 
effort of driving or choosing the horses is because avail- 
ing himself of the abilities of others he uses them as his 
aides.^

Therefore, the ruler in being non-active looks after 
his concerns ( ̂  ), A

17and m  establishing policies is without par
tiality (-^) . A 

If he initiates activity, he provokes slander, and if he 
demonstrates partiality, he invites flattery.

12.This is an allusion to Lao Tzu 74:
K < <  K  & f  1k &  % k.

13The SPTK text has -p ; LWT has , an alternative
form of ft (Morohashi 16366) . The Wen Tzu -f /2 3b has the 
character for which makes a much better reading. We 
follow the Wen Tzu here.
14Po Lo Ak was a famous horse trader and trainer reknown 
for his judgment of horses. He is also known as .
He appears in Chuang Tzu 22/9/6 and 16; Ld-shih ch1un-ch'iu 
24/3a; Huai Nan Tzu 2/6a and ll/9a-b.
15For Wang Liang see Section ’13 note 5.
16Cf. Ld-shih ch1un-ch'iu 25/6b:

f  . - 0 4 - i « fa
i -  ifo % S: t# J j /'If jfe

17Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/22b and the Wen Tzu r /24a 
in reading as . If we do not emend fa , there is
an obvious conflict with the phrase which follows: ?jj

15b
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Of old Duke Huan of C h 'i being fond of exotic tastes, Yi
Ya boiled his first born son to gain his confidence. The
ruler of Yd being fond of precious things, Duke Hsien of
Chin lured him with jade and horses. The King of the Hu
being fond of music, Duke Mu of Ch 1 in seduced him with

18female entertainers. These men all fell under the 
control of others through greed.

Thus, the passage: "What is firmly planted cannot be 
19uprooted." Now, though fire is hot, water extinguishes 

it; though metal is hard, fire melts it; though wood (i.e.
in the form of a tree) is strong, axes cut it down; though
water flows, earth dams it up. Only the Creator cannot be 
undone.

Therefore, desires inside not coming out is called 
being sealed up ); B
external evils not entering is called being closed off. 
Where the internal is sealed up and the external is 
closed off (Tjfl) , C
what possible affair is not regulated (H?p)? C 
Where the external is closed off and the internal
is sealed up ;), B

20what possible affair will not reach culmination (A)? B

18These three examples are also found in Huai Nan Tzu 7/l2a-b 
ft. % i- %  if i$) ic I  U'A <  Is % 2- ¥  ■ &  h- rA

If. * ~7& A  & t '  b
There is a similar passage in Han Fei Tzu 28:15 which is 
in part echoed in Huai Nan Tzu 9/8b-9a above. For the 
Duke Huan of C h 1i story, see Kuan Tzu 2:40-8? Han Fei Tzu 
51:15, 28:15, 266:8. For the ruler of Yd story, see Tso 
chuan 89/4^ 2/3. For the King of the Hu story, see Han Fei 
Tzu 50:1.
19This passage echoes Lao Tzu 54.
2Dcf* Ld-shih ch 1un-ch'iu 17/4b:

ft a t #1 * £ it i  $ 7. 4 ^  * v  *1
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Only in not utilizing something is one able to use 
it { it) ; D
only in not doing something is one able to do it (ie). D
Where the spirit is fatigued, it dissipates (Ml); E 
where the senses are indulgent, the spirit is 
spent (?»§). E
Thus, the ruler in possession of the Way extinguishes
thought and dispenses with guessing (It), F
and waiting in limpidity and vacuity {$) , F
he uses words that do not boast and takes action that

21does not rob subordinates of responsibility (^). F 
He makes demands of fulfilment according to claims made.
He lets them get on with their duties (-̂  ) F 
without telling them how ); G 
he expects them to fulfil their duties 
without instructing them (li.) . G 
He takes not knowing as his Way (it,), H
and not knowing what to do as his treasure ('JJ ) . H 16a
Acting in this way, each of the various officials

22has his appointed tasks ( ̂  ) . H

21Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/23a would read 4% as , and Yang 
Shu-ta p. 63 would read as/fj" , but neither emendation 
improves the grammar.
22Cf. Ld-shih ch1un-ch'iu 17/13b:

it  i. *■ 0 *  f  * S4. &  M  k  t-.ff |  -A

Cf. also the Wen Tzu /24a version:



Section 15^

If one holds firmly to the handles of authority and
purchase, it will be easy for him to transform the people,
That Tzu Lu served the ruler of Wei was because the ruler's

2authority was considerable; that Kuan Chung and Yen Tzu
served the Dukes Huan and Ching of Ch'i as ministers was

3because the ruler's position was exalted. That the 
timid can subjugate the brave and the ignorant can con
trol the intelligent is because the purchase in which they 
lodge themselves is superior. Therefore, it is said: "The
branch must not be bigger than the trunk and the tip must

4not be stronger than the root. This is because there is
the means whereby one controls the other ('M ) A, just as
with the five fingers as adjuncts to the arm one can strike,
pull, clutch and pinch as he so desires." In other words,

5the small is adjunct to the large {'7i). A

He who has the advantage of having purchase by holding
6on to the extremely small is able to make use of the 

very big, and by holding on to the essential is able to 
have extensive control.

This section is contained in an abridged form as a block 
in Wen Tzu -f /3Ob-3 la.
2Tzu Lu -i- (4$ E& ) also called 4" /&- / was one of Confucius' ■
closest disciples. He first served in Lu and then later in 
Wei. He was noted for his courage (Shih-chi p. 2191). In 
480 B.C. there was a revolt in Wei, and Tzu Lu died as a 
result of his loyalty to his overlord. For an account of 
this see Shih-chi 67 (p. 2193) and Tso chuan 491/X 15/pfcf 2.
3Kuang Chung was minister to Duke Huan of Ch'i and Yen Tzu 
to Duke Ching of Ch'i. See Section 13 note 7.
4 -Emending text by inserting-T4 to read ^  m  %%% .
5The 45 character passage which ends here may be an 
interpolation.
6Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/24a in reading ft for fy .



Thus, that a thin beam ( B 
can support a heavy roof (JL) B 

or that a small bolt can control the opening and closing
of a gate— how could it be due to their size! It is

. . . . 7because their position is pivotal.

Even though Confucius and Mo Ti cultivated the political
methods of the former sages, were well-versed in discus-

8sion of the six arts, expressed themselves orally and
practiced what they advocated, those who cherished and
followed their teachings and became their disciples were

9no more than a few dozen. If, however, they had occupied
the throne of emperor, the whole empire would have become
the ir fo1lower s .

King Chuang of Ch'u, afflicted by the death of his minis
ter, Wen Wu-wei, at the hands of Sung, rose^° to his feet 
and threw down part of his sleeve.^ With a continuous
procession of officials taking to the road, they formed

12an army beneath the walls of Sung. This was because 
his political influence was considerable.

King Wen of Ch'u being fond of wearing a hsieh chih cere
monial cap, the whole state of Ch'u followed suit. King
Wu~ling of Chao attending court with a belt of shells and
bird plumage, the whole of the state of Chao was trans- 

13formed by him. If, however, a commoner or peasant were

7Cf. Shuo ytian 16/2a:

The number of Confucius' disciples is mentioned in Shih-chi 
47 and 67 {p. 1938 and 2185); Kung Tzu chia-yVl 9/la; Lti-shih
ch'un-ch'iu 14/18b; Ta Tai li-chi 6/2b-3a; Huai Nan Tzu 21/7a 
Mencius 12/2A/3; Han Fei Tzu 342:14.

%  k

9
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to attend court wearing this ceremonial cap or belt of 
shells and bird plumage, he would only bring ridicule 
on himself.

There is not one man in ten thousand who being devoted 
to goodness and deriving pleasure from proper conduct 
will voluntarily abide by laws and regulations without 
being pressed by prohibitions and punishments. But if 
the ruler issues commands which brook no disobedience so 
that those who accord with them will benefit while those 
who defy them will bring grief on themselves, before 
there is time for the shadow of the sun to move, every
one will conform to the rule of law.

Therefore, if one were to take a stance grasping the
14blade of his sword, even a Pei-kung Tzu or Ssu-ma 

15K'uai K'uei could not take on an adversary, but if 
he were to grasp the hilt and raise the tip, even a 
person of ordinary skills would be able to take the 
victory.

^Following LWT 9/24b in reading for .

■^The King was trimming his sleeves and threw down the 
piece that he had just removed. See Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 
20/16b-17a for a fuller account.
12For the circumstances leading up to this, see Tso chuan 
168/-^, 1 4 / 2 .  For a full account, see Ld-shih ch1 un-ch‘iu 
20/16b-17a and Shih-chi 40 {p. 1702).
13There is no reference to this penchant of King Wen of 
Ch'u in the Shih-chi 40 account of his reign, but there is 
mention of the strange dress of King Wu-ling of Chao in 
Shih-chi 43 (p. 1810).
14 . .The text being obviously corrupt at this point, any trans
lation can only be tentative.
15According to the Kao Yu gloss, this Pei-kung Tzu is the 
Pei-kung Yu J who appears in Mencius 10/2A/2 devoting
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Now, even if Wu Huo or Chieh Fan were to attempt to lead 
an ox by the tail from behind, the fact that they would 
pull the tail off without budging the ox is because they 
are acting contrary to the way of things. But if one 
were to pierce the ox's nose with a sprig of mulberry, 
the fact that even a haIf-grown boy could lead it around

16the country is because he is following the way of things.

That with a seven ch'ih oar we can raanoeuver a boat is 
because we make use of the water. That the emperor has 
only to issue commands to have them implemented and ob
served is because he takes the people as his purchase.
If the ruler prevents that which injures the people while 
encouraging that which brings them benefit, his authority 
will prevail like the opening of a dike or the breaking 
of a dam. Hence, if one goes downstream with the current, 
he will easily get to his destination; if one gallops 
along with the wind at his back, he will easily travel 
far.17

When Duke Huan of Ch'i presided over the government, he
got rid of meat-eating animals, grain-fed birds and snaring
nets. Simply by doing these three things, he pleased the 

18people. Chou of Yin killing Prince Pi Kan, incurred the

himself to the cultivation of courage and boldness.
Kao Yu identifies Ssu-ma K'uai K'uei as a descendant of 
At who was made ssu-ma under King Ilsdan of Chou (r. 827
782 B.C.) and who thus took ssu-ma as his surname. With 
the decline of the House of Chou, the descendants of Po 
Hsiu-fu travelled to other states. Ssu-ma K'uai K'uei was 
a well-known swordsman of Chao.
'I 6Cf. Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 1/8a :

-ft k  (k &  f  t#  fy f  *  *f $•

%  S; t. n  >•/
For Wu Huo see Section 6 note 25 above. According to Kao 
Yu, Chieh Fan like Wu Huo was a man reputed to have incred
ible physical strength.

17a



resentment of his relations# and breaking open the legs
19of men wading through the morning stream# provoked a 

revolt of the common people. Simply by doing these two 
things he lost the empire. Thus# it is not that right
ness is able to benefit all of the people in the world# 
but that in benefiting one# it wins over the whole world. 
It is not that tyranny inflicts injury on all of the 
empire's people# but that in injurying one# it stirs 
the whole world to revolt. Thus it is that Duke Huan 
in doing these three things united the various nobles, 
whereas Chou of Yin in his two actions forfeited even 
the right to live as a commoner. Therefore# actions are 
something one must be exceedingly careful about.

1Section 16

The ruler in levying his taxes on the people 
must first calculate the yearly income#

17c f .  I-Chou-shu 4/9a:
T k. k  Sr *J if  k, & % i- # k- A 1

* *- 4- 4 fr k, |
1 RCf. Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 25/llb:

f  «  f t  5 f  M  #  f .  0  % t  i t .  i  $  &  2-
$C- & 't' f. i- k . 4. f  #0.

19 .For the story of Chou Hsin cutting the heart out of Prince
Pi Kan# see Shih-chi 3 {p. 108). Our "Chu Shu" passage
would seem to be based on Shanq-shu 210643:

4<r JM #  1  « . * J  f  ^  i - a .
Watching men wading through a stream in the cold of the 
morning# Chou Hsin noticed that some of them could endure 
the cold better than others. In order to determine the 
reason for this endurance# he had several legs broken 
open to investigate. See commentary on SPTK Shang-shu 6/5a.

^Large portions of this section are found in Chia t ’ai-fu 
hsin-shu -f /3a-4b; Wen Tzu /24b-25a# 24a~b; Ch 1 dn-shu 
chih-yao 41/6b-7a and 7b-8a.
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assess the accumulated stores of the people A
and know the extent of surplus or shortage in the 
yearly harvest (fe) A
before exacting enough to cover his carriages, 
clothing and food (f^), B 
and to satisfy his desires {fiK)• B 

It is not that high pavillions and storied buildings (■£&) C 
connecting halls and towers (1$) C are not magnificent.
But where his people do not even have caves or thatched 
huts in which to find shelter, a perspicacious ruler does 
not enjoy them. It is not that fat meats, rich wines, 
sweetmeats and delicacies are not delicious. But where 
his people do not even have dregs or bare staples to put 
into their mouths, the perspicacious ruler finds no relish 
in them. It is not that a peaceful bed and soft matting 
are not agreeable. But where his people are dwelling in 
the remotest frontier settlements, brave every kind of 
peril, and finally perish with their bones bleaching in 
the sun, the perspicacious ruler finds no comfort in them.

Therefore, the ruler of antiquity was concerned about the
hardships of his people to the extent that if there were
starving people in his state, at each meal he would have
only one single dish, and if there were freezing people,

2in winter he would not attire himself in fur garments.
Only when the harvest was good and the people had plenty 
would he then set up the bells and drums and display the 
shields and axes, and with ruler and subject, superior and 
subordinate all with one mind enjoying these, there will 
be no one left out in the whole state. Therefore, the use

2Cf. Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu f- /3b:
c  * -Mt a in fc i f . * $  i t  i . .

f it# f 15] ® f a L . K  *■ /t'S I
A.A j f  i<-.

17b
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of metal, stone, pipes and strings by the ancients was to
express their pleasure. Weapons, armor, battleaxes and
broadaxes were to give a more polished expression to their
anger. The ceremonies of libations and offerings were to

3represent their gladness. Funeral garments and sedge 
footwear, beating of the breast and weeping were to demon
strate their grief. These are all instances of the gen
eral truth that what one is full of inside will express 
itself outside.

During the reign of an incompetent ruler, in taxing the 
people,

he does not take into account what they can support ( J) )
and in making demands on those below he does not
assess their accumulated stores dt). D
The men and women are unable to devote themselves
to their occupations of farming and weaving (^) D
in having to meet the ruler's demands.

With their energies and their wealth totally spent, there
is animosity between subject and ruler. When circumstances
reach the point where the people in the face of great hard-

4ships can barely eke out a subsistence living, he still 
sounds the great bell and beats the drums, sounding the 
reeds and flutes and strumming the lutes and zithers. As 
incongruous as suiting up in armor to enter the ancestral 
temple or attiring oneself in rich brocade to march off to 
war, he has completely lost sight of the raison d'etre of 
music.

As respects the livelihood of the people, one man tilling 
the soil can cultivate no more than ten mou of land, and 
the annual yield from average land does not exceed four 
shih. Women and children, the old and the infirm depend

D

18a

3 i- j-Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/26b in reading^- f or -|r .
4Following D.C. Lau p. 156 in omitting the character
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on it. From time to time it suffers the setbacks of flood, 
drought and natural calamity. And in addition, it must be 
used to pay the various taxes and war surcharges of the 
ruler. Taking it from this perspective, a man's life is 
wretched indeed.

According to the great reckoning of the heavens and earth, 
from three years of cultivating, there is one year's sur
plus. Generally, from nine years, there are three year's 
stores set by; from eighteen years there are six and from 
twenty-seven there are nine.

Even in the face of the calamities of flood, drought 
and natural disaster (M), E
none of the people will be destitute or wander about 

5homeless (-fc ) . E
Therefore, a state without nine year's stores is 
called insufficient,
without six year's reserves is called critical (itO F
and without three year's stores is called desperate F

Thus, when a benevolent and perspicacious ruler is moderate
7in his taxes and his own expenses, his people will enjoy 

the bounty of the heavens and the earth and not suffer the 
miseries of hunger and cold.

5Cf- Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu k-/56b:

%  7$ -f Jf iL |
Li-chi 5/29:

Li-chi 5/2 9:
£. $ <0 ID jfr (U CL.,
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But if an avaricious and tyrannical ruler causing 
grief for those under him poaches on the preserves 
of his people to gratify his insatiable desires (£70 , G 
the common people will be unable to enjoy the harmon
ious vapours of the heavens and the bounties of the 
earth (#0 . G

Pood is the foundation of the people, people are the found
ation of the state and the state is the foundation of the

, 8 ruler.
Thus, the ruler takes advantage of the appropriate 
times (Hrj-) , H
makes full use of the earth's plenty ($4 ) H 
and deploys human effort wisely (ft ). I 
As a result all living things reach maturity and 
the five grains thrive (£jL) . I
He teaches the people to raise the six domestic 
animals (H ), J
to plant trees at the proper times (#j) , J
to labour diligently in the cultivation of the fields
and to plant mulberry bushes and hemp widely (/k) , K 
to use each kind of terrain and quality of soil to its 
best advantage ( rt) K
so that on hills and slopes which will not produce 
the five grains (14.) L 
they grow bamboo and wood (4-) • h

In the spring he teaches them to prune out what is rotten

For a related passage see Han-shu p. 1123.

7Cf. Mencius 19/3A/3:
i. ^  ik, 4 &'].g

Cf„ Kuan Tzu 1:9-10:
K  ©  i- £  fg] %  Z- £  •&. i-

ft, i- £
Cf. Chia t'ai-fu hsin-shu /43a: /5f| il jfeg

^  t§ t/v $7 $7

18b
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and dry, in summer to gather the fruit and berries, in 
autumn to lay in the vegetables and grains and in winter 
to cut and gather firewood.

This then becomes the basis of the people's liveli
hood ('jf) . M
In life there is no shortage of necessities and

9in death there are no abandoned bodies (/ ). M

In hunting, the laws of the former kings did not permit 
the extermination of the whole herd or flock or the trap
ping of the young. They did not allow the draining off 
of the ponds to fish, the burning down of woods to hunt, 
the spreading out of nets in the wild prior to the autumn's 
wild dog sacrifice, the spreading out of nets in the water 
prior to the spring's otter sacrifice, the spreading out 
of bird-nets in valleys and river gorges before the autumn 
falconry, the logging of hill forests before the autumn 19a
shedding of leaves, the burning off of fields before the 
hibernating of the insects. They did not allow the killing 
of pregnant animals, the collecting of fledglings and bird 
eggs, the taking of fish less than a foot in length, or 
the consumption of piglets less than a year o l d . ^

Thus, that grasses and trees billowed forth like rising 
steam, that birds and animals rushed to his domain like 
a flowing spring, and that birds of the air swarmed to 
him like clouds of smoke was because he has that which 
attracts them.

9Cf. I-Chou-shu 4/8a-b: dt jf$-. |e 4 &  ^ ^ ‘1
'tii i- -ft t  /'!' ft if i'k. I  4  K  it "t ft $f .i rX &
%  i  k, n . n  t  h  if. &  Jt f. $ ^  %  %  f  j,j $. ^  ^

<1 r t  .

Cf. I Chou-shu 4/8b: g ff] i_ %  'ft 5 8 b. *4 f *4 f\'- ̂
A, f f i l l ?  JI "I f  K m  $. -A A . ! f  i f
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In the political administration of the former kings,
when the clouds gather from the four seas (in spring), 
they would repair the boundary demarcations (-$$.). N 
When the toads croak and the swallows alight (in the 
third month)/ they would open up the roads.
When the yin vapours fall on the various streams (in 
the tenth month)/ they would repair the bridges ). N 
When the chang star culminates at dusk (in the third 
month)/ they would devote themselves to the planting 
of rice (ti) . 0
When the ta_ huo star culminates at dusk (in the fourth
month), they would plant millet and beans (&.). 0
When the hstt star culminates at dusk (in the eighth
month) / they would plant wheat ( î-0 . 0
When the mao culminates at dusk (in autumn), they
would harvest^ and lay in their crops (*% ) 0

12and cut firewood (^ ). 0
Above they would report to Heaven ( ik) P
and below they would command the people ( R,) . P

Cf. Li-chi 5/28:

11Following LWT 9/28b in emending to i|£_ .

"^Cf. Shang-shu ta-chuan A%- — /  /lb-2a:

f 5 Z f t  f£. £ %  K  f  f  3 /n ft K-

%  &  8- f 3 vA ft f 4  #  ff ^  f 6 vA c  fiiJK f  k t

t ft i f f 3 kA ^'f > $

Cf. Shuo yd an 18/2b-3a: f %  p &  flf %. * f  ̂  cj*
if ‘/v it il. 1 # J K  % . 1 f i_ PL i 1 %  K  K  ^
vA ft ^ 4. > k f  ̂ £ . -f t % |x. /I if. ̂  f 6 •A

ft ^  L i  ^ ^  rr ^  ^  4 5 «<^ ^
^  ft/. 4  ̂ . 1- # /. k. ^ . f ^  ii. ̂ ,
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The former kings in making preparations in accordance 
with the proper time, enriching the country and benefiting 
the people, in settling unpopulated areas and attracting 
those from a distance, showed that in their Way nothing 
was left out, It is not that they as the heart could be 
the eyes and feet in seeing and carrying things out. But 
so long as the heart never loses sight of wanting to bene
fit the other organs, those organs will fulfil their func
tions of their own accord. The heart in its relationship 
to the nine orifices and the four appendages is not able 
to do the job of any one of them, and yet in moving, lis
tening and looking all depend on it for direction. This 
is because it never loses sight of wanting to benefit 
them.

Thus, when Yao did good deeds, this attracted other good
deeds; and when Chieh did evil deeds, this attracted other
evil deeds. Where good accumulates there is success, but

13where evil accumulates, disaster knows no bounds.

Section 17^

Speaking of man generally, while in his mind he wants to 
be circumspect, in his will he wants to be large; while 
in intelligence he wants to be round, in his conduct he 
wants to be square; while in his abilities he wants to 
have many, in his affairs he wants to have few.

*^Cf. Ld-shih ch 1 un-ch 1 iu 13/5b:
HL t  'k %  &%..%■ t . ^ & n  f .

This brief passage discussing good and evil seems very 
much out of context here, and may well be an interpolation. 
There are 27 characters in this passage--enough for pos
sibly one bamboo chien. This Section 16 and the Section 
17 which follows on from this passage are both highly 
structured, and it is unlikely that they would contain 
this loose strand. While the C h 1 dn-shu chih-yao 4l/8a 
echo does contain the passage in question, the Wen Tzu 
~T:/24a-b does not.

19b
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What is meant by "in his mind he wants to be circumspect" 
is that he considers a situation and prepares for it 
before disaster strikes, he guards against error, is 
vigilant in dealing with matters in their embryonic 
stages, and is not given to self-indulgence.

"In his will he wants to be large" means that he
embraces all of the various states, is tolerant of
all of the different customs A
and broods over all of the people as though they
belong to one family ('■%)• A
With right and wrong converging as spokes,
he acts as the hub (|HL) . A

"In his intelligence he wants to be round" means 
that he turns round and round like a ring (JL) B 
without beginning or end ($&) , B
he flows far and wide to the far corners (yt), C 
and is as inexhaustible as a deep spring ($%). C 
As the ten thousand things arise together ( M ) D 
he responds to every one of them . D

"In his conduct he wants to be square" means being 
upright and unbending ($L>) / E 
pure white and untarnished.
It means not compromising his integrity even in 
adversity (^) E
and not being given to self-indulgence even when 
successful.

"In his abilities he wants to have many" means he 
is competent in both literary and military affairs 
and consistent with correct manners in his every

This section is contained almost in its entirety in Wen 
Tzu f /3b-4a. It is also contained in part in Ch 8 dn-shu 
chih-yao 41/8a-9a.
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movement Ufo). F
In his policies and his promotions and dismissals 
he is right on target ($-) , F
and free of any opposition he achieves happy 
results in all of his undertakings ( jL) . F

"In his affairs he wants to have few" means that he 
has a firm grasp on the handles and methods of poli
tical control. Securing the essentials he responds 
to the many (SjjL), G
and grasping the small he administers the broad and 
far-reaching.
He dwells in tranquillity and holds on to the center ( ) , G
and turning around from the pivot (jflf?) E 
as if matching tally sticks (if ) , H 
he responds fittingly to the myriad with the one.

Therefore, one whose heart is circumspect is scrup
ulous about matters in their embryonic stages ($kj; I 
one whose will is large is all-encompassing (ft-)/’ 1 
one whose intelligence is round is all-knowing (£a); J 20a 
one whose conduct is square has that which he will 
not do ( ) ; J
one whose abilities are many can do everything (-/£ ) ; K 
one whose affairs are few makes sure that that which 
he holds on to is the essential (1f). K

Of old, when the emperor would hold court, the high min
isters would proffer honest admonition, the learned 
scholars would chant the odes, the music masters would 
sing their criticisms, the common people would communi
cate their opinions, the court historians would chronicle 
errors in judgment, and the court chefs would deprive the 
ruler of his refreshments, but still this was not consid
ered enough for the rulers.2



Thus, Yao set up a drum for those offering bold admonition
Shun established a notice board for criticisms, T'ang inst
tuted an independent judicial authority, and King Wu pro-

3vided a small drum to forewarn him against rashness. Be
fore an error could show itself there was already a safe- 

. 4guard against it.

The sage's attitude toward goodness is that there is 
nothing so small that he will not promote it; his atti
tude toward mistakes is that there is nothing so trivial
that he will not reform it. Yao, Shun, T'ang and Wu

5all imperturbably faced south and ruled. At this time, 
at the sound of the gong they would begin eating, at 
the sound of the yung music they would clear the food 
from the table, and after eating the rice they would 
sacrifice to the kitchen range. Before travelling, they 
did not resort to shamans and prayer-masters. Even 
ghosts and spirits would not dare bring evil on them 
and even mountains and streams would not dare to inflict 
calamity on them. While it can be said they were the

^Cf. Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 20/ 12a-b:
r l *  *  it. *£ f  - fi\ k  i t  A  H ft ■ k  <f- ft. i t  a •£ *jL
SL  M  $■. /«711  i  jif a % .

Chia t'ai-fu hsiri-shu Jt- /8 lb-82 a:
thfh A  k . t  &  4  1  fci'J A JL 2- C. t in &

|  i . t i  4.-5- i  A M  f
)}Jr. f- i- fi t  if  i|5; ill' P tu A l_ | ii. % Mr if  ic_
^ f t  i t  i  4  l i  I I  >  f# $  i t  A it if.. * 4  it, f t .

Kuo^irO. 158: ^  ^  'A j!'J •* fe |f £

%<'t. I f  If,. »|US|. S <| ff-.it a
%■  ̂  4  k  I#. ifiH] i .

Ta Tai li-chi 3/3a is almost identical with Chia t ’ai-fu 
hsin-shu 81/b-82a cited above.
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most exalted of men,
even so nervously ('I’JO L
they became more and more careful (0 ). ̂  L

Viewing it from this perspective, the mind of the sage
is circumspect. This is what the Shih-chincr means in
saying: "Oh, this King Wen, so careful and scrupulous
he illustriously served Shang Ti, and therein embraced

7great good fortune.'1

Q
When King Wu conquered Yin, he distributed the grain 20b
stores of Chti C h 1 iao granary and the monies of the Lu
T'ai coffers, set up a memorial tomb for Pi Kan, honoured
Shang Jung's village, worshipped at the ancestral shrine
of C h 'eng T'ang and liberated Chi Tzu from his incarcera- 

9tion.

3For Yao, see Section 6 note 3; for Shun,.Section 9 note 4; 
for T'ang, Section 3 note 26; for Wu, Section 5 note 2.

^Gf. Ld-shih ch'un-ch'iu 24/5a:
^ ^  |i§ L jjs i!/ \ f\ jL -It $\ J 1%

Teng Hsi Tzu 8b-9a:
^  J  •*- 3- tty f t  i_ % tl j t  ^  4  A j  ij;

5Following D„C. Lau p. 156 m  omitting Yti and reconstructing 
this phrase as: £ m, _g .r ^   ̂ ,

Cf. Hsdn Tzu 67/18/65: ^  x  ^ ^ A--------- -sC crp ^  ̂  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ̂  ̂

7This is from Shih-ching 59/236/3. It is also cited in 
Li~chi 32/10 and Tso chuan 422/ng 26/ptf 4.
gFollowing Wang Nien-sun I.WT 9/30a in reading & for .H .
9Tradition records a series of actions undertaken by King 
Wu on assuming the throne. This stock list is repeated 
in the following texts: Shih-chi 3 (p. 108); Shang-shu 
ta-chuan /3b; Ltt-shih ch'un-ch'iu 15/2b-3a; i-Chou-shu
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Leaving the people to dwell in their own homes and 
till their own fields ( h3 ) , M
he only surrounded himself with men of superior 
character (l-D , M
irrespective of whether they had previously been 
known to him or not {.!>'()• M
He made use of people and things which had not 
previously been his (A.) M
in as carefree a manner as though they had been his 
all along.

Viewing it from this perspective, the will of the sage 
is large.

King Wen's comprehensive observations on gain and 
loss and on right and wrong, and the reasons why 
Yao and Shun prospered (H ) N

11and Chieh and Chou perished (-£ ) N
12were all recorded in the Ming T'ang (yj£.). N

On the basis of this, extending his sphere of know-
13ledge and his vision, the sage would be able to 

respond without having any invariable methods (j? ). 
Viewing it from this perspective, the intelligence of 
the sage is round.

4/3a~b; Han-shih wai-chuan 3/8a; Huai Nan Tzu 12/3.7a,
20/13a.
For the account of Shang Jung, see Han-shih wai-chuan 2/ 
lla-b. Pi Kan was a loyal minister of Chou Hsin who incur
red his wrath by honest admonition. Chou Hsin had his heart
cut out to see if sages really have seven orifices in this
organ. Chi Tzu was also a minister of Chou Hsin who escaped 
execution by feigning madness. On his release by the vic
torious King Wu, Chi Tzu refused to serve the usurper. King 
Wu abolished the coffers and granaries which Chou Hsin had 
set up to show the people that he had not conquered the
empire for his own gain.

"^Cf. similar passage in Mencius 55/7B/6: Ji % ^ ; rfy ir
41 & i- Pf 141 .Sr. «L. t  fa < .4  i f  k . \k 4. ' 4

t . %  ®  I
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15Emperors Ch'eng and K'ang, continuing the work of Wen 
and Wu and preserving the Ming T'ang institution, examined 
the historical traces of preservation and destruction and 
the vicissitudes of success and failure. Their words were 
always in keeping with the Way and their actions were 
always in keeping with rightness. They were not frivolous 
in either word or deed. Having once chosen what was good 
they would then pursue a course of action. Viewing it 
from this perspective, the conduct of the sage is square.

16The capacity of Confucius was such that his intelligence
17surpassed that of Ch'ang Hung, his courage exceeded that 

*. 18of Meng Pen (-f[ ) 0, his feet were faster than a nimble

For King Wen, see Section 3 note 23; for Yao, Section 6 
note 3; for Chieh, Section 5 note 8 ; for Shun, Section 9 
note 4; for Chou Hsin, Section 8 note 15.
12For the Ming T'ang see Section 2 note 7.
13The expression here is odd— perhaps this is a cor
ruption of a common phrase like 3k it* ( ,& or If )
brought on by the &£ theme in this passage.
14Cf• Hsdn Tzu 100/27/95 who describes the chilln tzu as 

#  /f] 'h . See also Mencius 31/4B/20: 1/ * ij and Li-
chi 12/52: • Again, Chuang Tzu 58/2 2/32:^^1^^.^ .
15Emperors C h 1 eng (r. 1103-1068 B.C.) and K'ang (r. 1067- 
1042 B.C.): C h 'eng was the son of King Wu and came to the
throne while still a boy. His uncle, the Duke of Chou,
acted as regent until C h 'eng came of age. He spent his 
reign carrying out the projects planned by his father.
See Shih-chi 4 (p. 132). K'ang was the son of Ch'eng, 
and like his father reigned with the assistance of an 
uncle, Duke Chao. He also carried on the work of his
grandfather, King Wu. See Shih-chi 4 (p. 134).
16The text from this paragraph on might well be a later 
accretion. See our discussion of this problem in the 
Appendix III below.
17 vC h ' ang Hung (also known as jLste. ) is a rather cloudy
figure in early Chinese literature. From the Kuo-yd 277 8
and Tso chuan 470/ f<~ 3/pc} 1, we learn that he was a minister
of Chou who sought to restore the wall around Ch'eng Chou.
As a result of a dispute between the Liu clan of Chou and
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rabbit, his strength was such that he could hold up a 21a
portcullis (ft) ̂  0 and his talents were indeed numerous.
But he is not known to the world for his courage or his
skills. Solely through practicing the Way of filial

21piety he became the uncrowned king. This indicates 
that his affairs were indeed few. With respect to the 
242 years of the Ch'un Ch'iu period which had seen fifty 
states destroyed and thirty-six cases of regicide, select
ing out the good and condemning the unseemly (MU P, he 
established the Way of the True King (jlL) P. This indic
ates that his discussion was broad indeed. Even so, when

22he was surrounded in K'uang, his countenance did not

the Fan clan of Chin, Ch'ang Hung was put to death by the 
people of Chou in 492 B.C. In the Chuang Tzu 7 3/26/2 and 
24/10/10, he is associated with worthy ministers like 
Kuan Hung-feng, Pi Kan and Wu Tzu-hsd, all suffering 
unjust punishment. Three years after his death, his blood 
is said to have turned to jade. In the Huai Nan Tzu 13/I2a-b, 
he was in charge of the calendar for the House of Chou. Even 
though he was wholly conversant with the vapours of the 
heavens and earth, the movement of the sun and moon, the 
climatic changes and the calculations of the calendar, he 
was drawn and quartered by chariots. The accusation is 
that:

The Huai Nan Tzu 16/7a offers a similar observation: 
fa &  P$] -i- f'ff J%■ fa k- t .

This association with the calendar ties in with the Han- 
shu reference to his fit under the -
18Meng Pen Ji was a native of Ch ‘ i reknown for his phys
ical prowess. Commentators record his feats— tearing horns 
from the head of an ox and slaying two water dragons (Shih 
Tzu "F /2b). He is frequently associated with men like 
Wu Huo (Shih-chi 70 p. 2293) and Hsia Yd (Shih-chi 101 
p. 27 39) as paragons of strength.

■^Cf. Huai Nan Tzu 12/3b: A  ^  *£- Ml-

Ld-shih ch f un-ch' iu 15/4b: jr_ g  f j 47 / f
* Ml.

Lieh Tzu 8/4a: fL Iy z_ %  fc (Jj) /if] sl. lli\ ^  •?' IT  '’)• A fA ■

It is interesting to note how this feat of holding up a
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change and he did not stop his strumming and singing, and
23even when in a death trap ~ and was in peril of his life, 

still upholding his principles of rightness, he did not 
become despondent. This indicates that he knew that one 
should accept his lot. As Commissioner of Police in Lu, 
when hearing cases he always came to a judgment, and in 
compiling the Ch1un Ch1iu he did not speak of ghosts and 
spirits or presume to offer arbitrary judgments based 
on personal inclinations.

portcullis was transferred from a man who came to be 
regarded as Confucius' father. Prom the Introduction 
to D.C. Lau's Lun-ytt (at press): "In the Tso chuan under 
the tenth year of Duke Hsiang, it is recorded that one 
Shu He of Tsou held up the portcullis with his bare hands 
while his comrades made their get-away. The Shih-chi, 
however, gives his name as Shu Liang He and added the 
information that he was Confucius' father." Since the 
feat of holding up the porticullis is attributed to 
Confucius as early as the Lfl-shih ch1un-ch1iu 15/4b, this 
would indicate that Shu He had been regarded as the 
father of Confucius during the late Warring States period.

20Cf. Lun-ytl 16/9/6:
K % fJ\ -f t  0 ‘ t  4  % % Mr. <5 J- ̂  0- ®  ^
& li- If \I, ^  fj || 3- fi] i s ? , ^  fy z* f  .4- f ^  tk-K

f  it  4? #. % h- f  % C  f  1] aju
21The expression -f, , translated as "uncrowned king",
appears as early as the Chuang Tzu 33/13/9 to describe
a man with the Way but no rank. In Han times a theory 
arose that Confucius in the C h 1un C h 1iu formulated they 
Way of the "uncrowned king". See Kang Woo's Les trois 
theories politique du Tch'ouen ts'ieou p. 17 5 note 7 for 
a discussion of Tung Chung-shu1s support for this theory. 
This epithet is used for Confucius in Shuo yflan 5/2a and 
Lun-heng 13/17a and 27/14b.
ooSee bun-yd 16/9/5 and 21/11/21.

For comparable expressions, see ^  ,
and which occur throughout the Sun Tzu text.
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To begin with/ the intelligence of the sage is consider
able. Because in his sphere of activities he holds on to 
the essential/ he is certain to prosper. The moron is 
limited in intelligence from the start. Because in his
undertakings he has a multiplicity of affairs, when he

24acts he is certain to fail.

Wu Ch 'i and Chang Yi not having the intelligence of a
Confucius or Mo Tzu still contended with rulers of large
states. This is the reason that they were drawn and 

25quartered.

One who instructs and transforms with what is proper will
not only find the going easy, but will certainly succeed.
One who attempts to beguile society with trickery will
not only encounter difficulty, but will certainly fail.
Now if one is going to achieve something in his conduct
and his course of action in this world, to reject a

26method which is both easy and certain of success in
favour of one which is both difficult and certain of 21b
failure is something only the foolish and perplexed
would do. These six opposites (i.e. large, small, square,

27round, many and few), then, must be carefully examined.

24cf • Hsfln Tzu 42/11/110: JL 1 0 ; f  it &  !|] r/ fy ^  , /J

25Yang Shu-ta p. 66 points out that Chang Yi was never 
drawn and quartered, and suggests that this might be a 
mistake for Su Ch'in. Wang Shu-min in his Huai Nan Tzu 
chiao-cheng p. 53 gives more conclusive evidence that 
Chang Yi is in fact an error for Shang Yang. Chang Yi, 
having been slandered in Ch'in, left and became Chancel
lor of Wei. After holding this post for one year, he 
died (see Shih-chi 70 p. 2279ff., esp. 2304). There is 
no biographical data to suggest that he was drawn and 
quartered. In the textual references to Shang Yang, on 
the other hand, it states that he suffered Wj- , the same 
expression used in this chapter (see Shih-chi 68 p. 2279 ff., 
esp. 2237). See Huai Nan Tzu 10/l2a and 18/5a as well as
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Section 18

To know everything that there is to know about the myriad 
things and yet not know the Way of man cannot be called 
intelligence; to love all of the various living things 
and yet not love mankind cannot be called benevolence. 
Benevolence is loving one's own species; intelligence 
is being beyond deception. The compassion of a benevo
lent ruler is manifest even at the moment he orders an

1amputation punishment; evidence of the discernment of 
an intelligent ruler is manifest even when encountering^

Han-shih wai-chuan l/10b for references to Shang Yang being 
drawn and quartered. As here, he is frequently coupled 
with Wu C h 1i.

Wu Ch'i (d. 381 B.C.) was a native of Wei who served the 
states of Lu, Wei and Ch'u successively. He is known for 
his skill in military affairs and for his severity in en
forcing his administrative reforms. Ultimately, he suf
fered a violent death in being torn limb from limb by a 
conspircicy of people who had suffered under him.

26Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/31b in emending fk
to read iib 4k fn Zn .

27Kao Yu interprets this expression f; as referring to 
3-L f r f %- if i Jk iA and .

"'‘There are several examples in the early literary tradition 
which exemplify such an attitude, and this passage may be 
an allusion to one of these. For example, there is the 
well-known story of Chi Kao /f>/£ (also known as -b Ja ), a 
disciple of Confucius who served as a magistrate in Wei.
One day he ordered that a criminal have his feet cut off. 
Later, this same man assisted Chi Kao in making an escape. 
On questioning him, the man replied that his punishment 
was just and at the time of execution, the criminal saw 
that Chi Kao took on a pale and resigned expression when 
passing sentence. Confucius' comment on the affair cited 
in K'ung Tzu chia-yfl 2/3a-4a:
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the most baffling of affairs.

Putting oneself in the place of others and returning to
3one's nature# not forcing what one does not desire on to

others/ understanding the remote from the near at hand,
and understanding others from oneself— this is putting

4into effect what benevolence and intelligence are in
agreement upon. Correcting small matters in order to
preserve matters of import, punishing small offenses
in order to bring peace on a large scale, and only

5seeking a man who has the right motives — this is some
thing which only an intelligent man can understand.
Thus, benevolence and intelligence sometimes conflict 
and sometimes agree. Being in agreement is their reg
ular condition, while being in conflict is an exigency. 
But in their rightness they are one and the same. Minor 
officials keep to the law, but the superior man regulates 
rightness. Someone who knows only about law but not 
about rightness is no better than a minor official, and 
is not equal to the task of governing.

Farming as an occupation is exhausting and weaving is 
irksome. But where the people do not reject their occu
pations in spite of the fact that they are irksome and 
exhausting, it is because they know they will have food 
to eat and clothes to wear.^ The nature of man is such

See also Shuo ydan 14/15a-16a. Again, there is a third 
version in Han Fei Tzu 218:10. Confucius' comment follows 
later in 220:1.
There is a second similar example in the Huai Nan Tzu 18/2la 
in which it describes the humane reluctance of Tzu Fa:

& i  $  K '1 If $  * l  j m  ifr V IJ 1k
% (4 if't- rta. k . t- tj &  %. 1  <!■..

2We follow Yd Ta-ch'eng p. 301 in inserting the character 
before *£ .
3Reading this passage as /1; sl. m 1 #•> k . or. the basis
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that he cannot do without food and clothing, and the pro
duction of food and clothing necessarily begins in farming

7and weaving. This is a truth seen by everybody. Things 
that are like farming and weaving always begin with bitter 
toil, but bring benefit in the end.

Although those things which can be prepared against are 
numerous, the simple people perceive only a few; although 
those affairs which can be weighed up are numerous, the 
simple people weigh up only a few. This is the reason

Q
that the simple encounter many setbacks. The intelligent 
prepare for all things which can be prepared against and 
weigh up all affairs which can be weighed up. This is the 
reason that the intelligent encounter few setbacks. Thus, 
the intelligent person starts by doing something which 
appears unreasonable but proves to be right in the end,

of the following three passages from the Lun-yd 8/5/12;
<0- 'Jst K  t- II &  <£,.-*• ■% -k. JSO JL .

Lun~yd 22/12/2;
&  ̂  3- ' A M

Lun-vfl 32/15/24:
&  -f. V  W  f  a. .

4Emending A. to on the basis of LWT 9/32a.
5The phrase pfe t$<\ tfu *1 A  is obviously corrupt. One
might expect the common formula pfe. •$■[ ̂  jg fit as./fn A- , 
but this is only speculation.

6Cf. Han Fei Tzu 347:5:
K P \  ® ^  f  5 t/s % z- %  ^

J&, fu, &  k, S. 0 || i/ f
Shen (Tao) Tzu 17a:

^  sL ^  % . xfu %  ik A  <1 hj lA/ ^  ^  I' ̂  ?L-
^  M  ^  J  4  f? ^  "J.

7The LWT 9/32b text has 4/ for jk *
gFollowing Yd Ydeh LWT 9/32b in reading this passage as:

W i. <r AS fc. S A i-  *? fli ;# Ik  I  #  #  //. i  a. i ,  d
'i#  /» y  Ik  A ^  -Z_ I!!f i*A ^ t; 1L-.

22.3.
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whereas the simple person begins in pleasure but ends in 
grief.

Having won honour today that one should pursue rightness 
tomorrow is easy to understand. But having done rightness
today that one will receive honour tomorrow is difficult
, 9to grasp.

If you ask a blind man what is "white" like/ he will reply 
that it is a light colour. If you ask him what is "black" 
like/ he will reply that it is a dark colour. But if you 
take something white and something black and show them to 
him/ he will not be able to distinguish between them. It 
is with the eye that man sees black and white; it is with 
his mouth that he speaks of them. A blind man has the 
basis for speaking of them/ but has no basis for knowing 
them. Thus/ in speaking of black and white/ he is the 
same as others, but in distinguishing them, he is dif
ferent.^0 People irrespective of their intelligence and 
character know that being filial to one's parents and 
loyal to one's ruler is rightness, but those who when 
choices of loyal and filial conduct are set out in front 
of them will make the right choice are rare indeed. As 
a rule, in human cogitation and reflection, everyone 
first considers whether or not something is permissible 
before going ahead and carrying it out. that they con
sider to be right and wrong is the difference between 
simple and intelligent.

Generally speaking, in human nature nothing is as precious 
as benevolence and nothing is as urgent as intelligence.

9LWT 9/33a has the phrase ih .

10cf. Mo.Tzu 31/19/5: ^  %  $  | ^  ,4.

&  i- fit f r j - ,  m  %  if A  «'f C
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Benevolence is the basic substance (% ) A while intel-
11ligence is the means ot implementing it. If, taking 

these two as the foundation, one augments them with 
courage, eloquence A, agility, diligence, keen-
ness, insight' (4j ) A, perspicacity, and judgment C$r) A, 
all of these things add something to the foundation. But 
if an uncultivated person carefully develops his skills 
while having no benevolence or intelligence to act as 
his mainstay, even if he augments these with many merit
orious qualities, he will only add to the detriment. For
this reason, to be lacking in benevolence while being

12 .courageous and bold is a madman holding a sharp sword.
To be lacking in intelligence while being eloquent and

13glib is a fine horse in the hands of a blind man.
Even if one has talent and ability, if it is used in 
the wrong places and for the wrong things, all it is 
good for is abetting deceit and camouflaging wrongdoings. 
For such a person it is better to have few skills than 
to have many.

Thus, those with ambitions cannot be permitted 
conducive circumstances B;
those of inferior character cannot be given 
sharp weapons (ti). B

11This would appear to be based on Lun-yd 31/15/18:
-S' A, 'k * I M  “V- 43

Cf. also Lun-yd 6/4/2:
^  % |j hh

12Cf. LunzYi 3 6/17/7 : ^  ,§ ff jf, ̂  .

Luiv^. 15/8/10: i3f J  &  f  ̂  ̂  ̂  ^  6  £  j L 

22b

■^Following Wang Nien-sun LWT 9/33b in reading the 
phra.s e ^  p>\ gjr ffn y <  as .|‘jL J /l 0  fa &  {&) •
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A fish swimming about dn the water is happy, but if the 
dam is broken and the water drained, the fish becomes 
food for insects. If one conducts repairs on the dyke 
and replaces the water which has leaked out, the fish 
will derive benefit from it. There is something by 
which a state will be preserved; there is something by 
which a man stays alive. That on the basis of which a 
state exists is benevolence and rightness; that on the 
basis of which man lives is doing good. If a state is 
without rightness, even though it is large it will cer
tainly perish. If a man is without a resolve to do good,
even though he is courageous he will certainly suffer
. . 14injury.

Unless commissioned by the ruler, one can play no part 
in the government of the state.

But as for being filial to mother and father (-$■), C 
fraternal to brothers and sisters and winning the 
trust of friends (&_), C 

it is possible for a person to do these without any 
directives from above. It is perverse to demand of 
someone something over which he has no control 
instead of that which it is possible for him to do.

When a person living in obscurity wants to gain the ear
of the ruler, he must first turn in upon himself. There
is a. way to gain the ear of the ruler. If one does not
acquire name and reputation, he will not be heard by
the ruler. There is a way to acquire reputation. If
one does not win the trust of his friends, he will not

15acquire reputation. There is a way to gain the trust 
of friends. If in serving his parents one fails to

14Cf. Lun-yd 14/8/2: $  ft $■.. If I'j fuiM'J

Following LWT 9/34a in adding the character to
read At ̂  ̂  •

23a
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make them happy, he will not gain the trust of his friends. 
There is a way to make one's parents happy. If in culti
vating his person a man is not sincere, he will not he 
ahle to serve his parents. There is a way for a man to 
be sincere in his person. If the mind is not of one
resolve, he will not be able to achieve unwavering sin-

16 . centy. Because we insist on seeking the way in the
difficult when it lies in the easy and seek the evidence
in the remote when it lies in the close at hand, we fail
to realize them.
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APPENDIX II: THE CONCEPT OF CRIMINAL LAW AND THE 
CHARACTER FA IN EARLY TEXTS PRIOR TO THE EMERGENCE 
OF THE FA-CHIA

A. LEGENDARY ORIGINS OF FA

From a detailed examination of the pre-Ch'in texts, 
it is possible for us to identify a semantic evolution 
in the usage of the character fa . Before outlining 
the results of this analysis, however, it is perhaps 
interesting to take a brief look at the traditional 
associations that this term fa held for China's early 
thinkers. Basically there are two traditions or legends 
which purport to explain the emergence of fa in ancient 
China— what we will call the "unicorn tradition" and the 
"Miao tradition".

The unicorn tradition begins with Hsd Shen's assertion 
that the present character fa is an abbreviated form of 
the ancient characters, ̂  and 5/j| . The character ̂  is 
attested on four early b r o n z e s a n d  is composed of 
three elements: 1) water, 2) a mythological animal, and 3) 
a graph which individually means "to put away", "to elim
inate". Hsd Shen explains the composition of this char
acter by reference to an ancient tradition which ident
ifies this mythological animal as a beast which had the 
power to discern the guilty party in a judicial confron
tation. Having sensed the transgressor, this animal 
would then butt him with its single horn, exposing him 
for all to see. While Hsi!i Shen suggests that the flat
ness and evenness of water represents the constancy and

2even-handed nature of justice, Granet and Vandermeersch

See Sun I-jang, Ming-ydan "Shang hsiang hsing ydan shih"
No. 3.
2See M. Granet, Danses et Legendes de la Chine Ancienne I
pp. 141-3 and L. Vandermeersch, La Formation du Legalism p., 186.



would associate it with the libation or purifying "asper 
ger" of water so often a part of such ceremonies. Per
haps the earliest support for Hsd Shen's etymology can 
be found in the Mo Tzu 50/31/3 6 in which the Lord (Duke)
Chuang of C h 1i (794-731 B.C.) is aided in adjudicating a

4dispute between two ministers by a sheep which bounds 
off of the altar and attacks the offending man, There 
is a similar anecdote in the Lun-heng 17/10a which des
cribes the supernatural powers of this animal in the 
service of Kao Yao KJ , the sage-judge of Shun tradi
tionally accredited with establishing penal laws and 

5punishments. While the attribution to Kao Yao is
probably of little consequence,^ this story would
appear to be a repetition of the same legend. The
association between this mythological animal and penal
law goes one step further in that it was used as an
insignia for the judiciary of imperial China from Han
times on. The characterJg was embroidered onto the

7caps and robes of its official staff.
The second legend— the "Miao tradition"— may be 

more history than mythology. This explanation for the 
origins of fa is based on the following passage in the 
"Ld Hsing" section of the Shu-ching 470049:

Tseng-pu shih-lei-fu t'ung pien 90/52a has "duke 
(kung )" rather than "lord (chdn % )".
4Yang Hung-lieh pp. 28-9 cites texts where this animal 
is variously described as resembling an ox, a sheep, a 
deer, and even a bear.
5See Karlgren, BMFEA 18 pp. 256-7, 261-2, 302 and 307.

^Karlgren, BMFEA 18 p. 261 states: "This is merely an 
application to Kao Yao, the famous judge, of a well- 
known anecdote from the time of prince Chuang of Ts'i, 
narrated by Mo: Ming kuei, hia."
7See the "YU-fu chih" of the Iiou Han-shu, Chiu T'ang-shu 
and Sung-shih. For a discussion of these passages, see 
Yang Hung-lieh pp. 29-30.
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«S R, % Sfi s>'] -A fl'I tIH'f jS . | i  -rj tf h Sf. 1 i«
; f  1  1-J 4')
The Miao people did not make use of good works, 
but rather controlled through punishments. Set
ting up the "five tortures" punishments, they 
called them fa. They executed innocent people, 
and began to apply the punishments of nose-chopping, 
ear-chopping, castration and branding in great 
excess.

This passage then continues with Shang Ti's total anni
hilation of the Miao people after becoming enraged by 
their animal brutality.^ Scholars often cite this Shu-
ching passage to demonstrate a traditional Chinese dis-

9taste for penal law, attributing the actual beginnings
of criminal law to a barbarian and non-Chinese tribe
notorious for their unrelenting savagery. From this
interpretation arises the following speculation:'1’0

Law may have begun in ancient China as a means 
of governing non-Chinese peoples living in newly 
conquered territory, since such people, being 
outside the pale of Chinese culture, could natur
ally not be expected to conform to the traditional 
Chinese li.

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao voices a similar opinion:
It would seem that penal law was in fact something 
created by the Miao people themselves, and that our 
predecessors took them over. These predecessors in 
using these punishments initially applied them sole
ly to non-Chinese— what is called "countering 
brutality with severity ( --?*&i )."

There is this tendency to use the "Miao tradition" to
interpret fa as a concept of foreign origins. This
same "Lti Hsing" passage, however, is cited and discussed

For further discussion about the extermination of the 
Miao people, see ed. S.N. Kramer, Mythologies of the 
Ancient World (D. Bodde), pp. 389-90.
9See D. Bodde, Law in Ancient China p. 13: "What is really
arresting, however, especially when we remember the honored 
status of law in other civilizations, is the overt hostility 
with which its appearance is initially greeted in China
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in what is usually regarded as one of the earliest chap
ters of the Mo Tzu (17/12/42):

%  -I* k ^ ^  ^  |'| £  M  $ if $  &. ^  %

j  S i * '  J  *'1 :•< I  I  f  l' # |  %  %  » ‘J * 4  ? £  < .  "f. i t  5  Tfj
#  i .  f'J  .5 ,-rj fA ft, ^  f  |'J  f t .  I  A1] 4  $ fl'J I ']  *  4

1 * 1 } .  £. -f. ? -if'J *- 4. 0 . •# &, | g it w  j'J »\.4 <} i-

4\ i  fl'J. 0 -A, I'J ft I 4 ® tfj  ̂fA fU £ 4 f§ *'J % *-A I,
*  a. iu ft I w  * 4 $. # jhj I'j * 4 .

Master Mo Tzu said: The political officials of the
present day are basically different from those of 
ancient times. A case in point is the Miao people 
using the Five Punishments. In ancient times, the 
sage-kings established the Five Punishments and 
put the empire in proper order. But when the Miao 
came to apply these Five Punishments, they caused 
turmoil in the empire. How could it be that the 
punishments were no good? It was the application 
of the punishments which was no good. Thus, among 
the writings of the former kings is the Way of the 
hd Punishments which says:

The Miao people did not make use of training, 
but met variance with punishments. Devising 
the "Five Executions" punishments, they called 
these fa.

This means that those who are good at applying pun
ishments can use them to govern the people properly, 
while those who are not make them into the "Five 
Executions". How could it be that the punishments 
are no good? It is the application of them which is 
no good.

From a comparison between the current "Ld Hsing" text and 
this Mo Tzu reference to an alternative version, we can 
make the following inferences:

1) textual differences between the Shu-ching version 
of the "Ld Hsing" and that cited here in the Mo Tzu indi
cate an oral transmission— textual variants are primarily 
characters with similar pronunciations: e.g. ? $ /&" ?

— seemingly not only as a violation of human morality, but 
perhaps even of the total cosmic order."
10D. Bodde, Unifier p. 193.
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/V''] i •
2) the author of this Mo Tzu passage believed that 

penal laws were of Chinese origin, and were only mis
used by the Miao barbarians.

3) the objection of the Mo Tzu is not to penal law 
per se, but to the abuse of penal law by reliance upon 
it to the exclusion of moral education and tiraining.

It would seem to this writer that scholars such as 
Bodde and Liang Ch'i-ch'ao cited above are projecting a 
very real hostility of Confucian scholars to the Fa-chia 
political philosophy into a much earlier period. On the 
basis of an examination of early material, it would not 
appear that Confucius or his later followers were at all 
opposed to penal law. On the contrary, they regarded 
penal lav; as a very necessary element in proper govern
ment. Again, Bodde's contention that the Ld Hsing story 
attributes the "invention" of fa neither to a Chinese 
sage nor a Chinese at all, but to the barbarian Miao 
people, is perhaps a rather conclusive interpretation 
of a difficult text. The Shu-ching passage does not 
say that they "invented" written law, but rather that 
they devised the and called these fa. The thrust
of the passage is not that these non-Chinese people in
vented law, but rather that they misused it. This is 
borne out by the Mo Tzu passage cited above.

Having outlined the "unicorn tradition" and the 
"Miao tradition" as two legenda.ry explanations for the 
origins of fa, we must now turn to an examination of 
the pre-Fa-chia texts in order to determine the actual 
usage of this character, and to see whether or not there 
is any textual support for these legendary origins.

Liang C h 1i-ch1ao, Hsien-Ch'in cheng-chih ssu-hsiang 
shih p . 4-7 .
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B. FA IN THE EARLY TEXTS

In order to determine the usage of the character
fa in early Chinese literature prior to the emergence
of the Fa-chia. political philosophy, we propose to

12examine the following eight texts: 1) Shih-ching,
2) Shu-ching, 3) I-ching, 4) Lun-yfl, 5) C h *un~ch1iu,
6) Mo Tzu, 7) Sun Tzu and 8) Meng Tzu. We are using 
the dates of Shen Pu-hai (c. 400-337 B.C.) and Shang 
Yang (c. 390-330 B.C.) as a very rough guide as to the 
actual spread of Fa-chia doctrine, keeping in mind that 
since little if any of the material collected under the 
title of any of the early philosophers actually origi
nated from their own hands, the dates of the man even 
where correct do not give us the date of the work.

1. Shih-ching

The characters ̂  and do not occur at all, and -ff'j 
occurs only six times. Four occurrences of are as a 
loan for Mto model". In Ode 255 there is the expres
sion .$*<1 which Karlgren (p. 216) renders "statutes and 
laws". In Ode 256 it has #>\ which Karlgren (p. 218) 
reads as "bright laws".

The character |.*J occurs frequently as a conditional, 
but also occurs as "model, to model, pattern" nine times 
in Odes 158, 161, 192, 243, 252, 256, 258, 260 and 299. 
(Examples: Ode 161: ■% -b H  * Ode 252 &  js &  ; Odes
256 and 299 ). This character also occurs three

We have not included the Tso chuan, Kuo-yd or Kuan Tzu 
because of the inordinate difficulty involved in ascer
taining their dates. The Sun Tzu (Griffiths p. 11 dates 
as after 370 B.C.) and Meng Tzu (Lau p. 10 dates as after 
319 B.C.) on the other hand have been included because 
they are reasonably close to the rise of Fa-chia theory 
but do not themselves reflect a knowledge of Fa-chia con
cepts ,



times with the meaning of "standards, norms" (or even 
"rules") in Odes 177, 241 and 260. (Examples: Ode 177:

-L tit i1' ; Ode 241 «Jj£l ? Ode 260 / jj'[ ).
In summary, the concept of "criminal law" is repre

sented by -*'| . The character has a range of meaning 
which covers both the "model, pattern" and "norm, stan
dard" aspects of the character fa ̂  as found in later 
texts. In Ode 241 there is even a suggestion of "rules" 
or "laws" in the phrase *)| /f 1 1 '| (Karlgren pp. 195-6 "you 
obey the laws of God"). The character f a does not
occur at all.

2. Shu-ching

The character occurs seven times in the ku-wen
text (only five times in the chin wen version). Passages
03012 6 and 410205 as ku wen text are at best suspect. In
160129 there is the phrase >% \% )i)t it ^  which might mean
"on the basis of constant and old affairs he rectificed
standards and measures" (rather than Karlgren p. 20:5:
"...he determined the laws and regulations"). In 270464,
fa means (house) plan. Because fa cannot be sensibly
rendered "laws" in 270561, Karlgren p. 39:13 emends %
to fn (with only graphic similarity to support such an
emendation). Probably "standards" would be a better
rendering of fa in this passage. The two instances of
fa -A in 470064- and 470713 are at best difficult to explain
as anything other than "laws". Karlgren p. 74:3 and 77:18
renders them both as "the law". Since the 470064 passage
occurs in a slightly modified form in an early portion of
the Mo Tzu 17/12/42 (see above), and other passages from
the "L\!i Hsing" are cited in the same part of the Mo Tzu,
we cannot follow Creel in his claim that "...its (the Ld
Using's) whole pattern of thought is that of the Warring 

13States period." Even though "law" would seem to be an 
appropriate rendering of f a i n  these two passages, if
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we can demonstrate that "criminal lav/" was in fact a 
later extension of meaning for this character, both of 
the "Ld Hsing" instances of fa sA could very satisfactor
ily be rendered "standards".

In contrast to only seven occurrences of fa in the 
Shu-ching, the character *'1 appears no fewer than 71 times. 
Basically, it means "punishments", as in the expression 
•K. -#'( (490138) . At times it would seem to have a wider 
application, as in 4̂  =»f,l (21067 2, 020271) where it might 
be read as "statutes and criminal code". Again, in the 
phrase *■] (350457) there would seem to be little
choice but to follow Karlgren (p. 59) in reading it as 
"correct lav/s". For the phrase ^  ^  Karlgren
pp. 74-6 has "Po Yi sent down the regulations for re
straining the people there were the (punishments-) penal 
laws. "

The "Ld Hsing" section contains 30 occurrences of #] 
as opposed to 2 occurrences of f a . In this section,
■5?'i generally refers to punishments, but in the expres
sion it would seem to indicate both the punishments
themselves and the basis on which they are meted out, 
i.e. the penal laws. Where the system of #1 is attri
buted to the ancient sages, it would be regulations 
regarding the enforcement of these punishments rather 
than the physical punishments themselves which were
considered important to preserve.

14Bodde suggests that the basic meaning of -7>'J is 
"punishments", or more specifically, "corporal punish
ments", and that early on this meaning was extended to

H.G. Creel, Origins of Statecraft p. 463. Creel looks 
to Niwa Masayoshi (trans. and ed. by Chiang Hsi-an 
as Hsien-Ch ' in ching-chi k 1 ao <Li s # ) I. p. 95 for
support. Niwa places the "Ld Hsing" as later than the 
emergence of the Fa-chia and Ming-chia. This v/ould make 
it later than the Mo Tzu which in fact cites the "Ld 
Hsing" on several occasions. Creel also refers to Ch'i 
Ssu-ho's article p. 32 who relegates "Ld Hsing" to the 
early Chan-kuo period because the concepts of ransom and 
redemption are too sophisticated for the Western Chou.
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refer to the "penal codes" or "penal laws" governing the 
application of punishments. This opinion would seem to 
be borne out by our analysis.

In this same text, the character $\ occurs 54 times.
In the text generally it seems to be used as "punish
ments". It is frequently (11 times) used in expressions 
like A. sm and ^  t fi to indicate "punishments dictated by 
Heaven". In the "L\!i Hsing" section, f] and ̂'f are both 
used extensively ( -f\ : 20 times; .*>1 : 30 times), and an
interesting distinction is made. While ̂ J[ refers to the 
more severe physical punishments,-fj is used to mean "fine" 
or "redemptive fine". It states quite specifically that 

—  (Karlgren p. 77) "through the correcting by 
fines, there is no death." Since -§?[ tends to refer to 
lesser punishments and fines, perhaps "penalties" is 
the best English rendering. This conclusion is sup
ported by the Shuo-wen chieh-tzu ku-lin (1854) in which 
|?l is defined as j| 4' . The Tuan Yd-ts'ai commentary
states:

%  4L &  fj %  it Ik %  h  ,
%  f\ P* %  -fl'J,

The difference between f?[ and -rfj as "punishments" would 
seem to rest in the degree of severity. Again, does 
not seem to have the broader application of "penal law" 
which tf'I does carry.

To recapitulate, in the Shu-chincr, the concept of 
"punishments" seems to be most frequently represented 
by the characters *i and $\ , and "penal law" by -jr»| .
The character fa on the other hand occurs relatively 
infrequently, and most likely does not carry the meaning 
of "penal law" at all.

D. Bodde, Law in Ancient China p. 11.
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3 . I -Cliincf

In the text of the I -Ch ing, the characters fa and |T[ 
do not occur. Although they do appear in the appendices, 
these appendices are generally accepted to be of a much 
later date--perhaps of Ilan vintage.

The notion of "punishments" represented by occurs 
once in 5/4/i* :

it $,*’] $*'} ft a ®
In this passage, it would appear that a limited use of 
punishments is advantageous in dispelling ignorance, but 
it is a method which can only be used in the short term. 
Persistent use of punishments would be a source of regret 
There are other references to "punishments" in the text 
which are descriptive of the punishments themselves. Hex 
agram 21, for example, far from condemning punishments, 
is quite clear in suggesting that the proper application 
of punitive institutions and punishments is both advan
tageous and auspicious.

The character fa occurs twice in this text. In 
17/9/24 it appears in the title of a no longer extant 
text, the Fa-yi!l (cf. Chuang Tzu 10/4/46, 51 which
has Fa-yen ■>£ % ) . It is difficult to ascertain the 
meaning of f a i n  this title.

In 41/20/1, fa occurs in the passage:

He was scrupulous about weights and measures and 
examined standards and amounts with care.

Note the parallel position of 49- %. and .
The character -tf'l occurs five times in this text.

Three times (7/5/2 as &\ and twice in 25/13/3 as -»■! $ )
it very specifically means "punishments". In 2/2/3 with
the phrase: .dL if jc . and 6/4/11 with: 1 fit-ff'l it
very likely means "penal law".
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To summarize, fa. is not used to mean "criminal law" 
in the tun-yd. This notion is represented by .

5. C h 1un-ch1iu

Given the nature of the Ch'un-ch1iu as a bare chron
icle of the court of Lu, it is not surprising that it 
does not contain any reference to "penal law" as such.
The characters fa , -id and f[ do not occur. In expres
sing the notion of punishments, the C h1un-ch1iu usually 
follows the formulae:

a) the state X (or the people of state X) seized (4t)
V 15person Y.

b) the state X (or the people of state X) banished (5X.)
16person Y.

c) the state X (or the people of state X) executed (^b)
17person Y.

d) the state X (or the people of state X) seized (41)
18person Y and used him as a sacrificial victim (#;£_).

The notable exception to these formulae is when the state
of Lu itself is involved, in which case the character #■(

19is used rather t h a n f o r  "execute". Again, it is not
always the state X which carries out executions--at times

>pl 
22

20 21 it is individuals, and even robbers. When the people
turn and execute their ruler, the character &K is used.

"^E.g. Hsi 5, Huan 11, Hsiang 19, Chuang 17. 
] 6E.g. Chao 8 , Hsdan 1.

^E.g. Yin 4, Huan 6, Chuang 8 , 9, 22.

*^E.g. Hsi 19, Chao 11.
19E.g. Hsi 28, C h 'eng 16.
20E.g. Hsi 5, Hsdan 15, Hsiang 26.

^E.g. Hsiang 10, Ai 13.

^E.g. Wen 18.
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6. Mo Tzu

In this text, the character fa ̂  occurs 136 times.
Of these 13 6 instances, it can be interpreted as "penal

23law" in ;]ust a few cases. Creel's claim that "in this
work fa is used in the sense of 'method' or 'technique'
three times as frequently as in that of 'law'" would mean 
that it connotes law in some 45 cases. This is a gross 
exaggeration. In fact, those passages in which it might 
mean "law"— many of these being very debatable--are lim
ited to the following:

a) 4/5/3 has the expression yii . Does one "cultivate" 
the law, or is this not better understood as "cultivate 
standards"?

b) 34/20/11, 12, 13; 38/25/57. These instances of 
fa are all very conceivably "method" rather than "law". 
Note, for example, the context of 34/20/11:

/v %  M  ^  A. % d-j, -t %  %  £ fc) -A &...
Population is the one thing difficult to double, but 
it can be done. In ancient times, the sage-kings de
vised a method which says that...
c) 3 5/21/3, 5, 8 , 14 all have the same formula as 

the passage 39/25/83 at the end of Chapter 25:
h -I 4- H  %  $  n  2- A.

The only difference is that they have is ^ gp 2- in place 
of Sp . While the ancient sage-kings might have been
in a position to "establish laws", Mo Tzu certainl;/ had 
no such political power. It would seem that these instan
ces of fa would best be rendered: "...devised a method."

d) 9/9/8, 10; 12/10/1; 17/12/4-5. These passages all
occur in the same chapters of the Mo Tzu as modified quo-

24tations from the "bd Hsing" section of the Shu-ching.

23H.G. Creel, Shen Pu-hai p. 145.
24The Mo Tzu cites or refers to the Shu-ching on 31 occa
sions. Only 4 quotations are to be found in the presently 
extant version of the Shu-ching, and 3 of these 4 are found 
in Chap. 9, 10 and 12.. See C h ' en Meng-chia pp. 22-6.



Of thp occurrences of the character fa in the Mo Tzu, 
these four are the most likely to mean "law". In all 
of these four instances, fa is closely associated with 
#<1 . In three of these passages it occurs in the expres
sion -fl'j while in the fourth case it appears in the 
quoted passage: -1'p i * The beginning of
Chapter 10 is almost identical with that of Chapter 8 . 
Chapter 8 has -tf'i where Chapter 10 has
The frequency of the compound *'|ii!t would suggest that 

might even be a copiest's error for -#*] fit .
e) 108/70/28, 113/70/131 and 106/69/6. These 

passages all occur in portions of the Mo Tzu generally 
held to be Han accretions. See Wei-shu t'ung-k'ao p. 7 52

In the entire text of the Mo Tzu (apart from the 
obviously questionable chapters dealing with fortifica
tions, etc.), it would seem that there are only four 
instances where fa may mean "penal law". In every one 
of these four instances, it appears together with the 
character-45'j , the expression most commonly used in the 
Mo Tzu to designate "penal law". These few instances 
are balanced against over a hundred passages in which 
fa must be rendered "method", "model" or "standard".
The notion of "penal law" is frequently represented by 
the character *f'| which occurs 71 times. Of these 71 occur 
rences, 25 are in combination with ?It as -5P| fit * meaning 
"penal laws and political measures". The character #'} 
does occur meaning simply "punishments", and also 
occurs over a hundred times with this meaning. As we 
saw in the Shu-ching, fj is frequently associated with K  

2k k fi) . Most frequently, it is meted out in response 
to H  (some 28 times) as |s or ¥1 •

7. Sun Tzu

There are 21 occurrences of fa in this text. Of 
these, 16 are straightforward "method" or "technique"
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as in the phrase >fl .ft >. y& . The remaining 5 passages are

\

{Giles' numbers): 1/4, 10, 13; IV/16 and Xl/56.
In the text there are two passages which give us a 

rather specific indication of what is actually meant by 
fa (1/10 and IV/17):

?£ $  #']. % A. ? Ait.
"Systems" means drums, banners and other signaling 
devices, offices and supply roads, supplies and 
weaponry.

e? i. j j ^ lt.«s 0  2 - 0 JI&
Of the techniques of warfare, the first is called 
"measurements" (i.e. terrain), the second is "quan
tities" (i.e. men and supplies), the third is "cal
culations" (i.e. deployment), the fourth is "com
parisons" (i.e. relative strengths and weaknesses) 
and the fifth is "outcome" (i.e. who will take the 
day) .

From these two passages, it would appear that fa means
either "technique" or "system" (in the sense of "supply
system"). Perhaps the most easily misunderstood passage
is 1/13 in which fa and 4" occur together:

&  3* ttL 1j A. $  %  % %t. K I'Ll ^ ................
Which of the rulers accords with the Way, which of 
the generals has more ability, which army has the 
natural advantages, in which array are systems and 
commands most effective...

Given the overall continuity of this first chapter and
the rather explicit explanation of what is meant by fa
in 1/10 which just precedes this passage, it would seem
most likely that fa retains the meaning of "systems"
here. In the I/4-, IV/16 and Xl/56 passages, "systems"
would be a satisfactory rendering of fa. The character
-01 occurs four times, meaning always "punishments" and
used in the expression twice. The text really makes
no reference to "penal law" as such.

8

The character fa occurs ten times in this text. 
Although this text is relatively late, fa still means

a) "example" or "model", "to model" in 10/ 2A/1,
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19/3A/3, 26/4A/1 (twice), 26/4A/2 and 50/6B/15 ( ew- and
M ’̂  are parallel, and fa would seem to have a verbal as
pect here, meaning perhaps "model or exemplary families").

b) "standard" or "norm" in 26/4A/1 (twice), 58/7B/33.
In the 26/4-A/l passage:

A  Ik H*. A  ^ h  t (J.
the character %  is analogous to (or illustrative of) Li
Lou and Kung-shu Tzu in the text preceding this, while

25fa being analogous to vbif.2. means "standards". Again, 
in the phrase:

> ^  f :A  % A. #fj 4- i% Jt. j 3- {% p.
fa is parallel to the character .

The one passage in the Meng Tzu which contains fa and 
which is difficult to interpret is 12/2A/5:

f. % ft ^ i$. & ft  i- A. i'j k t i. ih t  ft.
Here fa probably refers to some regulations regarding the 
collection of market taxes. It would not seem to have 
any connection with "penal law"..

In the Meng Tzu, tf'l can mean "punishments" or "to 
punish" (2/1A/5, 4/1A/7, 19/3A/3, 28/4A/15), as does-Ti 
(2/1A/5, 23/3B/5) , but *-'! is also used to refer to "penal 
law" as in the expressions (12/2A/4) and (37/5A/6) .
It also probably means "penal law" in 26/4a/l:

$ itk-
Even as late as the Meng Tzu, it would appear that fa 

was still used as "model" or "example" and #‘| was used to 
refer to "penal law". It is significant that in the Meng 
Tzu, there still appears to be no hint of an awareness 
of the emerging Fa-chia tradition of thinkers.

C. HYPOTHESIS

From our analysis of pre-Fa-chia texts, the following 
hypothesis takes shape. Because of the difficulty in 
placing our texts chronologically and determining their

Hsiao Kung-ch'dan I p .  72 interprets this fh as being 
the systems of the former kings such as and />/> .
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authenticity, it can only be a hypothesis.

1) The vast majority of occurrences of the character 
fa in early texts would indicate that prior to the rise 
of the Fa-chia tradition, the character fa was used to 
convey the meaning of "model", "to model" or "standard". 
Only well into the Warring States period when the Fa- 
chia theorists had taken over this character and injected 
it with their own meaning did it come to connote "penal
, u 26law .

2) Prior to the evolution of the character fa to 
cover the notion of "penal law", this idea was commonly 
expressed by the character which meant basically "pun
ishments" or "to punish", and by extension "penal law".

A survey of the above texts would indicate that even 
in the earliest. Western Chou literature, the concept of

27"penal law" was very much present, and as Creel observes:
One character that is used for "law" seems to indicate 
strongly that it was written. We have already noticed 
the character tien (4$-) , originally a pictograph of 
a book lying on a table.... Beyond any doubt there 
were laws, and written laws.

Creel makes a strong case for the position that written
laws were very much a part of ancient Chinese feudal so-
. 28 ciety.

In discussions of the development of criminal lav; in 
early China, it would seem that many scholars have per
haps relied too heavily on the Tso chuan account of Shu- 
hsiang's criticism of Tzu Ch'an's "Hsing Shu" with the 
result that 1) it is commonly believed that laws were

Since the early Fa-chia philosophers did choose the 
character fa to represent one of their core concepts, 
it is most probable that some semantic link already 
existed between the current usage of fa and the new 
dimensions which they themselves brought to this char
acter. There is, of course, a very obvious connection 
from "model" to "standard" to "law".
27H. G. Creel, Origins of Statecraft pp. 164-66.

28Ibid. pp. 161 ff.
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29originally kept secret, and 2) Shu-hsiang1s opinions

30are held to be representative of a "Confucian" attitude.
That laws were not public or at least widely known is 

31improbable, and that Confucius professed some objection
to criminal law generally and written law specifically

32is demonstrably not the case.

H. Maspero, !lLe regime feodal et la propriete fon- 
ciere dans la Chine antique" in Melanges Posthumes III 
p . 139; T .T . C h 'd , Law and Society p . 170.
30D. Bodde, Law in China p. 17.
31See Creel, Origins of Statecraft pp. 161-3.
32See above Chapter IV: Fa.



APPENDIX III: THE FINAL PORTION OF THE "CHU SHU" 
CHAPTER AS A LATER ACCRETION

It is the opinion of this paper that the final por
tion of the "Chu Shu" chapter became corrupt at a very- 
early stage in its transmission— possibly prior to the 
compilation of the Wen Tzu during the 3rd or 4th C.
A.D. An attempt was made to reconstitute this final 
section, and possibly at the same time, a series of 
textual fragments were appended. These final frag
ments are not consistent with the political philosophy 
of the chapter as a whole, and as such have been ex
cluded from our discussion. The photo-facsimile of 
the text below will be referred to in our attempt to 
demonstrate the suspect nature of this final portion.
The suspect portion of the chapter begins on the last
line of 9/20b from 4 - i H   There are some general
considerations regarding this final part of the chapter 
with which we might begin our examination.

Firstly, the suspect portion occurs at the end of 
the chapter. It is logical to assume that textual 
corruption of a physical nature is more likely to 
occur at the end of the chapter than anywhere else. 
Again, where material is added at some later stage.- 
it is most frequently to be found tacked on at the end 
of a chapter.

A second point is that the "Chu Shu" chapter with 
almost 10,000 characters is, together with the "Jen 
Chien" chapter at about 10,3 50 characters, one of the 
longest chapters in the text. While there is no real 
uniformity in the length of the chapters, ranging from 
3000 characters ("Lan Ming") on up with the average at 
about 5000 to 6000 characters (Chaps. 1, 2, 5, 10, 14, 
16, 17 and 19), it is significant that the "Chu Shu" 
chapter is considerably longer than most other chapters. 
The final portion under examination is almost 1100



characters in length.
Thirdly, this final portion (Section 18 in our trans

lation) although reasonably short is fragmentary in 
nature. As we have indicated on the photo-facsimile of 
the text, this section is comprised of five independent 
passages. Passages I and III both discuss the notions 
of jen and chih ̂  and allude to the Lun-yti, and prob
ably belong together. These five passages are loosely 
bound together first by a common deference for basic 
Confucian principles, and secondly by a "word--chain" 
characteristic of Huai Nan Tzu editing:

I II III IV V

Passing from the general to the more specific, the 
first indication that this final portion of the chapter 
is a later accretion is the way in which Section 1.7, an 
otherwise highly structured and symmetrical portion of 
the text, breaks down. The opening statement ("Statement") 
of this section enumerates six desirable human character
istics described with three sets of opposites called -A . 
On our plates these six characteristics and their recur
rence in the elaborations are indicated with the letters
(a) - (d). The initial statement is followed by an elab
oration ("Elaboration I") on these six characteristics 
each in proper order and introduced in the same uniform 
way: .u.' / f r k ' h K %  etc. This is then followed by
"Elaboration II". Again, the six characteristics are 
listed in their original order and in a uniform way. 
"Elaboration III" begins by discussing each of the char
acteristics at some length and by illustrating them 
with historical allusions. Each of the first four of



these characteristics ends with the common phraseology:

Further, each of the first four characteristics contains 
a reference to the following historical figures to exem
plify the particular characteristics:

(a) Yao, Shun, T 1ang and Wu (Shih: Wen)
(b) Wu
(c) Wen
(d) C h 1 eng and K'ang

It is at this point in Elaboration III after dealing 
with only four of the six characteristics that the 
structure and symmetry of Section 17 breaks down. 
Characteristics (e) and (f) do occur (together with 
a fortuitous (g) and (h)), but they do not follow the 
pattern set by the preceding four characteristics.
Dispensing with the iu *&, £. M  $LK_k & pattern, they
simply have:

Further, whereas the preceding four characteristics cite 
individual historical examples to illustrate their vir
tue, all four of (e), (f), (g) and (h) are illustrated
by reference to Confucius alone.

At the end of the reconstituted Elaboration III (9/21b), 
there is a piece of commentary which identifies the k K  

as 3L ,-I- , f, , andik'fsle. To this commentator (Kao
Yu??), the reconstituted ending from ?  to It A K

S' S' ^  was one piece of text. That the commenta
tor did not identify the a  K  as the more obvious A /,p ,
H /-}} , and f /0,- might indicate that this ending existed

(a) ̂  !'i H  ^  •
(b) k  4  h  !•] I  k  b  t K k .

(c) $ It *JL *J *S? A. J y; _
(d) #  fctb'*- $1 $ ^  i k.

(e) it ^  ?f k  .

(g) K  .

( h )  ^  ^  A .
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as a chunk somewhere else in the I-Iuai Nan Tzu text at 
the time that this commentary was written.

The first specific indication of corruption is the
breakdown in the structure of Section 17 described 
above. A second indication is the Wen Tzu SPPY /3b-4a 
abridgment of Section 17. On the photo-facsimile at 
the end of this appendix, we have high lighted that
portion of the Huai Nan Tsu which is reproduced in the
Wen Tzu. It includes the Statement, Elaborations I and 
II almost in their entirety, and a very brief passage 
made up from the (h) portion of Elaboration III. Most 
of Elaboration III and the entire contents of Section 
18 are omitted by the Wen Tzu. This might indicate 
that by the time of the Wen Tzu compilation— probably 
not much later than 3rd. C. A.D.— the final portion 
of Section 17 was already in a state of corruption, and 
Section 18 had not yet been appended.

Of the Huai Nan Tzu1s 21 chapters, 17 are abridged 
in the Wen Tzu. Of this 17, 10 are covered with a vary
ing degree of abbreviation from beginning to end (Chaps. 
1, 2, 6 , 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17 and 20). The remaining 
7 chapters ("Chu Shu" numbered among these) have final 
sections omitted by the Wen Tzu. In several of these 
chapters--8 and 13 for example— the final portions of 
the text do not seem to be continuous with the preceding 
bulk in either structure or content. In other words, 
like the "Chu Shu" chapter, it is possible that several 
of these other chapters had stray text appended to 
them at some later stage in their transmission.

The TPYL, like the Wen Tzu, cites the Huai Nan Tzu 
rather extensively. It is perhaps of some significance 
that of the citations taken from this "Chu Shu" chapter, 
the TPYL includes nothing beyond the following passage 
(TPYL 386, p. 1785):

>i #  *- Il 1 $  t L £  t  it &  I #1 •
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A third rather specific indication that the final 
part of the "Chu Shu11 chapter is a later addition comes 
with its contents. To begin with, there is the "Yao 
Lfleh" 21/3a description:

£  rtj &  k '  i  ft
A j, A  ifs- i f  ifa *'/' H  0  ~f . ii- ̂  %  i—  /fy- S % , 0  ■■A ( 0  A,
i  t- ih •&. f  4- i  •& 1  ft. Jt &  *  f- ?p. 4  *3 ^  'A .
k  'ff 'I vjt A  Jp $> A: ilf i "f.. Â  J: f$. j- #; i- #3
The "Chu Shu" chapter deals with the affairs of
the ruler. It offers a way to make the various 
ministers exert their utmost abilities in fulfil
ling their responsibilities and the imperial de
mands. It shows how to gather and manipulate the 
reins of power and thereby control one's subordi
nates, how to hold up the claim and demand fulfil
ment, and how to examine them of the basis of ts 1 an 
wu. It is a way of causing the ruler to take methods 
in hand and grasp the essential without wantonly 
expressing his desire or displeasure. These methods 
regulate what is applied and correct any anomaly, 
repudiate private considerations and institute what 
is of benefit to all. It ensures that the bureau
cracy moves freely and converges at the center, each 
member carrying out his duties and each man effect
ing worthwhile accomplishments. This then is the 
elucidation provided by the "Chu Shu" chapter.

While this "Yao Ltieh" description is entirely consistent 
with the bulk of the "Chu Shu" chapter, there is abso
lutely no mention of the Confucian virtues extolled in 
the suspect Section 18. Further, in the first seven
teen sections of this chapter, there is a relative dearth 
of Confucian virtues. In the final section, however, the 
central thread linking the fragmentary passages is the 
reference to Confucian principles. It is certainly no 
overstatement to say that the contents of this final 
section are entirely out of keeping with the rest of the 
chapter.

On the basis of the evidence given above, it is the 
assumption of this paper that the original "Chu Shu"
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text ended with the completion of Elaboration JII at 
the end of Section 17. At an early stage, a few 
chien ("bamboo strips") were lost from the end of
the text. At some late date, probably after the com
pilation of the Wen Tzu, someone added a new ending to 
Section 17 to round it off, and then appended some 
stray fragments of text which came to constitute our 
Section 18. If this was indeed the case, the first 
question which comes to mind is the source of these 
stray fragments. At this distance in the transmission 
after successive editings it is difficult to relocate 
these fragments in other chapters of the Huai Nan Tzu 
with any degree of certainty. Even so, we might compare 
the following passages:
9/22a
JL r  &  1 . 1  h- 1  *  %  g &
( t i l  *- . k  1  $.  ̂  f  £■> Z.

9/2lb-22b
ik l $] ffQ 40 J' i<v> vj

H  $ .fa f
*  %  i f  <T'. <■- %  < &  i  1 1  H

■ft. $ "J % €j  iL K. i.
\  A  £  U" H.ip *  %  f

fa vA '5 £_.<*) %  %  k'.fa p  t-

M  I  ij g i f  * £  i)i $%. t $  & X .

A t ]

9/2 2b
H  A ("A 4. K  f  K  t . i. ff\'

f/ fy . <> ti ^  Z - A. Z  ft! -A
t  , i i  4 &_ &  s & h K

18/lb

«- r  r  1 1 . 1  % it ^  
* b k  &  K . &  t  t  liJ;

• ? ' ]  fi\ % .  f t  A t )  fff A \

^  iLj,

20/l8b-19a
ft ^  ^  1 1 ^
^  . ' 1  ^  ^  ^  I f  ^  - f  /v

^  a  ̂  ̂  i  *'J ^
4 'j i i  lb  a  ^

'H ^  1  Tv if ^  f
>. Ifi ^  liL *3 ¥  m  i) . 3'

i f  i l l

20/15b-16a
4  ^  ̂ .. K f *

^  %  /| ^  ̂  ^  ..... {11 /$-
j? // ^  If lie i Jt 0 .
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It is significant that although the bulk of the "Chu 
Shu" chapter contains the full and frequent commentary 
which seems so typical of Kao Yu, several of the final 
fragments have only the brief and infrequent commentary 
characteristic of Hsd Shen. Both Chapters 18 and 20 
cited above as possible original locations for parts of 
this stray text survive with only the Hsd Shen commen
tary.
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PLATE IV: HUAI NAN TZU 9/19b, 9/20a

nil I I I M il iim imii • ■--wwwt*- • -r —
’« M g

* 7 %  *  4 . % \<*J  4  v?

v W ~ W W ® m

jg?~\ tf.€ § l f o f e  & k v  7  *£ v
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PLATE V: HUAI NAN TZU 9/20b, 9/2la

v a i • ' S i  ^  V5 ? iaft&ip.15# ̂ P^sf >M- 
'4fS « 4  vL_ & W ?  X  ̂  3 T S 8  X  ̂ tfr 5? V  *i t." « W i f K W o  *>
i s -  * i ;i  ; T _ ^ ® s L v  ^ > m s ?  • * $  c  - s ?  5 v ^ 5  ? ! C'3r,v?iS 2 k > v? 4 = W •«««-> -S' * < - ^ 4 « >  r* { t o r

-^v5s^-v >m  » c ? s a ( - * v * 3 ! r #3 *b«S**/** {H y  S; &  ^ ^ y n ^ V t t T  a  SPSS'S J±; ti£ _
x t r T  *%s/ 1*. i  1 /-/ t  f . "C « » _  J  | X  L  i . 0 . I-- 7 J 1 A  I . >  „ . . iftr. Y l _ _ .  I . »  . I ^

j^^-^ r . . . ^  > _. * _!_",.r5\ÂYA rn"v ̂  *vs ̂  ̂  ''h -»
mv V-‘A
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~ • -■ •" '■•• ‘ V •" • S V . . • • •- -r ' | ■.

J
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PLATE VI: HUAI NAN TZU 9/21b, 9/22a
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PLATE VII: IIUAI NAN TZU 9/22b, 9/23a
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